Tweet Archive on #sharp13
From 6/26/2013 - 7/29/2013
amndw2: Anyone have an up-to-date email address for UPenn's Rare Book & Manuscript
Library? Just tried sending them an email & it bounced. #SHARP13
6/26/2013 8:14:50 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming #19daystogo
7/2/2013 4:58:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming
#19daystogo
7/2/2013 5:00:12 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming
#19daystogo
7/2/2013 8:47:44 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP 2013 is now just two weeks away! Preliminary programme here:
http://t.co/tI1AJrXJRx Hashtag for the conference is #sharp13
7/3/2013 9:48:20 AM
monicalmercado: @SHARPorg Wish I were able to attend #sharp13 in one of my
favorite cities...but will be following along!
7/3/2013 7:50:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @monicalmercado: @SHARPorg Wish I were able to attend #sharp13 in
one of my favorite cities...but will be following along!
7/3/2013 7:51:08 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming
#19daystogo
7/5/2013 6:10:55 AM
CorinnaNoRue: SHARP Philadelphia is coming up fast! I'm testing all sorts of twitter fun
for #sharp13 this morning #mbhsharp
7/5/2013 6:16:53 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: SHARP Philadelphia is coming up fast! I'm testing
all sorts of twitter fun for #sharp13 this morning #mbhsharp
7/5/2013 12:05:53 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming #16daystogo
7/5/2013 6:55:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming
#16daystogo
7/5/2013 7:58:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #guerrillaplenary #mbhsharp #itscoming
#16daystogo
7/5/2013 11:37:52 PM
CaseyBrienza: Only a couple of weeks till #SHARP13. I can hardly believe it!
7/6/2013 9:15:11 AM
SHARPorg: RT @CaseyBrienza: Only a couple of weeks till #SHARP13. I can hardly
believe it!

7/6/2013 9:20:09 AM
lesliehowsam: @dolechner @mattrubery Sunny here and will be at #sharp13 I hope,
but wish I could have been at you conference.
7/6/2013 1:36:12 PM
dolechner: @lesliehowsam Have fun at #sharp13, will follow tweets! Thought of you
yesterday viewing this at @NPGLondon. http://t.co/iJXmVgxcYU
7/6/2013 3:58:33 PM
TheSpecialest: Looking forward to #SHARP13 more than any conference I've gone to in
a while. I want to attend everything: https://t.co/cN5y4kBGVh
7/8/2013 11:09:04 PM
CorinnaNoRue: The final program for #sharp13 is online: http://t.co/EIoEQLJKSe See
you there!
7/10/2013 5:14:13 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: The final program for #sharp13 is online:
http://t.co/EIoEQLJKSe See you there!
7/10/2013 11:59:11 AM
MichaelHancher: RT @CorinnaNoRue: The final program for #sharp13 is online:
http://t.co/EIoEQLJKSe See you there!
7/10/2013 12:16:05 PM
nickmimic: Final program for #SHARP13 now up. http://t.co/UDwBgGBK6s
7/10/2013 5:14:04 PM
lesliehowsam: Program! #sharp13 http://t.co/ePvHkfhvVX
7/10/2013 5:16:03 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: excited for the #sharp13 final program! http://t.co/CUvPOk1e3x
come for @roaringgirle 's ¶, my manicules, and @whitneytrettien 's remix.
7/10/2013 5:19:21 PM
whitneytrettien: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: excited for the #sharp13 final program!
http://t.co/CUvPOk1e3x come for @roaringgirle 's ¶, my manicules, and @whit…
7/10/2013 5:20:06 PM
MichaelHancher: RT @lesliehowsam: Program! #sharp13 http://t.co/ePvHkfhvVX
7/10/2013 5:21:07 PM
monicalmercado: Still bummed to miss #sharp13 (& the lovely @praymurray!) but my
archives are calling... MT ➡@lesliehowsam:
Program! http://t.co/2snluUzSV9
7/10/2013 6:18:22 PM
colonialip: “@lesliehowsam: Program! #sharp13 http://t.co/rPK9bl8WzV” LOL. I have
established a new University! #sharp13 lists me as @ #UWindsor UK!
7/10/2013 6:58:42 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @iangadd At least one of those 12 on Tues is looking forward to being
marshalled! :-) I get to skip my last week of classes for #sharp13!
7/11/2013 3:57:10 PM
CorinnaNoRue: We're looking forward to our panel e-1 #SHARP13 and to meeting you,
@B00KE! @ILoveCopyright

7/12/2013 4:19:41 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @CorinnaNoRue: We're looking forward to our panel e-1
#SHARP13 and to meeting you, @B00KE! @ILoveCopyright
7/12/2013 4:20:02 PM
Anne_withanE: Getting excited about the upcoming SHARP Conference. Final program
for #sharp13 http://t.co/Na3pVE5BO8
7/13/2013 1:25:51 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp13 swag, via @sim1303 http://t.co/rYuiiCByKb
7/13/2013 11:20:01 PM
iangadd: RT @CorinnaNoRue: We're looking forward to our panel e-1 #SHARP13 and to
meeting you, @B00KE! @ILoveCopyright
7/13/2013 11:20:14 PM
iangadd: RT @colonialip: “@lesliehowsam: Program! #sharp13 http://t.co/rPK9bl8WzV”
LOL. I have established a new University! #sharp13 lists me as @ …
7/13/2013 11:20:25 PM
iangadd: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: excited for the #sharp13 final program!
http://t.co/CUvPOk1e3x come for @roaringgirle 's ¶, my manicules, and @whit…
7/13/2013 11:20:30 PM
iangadd: RT @Anne_withanE: Getting excited about the upcoming SHARP Conference.
Final program for #sharp13 http://t.co/Na3pVE5BO8
7/13/2013 11:20:38 PM
SHARPorg: And there’s more… http://t.co/3dutaeNE94 #sharp13
7/14/2013 12:49:52 AM
mjpaulusjr: Just downloaded the conference app & created my agenda for #sharp13.
Weather comparison with Seattle noted!: http://t.co/WHv3eOWxWZ
7/14/2013 1:27:30 AM
colonialip: “@SHARPorg: And there’s more… http://t.co/CjLSCd7GWF #sharp13”
counting the days to #sharp13!
7/14/2013 2:48:43 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Leaving on a jet plane for #sharp13! Advance kudos to Philly
committee for the perfect prep as evidenced by various emails this weekend.
7/14/2013 6:15:46 AM
JanHillgaertner: @CorinnaNoRue Lucky you! #sharp13
7/14/2013 9:02:28 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 swag, via @sim1303 http://t.co/rYuiiCByKb
7/14/2013 12:38:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: We're looking forward to our panel e-1 #SHARP13
and to meeting you, @B00KE! @ILoveCopyright
7/14/2013 12:39:19 PM
lesliehowsam: The all-important conference BAG! @SHARPorg: And there’s more…
http://t.co/1XpcvU4DHW #sharp13”

7/14/2013 12:42:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Leaving on a jet plane for #sharp13! Advance
kudos to Philly committee for the perfect prep as evidenced by various email…
7/14/2013 12:48:25 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp #oneweektogo
7/14/2013 7:28:36 PM
SHARPorg: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp #oneweektogo
7/14/2013 7:28:44 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here: http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/14/2013 7:29:11 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here: http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/14/2013 7:29:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/14/2013 7:44:12 PM
wynkenhimself: Aside from the interesting content, the design of the @SHARPorg
program is lovely! http://t.co/C5O4liw2Fr #SHARP13
7/14/2013 10:34:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @wynkenhimself: Aside from the interesting content, the design of the
@SHARPorg program is lovely! http://t.co/C5O4liw2Fr #SHARP13
7/14/2013 11:42:33 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @wynkenhimself: Aside from the interesting content, the design of
the @SHARPorg program is lovely! http://t.co/C5O4liw2Fr #SHARP13
7/15/2013 12:14:04 AM
EMDigAgendas: hey #SHARP13, #emda13 sounds like they're getting excited about our
meetup mashup!
7/15/2013 5:00:41 PM
wynkenhimself: @whitneytrettien Ooh, let’s talk fragments when we see each other at
#sharp13!
7/15/2013 6:27:28 PM
adamghooks: @wynkenhimself @whitneytrettien Ooh, I just picked that up from the
library! Also, I’ll be hanging around #sharp13 so see you there.
7/15/2013 6:28:47 PM
praymurray: @wynkenhimself @whitneytrettien Will be good to finally meet you two in
person! #sharp13
7/15/2013 6:30:47 PM
heatherfro: @profwernimont @wynkenhimself @adamghooks @whitneytrettien come
hang out in Philly on Saturday! #emda13 #sharp13
7/15/2013 6:31:21 PM
amndw2: Getting ready for #sharp13. Psyched to see so many of you tweeting about it
already!

7/15/2013 6:36:37 PM
iangadd: RT @EMDigAgendas: hey #SHARP13, #emda13 sounds like they're getting
excited about our meetup mashup!
7/15/2013 8:33:15 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Today's pre-#sharp13 book history highlight: "Little Golden Books"
@amhistorymuseum. Check out the online exhibit! http://t.co/PDG27PhNoi
7/15/2013 9:42:20 PM
dorothyk98: RT @wynkenhimself: Aside from the interesting content, the design of the
@SHARPorg program is lovely! http://t.co/C5O4liw2Fr #SHARP13
7/15/2013 11:24:46 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Today's pre-#sharp13 book history highlight: "Little
Golden Books" @amhistorymuseum. Check out the online exhibit! http:/…
7/16/2013 1:22:39 AM
nickmimic: DEATH CAB soundtrack to my #SHARP13 type and transatlanticism
presentation did not make final cut. Probably for best, but a little bummed.
7/16/2013 2:19:14 AM
offog: Getting ready for SHARP Futures meeting at the Library of Congress, to be
followed by conference in Philly #SHARP13
7/16/2013 10:58:29 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @nickmimic: DEATH CAB soundtrack to my #SHARP13 type and
transatlanticism presentation did not make final cut. Probably for best, but a …
7/16/2013 11:26:58 AM
SHARPorg: RT @nickmimic: DEATH CAB soundtrack to my #SHARP13 type and
transatlanticism presentation did not make final cut. Probably for best, but a …
7/16/2013 11:31:44 AM
SHARPorg: . @iangadd will report on meeting at #SHARP13 later this week, and will be
seeking further input from the membership over coming months.
7/16/2013 12:41:19 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: . @iangadd will report on meeting at #SHARP13 later this
week, and will be seeking further input from the membership over com…
7/16/2013 12:41:45 PM
MitchFraas: In the #SHARP13 logistics meeting- can't wait! http://t.co/6E9Gh6mlce
7/16/2013 2:35:13 PM
textualstudies: #SHARP13 conf begins 7/18 in Philly; conf reviewers needed!
http://t.co/OTlaACWz1B
7/16/2013 2:48:14 PM
adamghooks: Philly folks and #SHARP13 folks: I’m arriving tomorrow, and will be there
through RBS next week. I hope to see you there!
7/16/2013 5:14:06 PM
dolechner: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/16/2013 6:19:27 PM

dolechner: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Today's pre-#sharp13 book history highlight: "Little
Golden Books" @amhistorymuseum. Check out the online exhibit! http:/…
7/16/2013 6:21:40 PM
MitchFraas: Filling the #sharp13 participant bags- ouch #sharpweek
http://t.co/7NOPJFRhWx
7/16/2013 10:12:01 PM
katiefine: Ouch #sharp13 http://t.co/oXKWkBmy3e
7/16/2013 10:34:48 PM
iangadd: RT @MitchFraas: In the #SHARP13 logistics meeting- can't wait!
http://t.co/6E9Gh6mlce
7/17/2013 2:59:19 AM
SHARPorg: RT @MitchFraas: In the #SHARP13 logistics meeting- can't wait!
http://t.co/6E9Gh6mlce
7/17/2013 2:59:22 AM
SHARPorg: RT @MitchFraas: Filling the #sharp13 participant bags- ouch #sharpweek
http://t.co/7NOPJFRhWx
7/17/2013 2:59:27 AM
SHARPorg: RT @katiefine: Ouch #sharp13 http://t.co/oXKWkBmy3e
7/17/2013 2:59:35 AM
iangadd: It’s 11pm. 31°C. The suitcase is packed. Tomorrow morning, Baltimore to
discuss SHARP with Johns Hopkins UP. Then Philadelphia for #SHARP13.
7/17/2013 3:06:04 AM
iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary #5daystogo
7/17/2013 3:12:00 AM
SHARPorg: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary #5daystogo
7/17/2013 3:16:25 AM
heatherfro: @whitneytrettien are you at #SHARP13 this week btw? @B00KE and i are
planning an #EMDA13 takeover for saturday...
7/17/2013 3:18:48 AM
nickmimic: Buffalo ➡ Wilmington ➡ Philadelphia #sharp13
7/17/2013 11:54:16 AM
adamghooks: CID —> ORD —> PHL —> #sharp13
7/17/2013 12:17:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @adamghooks: CID —> ORD —> PHL —> #sharp13
7/17/2013 1:48:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nickmimic: Buffalo ➡ Wilmington ➡ Philadelphia #sharp13
7/17/2013 1:48:27 PM
iangadd: @sim1303 @roaringgirle @lesliehowsam #sharp13 is setting the bar very
high…
7/17/2013 1:57:40 PM
heatherfro: .@B00KE & I have an #EMDA13 #SHARP13 tweetup happening on
Saturday in Philly at Doobies (22nd & Lombard); ~7pm. Area friends, come join us!

7/17/2013 2:01:18 PM
brianbhalley: Looking forward to #SHARP13 this week in Philly. For everyone else
attending, look out for the UMass Press flyer in your conference tote!
7/17/2013 2:01:30 PM
EMDigAgendas: RT @heatherfro: .@B00KE & I have an #EMDA13 #SHARP13 tweetup
happening on Saturday in Philly at Doobies (22nd & Lombard); ~7pm. Area friend…
7/17/2013 2:02:12 PM
ProfessMoravec: RT @heatherfro: .@B00KE & I have an #EMDA13 #SHARP13 tweetup
happening on Saturday in Philly at Doobies (22nd & Lombard); ~7pm. Area friend…
7/17/2013 2:02:40 PM
heatherfro: @Nicosia_Marissa @B00KE Amazing! can't wait to meet all you #SHARP13 ers
7/17/2013 2:04:26 PM
wynkenhimself: #SHARP13 site is down but program: https://t.co/RaQ5riEXVS or (pdf)
https://t.co/CJVql8Bcjz & misc info https://t.co/gMCxZncnFS
7/17/2013 2:39:55 PM
adamghooks: And @Rick_Bayless makes his opening contribution to #sharp13 and
@rarebookschool #tortafrontera http://t.co/AZLJzShEde
7/17/2013 2:56:07 PM
heatherfro: re #EMDA13 #SHARP13 tweetup RT @roaringgirle: @B00KE @sim1303
@heatherfro // not to mention its fairly excellent beer list.
7/17/2013 2:57:49 PM
rcagna: RT @wynkenhimself: Aside from the interesting content, the design of the
@SHARPorg program is lovely! http://t.co/C5O4liw2Fr #SHARP13
7/17/2013 3:01:57 PM
amndw2: Achieved Penn Station, train, and blissfully uncrowded quiet car. Philadelphia
here I come! #sharp13
7/17/2013 3:37:31 PM
paige_roberts: RT @wynkenhimself: #SHARP13 site is down but program:
https://t.co/RaQ5riEXVS or (pdf) https://t.co/CJVql8Bcjz & misc info https://t.co/gMC…
7/17/2013 3:50:50 PM
NEH_ODH: From 7/18-21, ODH's @jenserventi is attending the Soc for the Hist of
Authorship, Reading, & Publishing annual conf at the U of PA. #sharp13
7/17/2013 3:56:24 PM
JenServenti: Looking forward to attending my first #sharp13 annual conf at the Univ of
PA Thurs-Sun. Am available to discuss NEH grant opps w/ attendees.
7/17/2013 4:02:44 PM
mdesjardin: RT @JenServenti: Looking forward to attending my first #sharp13 annual
conf at the Univ of PA Thurs-Sun. Am available to discuss NEH grant …
7/17/2013 4:03:59 PM
wynkenhimself: You know what I forgot to being with me to #sharp13? A sweater for
the crazy a/c on the train. Oops.

7/17/2013 4:52:01 PM
heatherfro: @keenera are you also #SHARP13 bound? i'm going to be hanging out with
you all at night on Saturday
7/17/2013 5:36:22 PM
keenera: @heatherfro Certainly am #SHARP13 bound. Be in touch, looking forward to
meeting F2F on Sat!
7/17/2013 5:40:12 PM
heatherfro: @loriexaggerates i'm at @EMDigAgendas (#EMDA13) - but watching
#dh2013 and dropping by #SHARP13 on Saturday. #busy
7/17/2013 5:42:05 PM
EN6034: RT @wynkenhimself: #SHARP13 site is down but program:
https://t.co/RaQ5riEXVS or (pdf) https://t.co/CJVql8Bcjz & misc info https://t.co/gMC…
7/17/2013 6:36:03 PM
iangadd: RT @wynkenhimself: #SHARP13 site is down but program:
https://t.co/RaQ5riEXVS or (pdf) https://t.co/CJVql8Bcjz & misc info https://t.co/gMC…
7/17/2013 6:36:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @heatherfro: .@B00KE & I have an #EMDA13 #SHARP13 tweetup
happening on Saturday in Philly at Doobies (22nd & Lombard); ~7pm. Area friend…
7/17/2013 6:39:15 PM
iangadd: (It’s ok: they can’t start #sharp13 without us…)
7/17/2013 6:40:04 PM
adamghooks: I have landed. Time for fun at @RosenbachMuseum & #sharp13 &
@rarebookschool & with all my #biblionerd tweeps. First up, @wynkenhimself !
7/17/2013 7:39:57 PM
SHARPorg: RT @adamghooks: I have landed. Time for fun at @RosenbachMuseum &
#sharp13 & @rarebookschool & with all my #biblionerd tweeps. First up, @w…
7/17/2013 8:24:57 PM
iangadd: Approaching Philadelphia and #sharp13. #mercuryrising
7/17/2013 8:30:36 PM
adamghooks: As it always does when you arrive. And shd we play “Hail to the Chief”?
RT @iangadd: Approaching Philadelphia and #sharp13. #mercuryrising
7/17/2013 9:37:58 PM
adamghooks: Make it so #sharp13 RT @wynkenhimself: @iangadd Or, better, declare
that all events/talks/etc will be held in a bar. With air conditioning.
7/17/2013 9:39:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JenServenti: Looking forward to attending my first #sharp13 annual
conf at the Univ of PA Thurs-Sun. Am available to discuss NEH grant …
7/17/2013 9:41:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @brianbhalley: Looking forward to #SHARP13 this week in Philly. For
everyone else attending, look out for the UMass Press flyer in your …
7/17/2013 9:41:27 PM
adamghooks: Hello, Philadelphia! #sharp13 http://t.co/aV7h0HlGm2

7/17/2013 9:44:28 PM
amndw2: O hai Ben Franklin. And hello Philadelphia. #SHARP13 http://t.co/gVfcvfO3K9
7/17/2013 9:52:03 PM
keenera: @bspalmieri @heatherfro OK, I'll stayed tuned. Just arrived in the UPenn area
a moment ago. #SHARP13
7/17/2013 10:02:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @adamghooks: Hello, Philadelphia! #sharp13 http://t.co/aV7h0HlGm2
7/17/2013 10:10:39 PM
mjpaulusjr: In Philadelphia for #sharp13 across from Van Pelt Library.
http://t.co/Ug8n8wirjD
7/17/2013 10:18:55 PM
TomCollinsAndCo: On at the same time #SHARP13 http://t.co/gBUyEMvXCO and
#DH2013. http://t.co/DB790gBmPB Worlds apart or not?
7/17/2013 10:25:04 PM
amndw2: I've been in Philly for 5 hours. Spent 3 of them looking at C19 commonplace
books and .3 of them eating gelato. #sharp13 off to good start.
7/17/2013 10:31:03 PM
WillNoel: RT @mjpaulusjr: In Philadelphia for #sharp13 across from Van Pelt Library.
http://t.co/Ug8n8wirjD
7/17/2013 11:08:43 PM
WillNoel: Looking forward to meeting so many at #sharp13. Welcome to Philly Y'all, and
particularly the Special Collections Center, #UPenn libraries.
7/17/2013 11:26:55 PM
WillNoel: RT @wynkenhimself: #SHARP13 site is down but program:
https://t.co/RaQ5riEXVS or (pdf) https://t.co/CJVql8Bcjz & misc info https://t.co/gMC…
7/17/2013 11:27:49 PM
WillNoel: RT @wynkenhimself: Aside from the interesting content, the design of the
@SHARPorg program is lovely! http://t.co/C5O4liw2Fr #SHARP13
7/17/2013 11:28:11 PM
upennlib: RT @WillNoel: Looking forward to meeting so many at #sharp13. Welcome to
Philly Y'all, and particularly the Special Collections Center, #UP…
7/17/2013 11:35:50 PM
MitchFraas: Looking forward to my #sharp13 pre-conference workshop on digitization
with @peasandpoetry and others - 10am!
7/18/2013 12:22:40 AM
mazarines: I may not be #biblionerd 'ing out at #sharp13, but I will be watching
@bellesglasgow under the Santa Barbara stars in mere hours.
7/18/2013 12:23:32 AM
peasandpoetry: @MitchFraas me too! Looking forward #SHARP13
7/18/2013 12:38:56 AM
RosenbachMuseum: Welcome to Philadelphia, #SHARP13 participants!

7/18/2013 12:53:36 AM
WillNoel: RT @MitchFraas: Looking forward to my #sharp13 pre-conference workshop
on digitization with @peasandpoetry and others - 10am!
7/18/2013 1:24:51 AM
RebeccaShores: flight at 515am tmrw--good thing I'm heading straight for a tour of the
free library's rare book dept! #sharp13, here I come (caffeinated).
7/18/2013 2:07:25 AM
SHARPorg: RT @WillNoel: Looking forward to meeting so many at #sharp13. Welcome
to Philly Y'all, and particularly the Special Collections Center, #UP…
7/18/2013 2:10:51 AM
SHARPorg: RT @RebeccaShores: flight at 515am tmrw--good thing I'm heading straight
for a tour of the free library's rare book dept! #sharp13, here I …
7/18/2013 2:12:46 AM
SHARPorg: RT @TomCollinsAndCo: On at the same time #SHARP13
http://t.co/gBUyEMvXCO and #DH2013. http://t.co/DB790gBmPB Worlds apart or not?
7/18/2013 2:13:26 AM
adamghooks: @lesliehowsam @iangadd of course, and duly noted. Besides, I didn't
bring my trumpet anyway. #sharp13 #biblionerdsoundtrack
7/18/2013 2:28:37 AM
nickmimic: Oh man, Peter de Walpergen just made it into my #SHARP13 talk. What
period do I work in again? #PerilsOfOverCoverage ?
7/18/2013 2:38:07 AM
colonialip: @Zenbap @arnoldcharles2 oops I meant #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:04:40 AM
helensonner: Looking forward to #sharp13 & being in Philly again.
7/18/2013 5:41:47 AM
helensonner: Just downloaded #sharp13 program via @Conference4me. Sweet.
7/18/2013 5:56:07 AM
superHH: Ready to follow #sharp13 on twitter. It almost feels like I were there.
7/18/2013 6:39:18 AM
RebeccaShores: Scene from my driveway, taken by husband once I was on board.
#shoeless #sharp13 http://t.co/5fz38RDG6P
7/18/2013 9:04:47 AM
MitchFraas: Morning view from the Penn library SCC- ready for #sharp13
http://t.co/pul7YZSjlx
7/18/2013 10:55:28 AM
MitchFraas: RT @sim1303: brand spanking new website, ready just in time for day 1
#sharp13: http://t.co/zQb8nwQrnF (thank you leslie @upennlib) pls RT
7/18/2013 11:43:48 AM
Anne_withanE: Breakfast, and then off to the Free Library of Philadelphia Rare Book
Room tour. #sharp13

7/18/2013 11:46:05 AM
mdesjardin: RT @MitchFraas: RT @sim1303: brand spanking new website, ready just in
time for day 1 #sharp13: http://t.co/zQb8nwQrnF (thank you leslie @u…
7/18/2013 11:46:52 AM
iangadd: RT @MitchFraas: RT @sim1303: brand spanking new website, ready just in
time for day 1 #sharp13: http://t.co/zQb8nwQrnF (thank you leslie @u…
7/18/2013 11:54:40 AM
iangadd: RT @superHH: Ready to follow #sharp13 on twitter. It almost feels like I were
there.
7/18/2013 11:54:58 AM
iangadd: RT @Anne_withanE: Breakfast, and then off to the Free Library of Philadelphia
Rare Book Room tour. #sharp13
7/18/2013 11:55:12 AM
wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is Society for the History of
Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. http://t.co/tInIEHrIZ8
7/18/2013 12:12:04 PM
Pennrare: RT @MitchFraas: RT @sim1303: brand spanking new website, ready just in
time for day 1 #sharp13: http://t.co/zQb8nwQrnF (thank you leslie @u…
7/18/2013 12:14:21 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @ILoveCopyright safe travels to #SHARP13 to inaugurate the "3%
glass ceiling" project with our co-presented paper on Sat afternoon!
7/18/2013 12:18:10 PM
SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for #sharp13? As in 2011 and
2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 12:20:45 PM
SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the
#sharp13 tag. At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee.
7/18/2013 12:20:48 PM
SHARPorg: Prizes will be announced at #sharp13 AGM on Sunday. No previous winners
or members of SHARP council/board or organisers eligible.
7/18/2013 12:20:50 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP officers will act as judges and their decision will be final. #sharp13
7/18/2013 12:20:55 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for #sharp13? As in
2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 12:21:17 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference
using the #sharp13 tag. At least one prize will be awarded to a …
7/18/2013 12:21:20 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Prizes will be announced at #sharp13 AGM on Sunday. No
previous winners or members of SHARP council/board or organisers eligi…
7/18/2013 12:21:23 PM

iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP officers will act as judges and their decision will be
final. #sharp13
7/18/2013 12:21:24 PM
ernestopriego: RT @SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for
#sharp13? As in 2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 12:21:34 PM
ernestopriego: Two hashtags to follow right now #sharp13 #dh2013
http://t.co/LfRfUqRQkh
7/18/2013 12:23:25 PM
BenjaminPauley: Man, I really need to get my act together and make it to SHARP one
of these years… Looks like another great program for #sharp13
7/18/2013 12:23:57 PM
DrHorrocks: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the
conference using the #sharp13 tag. At least one prize will be awarded to a …
7/18/2013 12:28:45 PM
SimonTanner: RT @ernestopriego: Two hashtags to follow right now #sharp13
#dh2013 http://t.co/LfRfUqRQkh
7/18/2013 12:39:05 PM
halbion: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is Society for
the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/18/2013 12:40:26 PM
dolechner: RT @SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for #sharp13? As
in 2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 12:40:28 PM
dolechner: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference
using the #sharp13 tag. At least one prize will be awarded to a …
7/18/2013 12:41:13 PM
ClaireSquires: Ever so slightly confused about the timing for the SHARP EC @iangadd
#timezoneissues #SHARP13
7/18/2013 12:41:40 PM
dolechner: @SHARPorg And I hope you'll all tweet a lot at #sharp13 for those of us who
can't be in Philadelphia!
7/18/2013 12:44:32 PM
roaringgirle: #sharp13 starts today in @visitphilly // keynote by r.chartier this pm //
see the full program here: https://t.co/JR0EnOkG1P
7/18/2013 12:45:22 PM
iangadd: OK. Let’s get this #sharp13 party started.
7/18/2013 12:47:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @dolechner: @SHARPorg And I hope you'll all tweet a lot at #sharp13
for those of us who can't be in Philadelphia!
7/18/2013 12:47:36 PM
heatherfro: @iangadd happy first day of #sharp13! see you (again) on Saturday.

7/18/2013 12:49:46 PM
speccollbrad: Yes! #speccolls #libraries #dh #rarebooks RT @ernestopriego: Two
hashtags to follow right now #sharp13 #dh2013 http://t.co/0EvPrFBVms
7/18/2013 12:54:27 PM
Musebrarian: in proximity to #sharp13 while @MsMikkiSmith presents about her
amateur newspaper boys and girls.
7/18/2013 12:55:06 PM
dolechner: RT @speccollbrad: Yes! #speccolls #libraries #dh #rarebooks RT
@ernestopriego: Two hashtags to follow right now #sharp13 #dh2013 http://t.…
7/18/2013 12:56:31 PM
mdesjardin: RT @SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for #sharp13?
As in 2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 12:58:43 PM
adamghooks: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is Society
for the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/18/2013 12:59:47 PM
Anne_withanE: Who will take up the gauntlet? RT @SHARPorg Who will be the best
conference tweeters for #sharp13? As in 2011 and 2012, there will be prizes
7/18/2013 1:01:16 PM
adamghooks: @rheaphine @iangadd in Fahrenheit it just says “Hades” #sharp13
7/18/2013 1:08:23 PM
jenloves2read: Sure wishing I was at #sharp13 right now!
7/18/2013 1:08:35 PM
peasandpoetry: Excited for the start of #SHARP13! Of course, the typography on all of
the posters/name tags is stellar
7/18/2013 1:13:40 PM
bodleiancsb: Getting ready for #SHARP13 workshop on integrating special collections
into learning - Penn Special Collections are leaders in this
7/18/2013 1:22:58 PM
MumbaiCentral: RT @sim1303: our brand spanking new website, ready just in time for
day 1 #sharp13: http://t.co/HR0BM9rmqw
7/18/2013 1:32:09 PM
RebeccaShores: PSA for #sharp13: no bag check at Free Library. Still lovely (and cool),
though!
7/18/2013 1:55:05 PM
HistoricBooks: Follow #sharp13 for the @SHARPorg conference | “Geographies of the
Book” | 18-21 July 2013 | http://t.co/HWHjpz6uzm
7/18/2013 1:55:14 PM
iangadd: RT @adamghooks: @rheaphine @iangadd in Fahrenheit it just says “Hades”
#sharp13
7/18/2013 1:56:11 PM
superHH: @dolechner @SHARPorg agreed we need to be able to follow all the cool
events happening #sharp13

7/18/2013 1:58:23 PM
SHARPorg: Executive Council meeting at #sharp13 has just begun...
7/18/2013 1:59:18 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: In Philadelphia (complete with Shillaleagh). Over 100 degress. Too
hot for academic conferences. #sharp13
7/18/2013 1:59:58 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: @SHARPorg hope you bigwigs have aircon in there! #SHARP13
7/18/2013 2:01:11 PM
EarlyNovelsDB: Prepping for #SHARP13 !
7/18/2013 2:05:20 PM
mollyhardy: Fired up for Digitization Crossroads seminar w Schoenberg Institute for
Electronic Text and Image at #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:05:47 PM
wynkenhimself: Mark Greene from U Wyoming talking about problem of backlog in
archives, solution: “more product, less process” #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:14:06 PM
wynkenhimself: In other words, Greene says, prioritize making collections accessible at
the expense of detailed processing. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:14:55 PM
wynkenhimself: Greene’s article discussing More Product Less Process:
http://t.co/7LSDJVU5xf #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:18:24 PM
wynkenhimself: Importance of Wyoming as a land-grant institution for driving need to
make collections accessible to the public, says Greene. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:19:40 PM
RebeccaShores: JF Lewis donated cuneiform tablets, Western MSs, and "Oriental MSs"
to Free Library. Awesome! #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:20:23 PM
mollyhardy: RT @wynkenhimself: Mark Greene from U Wyoming talking about problem
of backlog in archives, solution: “more product, less process” #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:23:41 PM
nicholasbirns: RT @wynkenhimself: Mark Greene from U Wyoming talking about
problem of backlog in archives, solution: “more product, less process” #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:24:13 PM
MrSidetable: Mark Greene: Basic discovery more important than exhaustive scholarly
editions. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 2:25:48 PM
john_overholt: Rapidly reaching the point where every tweet in my stream is tagged
either #DH2013 or #SHARP13. Me, I'm heading to #LibraryStaffMeeting13
7/18/2013 2:27:11 PM
SHARPorg: RT @john_overholt: Rapidly reaching the point where every tweet in my
stream is tagged either #DH2013 or #SHARP13. Me, I'm heading to #Libr…

7/18/2013 2:28:44 PM
mcneilctr: #SHEAR13 & #SHARP13: Peruse this CFP for "James Logan and the
Networks of Atlantic Culture and Politics, 1699-1751" http://t.co/OMqNth6Ugj
7/18/2013 2:30:52 PM
CHRuins: RT @mcneilctr: #SHEAR13 & #SHARP13: Peruse this CFP for "James Logan
and the Networks of Atlantic Culture and Politics, 1699-1751" http://t…
7/18/2013 2:33:11 PM
mollyhardy: Imholtz on need for human generated metadata to interpret historically
specific terminology & OCR fail w broken type #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:36:10 PM
MrSidetable: Human indexing necessary for efficient navigation of large databases. But
who's going to tell SkyNet? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 2:42:31 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Digitization Crossroads: M. Greene, aggregate access over itemlevel detail; A. Imholtz, human indexing enhances discovery and use.
7/18/2013 2:43:17 PM
wynkenhimself: Now up, @peasandpoetry on "Animating the Archives," a multimodal
exhibit at Haverford College. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:44:13 PM
SHEARites: RT @mcneilctr: #SHEAR13 & #SHARP13: Peruse this CFP for "James Logan
and the Networks of Atlantic Culture and Politics, 1699-1751" http://t…
7/18/2013 2:44:28 PM
wynkenhimself: It's an interactive exhibit about an unsolved murder from 1690s which
left traces throughout their collections. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:45:46 PM
wynkenhimself: Here's the exhibit @peasandpoetry is discussing: Who Killed Sarah
Stout? http://t.co/fUdMzIB9PZ #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:47:30 PM
dolechner: RT @HistoricBooks: Follow #sharp13 for the @SHARPorg conference |
“Geographies of the Book” | 18-21 July 2013 | http://t.co/HWHjpz6uzm
7/18/2013 2:50:48 PM
wynkenhimself: In the exhibit, emphasis on a reader-centered narrative to draw people
into researching in the archives, says @peasandpoetry. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:51:54 PM
ChHadamitzky: Looking forward to #sharp13 tweets!
7/18/2013 2:52:13 PM
wynkenhimself: I love this hybrid approach, @peasandpoetry calls it, to bring together
digital & library tech to the exhibit and make interactive. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:53:37 PM
wynkenhimself: And now it's @MitchFraas talking about Penn's digitized manuscripts
collection & what community looks for in that resource. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:55:44 PM

mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 @peasandpoetry: Augmenting archives through the
participatory exhibition "Who Killed Sarah Stout?"(http://t.co/EXYPYsQc1L)
7/18/2013 2:56:56 PM
praymurray: @wynkenhimself you're here! Can't get online (am currently on v pricey
3G) help? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 2:57:56 PM
praymurray: RT @mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 @peasandpoetry: Augmenting archives
through the participatory exhibition "Who Killed Sarah Stout?"(http://t.co/EXY…
7/18/2013 2:58:52 PM
superHH: @wynkenhimself @peasandpoetry This looks fascinating. Thanks for sharing
#SHARP13
7/18/2013 2:59:26 PM
RebeccaShores: 17th c view of the coast, from the sea. #sharp13
http://t.co/cjBSChl1IM
7/18/2013 2:59:52 PM
wynkenhimself: @praymurray The registration table had info sheets on how to
connect--worth stopping by there if you haven't already. #sharp13
7/18/2013 2:59:55 PM
SHARPorg: Officers from Scotland (via Slovenia), Massachusetts, and Australia skyping
into Executive Council at #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:00:02 PM
CherylSearch: Fueled up at Mixto on Pine and now ready to take SEPTA bus 42 to Penn
for #sharp13, sure to be another great conference.
7/18/2013 3:00:25 PM
wynkenhimself: Hey, my Collation post on sizing up books is on screen! w00t!
#sharp13 http://t.co/n1PSWUMNGt
7/18/2013 3:01:08 PM
praymurray: RT @SHARPorg: Officers from Scotland (via Slovenia), Massachusetts, and
Australia skyping into Executive Council at #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:01:40 PM
wynkenhimself: Basic metadata key--can you search by date? asks @MitchFraas. (I
agree, it's a key way of working with these collections.) #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:03:26 PM
TheSpecialest: Philly is so hot that I'm starting to think Ben Franklin was using those
loaves of bread for sweat-absorption. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:03:37 PM
wynkenhimself: Never occurred to me this wouldn't be an option, but @MitchFraas is
showing examples of commercial sites that don't! #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:04:16 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @TheSpecialest: Philly is so hot that I'm starting to think Ben
Franklin was using those loaves of bread for sweat-absorption. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:04:35 PM
wynkenhimself: Now looking at the great interface David Ramsey Maps has for looking
by geographic location. #sharp13

7/18/2013 3:05:26 PM
wynkenhimself: Hey, @john_overholt, @MitchFraas is showing the Houghton tumblr as
a great example of uploading every patron order. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:08:01 PM
wynkenhimself: And Penn Provenance Project, which shows all images of stamps,
bindings, bookplates, on Flickr. Great fast turn-around. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:08:55 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 David Rumsey Map Collection http://t.co/ojzU3amPzs
7/18/2013 3:09:56 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 Every Week Magazine collection http://t.co/yuRbfXInoH
7/18/2013 3:10:21 PM
MrSidetable: Mitch Fraas: if you're going to spend a ton of $ creating great metadata,
why not make it available in ways that scholars can use? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:11:24 PM
wynkenhimself: Now up, Melissa Homestead of U Nebraska-Lincoln on this: RT
@MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 Every Week Magazine collection http://t.co/t52upsQ4vz
7/18/2013 3:11:57 PM
wynkenhimself: Homestead talking about importance of finding things you're not
looking for, and risk that some digital interfaces limit this. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:12:43 PM
CaseyBrienza: Too. Hot. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:13:34 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 so fun checking out sessions at https://t.co/vJTlwnTKZ0
7/18/2013 3:21:11 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 would love to talk to people who are creating actual maps
(e.g. for Victorian travellers accounts) -- who's doing this???
7/18/2013 3:22:18 PM
dolechner: RT @MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 would love to talk to people who are
creating actual maps (e.g. for Victorian travellers accounts) -- who's doin…
7/18/2013 3:23:52 PM
Boston1775: RT @mcneilctr: #SHEAR13 & #SHARP13: Peruse this CFP for "James
Logan and the Networks of Atlantic Culture and Politics, 1699-1751" http://t…
7/18/2013 3:24:00 PM
dolechner: I would already nominate @wynkenhimself for #sharp13 twitter prize - but
having got it for #sharp11 probably means she can't again?
7/18/2013 3:25:32 PM
mollyhardy: @wynkenhimself sorry I missed u --next break for sure -- back left, white
top and purple skirt #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:29:53 PM
wynkenhimself: Question from audience (Donald Farren) about whether there's a need
for standards in these digital projects (metadata, interface). #sharp13

7/18/2013 3:30:29 PM
ChHadamitzky: RT @ernestopriego: Two hashtags to follow right now #sharp13
#dh2013 http://t.co/LfRfUqRQkh
7/18/2013 3:30:42 PM
wynkenhimself: Panelists seem to be saying it's too early for standards--still exploring
possibilities? I don't entirely disagree. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:33:18 PM
wynkenhimself: Another audience member points out, rightly, that there already are a
ton of standards out there; key point is interoperability. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:34:21 PM
mollyhardy: Comment that it is Less about standards than about how standards talk to
each other -- importance of interface design #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:35:41 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 shoutout for Viaf identities: http://t.co/ANBXmTEFsS these
really are wonderful and useful for interoperability of data sources
7/18/2013 3:36:49 PM
wynkenhimself: Just noticed that the chairs are color-coded so that red ones have
desks for right-handed, black ones for lefties. Clever. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:37:48 PM
stirpublishing: Slightly bizarre to see @ClaireSquires on a giant screen as I pass from
one room to another at #SHARP13 #technologyeh
7/18/2013 3:39:14 PM
praymurray: Slightly bizarre to see @ClaireSquires on a giant screen as I pass from one
room to another at #SHARP13 #technologyeh
7/18/2013 3:39:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @stirpublishing: Slightly bizarre to see @ClaireSquires on a giant screen
as I pass from one room to another at #SHARP13 #technologyeh
7/18/2013 3:40:04 PM
ClaireSquires: @praymurray what am I doing on a giant screen? Oh, I know,
#worlddomination plan is working out #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:40:21 PM
wynkenhimself: And now Imholtz is talking about the problems in digitized copies of
Tristram Shandy: blank page, mourning page, marbled skipped #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:41:11 PM
praymurray: Session on digitisation-seems the way fwd is users generating metadata
when accessing unique objects & making it freely available #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:42:01 PM
praymurray: @ClaireSquires there goes my cover as your spy... #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:42:45 PM
wynkenhimself: Homestead points out, rightly, that those are problems of MASS
digitization, not digitization per se. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:42:56 PM

mollyhardy: Imholtz using Tristram Shandy as ex of mistakes in early Digitization -loss of blank page, black page, marble page #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:43:13 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 shoutout for Viaf identities:
http://t.co/ANBXmTEFsS these really are wonderful and useful for interoperability…
7/18/2013 3:44:21 PM
wynkenhimself: Part of what made H'ford exhibit successful were the student workers:
they got to "own" bits of its creation #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:47:29 PM
rcagna: RT @HistoricBooks: Follow #sharp13 for the @SHARPorg conference |
“Geographies of the Book” | 18-21 July 2013 | http://t.co/HWHjpz6uzm
7/18/2013 3:47:32 PM
rcagna: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is Society for the
History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/18/2013 3:47:41 PM
JenServenti: Have arrived at DC's Union Station, now looking for track 13 1/2 for trip to
Hogwarts... errrr...#sharp13. Philly is cool and dry, right?
7/18/2013 3:48:14 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 Jen Rajchel, Haverford, talks about students of various
disciplines & engagement in developing "Who killed Sarah Stout?" exhibit
7/18/2013 3:48:34 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 finding collaborators: ThatCamp Philly will be held in late
September at Chemical Heritage foundation @chemheritage
7/18/2013 3:50:31 PM
wynkenhimself: Important question from audience member who has public humanities
project but not tech skills: how to proceed? #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:50:41 PM
MrSidetable: DH mixed messages: "Are you saying THATCamp or Fat Camp?"
#SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:50:48 PM
rschon: RT @wynkenhimself: Homestead points out, rightly, that those are problems of
MASS digitization, not digitization per se. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:51:34 PM
wynkenhimself: And @MitchFraas points out how important it is for humanists to
understand that CS or library collaborators are equals in endeavor #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:51:44 PM
heatherfro: RT @wynkenhimself: Important question from audience member who has
public humanities project but not tech skills: how to proceed? #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:52:16 PM
wynkenhimself: So THATCamp is one place to find collaborators & to learn; DH
Commons is super as well. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:52:45 PM
heatherfro: RT @wynkenhimself: So THATCamp is one place to find collaborators & to
learn; DH Commons is super as well. #sharp13

7/18/2013 3:52:54 PM
archivejournal: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is
Society for the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/18/2013 3:53:14 PM
DHCommons: Thx! RT @wynkenhimself: So THATCamp is one place to find
collaborators & to learn; DH Commons is super as well. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:53:14 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 http://t.co/PhRCQagEs5 another possible way to find
collaborators is to explore hackathons
7/18/2013 3:54:22 PM
upennlib: Happy to be hosting the #SHARP13 conference this week! Wishing all the
attendees a very warm welcome to Philly and to Penn! (pun intended)
7/18/2013 3:54:31 PM
wynkenhimself: Also look at DH Summer Institute http://t.co/Gw9GqQVFwJ and
whatever the new version of the DH Winter Institute is. #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:55:06 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 Understanding possible platforms and constraints they
impose on your data and outcomes is important: do homework for your project
7/18/2013 3:55:34 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 Humanists don't know what's easy and what's hard from a
coding standpoint; managing expectations is key
7/18/2013 3:56:29 PM
ClaireSquires: @praymurray seriously, what am I doing on a giant screen? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 3:57:20 PM
ernestopriego: RT @melissaterras: A print version of the @UCLDH and @4hum "The
Humanities Matter" infographic (Large PDF) http://t.co/WkYMuLLiQG #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:57:52 PM
mollyhardy: Great advice to catalog and evaluate software for ur project -- don't just
rely on advice from others #sharp13
7/18/2013 3:58:01 PM
botasdezidane: Looking forward to this evening's Roger Chartier talk at SHARP 2013;
good way to kick things off. #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:01:24 PM
GradCaucus: RT @mollyhardy: Great advice to catalog and evaluate software for ur
project -- don't just rely on advice from others #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:02:44 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 crowdsourcing projects: Smithsonian Institution Archives
collections (field books) had a recent edit-a-thon http://t.co/qrMw15iGcv
7/18/2013 4:04:22 PM
MMOckerbloom: #SHARP13 session is done; people are going to tour; must reset the
meter on my car :-) lovely morning
7/18/2013 4:04:55 PM

textualstudies: Dynamic duo conferences this week: #dh2013
(http://t.co/ucr2n53ebM) and #sharp13 (http://t.co/OTlaACWz1B).
7/18/2013 4:06:20 PM
paige_roberts: @wynkenhimself thanks to you, @iangadd, @lesliehowsam et al for
tweeting from #sharp13 Good stuff :-)
7/18/2013 4:07:46 PM
lmaruca: Missing friends real and virtual at #SHARP13 this weekend. I'll be following
from afar.
7/18/2013 4:08:14 PM
lmaruca: V.cool! RT @melissaterras: print version of @UCLDH and @4hum "The
Humanities Matter" infographic (Large PDF) http://t.co/UC1wkY69bh #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:11:24 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for #sharp13?
As in 2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 4:12:02 PM
mollyhardy: Content and imaging separate @ Schoenberg #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:14:30 PM
praymurray: @ClaireSquires Attending the #SHARP13 executive committee meeting I
would imagine? it's just your Skype icon-I spied it through glass doors!
7/18/2013 4:17:12 PM
mollyhardy: Schoenberg Bought 2 P45 scanners w2 full time shooters w photography
background. Now also has a P65 #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:18:19 PM
mollyhardy: RT @botasdezidane: Looking forward to this evening's Roger Chartier talk
at SHARP 2013; good way to kick things off. #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:18:38 PM
praymurray: @MMOckerbloom Yes! I reckon we're long overdue a SHARP hackday
#SHARP13 @iangadd
7/18/2013 4:19:06 PM
praymurray: RT @MrSidetable: DH mixed messages: "Are you saying THATCamp or Fat
Camp?" #SHARP13
7/18/2013 4:19:19 PM
mollyhardy: 2 million images shot in 5 yrs at Schoenberg #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:21:12 PM
peasandpoetry: Thanks so much for tweeting, @wynkenhimself! It was great to have
your insight at the panel #SHARP13
7/18/2013 4:21:16 PM
jmadelman: My feed overfloweth with #dh2013 and the DH-heavy sessions of
#SHARP13. Can't wait til tomorrow when #SHEAR13 joins the party!
7/18/2013 4:22:52 PM
ClaireSquires: @praymurray oh right, I thought maybe #SHARP13 had made a massive
poster of me #delusionsofgrandeur

7/18/2013 4:23:52 PM
peasandpoetry: Great start to #SHARP13! Lots of questions and projects to explore for
thinking through digitization.
7/18/2013 4:24:11 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @wynkenhimself: So THATCamp is one place to find collaborators &
to learn; DH Commons is super as well. #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:24:28 PM
mollyhardy: @john_overholt Harvard imaging practices get another shout out during
Schoenberg tour #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:24:36 PM
mollyhardy: Love the before and after aspect of Schoenberg tour -- where they started
and their fancy new digs #pimpmyDHpad #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:28:21 PM
praymurray: sorry #SHARP13 I've gotten distracted by @upennlib 's comic collections...
7/18/2013 4:28:47 PM
d_a_harper: My twitter feed is so awesomely geeky with #emda13 #sharp13 #dh2013
and occasional comicon2013 costumes should be required to read it.
7/18/2013 4:35:07 PM
ComicsGrid: RT @praymurray: sorry #SHARP13 I've gotten distracted by @upennlib 's
comic collections...
7/18/2013 4:36:35 PM
whitneytrettien: It's been fun, #DH2013. #sharp13, I'll see you soon, bearing shiny
things from the future.
7/18/2013 4:39:18 PM
mollyhardy: Photographer at Schoenberg urges keeping Raw capture must -- like a
negative -- does raise ?s re proprietary formats #sharp13
7/18/2013 4:41:11 PM
peasandpoetry: @femalespectator The difficulties of representing Tristam Shandy was
an example at today's #sharp13 roundtable on digitization!
7/18/2013 4:47:46 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: finishing up my #sharp13 paper on @SirWilliamD 's Gondibert. let the
booknerdery begin! @SHARPorg
7/18/2013 5:01:27 PM
Anne_withanE: Blown away by Rare Books Collection @ Free Library of Philadelphia.
Bonded w fellow SHARPists during tour & long walk back to UPenn #sharp13
7/18/2013 5:01:50 PM
Anne_withanE: I outed myself as a Dickensian @ Free Library tour while taking tons of
pics of Dickens's pet raven, desk, and first editions #sharp13
7/18/2013 5:03:21 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: @MMOckerbloom Yes! I reckon we're long overdue a
SHARP hackday #SHARP13 @iangadd
7/18/2013 5:09:25 PM

SHARPorg: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: finishing up my #sharp13 paper on @SirWilliamD 's
Gondibert. let the booknerdery begin! @SHARPorg
7/18/2013 5:09:36 PM
mollyhardy: Sushi from the future at Pod for lunch w @MrSidetable 3636 Sansom
#sharp13 http://t.co/lqsQOEECUZ
7/18/2013 5:10:31 PM
MitchFraas: RT @mollyhardy: 2 million images shot in 5 yrs at Schoenberg #sharp13
7/18/2013 5:16:53 PM
amndw2: Went to Reading Terminal Market and had a cheesesteak. Aww, Philly, I've
missed you. Now for the UPenn special collections tour! #sharp13
7/18/2013 5:17:32 PM
mazarines: If you follow me, you probably already know to look for #sharp13 &
#dh2013 tweets. (But I'm posting this in case you don't.)
7/18/2013 5:18:25 PM
CaseyBrienza: Will be heading into Philly super early tomorrow morning. Looking
forward to seeing everybody at #SHARP13!
7/18/2013 5:23:01 PM
roaringgirle: as #sharp13 gets underway, i'm interested in hearing about relationships
b/w book historical research methods & pedagogy // @SHARPorg
7/18/2013 5:24:56 PM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: as #sharp13 gets underway, i'm interested in hearing
about relationships b/w book historical research methods & pedagogy …
7/18/2013 5:25:32 PM
mazarines: I'm experiencing high levels of #sharp13 envy. This forecast will continue
through the weekend.
7/18/2013 5:25:35 PM
MitchFraas: From the awesome session on teaching with special collections: specimen
"curmudgeon convention" #sharp13 http://t.co/4x2hmt0vnp
7/18/2013 5:27:26 PM
ComicsGrid: MT @MitchFraas: From the awesome session on teaching with special
collections: "curmudgeon convention" #sharp13 http://t.co/TjTTAgNGY0
7/18/2013 5:29:17 PM
nickmimic: Lazy morning in Wilmington with family means I'm only now SEPTA-bound
to #sharp13. Looking forward to Chartier plenary and reception.
7/18/2013 5:39:38 PM
superHH: What I love about SHARP conferences is how open and nice people are. Not
the case at every conferences. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 5:43:26 PM
SHARPorg: RT @textualstudies: Dynamic duo conferences this week: #dh2013
(http://t.co/ucr2n53ebM) and #sharp13 (http://t.co/OTlaACWz1B).
7/18/2013 5:44:33 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: What I love about SHARP conferences is how open and nice
people are. Not the case at every conferences. #SHARP13

7/18/2013 5:55:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: I'm experiencing high levels of #sharp13 envy. This
forecast will continue through the weekend.
7/18/2013 5:55:24 PM
Anne_withanE: Overheard at #sharp13: "Is this Benjamin Franklin's chair, or may I sit
here?"
7/18/2013 5:59:31 PM
SirWilliamD: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: finishing up my #sharp13 paper on @SirWilliamD 's
Gondibert. let the booknerdery begin! @SHARPorg
7/18/2013 6:00:48 PM
AmandaAllenPhD: RT @mazarines: I'm experiencing high levels of #sharp13 envy. This
forecast will continue through the weekend.
7/18/2013 6:03:43 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Anne_withanE: Overheard at #sharp13: "Is this Benjamin Franklin's
chair, or may I sit here?"
7/18/2013 6:13:32 PM
JenServenti: #emda13 #Sharp13 #DH2013 RT @anvcscalar Aug 1 Scalar webinar is
now closed. Still room for Aug 15. Register w/ form http://t.co/9K8TeYXwb8
7/18/2013 6:23:16 PM
MsMikkiSmith: RT @SHARPorg: Who will be the best conference tweeters for
#sharp13? As in 2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...
7/18/2013 6:24:05 PM
activitystory: RT @JenServenti: #emda13 #Sharp13 #DH2013 RT @anvcscalar Aug 1
Scalar webinar is now closed. Still room for Aug 15. Register w/ form http:/…
7/18/2013 6:24:55 PM
readywriting: RT @JenServenti: #emda13 #Sharp13 #DH2013 RT @anvcscalar Aug 1
Scalar webinar is now closed. Still room for Aug 15. Register w/ form http:/…
7/18/2013 6:26:31 PM
MsMikkiSmith: Looking forward to great presentations and conversations at #sharp13
7/18/2013 6:29:56 PM
melibeus1: @SHARPorg I was in Mainz 2000! Ah, that was brilliant fun. Those were the
days ... #goodoldtimes. I wish all a great #sharp13 !!!
7/18/2013 6:36:53 PM
amndw2: Overheard at #sharp13: "Is that really Benjamin Franklin's armchair, or can I
sit in it?"
7/18/2013 7:15:02 PM
moxiekat: RT @amndw2: Overheard at #sharp13: "Is that really Benjamin Franklin's
armchair, or can I sit in it?"
7/18/2013 7:24:19 PM
moxiekat: Poe had his pet raven stuffed and set in a habitat of Poe's design. Hurrah for
the Free Library tour at #sharp13
7/18/2013 7:25:22 PM

bodleiancsb: Great ideas from workshop #sharp13 - undergraduate assignments with
early books including self-diagnosis, using humoral medicine.
7/18/2013 7:29:37 PM
praymurray: Couldn't resist; appealed far too much to my sense of pun. #SHARP13
http://t.co/R886w1wjuH
7/18/2013 7:31:47 PM
CitizenWald: v sorry that circumstances prevent me from attending #SHARP13, but
glad 2 participate in Exec Comm. mtg via Skype; looking forward 2 tweets
7/18/2013 7:36:31 PM
JenServenti: On the Penn wifi and settling in for the opening #SHARP13 keynote /
Roger Chartier. (FYI, it's too hot outside to get lost on campus today)
7/18/2013 7:43:44 PM
keenera: @meganlcook i thought you'd go. see you there! #sharp13
7/18/2013 7:43:54 PM
nickmimic: Achieved UPenn. Greeted by @sim1303. Ready for #sharp13
7/18/2013 7:46:28 PM
WillNoel: RT @botasdezidane: Looking forward to this evening's Roger Chartier talk at
SHARP 2013; good way to kick things off. #sharp13
7/18/2013 7:57:07 PM
nickmimic: Room filling up for plenary: Roger Chartier on "Geographies of the
Book/Geographies in Books" #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:02:33 PM
peasandpoetry: Wifi enabled & now for a full house at the welcome of #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:05:40 PM
botasdezidane: Packed house for the Chartier plenary at SHARP 2013 ... #sharp13
http://t.co/BqyAbJYgat
7/18/2013 8:07:06 PM
nickmimic: @peasandpoetry PS. Sounded like the round table went really well this
morning, sorry to miss it. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:07:57 PM
heatherfro: @meganlcook oh no slash congratulations! say hi to #sharp13 for me in
advance...
7/18/2013 8:08:28 PM
praymurray: RT @botasdezidane: Packed house for the Chartier plenary at SHARP 2013
... #sharp13 http://t.co/BqyAbJYgat
7/18/2013 8:08:38 PM
praymurray: Finally got my tweet on. Now let's hope my battery lasts. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:09:07 PM
iangadd: Ok. For the next four days, you're going to hear a lot about #sharp13. Feel
free to mute me as necessary...
7/18/2013 8:11:31 PM
nickmimic: David McKnight giving the conference welcome: not to diminish value of the
printed object, but the print program can serve as fan. #SHARP13

7/18/2013 8:11:31 PM
roaringgirle: loooong round of applause for #sharp13 organizers at opening keynote.
7/18/2013 8:11:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @roaringgirle: loooong round of applause for #sharp13 organizers at
opening keynote.
7/18/2013 8:11:49 PM
iangadd: RT @botasdezidane: Packed house for the Chartier plenary at SHARP 2013 ...
#sharp13 http://t.co/BqyAbJYgat
7/18/2013 8:12:21 PM
sim1303: by express order of @iangadd, this account's tweets are now open and
RTable. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:12:42 PM
iangadd: RT @sim1303: by express order of @iangadd, this account's tweets are now
open and RTable. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:12:49 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sim1303: by express order of @iangadd, this account's tweets are now
open and RTable. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:12:56 PM
sim1303: "my co-convenors, john, lynne, and simran, have thrilled at the prospect of
organizing chaos." thanks, dmck ;-) #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:13:15 PM
iangadd: RT @sim1303: #sharp13 keynote 1: geographies of roger chartier
http://t.co/ScNF5nmXUz
7/18/2013 8:13:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sim1303: #sharp13 keynote 1: geographies of roger chartier
http://t.co/ScNF5nmXUz
7/18/2013 8:13:41 PM
iangadd: RT @sim1303: "my co-convenors, john, lynne, and simran, have thrilled at the
prospect of organizing chaos." thanks, dmck ;-) #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:13:54 PM
CherylSearch: #sharp13 Conference Convenor David McKnight welcoming us congratulations to his team on a job well done!
7/18/2013 8:15:33 PM
mollyhardy: RT @CherylSearch: #sharp13 Conference Convenor David McKnight
welcoming us - congratulations to his team on a job well done!
7/18/2013 8:17:06 PM
offog: At #SHARP13, my fifth SHARP conference and the first one which comes with a
water-bottle.
7/18/2013 8:17:28 PM
wynkenhimself: I *love* that Peter Stallybrass's laugh is so distinctive and that I'm in
the same room as it. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:18:38 PM

iangadd: RT @wynkenhimself: I *love* that Peter Stallybrass's laugh is so distinctive
and that I'm in the same room as it. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:18:44 PM
sim1303: omg PSTALLYYYYYYYYY comes to the podium!!!!! this shit is actually
HAPPENING!!!!!!! #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:19:52 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Wootwoot! #SHARP13 conf opening now! Today's task - 6 straight
hours of minute-taking&discussions in the name of @SHARPorg To be continued!
7/18/2013 8:20:31 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: Achieved UPenn. Greeted by @sim1303. Ready for #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:20:52 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Hooray for conf swag! "@offog: At #SHARP13, my fifth SHARP
conference and the first one which comes with a water-bottle."
7/18/2013 8:21:10 PM
CherylSearch: Peter Stallybrass: "hundreds of reasons" why Roger Chartier is the
perfect choice for opening keynote. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:21:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Wootwoot! #SHARP13 conf opening now! Today's task
- 6 straight hours of minute-taking&discussions in the name of @SHARPor…
7/18/2013 8:22:45 PM
botasdezidane: Great to be in a room with so many book history scholars; book history
is alive and well in 2013! #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:22:47 PM
vivdunstan: Envious of those at @SHARPorg conference in Philadelphia. Going to follow
#sharp13 tweets with interest. http://t.co/tQUWrmjUNE
7/18/2013 8:23:03 PM
mollyhardy: RT @botasdezidane: Great to be in a room with so many book history
scholars; book history is alive and well in 2013! #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:23:40 PM
praymurray: Roger Chartier: youtube celebrity? Does this man's talents know no
bounds? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:24:46 PM
iangadd: Roger Chartier plenary begins: 'Geographies of the book/geographies within
books’ #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:26:01 PM
offog: RT @iangadd: Roger Chartier plenary begins: 'Geographies of the
book/geographies within books’ #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:26:18 PM
iangadd: Chartier: U of Penn as 'paradise on earth' for a book historian. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:26:36 PM
botasdezidane: Roger Chartier, "Geographies of the Book / Geographies within Books"
#SHARP13 http://t.co/zhEZOgTb2u

7/18/2013 8:27:03 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 Roger Chartier at the podium… http://t.co/QOlEl7f4tz
7/18/2013 8:27:13 PM
praymurray: RC: emphasises the need to remember that book culture spans
manuscript, non-print, non- Anglo-Saxon #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:27:52 PM
offog: A collective noun for book historians? Any suggestions, SHARPists at #SHARP13?
7/18/2013 8:28:02 PM
iangadd: RT @offog: A collective noun for book historians? Any suggestions, SHARPists
at #SHARP13?
7/18/2013 8:28:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @offog: A collective noun for book historians? Any suggestions,
SHARPists at #SHARP13?
7/18/2013 8:28:29 PM
praymurray: @offog a biblio-file? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:28:40 PM
adamghooks: I finished my research at @RosenbachMuseum just in time to miss the
#sharp13 Chartier keynote; so see you at the reception, everyone.
7/18/2013 8:29:26 PM
iangadd: Chartier: surveying the history of the history of the book since the mid-19th
century #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:30:06 PM
offog: @praymurray A 'gathering' of book historians' #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:30:54 PM
mollyhardy: Chartier on Nation-based or city-based H of B #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:31:02 PM
vonjobi: Roger Chartier keynote on Geographies of the Book / Geographies within Books
#SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:31:25 PM
CherylSearch: Chartier: nation-state as framework for national histories of book draw
on monographs on publishing & reading in specific cities #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:31:29 PM
superHH: So bummed to be missing Chartier's talk. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:31:41 PM
botasdezidane: Chartier: the nation-state framework as an obstacle in writing book
history. Good point: we need to allow our books to escape ... #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:31:42 PM
mollyhardy: Love to hear Chartier shout out Michael Turner's name #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:31:57 PM
iangadd: @offog a sheaf? a volume? a fount? #sharp13

7/18/2013 8:32:04 PM
praymurray: RC: National book histories often choose a city as a spatial focus; cities
used as a microcosmic site for understanding local bh #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:32:09 PM
iangadd: RT @mollyhardy: Love to hear Chartier shout out Michael Turner's name
#SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:32:32 PM
amndw2: Roger Chartier now keynoting #sharp13, surveying the rise of "national" book
histories since the 90s (as opposed to city-scaled histories).
7/18/2013 8:33:41 PM
TomCollinsAndCo: RT @sim1303: #sharp13 keynote 1: geographies of roger chartier
http://t.co/ScNF5nmXUz
7/18/2013 8:34:06 PM
keenera: Charter: c20 book history projects have been national; interested in the
singular city; interested in the printshop. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:35:07 PM
amndw2: RT @praymurray: Roger Chartier: youtube celebrity? Does this man's talents
know no bounds? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:35:13 PM
vonjobi: Currently sitting between participants from Portugal and New Zealand. We also
need to map the Geographies of Book Historians :) #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:35:15 PM
mollyhardy: Chartier: H of B and H of empires considered together -- transatlantic h of
b results #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:37:39 PM
praymurray: RC: book history draws on local examples to lend shades of meaning to
various approaches such as reading histories, printshops #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:38:15 PM
botasdezidane: RT @mollyhardy: Chartier: H of B and H of empires considered together
-- transatlantic h of b results #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:38:25 PM
amndw2: RT @botasdezidane: Chartier: H of B and H of empires considered together -transatlantic h of b results #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:39:14 PM
uberrhetor: Trying to follow #SHARP13 and #DH2013 and my other interesting tweeps
at the same time. What a century we live in!
7/18/2013 8:40:02 PM
offog: @wynkenhimself @iangadd We will have to put this to vote #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:40:10 PM
praymurray: RC: inserting a map physically a bk often a challenge to format, to
reproduction, & its existence worthy of study itself #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:40:11 PM

nickmimic: Chartier talks about how geographies WITHIN books lead us to reflect on diff
questions of production, materiality, and bibliography #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:40:29 PM
dr_heil: I think I can eliminate the "Timeline" of my Tweetdeck... everyone I follow is
using #emda13, #SHARP13, #DH2013
7/18/2013 8:40:34 PM
wynkenhimself: Map from 1678 Clelia, an Excellent New Romance, showing "The Lake
of Indifference" and "The Sea of Enmity". Heart. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:41:10 PM
iangadd: Madeleine de Scudéry, Clelia, an excellent romance (London, 1678) #sharp13
http://t.co/XDh1tyaOao
7/18/2013 8:41:22 PM
amndw2: Chartier showing us allegorical maps, e.g. the Carte de Tendre
(http://t.co/I1DJp1JXTI) #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:42:18 PM
GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty speaking at #DH2013Roger
Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:42:56 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @amndw2: Chartier showing us allegorical maps, e.g. the Carte de
Tendre (http://t.co/I1DJp1JXTI) #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:43:02 PM
Ajprescott: RT @GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty speaking at
#DH2013Roger Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:43:10 PM
TextualScholar: RT @GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty speaking
at #DH2013Roger Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:43:58 PM
iangadd: RT @GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty speaking at
#DH2013Roger Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:44:02 PM
wynkenhimself: This is it: RT @amndw2: Chartier showing us allegorical maps, e.g. the
Carte de Tendre (http://t.co/wb8Y0Crn30) #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:44:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty speaking at
#DH2013Roger Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:44:16 PM
adamghooks: I missed out on #sharp13 today to find and look at stuff like this: uncut
sheets used as binding waste! http://t.co/hL0hOy9m1p
7/18/2013 8:45:46 PM
praymurray: RC: presence of genuine map in a fictional world aims to confuse the
worlds of the text & the reader #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:45:50 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here: http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1

7/18/2013 8:46:01 PM
amndw2: "Genuine maps in a fictional narrative" (Don Quixote, in this case) - like
Marianne Moore's imaginary gardens w/real toads in them? #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:46:06 PM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/18/2013 8:46:29 PM
SHARPorg: A reminder. ‘Who will be the best conference tweeters for #sharp13? As in
2011 and 2012, there will be prizes...'
7/18/2013 8:46:40 PM
SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the
#sharp13 tag. At least one prize will be awarded to a non-attendee.
7/18/2013 8:46:54 PM
mkirschenbaum: RT @GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty speaking
at #DH2013Roger Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:47:01 PM
SHARPorg: Prizes will be announced at #sharp13 AGM on Sunday. No previous winners
or members of SHARP council/board or organisers eligible.
7/18/2013 8:47:03 PM
praymurray: Don Quixote map hypertextual choose your own adventure sounding
pretty possible right now... #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:47:10 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP officers will act as judges and their decision will be final. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:47:15 PM
botasdezidane: Chartier: The blurred lines between fiction and reality with geography
the medium. Texts, fiction or not, become real to the reader #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:47:34 PM
iangadd: RT @adamghooks: I missed out on #sharp13 today to find and look at stuff
like this: uncut sheets used as binding waste! http://t.co/hL0hOy9…
7/18/2013 8:47:44 PM
nickmimic: Chartier's discussion of genuine maps w/in fictional narratives in DON
QUIXOTE could work well with Rabinowitz's audience theory #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:48:16 PM
aarontpratt: Seemed like a prudent decision at the time, but I'm really regretting not
going to #sharp13. Ugh.
7/18/2013 8:48:24 PM
keenera: One kind of geography of the book: keeping authors honest. Geographers
identified errors of Cervantes, says Chartier #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:48:51 PM
praymurray: Seeking verisimilitude through geog. markers destabilises fiction but also
the textual object by the insertion of the map itself #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:50:20 PM

mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Roger Chartier: Maps in Don Quixote, confusing the world of the
text with the world of the reader. http://t.co/nQfzehrTFW
7/18/2013 8:50:28 PM
roaringgirle: chartier discusses collapsing of fictional world of text and real world of
readers via maps in editions of _don quixote_. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:50:56 PM
TomCollinsAndCo: RT @GeorgeOnline: Tweetstream right now:Willard McCarty
speaking at #DH2013Roger Chartier speaking at #SHARP13#NeoWhoa
7/18/2013 8:51:36 PM
vonjobi: Cervantes apparently made geographical errors in Don Quixote
#bookhistorianproblems #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:51:45 PM
praymurray: @vonjobi bookhistorianproblems or cartographerproblems - is there a
distinction in this context? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:52:28 PM
stampedinblind: Vicariously enjoying #sharp13. Keep up the good tweeting!
7/18/2013 8:52:37 PM
vonjobi: @praymurray good point :) #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:53:48 PM
EdithSteinII: RT @offog: A collective noun for book historians? Any suggestions,
SHARPists at #SHARP13?
7/18/2013 8:54:11 PM
roaringgirle: dryden was one of those readers who complained about "geographical
mistakes" in his rivals' plays. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:54:31 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp13 Roger Chartier quotes Franco Moretti's fascinating coll of
essays "Graphs, Maps, and Trees". Love love love that book!
7/18/2013 8:55:14 PM
praymurray: Name of the translator/translation can make a work simultaneously exist
in different worlds; the geographies of attribution #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:55:57 PM
roaringgirle: to clarify: chartier is *not* talking about dryden. that's just me. #sharp13
7/18/2013 8:56:19 PM
danaturg: Following the book history tweets from #sharp13 in Philadelphia while on
vacation in Saugatuck, MI feels very public sphere-y..
7/18/2013 8:56:52 PM
drjanepotter: As my book historian colleagues listen to R.Chartier @ #SHARP13 I have
a TV break from writing a chapter w/#PhoneShop: 'I'm a luck funnel.'
7/18/2013 8:57:29 PM
offog: @praymurray Pierre Menard would certainly agree #SHARP13
7/18/2013 8:58:03 PM
sim1303: RT @wynkenhimself: I *love* that Peter Stallybrass's laugh is so distinctive
and that I'm in the same room as it. #sharp13

7/18/2013 8:59:43 PM
vonjobi: Too many editions and translations. Would've been nice to see a table
#bookhistorianproblems #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:00:24 PM
praymurray: @vonjobi a mindmap of editions and translations would be even better!
#SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:01:00 PM
sim1303: RT @praymurray: Don Quixote map hypertextual choose your own adventure
sounding pretty possible right now... #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:01:07 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: Charter: c20 book history projects have been national;
interested in the singular city; interested in the printshop. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:02:18 PM
botasdezidane: Chartier: The book within the book. The life of fictional books in the
collective imagination seems fascinating. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:02:32 PM
sim1303: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Hooray for conf swag! "@offog: At #SHARP13, my fifth
SHARP conference and the first one which comes with a water-bottle."
7/18/2013 9:03:07 PM
vonjobi: @praymurray true! #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:03:36 PM
praymurray: RC: publishers, translators, engravers, spectators, readers locate the work
variously despite its original provenance #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:03:43 PM
mcneilctr: Any #SHARP13 attendees still in town, please join us for next Thursday's
Summer Seminar with Elizabeth Maddock Dillon http://t.co/Zpr9LYl4b9
7/18/2013 9:05:05 PM
sim1303: RT @amndw2: Overheard at #sharp13: "Is that really Benjamin Franklin's
armchair, or can I sit in it?"
7/18/2013 9:05:07 PM
sim1303: RT @praymurray: Couldn't resist; appealed far too much to my sense of pun.
#SHARP13 http://t.co/R886w1wjuH
7/18/2013 9:05:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mcneilctr: Any #SHARP13 attendees still in town, please join us for
next Thursday's Summer Seminar with Elizabeth Maddock Dillon http:/…
7/18/2013 9:05:41 PM
keenera: Chartier: Publications and performances of Don Quixote involved a "mobile
configuration" of material, within constraints #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:06:05 PM
sim1303: RT @vonjobi: Too many editions and translations. Would've been nice to see a
table #bookhistorianproblems #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:06:12 PM

FlashtheShihTzu: Apparently, Jane's missing a conference in Philly, something called
#SHARP13, which sounds painful. But then I've been to the vet lately...
7/18/2013 9:06:46 PM
praymurray: Davis' diff. styles to tell stories wi/in stories in GN of DQ-another way of
visually destabilising the txt #SHARP13 http://t.co/Yh1mHCgaqO
7/18/2013 9:08:11 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @SHARPorg #sharp13 so apparently we're awarding green ribbons
right? If I look at my badge at least... :-)
7/18/2013 9:08:56 PM
aarontpratt: @roaringgirle Fits in w/ idea that fictions' ability to tell general truths
increasingly depended on their reliable referentiality. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:09:35 PM
chenania: Why am I out of the country the year #sharp13 is held in Philly? #chartier
#darnton
7/18/2013 9:10:03 PM
botasdezidane: Chartier: "... Geographical ekphrasis." My favorite word! (Ekphrasis)
More people need to make it part of their daily vocabulary. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:10:50 PM
DrHorrocks: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/18/2013 9:11:16 PM
aarontpratt: @jwdtucker If you can afford a trip to Antwerp, definitely go. Antwerp is
also a beautiful city... and, well, the Plantin-Moretus. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:11:28 PM
botasdezidane: Fantastic opening plenary by Roger Chartier; looking forward to reading
the essay in Book History. Now the questions begin ... #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:15:00 PM
mollyhardy: Q and A re conjunction btwn fictional narrative in real maps and real
narrative in fictional maps #didigetthatright? #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:15:45 PM
praymurray: @PROFSTEVENSON asks about the relnship between real maps & untrue
fictions and untrue maps & factual non-fiction? #herebedragons #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:15:54 PM
mollyhardy: Chartier -- did the editor of DQ transformed novel into a
travelogue?#sharp13
7/18/2013 9:16:57 PM
botasdezidane: Chartier: Measuring the accuracy of fiction through the geography
contained within, real or fictive. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:17:35 PM
keenera: Chartier in Response to Question 1. Geographers & cartographers seem to
have turned Don Quixote into a travelogue. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:18:20 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @keenera: Chartier in Response to Question 1. Geographers &
cartographers seem to have turned Don Quixote into a travelogue. #sharp13

7/18/2013 9:18:47 PM
aarontpratt: I wonder if anyone will ask Chartier about, say, the fake map in More's
Utopia. In a similar way, they too increase reality effect. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:18:54 PM
mollyhardy: Shevlin asks about Fr imaginary maps of concepts while Br map institutions
-- Fr would map love while Br would map marriage #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:19:25 PM
botasdezidane: We've taken a metaphysical turn during the Q&A, which is quite
intriguing. Perhaps it is the place where the text meets the reader. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:20:10 PM
mollyhardy: Suarez asks to what degree are we also getting the cartography of
Cervante's own mind #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:22:09 PM
nickmimic: Suarez asks to what extent are we getting the cartography of Cervantes's
own mind? #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:22:59 PM
botasdezidane: Question 3 brings up the authorial "cartography of the mind." We are
now firmly ensconced in the metaphysical history of the book. #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:23:19 PM
sim1303: keynoter 2 asks keynoter 1 a question: what about a map of the mind of
cervantes? #mindit #worldscollide #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:23:25 PM
vonjobi: Before Michael Suarez, SJ, asks Chartier a question, he brings up the fact that
Xavier was canonized at same time as Ignatius #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:23:37 PM
vonjobi: RT @mollyhardy: Suarez asks to what degree are we also getting the
cartography of Cervante's own mind #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:24:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sim1303: keynoter 2 asks keynoter 1 a question: what about a map of
the mind of cervantes? #mindit #worldscollide #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:25:29 PM
mazarines: Word. RT @stampedinblind: Vicariously enjoying #sharp13. Keep up the
good tweeting!
7/18/2013 9:25:54 PM
keenera: Chartier points to Moretti but seems to suggest a shuttling sort of thinking
between distant & close reading, or "mapping" #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:26:14 PM
mollyhardy: Chartier says Moretti useful but limited bc assuming one maps lit the same
way one mals economics, for example. Need dynamism! #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:26:55 PM
wynkenhimself: @surlyF Really sorry I’m missing it, but as I’m at the #sharp13
keynote can’t even stream it.

7/18/2013 9:27:06 PM
botasdezidane: What is more real: the physical geography or the one that exists in the
imagination of the individual? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:27:13 PM
amndw2: Audience member mentions edition of Don Quixote printed on cork. !!! I had
no idea anyone did that. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:28:15 PM
praymurray: An edition of Don Quixote printed on cork--all the better for sailing on the
high seas! Whole new spin on circulation of the txt #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:28:46 PM
MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13 http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:28:58 PM
wynkenhimself: Books ≠ paper RT @amndw2: Audience member mentions edition of
Don Quixote printed on cork. !!! I had no idea anyone did that. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:29:13 PM
keenera: @botasdezidane yes! Radical turn in the conversation back toward physical
now, though... Don Quixote on cork! #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:29:14 PM
StudiesC18C: Follow the Society for the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing
conference at #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:29:22 PM
botasdezidane: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:29:41 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:29:45 PM
vonjobi: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:30:07 PM
StudiesC18C: RT @mcneilctr: Any #SHARP13 attendees still in town, please join us for
next Thursday's Summer Seminar with Elizabeth Maddock Dillon http:/…
7/18/2013 9:30:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:30:37 PM
iangadd: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:30:38 PM
sim1303: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:30:41 PM

StudiesC18C: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/18/2013 9:31:18 PM
d_a_harper: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/18/2013 9:31:29 PM
roaringgirle: @SJRenProf // @Nicosia_Marissa and i will be talking about them
tomorrow at #sharp13!
7/18/2013 9:31:53 PM
StudiesC18C: RT @mcneilctr: #SHEAR13 & #SHARP13: Peruse this CFP for "James
Logan and the Networks of Atlantic Culture and Politics, 1699-1751" http://t…
7/18/2013 9:32:06 PM
roaringgirle: @meganlcook // see mj kidnie's _shax & the problem of adaptation_ for
an excellent discussion of this v. question. #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:33:46 PM
praymurray: @PROFSTEVENSON brings up the idea of a non-spatial map-wouldn't that
be an infographic? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:34:29 PM
vonjobi: RT @praymurray: @PROFSTEVENSON brings up the idea of a non-spatial mapwouldn't that be an infographic? #SHARP13
7/18/2013 9:35:08 PM
MitchFraas: The full text of the social atlas of great britain is online here
http://t.co/vMwsLgYWGk #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:36:00 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @MitchFraas: More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13
http://t.co/edlFVcM6cS
7/18/2013 9:36:15 PM
wynkenhimself: @captain_primate Same here at #sharp13. Let’s step out and get a
drink. Of course, is it drinking hour there yet?
7/18/2013 9:36:28 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MitchFraas: The full text of the social atlas of great britain is online
here http://t.co/vMwsLgYWGk #sharp13
7/18/2013 9:36:50 PM
StudiesC18C: Reminder: revised #sharp12 conf papers can be submitted to SECC by
8/18/13. Revised #sharp13 papers by August 2014. http://t.co/qgdBuj1LHH
7/18/2013 9:48:36 PM
FakeHLibStats: RT @john_overholt: Rapidly reaching the point where every tweet in
my stream is tagged either #DH2013 or #SHARP13. Me, I'm heading to #Libr…
7/18/2013 9:52:24 PM
wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine tattoos from @adamghooks & @bspalmieri #sharp13
#biblionerds http://t.co/Ok1W1NV0jV
7/18/2013 10:35:24 PM
FrueheNeuzeit: RT @wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine tattoos from @adamghooks &
@bspalmieri #sharp13 #biblionerds http://t.co/Ok1W1NV0jV

7/18/2013 10:42:29 PM
nickmimic: PS. If you want to hear about type and typography at the ungodly hour of
8:30, swing by panel a-4 in Houston Hall Golkin Room #SHARP13
7/18/2013 11:09:36 PM
nickmimic: Lovely #sharp13 reception. Was too hot and too distracted thinking about
my talk first on tomorrow to stay though. Till tomorrow...
7/18/2013 11:10:18 PM
aarontpratt: @nickmimic Yeah, I saw on the schedule that you have the early slot. I'm
sure people will be troopers - and then you'll be done! #sharp13
7/18/2013 11:12:22 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 opening reception in Van Pelt Special Collections center.
http://t.co/TpTEnNk1d1
7/18/2013 11:48:28 PM
BarnardStuart: From sunny southern Alberta, I'll have one envious eye on the tweets
coming from #sharp13. The program looks great!
7/19/2013 12:30:27 AM
rbuurma: RT @botasdezidane: Chartier: The book within the book. The life of fictional
books in the collective imagination seems fascinating. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:28:04 AM
iangadd: #textual #selfie #sharp13 http://t.co/3IegE7PSHa
7/19/2013 2:04:17 AM
RebeccaShores: Is anyone else who's doing the Digital Project Showcase stressing abt
printed materials? #sickirony #sharp13 #lasttimeImadeaposterIhadbraces
7/19/2013 2:12:37 AM
JenServenti: Interest to #sharp13 ? MT @lincolnmullen Here is a proj mapping
publishers in colonial Amer, using lib catalog data http://t.co/0v7SyBFzgg
7/19/2013 2:22:23 AM
SHARPorg: RT @RebeccaShores: Is anyone else who's doing the Digital Project
Showcase stressing abt printed materials? #sickirony #sharp13 #lasttimeIm…
7/19/2013 2:25:17 AM
JenHoward: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is Society
for the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/19/2013 2:25:30 AM
amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers, Penn special collections
library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 2:58:08 AM
JenServenti: Shot of a window display at the wonderful Penn Book Center. A nice, if
inadvertent, #SHARP13 #DH2013 crossover. http://t.co/WXSX8uA58L
7/19/2013 3:08:45 AM
iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp #12speakers#guerillaplenary #64hourstogo
7/19/2013 3:09:42 AM
amndw2: View from the 6th floor of Van Pelt Library. #sharp13 #philadelphia
http://t.co/Hp6kJ74KAQ

7/19/2013 3:10:57 AM
amndw2: Of all the fields I've ventured into, book history is the field with the friendliest
people. Good night, #sharp13!
7/19/2013 3:17:27 AM
HDI1780: RT @mcneilctr: #SHEAR13 & #SHARP13: Peruse this CFP for "James Logan
and the Networks of Atlantic Culture and Politics, 1699-1751" http://t…
7/19/2013 3:31:23 AM
SHARPatAHA: The Philadelphia conference has been lovely so far. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:41:37 AM
LindaBarnickel: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is
Society for the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/19/2013 3:57:04 AM
smbahler: RT @wynkenhimself: Today the book history begins! #sharp13 is Society for
the History of Authorship, Reading, and Publishing conference. ht…
7/19/2013 5:30:59 AM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @wynkenhimself: I *love* that Peter Stallybrass's laugh is so
distinctive and that I'm in the same room as it. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:40:12 AM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @iangadd: Chartier: U of Penn as 'paradise on earth' for a book
historian. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:53:16 AM
hckGGREN: RT @wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine tattoos from @adamghooks &
@bspalmieri #sharp13 #biblionerds http://t.co/Ok1W1NV0jV
7/19/2013 6:18:11 AM
jtonra: What printer's device tattoo shd I get? MT @wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine
tattoos @adamghooks & @bspalmieri http://t.co/nxT1SSo0uU #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:41:32 AM
jtonra: RT @adamghooks: I missed out on #sharp13 today to find and look at stuff like
this: uncut sheets used as binding waste! http://t.co/hL0hOy9…
7/19/2013 8:46:31 AM
jtonra: @offog A 'register' of book historians? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:50:11 AM
ernestopriego: I have enjoyed following the #DH2013 and #sharp13 tweets. Thanks to
everyone sharing their experiences at these two conferences. #HigherEd
7/19/2013 8:56:59 AM
dolechner: @offog a charm? The German word for chaffinch (Buchfink) cld translate to
book finch - though 'Buch' here rather relates to beech. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:43:44 AM
nickmimic: Cool map exhibition at Winterthur for #sharp13 peoples with some extra
time in Philly & environs: http://t.co/VH2cl1NcDi
7/19/2013 10:15:50 AM
nickmimic: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp #12speakers#guerillaplenary
#64hourstogo

7/19/2013 10:16:34 AM
WillNoel: RT @amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers, Penn
special collections library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 10:58:24 AM
WillNoel: RT @wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine tattoos from @adamghooks &
@bspalmieri #sharp13 #biblionerds http://t.co/Ok1W1NV0jV
7/19/2013 10:59:26 AM
robmmiller: RT @amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers, Penn
special collections library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 10:59:49 AM
SarahEBond: RT @amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers,
Penn special collections library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 11:00:17 AM
manx_maid: RT @amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers, Penn
special collections library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 11:13:55 AM
Anne_withanE: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/19/2013 11:19:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARPatAHA: The Philadelphia conference has been lovely so far.
#sharp13
7/19/2013 11:34:00 AM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: Of all the fields I've ventured into, book history is the field
with the friendliest people. Good night, #sharp13!
7/19/2013 11:34:07 AM
SHARPorg: RT @JenServenti: Shot of a window display at the wonderful Penn Book
Center. A nice, if inadvertent, #SHARP13 #DH2013 crossover. http://t.…
7/19/2013 11:34:17 AM
Anne_withanE: Re: Q about Don Quixote printed on cork @ Chartier keynote RT
@MitchFraas More on that cork don quixote here #sharp13 http://t.co/CACKushqT2
7/19/2013 11:45:37 AM
elizzio: Nothing but problems registering for #SHARP13 by the time I get sorted I will be
leaving Philly!
7/19/2013 12:03:07 PM
amndw2: RT @wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine tattoos from @adamghooks &
@bspalmieri #sharp13 #biblionerds http://t.co/Ok1W1NV0jV
7/19/2013 12:03:53 PM
r_schneide: RT @JenServenti: Interest to #sharp13 ? MT @lincolnmullen Here is a proj
mapping publishers in colonial Amer, using lib catalog data http:/…
7/19/2013 12:14:10 PM
r_schneide: RT @bodleiancsb: Great ideas from workshop #sharp13 - undergraduate
assignments with early books including self-diagnosis, using humoral me…

7/19/2013 12:16:39 PM
roaringgirle: good morning, #sharp13! looking forward to a full day of papers and
excited to participate in a lightning panel this pm // #sharplightning
7/19/2013 12:16:41 PM
nickmimic: Technology: check. Awake: check. Let's talk about metal and ships.
#sharp13
7/19/2013 12:19:08 PM
bodleiancsb: #sharp13 at workshop I advocated using document camera - there's one
in the new Penn Center too. Good to see how that will be used
7/19/2013 12:30:09 PM
amndw2: Now at #sharp13 session A6, "Sociability, Publishers, and Readers."
7/19/2013 12:30:37 PM
brianbhalley: After #SHARP13 I plan to spend time reviewing #AAUP13 recorded
sessions, available free here: http://t.co/6HRPdSs2MY
7/19/2013 12:31:55 PM
iangadd: Panel A5: Religion, literature, and the early modern book trade—with Minna
Ahokas, Francis X. Connor, and Stijn van Rossem #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:32:32 PM
keenera: Ready for #sharp13 day 2. Looking forward to @nickmimic's talk on "Voyages
of Type"
7/19/2013 12:34:21 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: The Society 'Pro Fide et Christianismo' and the Production and
Circulation of Books in 18th-century Northern Europe #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:34:33 PM
JenServenti: Good morning #sharp13. Lovely kickoff lecture last night. First up for me
this morning is Panel A4 Typographic Travels.
7/19/2013 12:34:34 PM
nickmimic: First up here at A-4, Michael Knies on "Trans-Atlantic Trade in Typefaces
1850-1900" #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:34:43 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: focusing on Finnish members of Swedish society for promotion of
Christianity #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:35:31 PM
iangadd: (Finland part of Sweden in this period.) #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:35:45 PM
CherylSearch: Fiona Bell on Carnegie and 12 public libraries in S. Africa 1906-41:
#sharp13
7/19/2013 12:36:11 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: Society aimed to teach people to read catechism etc #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:36:22 PM
bodleiancsb: At #sharp13 among other delights of Roger Chartier's keynote, mention of
Michael Turner's London Book Trades database http://t.co/rgAVr7TIiG

7/19/2013 12:36:49 PM
iangadd: RT @bodleiancsb: At #sharp13 among other delights of Roger Chartier's
keynote, mention of Michael Turner's London Book Trades database http…
7/19/2013 12:37:04 PM
lesliehowsam: At #sharp13 session on Africa, Fiona Bell on Carnegie Libraries there
7/19/2013 12:37:07 PM
nickmimic: Happy that Knies is going over the process of making type in the first talk
here. Ground I don't have to cover #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:37:16 PM
keenera: Michael Knies on transatlantic type, c.19. Punches & matrices #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:37:32 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: Stockholm was source of book trade for Finns #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:37:44 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: Society founded in 1771 in Stockholm to improve civic virtue and
Christian values by educating peasantry #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:38:28 PM
CherylSearch: Bell: 211 p.l.s, most private and for whites only in 1920s --"library
services for non-Europeans a separate consideration" #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:39:33 PM
praymurray: Book historians who work in French academic institutions, may I pick your
brains on how book history is situated departmentally? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 12:40:05 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: key figure of Carl Magnus Wrangel, pastor for time in Philadelphia
#sharp13
7/19/2013 12:40:10 PM
nickmimic: Knies on problem of survival: plenty of type specimen books and type, but
few business records #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:40:33 PM
keenera: Knies: often, company records of c.19 typographers don't survive. Mitigates
my archive envy for c.19 scholars only slightly! #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:41:25 PM
amndw2: Listening to Patrick Buckridge (of Griffith University in Australia) give us case
studies of Australian small-town book clubs. #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:41:43 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: of 30 books published by Society, only 3 were educational textbooks;
most were emphatically religious. #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:43:01 PM
wynkenhimself: A slow start this morning, but have made it to my first #sharp13 panel
of the morning, Imaginary Geographies. Brain still a bit fuzzy though
7/19/2013 12:43:30 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: Barnabok (Children's book) published in 1780; Society's most
successful publication #sharp13

7/19/2013 12:44:15 PM
nickmimic: Always interested in competing theories of copying, Hand vs machine etc.
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 12:44:41 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: Barnabok intended as a universal Christian primer; also attempted to
introduce roman type into vernacular Swedish #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:45:13 PM
wynkenhimself: Now up, Kevin Absillis on how print has come to be a marker of
modernity, "a way of legitimizing the ideology of modernity." #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:45:30 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: several editions; available in illustrated and non-illustrated form
#sharp13
7/19/2013 12:45:56 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: 30 members of society were Finnish; urging that books be produced
in Finnish, not Swedish #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:46:33 PM
sim1303: panel a-6 at #sharp13 http://t.co/69vS09Cr8C
7/19/2013 12:46:47 PM
The_Daily_Twit: #FF @nickmimic - #SHARP13 by proxy: super-commentary
7/19/2013 12:46:55 PM
CherylSearch: Bell: philanthropy lit Brison _Rockefeller, Carnegie and Canada_ , Dowie,
_American Foundations_, Lagemann, _Politics of Knowledge_ #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:47:24 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: interesting that the Society was very conscious of comparable
societies elsewhere; e.g. corresponded with Bible Society #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:49:25 PM
keenera: Knies: labor market issues helped to drive workers in the type business to
North America. #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:49:30 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: Wesley was also a foreign member and correspondent #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:49:48 PM
amndw2: 1930s Australian newspapers as the Usenet of their day? Ppl posting under
pseudonyms, arguing, discussing, planning F2F meetups. #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:49:55 PM
nickmimic: Knies quoting examples of the polemic language used over type face
piracies #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:50:07 PM
iangadd: Ahokas: useful reminder of the importance of internationalism for societies
such as this #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:51:38 PM
nickmimic: Knies talk ghosting the tension between national propriety and transnational
markets #sharp13

7/19/2013 12:52:19 PM
amndw2: (The Usenet analogy is mine, btw, but the newspaper milieu Buckridge is
describing sounds v. familiar to c21 ears!) #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:52:23 PM
iangadd: Connor: Henry Herringman, Folio Publication, and the Geography of the
Restoration Book Trade #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:52:27 PM
wpwend42: Following tweets from #sharp13 sorry I could not make it but this week has
been very busy but also very productive.
7/19/2013 12:53:30 PM
CherylSearch: Bell: Carnegie Corp as catalyst to promote libraries but also as an
exercise of power deployed by individuals #SHARP13
7/19/2013 12:53:54 PM
wynkenhimself: Absillis now discussing The Book of Eli as a way of examining the role
that print plays in contemporary dystopian end of modernity #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:53:57 PM
vonjobi: Dao with a Capital ‘D’ - speaker begins w/ "faggot" as English translation of
Spanish "haz" & how its use will be distracting #SHARP13
7/19/2013 12:54:35 PM
lesliehowsam: Bell quotes Archie Dick, libraries as zones of influence.@#sharp13
7/19/2013 12:54:57 PM
lesliehowsam: Now Evelyn Ellerman, influences between Africa and Papua New Guinea.
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 12:55:57 PM
keenera: Now up, @nickmimic on Transatlantic print sphere. Handout here #sharp13
http://t.co/WkA8AfM7wx
7/19/2013 12:56:17 PM
JenServenti: Next up in my #sharp13 panel is @nickmimic on Voyages of Type:
Rethinking Some Aspects of the Translatlantic Print Sphere, 1880-1940.
7/19/2013 12:56:21 PM
wynkenhimself: Absillis asks, Where does our fear of the end of books come from?
#sharp13
7/19/2013 12:57:03 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Kevin Absillis: Early modern utopian and late modern dystopian
works idealize the role of print culture in modernity.
7/19/2013 12:57:08 PM
aarontpratt: Will be following the #sharp13 action while I work through a large stack of
books printed in 1600 @BeineckeLibrary here in about two minutes
7/19/2013 12:57:27 PM
wynkenhimself: Absillis says that we need to think about the history of books not just
as a history of material texts but of ideology. #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:57:58 PM

wynkenhimself: (He’s getting this from Elizabeth Eistenstein’s latest but points out that
she doesn’t actually follow through on this) #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:58:42 PM
vonjobi: Dao with a Capital ‘D’ - interesting. panel on chinese classics but speaker
quotes Bilbo Baggins's "Good Morning!" to Gandalf =) #SHARP13
7/19/2013 12:59:18 PM
amndw2: Next up, Alisa Wade Harrison (CUNY) on elite women's reading practices in
New York post-American Revolution: "learned femininity" #sharp13
7/19/2013 12:59:25 PM
vonjobi: Dao with a Capital ‘D’ - recommendation: stop capitalization, including "God"
and "Truth" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:00:16 PM
iangadd: Connor: focusing on compromises booksellers made to stay in business;
quotes exchange between Clasp and Pinchwife in Country Wife #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:00:29 PM
iangadd: Connor: Clasp draws line at playbooks and ballads... #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:01:04 PM
CherylSearch: Evelyn Ellerman: post-WWII, African influence on Papua New Guinea
thru periodicals& colonial admin & missionary networks: #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:01:36 PM
roaringgirle: is a publisher's refusal to sell cheap print a sign of "literary ambition"?
francis connor discusses... #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:03:21 PM
vonjobi: Reevaluating Syncretism in Chinese Religion - speaker's focus is on Daoist book
whose author is unknown #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:03:36 PM
iangadd: Connor: Dryden mocking Herringman's literary ambitions for stocking 'oldfashioned' literature #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:04:00 PM
amndw2: Harrison: Books & reading accessories (bookcases, etc.) as material markers
of status for upper-class women; books as valued gifts. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:04:11 PM
roaringgirle: dryden mocked herringman... i'm shocked! #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:04:14 PM
deviantforms: ditto: “@aarontpratt: Seemed like a prudent decision at the time, but
I'm really regretting not going to #sharp13. Ugh.”
7/19/2013 1:05:17 PM
keenera: @nickmimic: At a certain point, type and punches are not enough. Means of
type production - craftsmen & or machine - are necessary #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:05:22 PM
vonjobi: Reevaluating Syncretism in Chinese Religion - "Taishang ganying pian" reminds
me of "Shih-lu" of 1593 #SHARP13

7/19/2013 1:05:32 PM
wynkenhimself: Now, Ljiliana Ortolja-Baird on Defoe and geography and his 1720 Life,
Adventure and Pyracies of the Famous Captain Singleton. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:06:09 PM
vonjobi: Reevaluating Syncretism - oops, turns out focus is not the book itself but
commentaries from 18th & 19th centuries #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:06:36 PM
iangadd: Connor: Pepys visits Herringman e.g. http://t.co/msynNxZx4N (22nd)
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:06:51 PM
amndw2: Harrison: New-York Society Library's records testify to popularity of Gothic
fiction among NY women, but also politics & philosophy #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:06:59 PM
keenera: @nickmimic sorting out subtle differences between "print culture" & "printing
culture." #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:07:18 PM
JenServenti: Love that @nickmimic has provided a handout with quotations and
bibliography for his #sharp13 presentation. So useful.
7/19/2013 1:07:19 PM
iangadd: Connor: dwells on 'hand-selling', bookseller's technique of putting a particular
book in customer's hand, then persuading to buy it #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:08:28 PM
wynkenhimself: (Kudos to LOB for being a pro about ignoring the crazy construction
noises coming from the floor above!) #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:08:56 PM
vonjobi: The Exalted One says: "Curses and blessings do not come through gates, but
man himself invites their arrival." #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:09:01 PM
iangadd: Connor: Pepys's entries show Herringman's bookshop as social space
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:09:20 PM
conversiontales: RT @amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers,
Penn special collections library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 1:09:40 PM
sim1303: RT @JenServenti: Love that @nickmimic has provided a handout with
quotations and bibliography for his #sharp13 presentation. So useful.
7/19/2013 1:11:40 PM
wynkenhimself: Tension between fantastic geography/animals and attempts at
accurate reprentation--LOB showing a 1708 fantasy & 1705 accurate view #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:11:54 PM
conversiontales: Wonderful #sharp13 tweets making me wish I was in Philadelphia!
(Ditto the fact that the conference has a scheduled picnic...).

7/19/2013 1:12:13 PM
wynkenhimself: Crouch's English Acquisitions in Guinea & East-India (1708) and
Bosman's A new & accurate description of the coast of Guinea (1705) #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:13:05 PM
wynkenhimself: It's an excellent juxtaposition of period thought of Guinea and of how
to depict. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:14:02 PM
iangadd: Connor: arguing that Herringman's folios seem to be harking back to earlier
folios: austere, literary folios. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:15:15 PM
sim1303: hey #sharp13: quick survey: how has your experience with penn WiFi been so
far? connection instructions, availability, strength..? tell us!
7/19/2013 1:15:23 PM
iangadd: Connor: saw that commerce should take place in bookshop and not in book
itself. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:15:48 PM
CherylSearch: Ellerman: image of African nurse as model for Melanesian women printed
Papua and New Guinea Villager (1950-60) #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:15:52 PM
iangadd: Next up, SvR: Verdussens and the International Tradevin Catholic Books
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:15:58 PM
wynkenhimself: @sim1303 It's been excellent! fast, easily reconnects--all I need it to
be. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:16:42 PM
roaringgirle: connor: moseley & herringman marketed folios differently // Q: how did
absence/presence of perf in london impact mkting strategies? #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:17:04 PM
amndw2: John Hench (AAS) starting his talk on publishers' business lunches by invoking
the "professional folklore" of the 3-martini lunch. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:18:03 PM
iangadd: SvR: Verdussen family of printers in Antwerp, and their editorial policy
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:18:05 PM
aarontpratt: @iangadd Did Connor have a particular take on the "hand-sell"? #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:18:13 PM
JenServenti: Last paper at this #sharp13 session is from Paul van Capelleveen on
Transporting Ideals of Typography: The Case of The Ideal Book.
7/19/2013 1:18:43 PM
vonjobi: @sim1303 wifi works very well, but had to restart twice to get wifi: ipad and
macbook =) #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:18:52 PM

keenera: Final speaker in this panel, Paul van Capelleveen, "Transporting ideals of
typography." Papers really speaking to each other here #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:19:39 PM
lesliehowsam: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:19:53 PM
sim1303: panel a-5 at #sharp13 -- stijn van rossem http://t.co/zAHyUecjrC
7/19/2013 1:20:22 PM
lesliehowsam: Sorry, that should have mentioned Beth LeRoux. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:20:33 PM
nickmimic: Always look forward to Paul van Capelleveen's talks. His #sharp11 was
amazing. #sharp13 on Transporting Ideals of Typography: The Ideal Book
7/19/2013 1:20:33 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Have now added the blog of Paul van Capelleveen, Nat'l Library
of the Netherlands, to my list of feeds. http://t.co/A21GL4Qkac
7/19/2013 1:20:39 PM
rmarkulbricht: Knies talk ghosting the tension between national propriety and
transnational markets #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:20:51 PM
vonjobi: From the Chinese Lienu zhuan to the Korean Yollyo - Samgang haengsilto,
completed 1432, printed 1434 #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:21:12 PM
vonjobi: From the Chinese Lienu zhuan to the Korean Yollyo - Samgang haengsilto
(Proper Conduct of the Three Bonds with Illustrations) #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:21:52 PM
iangadd: SvR: excellent visualisation of chronology of Antwerp printers set against the
rise and fall of the city's own economic fortunes. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:22:27 PM
iangadd: SVR: Argues that this model is rather too simplistic, not least because really
only focuses on Plantin and Moretus #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:23:34 PM
CherylSearch: Beth le Roux: "Homebru" a "buy local" campaign by Exclusive Books to
promote works about S. Africa & including black writers #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:24:23 PM
iangadd: SVR: Verdussens output; sets numbers of titles against sheets-per-books to
show that producing more sheets towards end C17th #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:24:56 PM
wynkenhimself: I'm not regretting choosing to go to this panel at all, but am sorry I'm
not also at some of the others. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:25:08 PM
nickmimic: Van Capelleveen gives nice term to specific genre of writing in private press
movement: the "typographic commandment" #sharp13

7/19/2013 1:25:21 PM
iangadd: SVR: more folios being produced over period; more non-Dutch publications
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:25:22 PM
iangadd: SVR: 'something is going on' after 1650: fewer titles, longer and bigger books
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:25:45 PM
BookshopEye: RT @iangadd: Connor: Pepys's entries show Herringman's bookshop as
social space #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:26:31 PM
BookshopEye: RT @iangadd: Connor: saw that commerce should take place in
bookshop and not in book itself. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:26:36 PM
iangadd: SVR: Verdussen Low Countries commercial network seems to shrink: not sign
of decline but limiting economic risks #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:27:06 PM
iangadd: SVR: post-1650 fewer local contacts, but more abroad--Spain, France,
Portugal -- 'something is going on (again)’! #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:28:01 PM
iangadd: SVr: transmission of books from Antwerp to South America via Spain.
#sharp13
7/19/2013 1:28:28 PM
Sub_lib87: Early start here at #sharp13 but worth it for an interesting panel on
sociality, publishers and readers.
7/19/2013 1:29:06 PM
keenera: Van Capelleveen showing a Village Press broadside (1907) with a Morris-style
initial in red. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:30:06 PM
wynkenhimself: Now up, Katherine Parker on British mapmakers and the creation of
the Pacific in the 18th century. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:30:22 PM
vonjobi: From the Chinese Lienu zhuan - Chinese 'lie' almost same as Korean 'yol'
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:30:53 PM
iangadd: SVR: Extraordinary eg of V trying to get book from France by claiming it would
prevent local piracy, but then tried to pirate it! #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:32:32 PM
nickmimic: Van Capelleveen: fidelity to style, capitalization, paratexts and mise en page
by reprints of private press books were tributes #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:32:35 PM
vonjobi: From the Chinese Lienu zhuan - initially, 'yol' meant "virtuous woman," but
eventually became "virtuousness," refers only to women #SHARP13

7/19/2013 1:32:40 PM
wynkenhimself: The reconceptualization of oceans as coherent spaces over the 18C,
says Parker. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:32:43 PM
iangadd: (I've mangled the nuance of that story, so ask Stijn to explain it when you see
him. It really is astonishing tale.) #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:33:14 PM
nickmimic: @wynkenhimself That talk caught my eye on the program. Thanks for the
tweets. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:33:38 PM
superHH: @iangadd haha it sounds like something a French person would do!
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:33:59 PM
iangadd: SVR: showing example of Verdussens pasting a new imprint over an old one to
sell... #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:35:20 PM
nickmimic: Interesting suggestion by Van Capelleveen that reprints could be used as ad
hoc scholarly editions for private press scholars #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:35:21 PM
CherylSearch: le Roux: Homebru campaign tended to speak to existing market, masks
differences, appropriates cultural images & cliches #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:37:23 PM
wynkenhimself: Parker: British mapmakers tended to be engravers in their own right in
18C. (I hadn't realized that; interesting to think as trade) #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:37:27 PM
adamghooks: I am not presenting at #sharp13 today, ergo I refuse to wear real pants
(and to make @iangadd jealous) #bibliometeorology #HotterthanHades
7/19/2013 1:38:27 PM
iangadd: Peter Stallybrass: stressing importance of reading beyond the title page
imprint: archives can reveal much more complex world. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:39:05 PM
keenera: A first question for Knies on type piracy accusations & recourse to legal action.
Literary piracy another matter it seems #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:39:35 PM
iangadd: RT @adamghooks: I am not presenting at #sharp13 today, ergo I refuse to
wear real pants (and to make @iangadd jealous) #bibliometeorology #…
7/19/2013 1:41:13 PM
wynkenhimself: I know *nothing* about the history and practice of mapmaking. I
should correct this. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:42:07 PM
amndw2: Apropos of #sharp13 panel A-6, the NY Society Library's early circulation
records are online: http://t.co/vDAlgdUWHt

7/19/2013 1:43:48 PM
wynkenhimself: Side note: Parker has a nice way of citing images: gives the print ed
info but follows with "image available from" info #sharp13 #emda
7/19/2013 1:44:20 PM
9andy_snow: Knies talk ghosting the tension between national propriety and
transnational markets #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:46:01 PM
wynkenhimself: For example, her current slide: #sharp13 #emda
http://t.co/lnv550J0KI
7/19/2013 1:46:06 PM
r_schneide: RT @bodleiancsb: At #sharp13 among other delights of Roger Chartier's
keynote, mention of Michael Turner's London Book Trades database http…
7/19/2013 1:46:55 PM
keenera: Question to the panel on the transparency of & authorial intention inherent in
typography. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:48:41 PM
iangadd: Interesting discussion re how booksellers establish 'trust' and 'credit' across
borders. SVR also cites eg of tit-for-tat piracy #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:50:34 PM
nickmimic: Really great questions and comments here in A-4 #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:50:41 PM
wynkenhimself: Apologies: I am not doing a good job of tweeting this talk because I
really just don't know enough on mapmaking to grasp it fully. #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:53:00 PM
vonjobi: From the Chinese Lienu zhuan - intended for women, but men had to read it
before women could see it #hopeigotthatright #SHARP13
7/19/2013 1:53:01 PM
keenera: Van Capelleveen: "As a librarian, I'm very fond of bad typography." #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:53:50 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Katherine Parker: At beginning of 18C, the Pacific was an
empty, imaginative space. By end, a reportable entity with "useful" maps.
7/19/2013 1:54:13 PM
vonjobi: RT @keenera: Van Capelleveen: "As a librarian, I'm very fond of bad
typography." #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:55:18 PM
keenera: @nickmimic observes a need for book history work not so much on modernist
jobbing, but on monographs from the same period #sharp13
7/19/2013 1:56:29 PM
ComicsGrid: #DH2013 and #SHARP13 delegates/followers are kindly invited to consider
our CFS on 100 Years of Krazy Kat http://t.co/ADklnkiloL
7/19/2013 1:59:37 PM
aarontpratt: @iangadd Aye - in particular, it is important not to assume that the person
named only as printer wasn't also invested in edition. #sharp13

7/19/2013 2:00:23 PM
katiefine: Workin' hard, lookin' #SHARP13 http://t.co/n7Viqoo2Zl
7/19/2013 2:05:01 PM
aarontpratt: @wynkenhimself Ugh - that sort of thing is the worst. I have to assume
that this sort of thing is atypical of the conference, #sharp13.
7/19/2013 2:06:37 PM
GradHistXchange: Number of conferences being held today. Follow @rachelshelden or
updates from #SHEAR13. For updates from #SHARP13, follow @wynkenhimself.
7/19/2013 2:10:49 PM
rgf: RT @wynkenhimself: The reconceptualization of oceans as coherent spaces over the
18C, says Parker. #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:17:33 PM
AskVanPelt: RT @amndw2: View from the 6th floor of Van Pelt Library. #sharp13
#philadelphia http://t.co/Hp6kJ74KAQ
7/19/2013 2:18:58 PM
roaringgirle: the heat index is above 100 degrees at #sharp13 // the haze over center
city philadelphia: http://t.co/XkgUY8p66o
7/19/2013 2:22:56 PM
mattlaschneider: RT @amndw2: So...many...volvelles! (Manuscript treatise on ciphers,
Penn special collections library.) #sharp13 http://t.co/zu5DO8cgjp
7/19/2013 2:26:05 PM
amndw2: In #sharp13 session B-2 "Selling Spaces: Geographies of the Bookstore in
C18 & C19 America." 1st up, James Green on Ben Franklin's bookshop.
7/19/2013 2:34:12 PM
mollyhardy: Fired up for "Selling Spaces: Geo of Bookstore in 18 and 19c America" w J
Green, @MrSidetable, and K D Highland, & M Winship #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:34:25 PM
CherylSearch: Beth Yale: Royal Society archiving practices involving papers of "dead
Fellows"#sharp13
7/19/2013 2:34:54 PM
JenServenti: Next up for me at #sharp13 is "“Selling Spaces: Geographies of the
Bookstore in 18th and 19th Century America”
7/19/2013 2:35:37 PM
mollyhardy: Green reads Franklins telling words on no good bookseller shop south of
Boston in colonies #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:36:18 PM
mollyhardy: Green reminds us that what is in a bookseller's inventory is what did NOT
sell #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:37:14 PM
wynkenhimself: Am in the gorgeous 6th floor space for session on "embodied
geographies 1150-1599" #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:37:17 PM

keenera: Miriam Intrator beginning the "Books in the era of the Second World War"
panel b-4 #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:37:44 PM
CherylSearch: Yale: value of the papers and what should be done with them using
example of John Ray's _History of Insects_ and his other papers #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:37:54 PM
vonjobi: RT @mollyhardy: Green reminds us that what is in a bookseller's inventory is
what did NOT sell #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:38:12 PM
wynkenhimself: I'm thinking they're going to be talking about stuff I don't know, so
don't expect much tweeting from me. Plus side: learning!! #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:38:21 PM
LeahCville: RT @iangadd: Connor: arguing that Herringman's folios seem to be harking
back to earlier folios: austere, literary folios. #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:38:32 PM
praymurray: #SHARP13 @alisonbav speaking on self-publishing the "least prestigious
(but fast developing)" part of the industry #controversial
7/19/2013 2:38:52 PM
stirpublishing: #SHARP13 @alisonbav speaking on self-publishing the "least prestigious
(but fast developing)" part of the industry #controversial
7/19/2013 2:38:53 PM
vonjobi: Panel on "books in the era of the second world war" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:38:59 PM
nickmimic: Just in time for B-4. First up Miriam Intrator on "Books Between Libraries:
UNESCO and Post-World War II Library Rehabilitation" #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:39:48 PM
praymurray: AB: interested in the philosophy of self-publishing-not abt ££ but more
about the sense of achievement & the final product #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:40:04 PM
nickmimic: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Have now added the blog of Paul van
Capelleveen, Nat'l Library of the Netherlands, to my list of feeds. http://t.…
7/19/2013 2:40:35 PM
vonjobi: Books Between Libraries: UNESCO and Post-World War II Library Rehabilitation
- i guess this explains UNESCO's post-war emphasis #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:41:08 PM
praymurray: AB describes her thorough methodological approach in surveys of selfpublishers, which had a 28% response #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:41:38 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: AB describes her thorough methodological approach
in surveys of self-publishers, which had a 28% response #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:41:47 PM
mollyhardy: Green concludes based on a # of examples that the Boston bookshops
weren't that good, but better than most in the colonies #sharp13

7/19/2013 2:41:47 PM
iangadd: I have the codes. #sharp13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary
http://t.co/bs71CB4Dop
7/19/2013 2:42:54 PM
keenera: Intrator: UNESCO played a critical role in the reestablishment of intellectual
activity through library reconstruction post-WW2 #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:43:34 PM
mollyhardy: Green says that Franklin didn't directly import paper. Franklin may have
bought paper smuggled in from Dublin #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:43:59 PM
stirpublishing: AB: demographics of self-publ. more women than men, well-educated &
older, not only for those who can't find a publisher #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:44:08 PM
praymurray: AB: demographics of self-publ. more women than men, well-educated &
older, not only for those who can't find a publisher #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:44:08 PM
nickmimic: Intrator: pre-existing networks of library exchange reactivated to
rehabilitate after WWII #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:44:48 PM
nickmimic: RT @iangadd: I have the codes. #sharp13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary
http://t.co/bs71CB4Dop
7/19/2013 2:45:00 PM
praymurray: AB: motivations for self-publishing are myriad "it's a process not a
product" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:45:26 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: AB: motivations for self-publishing are myriad "it's a
process not a product" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:45:35 PM
praymurray: AB: assertion of control, difficult previous relnships with publishers, & to
have fun! amongst some reasons #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:46:08 PM
stirpublishing: AB: assertion of control, difficult previous relnships with publishers, & to
have fun! amongst some reasons #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:46:09 PM
praymurray: AB: the use of legal, editorial, marketing services quite common to what
self-publishers were paying for #SHARP13 #disintermediation
7/19/2013 2:46:59 PM
stirpublishing: AB: the use of legal, editorial, marketing services quite common to what
self-publishers were paying for #SHARP13 #disintermediation
7/19/2013 2:47:00 PM
mollyhardy: @librarycompany and Franklin's bookshop worked "synergistically" says
Green #sharp13

7/19/2013 2:47:22 PM
nickmimic: Really like how Intrator uses UNESCO's transnationality to add to recent
book history move towards comparative & global approaches #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:47:29 PM
praymurray: AB: satisfaction w/ format not necessarily an outcome, more interested in
communication w/ communities, finding contact gratifying #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:48:46 PM
mollyhardy: All books Franklin imported came bound. 1740s Franklin started printing at
his own risk, including Pamela #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:49:20 PM
vonjobi: I'm back in the same room. Last time, 4 of us were in audience. Now, we're 30.
Chinese vs NA/Europe #geographyofbookhistorians #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:49:28 PM
praymurray: AB: implications-the involvement of authors in the marketing process (also
the case increasingly with trad. pubs) #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:50:02 PM
CherylSearch: Yale: _History of Insects_ published 4 yrs after his death.w/o
illustrations Ray had wanted coz of expense of copper plates #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:50:23 PM
praymurray: AB: Authors much better informed abt marketing strategies; taking
personal responsibility for the creation & management of content #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:51:36 PM
stirpublishing: AB: Authors much better informed abt marketing strategies; taking
personal responsibility for the creation & management of content #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:51:37 PM
TommyTee_NYCt: Knies talk ghosting the tension between national propriety and
transnational markets #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:52:37 PM
praymurray: AB: "mutuality of the industry"-the bestseller/loss leaders that allow for
lesser known authors to be published is being undercut #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:53:23 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 James Green: Franklin's book shop & Library Co. worked
together synergistically. Shop became best in America, creating new market.
7/19/2013 2:54:04 PM
stirpublishing: AB:...& these bestselling authors are taking control of their IP &
monetising e.g. Rowling & Pottermore #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:54:22 PM
keenera: Intrator cites a bilingual French-English bulletin of titles, publishers, &c used to
spread publication info for postwar libraries. #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:54:23 PM
BookshopEye: RT @amndw2: In #sharp13 session B-2 "Selling Spaces: Geographies of
the Bookstore in C18 & C19 America." 1st up, James Green on Ben Frankli…

7/19/2013 2:54:28 PM
BookshopEye: RT @mollyhardy: @librarycompany and Franklin's bookshop worked
"synergistically" says Green #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:54:29 PM
mollyhardy: KD Highland on 151 Fulton St in NYC cheap bookstore of Leggat Brothers
#sharp13
7/19/2013 2:55:18 PM
praymurray: AB: self-publishing is having an impact on retail outlets given its
dependence on online marketing & routes to market #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:55:18 PM
keenera: Intrator using google maps to show the global spread of this bulletin over eds.
Great way to bring in the spatial dimension #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:56:09 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: A sudden, rather perplexing interest in contemporary
Australian literature emerged in the US in about 1930. #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:56:17 PM
praymurray: AB: agents in a difficult position, as they can't really look at MS that they
won't represent; having to moonlight as publishers? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:56:34 PM
amndw2: Kristen Highland (NYU) talking about proliferation of bookstores in antebellum
NYC: what can we learn by mapping locations? #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:57:29 PM
nickmimic: Now up @bspalmieri on "Blitzkrieg Books: Moving, Selling, and Saving Rare
Books in World War II" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:57:43 PM
mollyhardy: I like Highlands shift to focus on spatial dimensions of print culture -- using
ArcGIS to visual this spatial data in NYC #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:57:46 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Kristen Doyle Highland in Retail Cartographies in Antebellum
NYC is considering the spatial dimensions of NYC bookstores using GIS.
7/19/2013 2:57:50 PM
keenera: Next up is @bspalmieri on the rare book trade in London during WW2
#sharp13
7/19/2013 2:58:26 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: Australian literature entered the US market via the historical
saga, which had deep American resonances #sharp13
7/19/2013 2:58:28 PM
vonjobi: Books Between Libraries - very interesting use of Google Maps to show spread
of postings in Bulletin for Libraries #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:58:32 PM
roaringgirle: @bspalmieri talks about what she calls a "rare book emergency"--how
should the book trade operate after the outbreak WWII? #sharp13

7/19/2013 2:58:48 PM
nickmimic: . @bspalmieri first slide was previous retweet. Awesome. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:58:54 PM
praymurray: AB: directions of future research-freelance editors; entrepreneurship;
happiness (satisfaction with self-publishing as an exp.) #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:59:06 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: book trade emergency! @bspalmieri on blitzkrieg books #SHARP13
7/19/2013 2:59:07 PM
stirpublishing: AB: could self-publishing act as palliative activity? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:00:21 PM
praymurray: AB: could self-publishing act as palliative activity? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:00:21 PM
mollyhardy: Highland comments on the limits of Directory data. Tho they contain a
wealth of info, can only track indiv but not time and space #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:00:29 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: So the historical saga made Australia legible for a US reading
audience used to the genre #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:00:58 PM
nickmimic: . @bspalmieri talking about smuggling Marxist pamphlets across borders
during war under girdles #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:01:09 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @roaringgirle: the heat index is above 100 degrees at #sharp13
// the haze over center city philadelphia: http://t.co/XkgUY8p66o
7/19/2013 3:02:14 PM
nickmimic: Both Intrator and @bspalmieri pointing to the movement of book trade
agents during war due to exile and emigration #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:02:28 PM
mollyhardy: David Ruggles opened first Afr Am owned bookstore at 67 Lispenard St in
1834. The anti-slavery bookshop was torched in 1835. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:02:45 PM
berlinerchic: #sharp13 Changing Face of Publishing panel discussions on the future of
book publishing around the world. Great panel!
7/19/2013 3:03:07 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: the historical saga allowed US readers to read Australian
history as a parallel to their own. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:03:08 PM
keenera: For booksellers escaping Nazi Germany, England was a halfway house on the
way to U.S., says @bspalmieri #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:03:18 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: But this entry by Australian novelists into the US market was
precarious #sharp13

7/19/2013 3:04:34 PM
vonjobi: Blitzkrieg Books: Moving, Selling, and Saving Rare Books in World War II - no
mention of war in Pacific #geographyofbookhistorians #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:04:37 PM
mollyhardy: RT @keenera: For booksellers escaping Nazi Germany, England was a
halfway house on the way to U.S., says @bspalmieri #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:04:38 PM
vonjobi: Blitzkrieg Books - "Books don't survive when people don't want to save them."
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:05:05 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: By the 1940s, publishers' rejection letters show nervousness
about the "Australian background" #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:05:38 PM
praymurray: Adelaide Machado describes national & intnl. implications of press
associations that led to the professionalisation of journalism #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:05:49 PM
roaringgirle: "books don't work if people aren't there to save them," @bspalmieri points
out // #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:05:54 PM
RebeccaShores: Attn #sharp13 -ers! Position open for "Digital Humanities Research
Designer" at Penn State http://t.co/u0bAYDNgYs via @seinecle
7/19/2013 3:06:44 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Kristen Doyle Highland's retail cartography, using ArcGIS,
reveals change and movement over time. http://t.co/LbQYn3bVu5
7/19/2013 3:07:27 PM
TheUKRED: David Carter: This precariousness meant that Australian lit kept being
rediscovered every few years, as if for the first time #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:07:29 PM
praymurray: AM: ethical & apolitical principles of journalists were outlined at the Lisbon
Congress (1898) which had complex rlnship w/ nation#SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:07:44 PM
CherylSearch: Isabelle Charmantier: Linnaeus began publishing early in career so could
revise editions as knowledge emerged #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:08:22 PM
nickmimic: . @bspalmieri: "in Marxist terms, the war forced commodity fetishists to get
a job" #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:08:47 PM
LPuddicombe_: Final speaker in this panel, Paul van Capelleveen, "Transporting ideals
of typography." Papers really speaking to each other here #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:09:34 PM
6Marcusrobinho: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13

7/19/2013 3:09:37 PM
trevelhenry9: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:09:37 PM
praymurray: AM: continental unity promoted at Lisbon Cong.-co-ordinating: the
telegraph networks; legislation re: press; intnl correspondents #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:10:24 PM
nickmimic: Loving the alliteration of @bspalmieri here. Pace, rhythm, intonation =
getting point across. Pay attention presenters. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:10:57 PM
amndw2: Fascinated by KD Highland's of the movement of NYC booksellers between
1820s & 1860s. Amazing use of GIS. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:11:00 PM
keenera: @bspalmieri: A.B.A. pitched sales to U.S. to help secure mutual economic &
military support during the war, often bluntly! #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:11:52 PM
mollyhardy: Michael Winship once again excels at being Michael Winship #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:12:00 PM
CherylSearch: Charmantier: Result of Linnaeus' success "information overload" as
others sent him new info - he used index-card size paper slips #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:12:12 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: "the war forced commodity fetishism to get a real job" and UK
booksellers labored to save books @bspalmieri #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:12:19 PM
praymurray: AM: campaigning to defend IP of journalistic work, payment for
reproduction, branding their work as "promotion of ideas" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:12:49 PM
wynkenhimself: Okay, now we're in my world: Emily Rendek on Philobiblon. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:13:56 PM
CherylSearch: Charmantier: 1000+ slips, dozens on genera -- once published, he
crossed out, turned over, and recycled the slip for new data #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:14:38 PM
nickmimic: Postcard found by @bspalmieri in copy of Agricola that was successfully
shipped in 1941 #sharp13 http://t.co/uvTImoXd0K
7/19/2013 3:14:50 PM
praymurray: AM: Portuguese newspaper founded on principles of those that prevailed in
the US & France, coupling good info w/out losing context #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:14:51 PM
mollyhardy: @MrSidetable revealing many hilarious details re booksellers in Columbus
Ohio in late 19C, asking were they primarily booksellers? #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:15:35 PM
keenera: In @bspalmieri's view, this "moving and shaking of books" during WW2
privileged preservation over profit #sharp13

7/19/2013 3:15:42 PM
amndw2: Paul Erickson (AAS) on "what made a store a bookstore" - what the
experience of buying things to read was like for customers. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:15:48 PM
praymurray: AM: newspaper reading creates a community, reflecting wills and tastes of
an audience #SHARP13 #imaginedcommunities
7/19/2013 3:16:25 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: AM: newspaper reading creates a community,
reflecting wills and tastes of an audience #SHARP13 #imaginedcommunities
7/19/2013 3:16:32 PM
wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us to handle a book more
carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:17:59 PM
superHH: @amndw2 Very interesting #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:18:04 PM
superHH: @praymurray Benedict Anderson is never too far away #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:18:41 PM
praymurray: AB: journalists' relnship w/ democracy-free press a guarantor of civil
rights; professionalisation allowed autonomy & independence #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:18:52 PM
SgWingo: RT @wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us to
handle a book more carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:20:21 PM
roaringgirle: listening to @cathcturner's paper at #sharp13...
7/19/2013 3:20:47 PM
mollyhardy: @MrSidetable on the importance of variety of stock in late 19c bookshop v
traveling bks meant to fire people up about a single book #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:20:51 PM
suz_paul: RT @wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us to
handle a book more carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:21:12 PM
wynkenhimself: Rendek points out that de Bury's readers don't follow his advice in how
they treat copies of Philobiblon. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:22:56 PM
vonjobi: Book Industry Politics During the Roosevelt Era - starts with a quote from
"Books as Weapons" http://t.co/yUeSraaXMT #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:23:19 PM
mollyhardy: @MrSidetable explains belief that if u r selling goods other than books in
your shop, then u r not a real bookseller in late 19c #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:23:55 PM
praymurray: Lina Shoumavora: on "guests of honour" at book fairs; the relnship w/
cultural diplomacy & impact on smaller minority communities #SHARP13

7/19/2013 3:24:14 PM
nickmimic: Turner (paper read) on New Deal rhetoric on books beyond price, special
commodities, bookshops as cultural institutions #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:25:28 PM
keenera: Cathy Turner's paper discussing the status of books as "special commodities"
during Roosevelt era #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:25:29 PM
praymurray: LS: using Casanova's centre-periphery model where centre determined by
hegemony of major languages, book fairs as contact zones #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:26:14 PM
jtonra: Hey #SHARP13, can anyone tell me whether there was a standard number of
sheets in a ream of paper around 1816? I'm guessing 480 or 500?
7/19/2013 3:28:12 PM
rbuurma: RT @roaringgirle: "books don't work if people aren't there to save them,"
@bspalmieri points out // #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:28:25 PM
nickmimic: Have always been intrigued by the very odd rhetoric, style, and tone of
printing and publishing trade journals #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:28:32 PM
keenera: Turner paper: book sales for Xmas immediately after Pearl Harbor were huge
in US #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:28:42 PM
praymurray: LS: Book fairs combine commerce w/culture; guests of honour can be
regions such as Catalonia, Quebec #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:29:26 PM
_sohbat_: Knies talk ghosting the tension between national propriety and transnational
markets #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:29:33 PM
berlinerchic: #sharp13 "Book fairs as contact zones and the guest of honour programs
that expand geographies of book industries." (Lina Shoumarova's talk)
7/19/2013 3:30:42 PM
praymurray: LS: guests of honour often use this status as a branding exercise as
embodied in the mottos e.g. Greece: New ways to Ithaca #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:30:49 PM
stirpublishing: LS: guests of honour often use this status as a branding exercise as
embodied in the mottos e.g. Greece: New ways to Ithaca #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:30:50 PM
amndw2: "The experience of buying books was often exactly like that of buying other
goods." -@MrSidetable on C19 bookbuying in Cincinnati #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:30:58 PM
vonjobi: Book Industry Politics - demand for books changed publishers' line from "help
us, we're poor" to "help us, we can't meet demand" #SHARP13

7/19/2013 3:31:04 PM
nickmimic: My Prezi from talk this morning viewable at http://t.co/JxyExyWEhO
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:31:24 PM
praymurray: LS: form of cultural diplomacy, reciprocity e.g. Korea & China that
observed 20yrs of diplomatic ties by naming Korea #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:33:03 PM
vonjobi: Book history presentations really should be accompanied by photos of materials
being discussed. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:34:08 PM
mollyhardy: ? re immigrant pop in lower east side meant more Jewish & Ital
booksellers, but those not in directories. Need to go to newspapers. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:34:57 PM
praymurray: LS: Catalonia at the '07 Frankfurt Book Fair: aims: cultural id, intl
promtion of Catalan authors, institutional presences at unis #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:35:21 PM
stirpublishing: LS: Catalonia at the '07 Frankfurt Book Fair: aims: cultural id, intl
promtion of Catalan authors, institutional presences at unis #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:35:22 PM
praymurray: LS: impact of Catalan's presence at Frankfurt BF: led to increase in sale of
translations to 250k in Germany, palpable impact #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:36:52 PM
amndw2: Have just decided I want to write something on the history & material culture
of the blank book in the US. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:36:54 PM
CherylSearch: Megan Shields Formato: Niels Bohr's writing practices - promoted "right
kind of rules for scientific communication" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:37:38 PM
praymurray: @amndw2 Have you seen this: http://t.co/5tBXF3mZsq #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:37:57 PM
mollyhardy: Qs re technology: excel spreadsheet can be imported right into ArcGIS
#sharp13
7/19/2013 3:39:20 PM
mollyhardy: RT @amndw2: Have just decided I want to write something on the history
& material culture of the blank book in the US. #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:39:38 PM
mazarines: RT @wynkenhimself: Dueling Aldine tattoos from @adamghooks &
@bspalmieri #sharp13 #biblionerds http://t.co/Ok1W1NV0jV
7/19/2013 3:39:52 PM
praymurray: LS: Romania asserted its presence at Paris Book Fair as attempt to
integrate itself in Europe distancing itself frm communist past #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:40:27 PM

CherylSearch: Formato: Bohr thot scientific writing must b intelligible to nonscientists &
able to be translated into 3 languages w/ same meaning #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:41:22 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 might be interested in NEH fellowship opps at indep res insts
such as the Library Co of Philadelphia. List: http://t.co/CKO5qJlGiC
7/19/2013 3:41:58 PM
nickmimic: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 might be interested in NEH fellowship opps at
indep res insts such as the Library Co of Philadelphia. List: http:…
7/19/2013 3:42:23 PM
keenera: Q&A session raises the concern for information about the book trades in other
nation (e.g. Philippines) post-WW2. Not just UK-US #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:42:36 PM
praymurray: LS:the Meditteranean a region that represents a "polythestic culture"
(Baltasar Porcel); shifting balance of power in publishing #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:42:39 PM
mollyhardy: Winship speculators that the idea of the pure bookstore imported from
Germany #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:43:56 PM
praymurray: @marilib asks @alisonbav how she chose her sample, was it determined
by the content they were publishing? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:44:44 PM
stirpublishing: @marilib asks @alisonbav how she chose her sample, was it determined
by the content they were publishing? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:44:45 PM
mollyhardy: Winship asks why people who r selling so many diff goods still SELF
IDENTIFY as booksellers #sharp13 #goodquestion
7/19/2013 3:45:20 PM
CherylSearch: Formato: Bohr dictated work to various non-physicist helpers (mother,
wife, others) who typed & served as nonscientific readers. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:45:46 PM
PubTrendSetter: Check out @praymurray's live-tweets of #SHARP13 talk on fascinating
sociology/impact of #Book Fair Guest Regions of Honor. #history
7/19/2013 3:46:22 PM
Channyruok2: Final speaker in this panel, Paul van Capelleveen, "Transporting ideals of
typography." Papers really speaking to each other here #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:46:36 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 A menu from an 1898 NYC Booksellers League dinner from the
NEH-funded @nypl_menus project. http://t.co/9sryUo5mCv
7/19/2013 3:46:39 PM
davejweaver_: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:46:42 PM
mollyhardy: Stallybrass wonders what role bartering played -- what type of shops?
when did it stop? #sharp13

7/19/2013 3:47:21 PM
praymurray: Simon Frost suggests metropolitan vs. cosmopolitan another element that
can destabilise centre-periphery assumptions #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:49:37 PM
praymurray: @offog asks @alisonbav re: print-runs of self-publishing-generally small 56 to 1500 #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:51:00 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: @offog asks @alisonbav re: print-runs of selfpublishing-generally small 5-6 to 1500 #SHARP13
7/19/2013 3:51:09 PM
pleasebrowse: RT @PubTrendSetter: Check out @praymurray's live-tweets of
#SHARP13 talk on fascinating sociology/impact of #Book Fair Guest Regions of Hon…
7/19/2013 3:56:18 PM
mollyhardy: Bookseller had to be ready for emergencies of knowledge, @MrSidetable
told us, so then ? re relationship librarian and bookseller #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:56:39 PM
rwpickard: RT @mollyhardy: Winship asks why people who r selling so many diff goods
still SELF IDENTIFY as booksellers #sharp13 #goodquestion
7/19/2013 3:58:12 PM
mollyhardy: Winship recommends The Booksellers Library on google books #sharp13
7/19/2013 3:58:52 PM
roaringgirle: up next at #sharp13: lightning panels at chemical heritage foundation //
come hear me, @Nicosia_Marissa, @whitneytrettien, and others.
7/19/2013 3:58:59 PM
mollyhardy: MW: when looking at 19C bs images, remember customers pictured w hats
bc from outside & clerks not wearing hats bc insider #sharp13
7/19/2013 4:02:36 PM
TheSpecialest: The book selling panel at #SHARP13 managed a trifecta of fantastic
talks (and questions/answers).
7/19/2013 4:05:21 PM
fdpage32: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa #SHARP13
7/19/2013 4:19:30 PM
iangadd: @GeorgeOnline Hi George, looks like you're deep in #dh2013 so no go on
skyping in on #sharp13 board...?
7/19/2013 4:20:09 PM
uberrhetor: RT @mollyhardy: Winship recommends The Booksellers Library on google
books #sharp13
7/19/2013 4:20:15 PM
CarolBrobeck: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 might be interested in NEH fellowship opps
at indep res insts such as the Library Co of Philadelphia. List: http:…
7/19/2013 4:21:54 PM
iangadd: @GeorgeOnline It’s fine. Next time we’ll make sure #dh2013 and #sharp13
don’t clash!

7/19/2013 4:31:03 PM
moxiekat: I can't get enough of the fine arts library at UPenn. Did I mention they're
running a Picasso/Goya/Carnicero exhibit? #sharp13
7/19/2013 4:48:03 PM
ChapBookPro: Anyone else following #sharp13 and #dh2013? #bestofbothworlds
7/19/2013 4:48:04 PM
ernestopriego: @ChapBookPro yup. https://t.co/56neXsNW4F #sharp13 #dh2013
7/19/2013 4:51:44 PM
_moon09r: Final speaker in this panel, Paul van Capelleveen, "Transporting ideals of
typography." Papers really speaking to each other here #sharp13
7/19/2013 4:52:22 PM
MyerSteiner_: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 4:52:38 PM
jamescummings: RT @ChapBookPro: Anyone else following #sharp13 and #dh2013?
#bestofbothworlds
7/19/2013 4:54:00 PM
nickmimic: Lazarus Ercker's DESCRIPTION OF THE MOST EXQUISITE MINERAL ORES at
#CHF exhibit #sharp13 http://t.co/lcwLqHT3WS
7/19/2013 5:00:37 PM
ComicsGrid: This is uncharacterised data, but hey, it is data. Pointer of things to come?
#dh2013 #sharp13 http://t.co/KEkQ4ksPE7
7/19/2013 5:01:04 PM
_JulieatSMART: #sharp13 Kristen Doyle Highland in Retail Cartographies in Antebellum
NYC is considering the spatial dimensions of NYC bookstores using GIS.
7/19/2013 5:02:12 PM
nickmimic: Here for L-3 lightning talks Topographies of Page w @whitneytrettien
@Nicosia_Marissa @roaringgirle Alice McGrath & Alyssa Connell #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:16:02 PM
wolfman706_: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:17:21 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @roaringgirle: up next at #sharp13: lightning panels at chemical
heritage foundation // come hear me, @Nicosia_Marissa, @whitneytrettien…
7/19/2013 5:18:25 PM
aarontram: Psyched for the Creating and Manipulating Text and Image panel!!!! Can't
wait to start. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:24:42 PM
kaappiah: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 might be interested in NEH fellowships at indep
res insts such as @librarycompany. List: http://t.co/ntHFNMel4Z
7/19/2013 5:28:33 PM
RebeccaShores: Kicking Meniere's Disease ass and back at #SHARP13. Next up:
lightning talk i: lays of the land

7/19/2013 5:31:14 PM
6BusinessMan_AU: Final speaker in this panel, Paul van Capelleveen, "Transporting
ideals of typography." Papers really speaking to each other here #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:31:56 PM
iBREAZEtweets: Now and still in Africa but 21st c, marketing of books in S Africa
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:32:01 PM
RebeccaShores: OMG I AM IN TE SAME ROOM AS PETER STALLYBRASS #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:32:15 PM
JenServenti: Settling into for the lightning talks at #sharp13. I'm in "Topographies of
the Page" that will conclude w/ @whitneytrettien 's talk.
7/19/2013 5:32:46 PM
vonjobi: "lightning talks i: lays of the land" about to start at Chemical Heritage
Foundation #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:33:25 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Just spotted a bagel-less @wynkenhimself entering the
Topographies of the Page room.
7/19/2013 5:35:25 PM
kaappiah: "Confronted with emergencies of knowledge" to describe reference wrk may
be my fav phrase from #sharp13. From @MrSidetable's presentation.
7/19/2013 5:36:17 PM
sim1303: greased lightning! go go go! #sharp13 http://t.co/65jHKQbOcb
7/19/2013 5:36:31 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Love that David McKnight begins his introduction with the
wikipedia defintion of a lightning talk. http://t.co/P2XCS8Zoez
7/19/2013 5:36:51 PM
aldevine: #SHARP13: 4 very smart ladies, poised to strike with their lightning talks!
(Session l-3: topographies of the page) http://t.co/B3M4Bg58aC
7/19/2013 5:37:15 PM
olau76: Enjoying Mikki Smith's lightning talk on youth and amateur newspapers.
@MsMikkiSmith @gslis #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:37:38 PM
aarontpratt: The lightning talks at #sharp13 sound very interesting. I wonder how
many will take the 10min. as an opportunity to be really provocative
7/19/2013 5:39:18 PM
nickmimic: Might not tweet this session. So many experienced tweeters in the room.
#sharp13
7/19/2013 5:39:27 PM
nickmimic: PS. It's quite disorienting not to be battling for tweet counts with @sim1303
like at SHARP 2011. But conf admin duties call. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:40:28 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: "books don't work if people aren't there to save them,"
@bspalmieri points out // #sharp13

7/19/2013 5:41:00 PM
RebeccaShores: Gallo: 30 yrs after Amer Rev, British reprints dominate printed surveys
in US #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:42:09 PM
MitchFraas: Pilcrows! at #sharp13 lightning panel 3 with @roaringgirle
7/19/2013 5:42:27 PM
librarycompany: RT @mollyhardy: @librarycompany and Franklin's bookshop worked
"synergistically" says Green #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:42:30 PM
librarycompany: RT @kaappiah: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 might be interested in
NEH fellowships at indep res insts such as @librarycompany. List: http://t.c…
7/19/2013 5:42:44 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle "Dramatic Pilcrows." Units of dialogue were marked out for
readers by stationers. Boom. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:42:50 PM
vonjobi: I'm at this session because of this: Geographies of the Young Adult Novel:
Imagined Communities of Readers #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:42:56 PM
sim1303: @nickmimic WiFi very much available. Check with conf staff for pwd. Also
printed at bottom of Penn WiFi handout. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:43:10 PM
sim1303: listening to @roaringgirle at lightning panel 3 at #sharp13
http://t.co/Oooth4lxKF
7/19/2013 5:45:15 PM
mollyhardy: Lightning talk I: Creating text and manipulating text and image. Sullivan
on Narnia maps compliment Chartier plenary on DQ #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:45:57 PM
sim1303: RT @aldevine: #SHARP13: 4 very smart ladies, poised to strike with their
lightning talks! (Session l-3: topographies of the page) http://t.…
7/19/2013 5:46:04 PM
MitchFraas: Coincidentally the Smithsonian blog had a short piece on pilcrows just last
week http://t.co/MvpIPpmfJf #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:46:10 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle: symbolic type (manicules, fleurons, Pilcrows) clarifies dialogue
& stage business, divides texts up for readers #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:46:17 PM
TheUKRED: Fascinating short paper by Claire Bourne on the use of pilcrows and
manicules in early English printed plays #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:46:20 PM
lesliehowsam: Board meeting at #SHARP13 going well. Such a gathering of talent,
experience, commitment! @sharporg
7/19/2013 5:47:04 PM

RebeccaShores: Martens: vernacular printing -> unified lang->natnlism-> publ
issues.Now,esp YA bks, readers don't care abt place of origin #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:48:17 PM
wynkenhimself: First up was @roaringgirle on pilcrows as way of organizing early
printed drama. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:48:36 PM
TheUKRED: Paying attention to type pieces like pilcrows can reveal how early modern
plays were designed to be read @roaringgirle #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:48:39 PM
mollyhardy: Sullivan's display of Narnia maps are total eye candy & take me back to
some of the best rdg moments of my youth #isthiswork? #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:49:22 PM
keenera: Next up is Connell. In the spirit of the lightning round I will tweet only once
per talk #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:49:33 PM
RebeccaShores: Still, fans still identify among national lines, despite global
transnational "one size fits all" marketing #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:49:38 PM
wynkenhimself: Now Alyssa Connell on "John Ogilby's Typographical Cartography" 1st
slide from his 1675 road atlas, Britannia #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:50:06 PM
MitchFraas: Fantastic slides of Ogilby's Brittania from Alyssa Connell at #sharp13 - to
follow along in the atlas itself see http://t.co/zDrAsXCQCa
7/19/2013 5:51:24 PM
vonjobi: Geographies of the Young Adult Novel - one-size-fits-all mktg from publishers
resisted by twihards who set up national sites #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:51:35 PM
wynkenhimself: I showed one of these strip maps in my book oddities Collation post.
#sharp13 http://t.co/xxynk0TDrK
7/19/2013 5:52:25 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @MitchFraas: Fantastic slides of Ogilby's Brittania from Alyssa
Connell at #sharp13 - to follow along in the atlas itself see http://t.c…
7/19/2013 5:52:46 PM
roaringgirle: alyssa connell talks about john ogilby's amazing strip maps--a late 17c
road atlas "projected" onto scrolls. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:53:50 PM
praymurray: RT @roaringgirle: alyssa connell talks about john ogilby's amazing strip
maps--a late 17c road atlas "projected" onto scrolls. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:54:11 PM
wynkenhimself: Ogilby's scrolls for the strip maps help readers visualize movement not
as vertical but forward, says Connell. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:54:14 PM
nickmimic: . @roaringgirle & Alyssa Connell's exs deal w/ typographical representation
of non-typo elements (dialogue, strip maps) #sharp13 // [+]

7/19/2013 5:54:28 PM
nickmimic: Seem to implicitly comment on, revise, and/or extend Joseph Dane's args in
OUT OF SORTS #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:55:01 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Anne Sullivan: Posthumously published maps of Narnia change
readers' encounters with space and time. http://t.co/S01OUbuJfo
7/19/2013 5:55:01 PM
Exhaust_Fumes: I'm glad I'm getting ish done on this article, but wistfully noting that
acronyms in my TL are compelling: #POTUS, #SHARP13 #EMDA13 #DH2013
7/19/2013 5:55:09 PM
amndw2: Lightning talks on fantasy maps: @Anne_withanE on Narnia books, Aaron
Trammell on Dungeons & Dragons. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:55:16 PM
sim1303: aaron trammell and affect in fantasy game maps, lightning talk 2, #sharp13.
full room, clear hearts,… http://t.co/XTe9lpoJAh
7/19/2013 5:55:36 PM
keenera: Connell describes how Ogilby's strip maps are repackaged as qto & 16mo eds.
"typographical maps" #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:55:42 PM
MitchFraas: Great piracy of Ogilby's work in this 1676 chart "traveller's companion" a
"text map" according to connell #sharp13 http://t.co/9O5HKfpB5D
7/19/2013 5:55:55 PM
RebeccaShores: McAndrew: travel narratives and authorship important to beginnings of
American lit #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:56:08 PM
roaringgirle: now, typographical/word maps! connell says they're like modern transit
maps--representation of distance as relative. #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:56:27 PM
TheUKRED: Fascinating how the "English travellers companion" (1676) prefigures
contemporary train-line maps of England #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:56:41 PM
wynkenhimself: Connell now showing crazy maps featuring names but not geographical
features from The English Travellers Companion (1676) #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:57:07 PM
praymurray: @amandalastoria looking at typographical maps at #SHARP13 reminding
me of Mouse's Tail-Ogilby's Eng. Travellers Companion
7/19/2013 5:57:15 PM
olau76: Maps in D&D lightning talk by Aaron Trammell! @aarontram
@RutgersCommInfo #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:57:27 PM
TheUKRED: Alyssa Connell calls these textual or word maps: places are conceived of in
relation to other places, not in their own terms #sharp13

7/19/2013 5:58:13 PM
praymurray: Wordmaps=words doing double duty as signifiers #SHARP13
7/19/2013 5:58:28 PM
sim1303: another spot check for #sharp13 attendees: what did you think of the
lightning talks? good/bad/ugly? would you change 10mins/3slides rules?
7/19/2013 5:58:53 PM
wynkenhimself: Alice McGrath on Jane Barker's Patchwork Screen (I know nothing
about this author or work!) #sharp13
7/19/2013 5:59:21 PM
praymurray: "A history in patches" a gendered "aesthetic of imperfection" as opposed
to a comprehensive history in the mode of Defoe #SHARP13
7/19/2013 6:00:12 PM
MitchFraas: Alice McGrath on Barker's Patchwork Screen for Ladies at #sharp13 - time
to add it to the kindle. Adelaide has ebook http://t.co/aErcBbsMRQ
7/19/2013 6:00:21 PM
praymurray: RT @MitchFraas: Alice McGrath on Barker's Patchwork Screen for Ladies at
#sharp13 - time to add it to the kindle. Adelaide has ebook http:/…
7/19/2013 6:00:29 PM
keenera: @sim1303 Lightning talks a success so far! Great idea, 3 slides a challenge.
looking fwd to conversation. #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:00:35 PM
roaringgirle: now, alice mcgrath on jane barker's patchwork screen // barker:
patchwork can accommodate error // "aesthetic imperfection" // #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:00:48 PM
praymurray: patches placed to each other because they make a visual pleasing whole;
patches=comic book panel? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 6:01:33 PM
RebeccaShores: How meta! Seltzer's title: "the devil along chestnut street: G Lippard's
Imprinted Philadelphia" #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:02:55 PM
MitchFraas: Cool binding error in the @HoughtonLib copy of the Patchwork Screen - a
patchwork work itself #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:04:28 PM
sim1303: THREE SLIDES, PEOPLE, *THREE*! #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:04:30 PM
keenera: McGrath recounts her sleuthing re: Jane Barker's Patchwork Screen w/ folks at
@HoughtonLib #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:04:47 PM
mollyhardy: Walsh starts w CB Brown's unpublished drawings& Wieland to make larger
point about Amer web of pictorial print culture pre1820 #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:06:44 PM
roaringgirle: more manicules courtesy of @Nicosia_Marissa! #sharp13

7/19/2013 6:08:22 PM
MitchFraas: Up now @Nicosia_Marissa on Gondibert, "yearning lovers" and "stag
hunting" #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:08:59 PM
TheUKRED: Alice McGrath expertly sews together Jane Barker, patching metaphors,
binding errors and Shaftesbury's Characteristicks #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:09:53 PM
sim1303: woohoo @Nicosia_Marissa! #sharplightning #sharp13 http://t.co/DPD5llV1oh
7/19/2013 6:10:35 PM
MitchFraas: I really enjoyed @Nicosia_Marissa 's excellent piece on poetic fragments
from last fall #sharp13 http://t.co/pylB0gsvqz
7/19/2013 6:10:39 PM
nickmimic: #greasedlightning #guerillaplenary It's all happening, people. #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:11:48 PM
roaringgirle: nicosia: why did the reader draw manicules while leaving the rest of the
text "untouched"? #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:12:18 PM
Vaguery: RT @wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us to
handle a book more carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:14:21 PM
keenera: @Nicosia_Marissa showing some playbook manicules in Davenant's genretroubled Gondibert @FolgerLibrary. Vertue & Ambition marked #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:15:50 PM
roaringgirle: @Nicosia_Marissa: manicules point to passages that suggest davenant's
ideal readership: "ambitious readers"... #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:16:03 PM
praymurray: RT @roaringgirle: @Nicosia_Marissa: manicules point to passages that
suggest davenant's ideal readership: "ambitious readers"... #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:16:20 PM
praymurray: RT @wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us to
handle a book more carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:16:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nickmimic: #greasedlightning #guerillaplenary It's all happening,
people. #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:18:50 PM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: #greasedlightning #guerillaplenary It's all happening, people.
#sharp13
7/19/2013 6:19:07 PM
sim1303: .@whitneytrettien rocks her hair and the room at #sharp13 lightning talk 3
http://t.co/NygUCnylxC
7/19/2013 6:20:17 PM
nickmimic: @whitneytrettien leads w Twitter feed convergence last night btwn McCarty
at #dh2013 & Chartier at #sharp13, w/in the topography of screen

7/19/2013 6:21:17 PM
wynkenhimself: Now up, the ever-so-smart @whitneytrettien on three-dimensionality &
boundedness of pages and the Little Gidding Harmonies. #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:21:25 PM
amndw2: Jillian Hess talking about early modern fragments in a Victorian Shakespeare
scholar's scrapbook. #sharp13 http://t.co/1VY94Bzufh
7/19/2013 6:21:48 PM
MitchFraas: For more on the Little Gidding Harmony see Whitney herself! #sharp13
http://t.co/8NrV3kSB0U
7/19/2013 6:23:05 PM
wynkenhimself: Specifically, the Harmony @whitneytrettien is looking at an opening in
is BL's C.23.e.4 #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:23:22 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @MitchFraas: For more on the Little Gidding Harmony see Whitney
herself! #sharp13 http://t.co/8NrV3kSB0U
7/19/2013 6:23:46 PM
roaringgirle: little gidding harmonies = "new kind of printing"/compositing, says
@whitneytrettien // remixing // #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:23:46 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: #greasedlightning #guerillaplenary It's all happening,
people. #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:24:43 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @MitchFraas: I really enjoyed @Nicosia_Marissa 's excellent piece
on poetic fragments from last fall #sharp13 http://t.co/pylB0gsvqz
7/19/2013 6:27:25 PM
sim1303: Hey #sharp13: lightning talks -- what did you think? Share your thoughts
with the Organizing Committee and @SHARPorg!
7/19/2013 6:27:53 PM
DoNotFaint: I know her! RT @MitchFraas I really enjoyed @Nicosia_Marissa 's excellent
piece on poetic fragments #sharp13 http://t.co/D5UltEdYLw
7/19/2013 6:29:26 PM
MitchFraas: . @whitneytrettien 's talk reminds me of my favorite mashup. The Mughal
court's reuse of European engravings #sharp13 http://t.co/xq3xEqr5T0
7/19/2013 6:29:57 PM
keenera: @whitneytrettien now shows cut-up, pasted together, & annotated Little
Gidding King's Harmony (1635). #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:30:34 PM
TheUKRED: David McKnight coins the concept of "lightning question time." Great
session #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:30:44 PM
sim1303: streaks of #sharplightning #sharp13 http://t.co/3DYiPK7rxY
7/19/2013 6:30:59 PM

nickmimic: @sim1303 @SHARPorg Great stuff! Worked well at L-3. Could even make
them shorter, I think (if desired). #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:32:13 PM
MitchFraas: An example of those Mughal mashups (Staatsbibliothek, Berlin (A.117)
#sharp13 http://t.co/juDcGS1TyK
7/19/2013 6:32:51 PM
aarontpratt: @sim1303 @SHARPorg How much time is allotted for Q&A? Really like the
idea of short papers + extended discussion after? #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:33:28 PM
praymurray: Gutters in Little Gidding http://t.co/V5fdSdDq1I as spaces of subversion?
Containing information in the way comic gutters work? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 6:37:18 PM
datchery8: RT @amndw2: In #sharp13 session B-2 "Selling Spaces: Geographies of the
Bookstore in C18 & C19 America." 1st up, James Green on Ben Frankli…
7/19/2013 6:51:06 PM
RebeccaShores: STALLYBRASS TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 6:56:37 PM
mollyhardy: Post chocolate and caffeine, I'm feeling much more optimistic about
afternoon panels #sharp13
7/19/2013 6:58:38 PM
JenServenti: Next up on my #sharp13 odyssey is the "Geographies of Copyright"
session.
7/19/2013 6:59:31 PM
aarontpratt: @meganlcook @sim1303 I noticed the same thing. Only one or details
came out, not arguments. #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:01:10 PM
mollyhardy: Fired up about Geographies of Copyright Panel w Felton, Tawfik, W Slauter,
Chartier #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:01:49 PM
vonjobi: @sim1303 @SHARPorg great idea. would've been better if they were more
spontaneous #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:05:03 PM
roaringgirle: thanks to @Nicosia_Marissa, @whitneytrettien, alyssa connell, and alice
mcgrath for a rich lightning panel at #sharp13 // #sharplightning
7/19/2013 7:05:32 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: @aarontpratt @meganlcook @sim1303 loved presenting in this
format. Still discussing connections with panel-mates and audience #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:05:39 PM
roaringgirle: @Nicosia_Marissa @aarontpratt @meganlcook @sim1303 // would have
liked more time for post-panel q&a or a respondent to synthesize. #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:09:27 PM
mollyhardy: Felton on relationship btwn law and self-publishing defined as author owns,
pays for, and sells own work #sharp13

7/19/2013 7:09:35 PM
MitchFraas: Mention of @schoenbergdb here at #sharp13!
7/19/2013 7:10:01 PM
aarontram: #sharp13 Mary-Claude Felton offers a great definition of self-publishing 1)
ownership, 2) payment, and 3) distribution.
7/19/2013 7:10:26 PM
roaringgirle: @Nicosia_Marissa @aarontpratt @meganlcook @sim1303 // but i love the
10-minute format // constraint breeds creativity, right? #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:10:35 PM
aarontram: RT @mollyhardy: Felton on relationship btwn law and self-publishing
defined as author owns, pays for, and sells own work #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:10:48 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: echoing @roaringgirle // thanks, @whitneytrettien alyssa connell, and
alice mcgrath for a Zeus-like panel at #sharp13 // #sharplightning
7/19/2013 7:10:53 PM
RebeccaShores: 16th c Spanish 'Don Olivante de Laura' pirated, not received well.
Brownlee's talk abt its errancy = wonderful. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:11:14 PM
CherylSearch: Karen Weierman: "moral geography" in gift book by Lydia Maria Child
_The Oasis_ - abolitionism as an oasis in moral desert #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:11:53 PM
MitchFraas: Marina Brownlee discussing "Historia del inuencible Cauallero Don Oliuante
de Laura" (Barcelona, 1564) & connections to Cervantes #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:12:02 PM
aarontram: #sharp13 French book selling code of 1773 prohibited the print of books by
non-printers.
7/19/2013 7:12:59 PM
olau76: This is kind of what's it's like here. RT @RebeccaShores: STALLYBRASS
TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:14:40 PM
mollyhardy: Felton makes point that lit property existed to be transferred #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:18:45 PM
mollyhardy: On London self-publishing at height in 1790s and in France height is 1850s
--Felton asks why #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:25:31 PM
MitchFraas: If you want to pick up a copy of Torquemada's Don Olivante de Laura see
the complete works: http://t.co/6wUWjzHiei #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:26:03 PM
keenera: Next on the agenda: tour of @chemheritage #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:26:04 PM
roaringgirle: now up, @aldevine on post-medieval circulation of 13c bibles. #sharp13

7/19/2013 7:27:01 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: next up @aldevine on post-medieval circulation of 13c bibles
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:27:20 PM
MitchFraas: Alex Devine: After books of hours, bibles are the medieval European books
that survive the most today #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:28:33 PM
roaringgirle: @aldevine discusses plurality of categories used to describe bibles in late
medieval book lists and catalogues // #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:31:17 PM
CherylSearch: Anna Mae Duane: 1848 conversation in book form between Davvid
Walker's Appeal and Henry Garnet's address for immediate abolition #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:31:17 PM
RebeccaShores: Devine, on survival of 13th c pandect bibles + centuries of archiving
by private and institutional groups. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:31:42 PM
MitchFraas: . @aldevine Exploring how book catalogues from the medieval period to
today refer to Bibles Amazing variety like "Biblia defecta"! #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:33:01 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Looking forward to @colonialip Internat'l Copyright Law, Access
to Knowledge & Social Justice forthcoming in http://t.co/IOxSbomEn9
7/19/2013 7:33:33 PM
mollyhardy: _The Br Dominions of North America_ (1832) registered at Stationers' Hall
by Longman and Co. But why in England, Tawkin asks #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:34:50 PM
datchery8: RT @amndw2: Fascinated by KD Highland's of the movement of NYC
booksellers between 1820s & 1860s. Amazing use of GIS. #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:35:54 PM
roaringgirle: @aldevine: early cataloguers paid attention to the beauty of the books //
#sharp13
7/19/2013 7:39:05 PM
MitchFraas: . @aldevine talking about Bibles as commodities "a book-shaped piece of
the medieval past" #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:39:11 PM
MitchFraas: Shameless plug of the @schoenbergdb ! http://t.co/5DqKDD60QC
#sharp13 Thousands of provenance entries on pre-1600 mss.
7/19/2013 7:40:00 PM
RebeccaShores: Genius! Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts: http://t.co/5CirNYrF0o
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:41:38 PM
roaringgirle: @MitchFraas @schoenbergdb // great that he's discussing research
method/tools // i wish more speakers would be so transparent // #sharp13

7/19/2013 7:42:17 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: . @aldevine reflects on use of @schoenbergdb In his work
@SIMS_Mss #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:43:02 PM
MitchFraas: Follow along with @aldevine 's discussion of UPenn Ms. Codex 1065 with
the digital facsimile! http://t.co/yzrAnCYNdu #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:43:20 PM
HopeSteffen: RT @RebeccaShores: Genius! Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts:
http://t.co/5CirNYrF0o #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:45:20 PM
basicsofliving: RT @MitchFraas: . @aldevine talking about Bibles as commodities "a
book-shaped piece of the medieval past" #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:48:42 PM
CitizenWald: I'm missing #SHARP13 but at least I can share this portion of #medieval
chained library, Karlovy Vary museum http://t.co/Aa4q6c2WtU
7/19/2013 7:49:55 PM
MitchFraas: Awesome slide of different bible spine titles by @aldevine at #sharp13
http://t.co/lwXUcFCjS6
7/19/2013 7:50:20 PM
mollyhardy: W Slauter on the shifting geo of copyright for journalistic Texts--18c and
19c English problems in 19c USA #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:52:13 PM
mollyhardy: Periodicals not included in US Copyrt Law until 1909, but Slauter traces
attempts to copyright texts in periodicals in 19c #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:54:02 PM
CherylSearch: Jeffrey Cottrell: use of digital tools to map slave narrative geographies,
usihng Frederick Dougllass as example #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:54:51 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Will Slauter on shifting geography of copyright for journalistic
texts. Notes importance of circulation. http://t.co/KFhkGF417f
7/19/2013 7:55:20 PM
mollyhardy: Slauter looks at Noah Webster Amer Mag copyright claim in Feb 1788 to
ask how do circulate something as property? #sharp13
7/19/2013 7:57:06 PM
ryancordell: So long, #DH2013 - it's been fun! Now on to #SHARP13 for the digital
projects showcase tomorrow!
7/19/2013 7:57:59 PM
homophonous: RT @RebeccaShores: Genius! Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts:
http://t.co/5CirNYrF0o #SHARP13
7/19/2013 7:59:36 PM
RebeccaShores: Singh shows slide of Early Modern portrait of Chaucer cut from one
book, colored in, and pasted into another. #SHARP13

7/19/2013 8:01:29 PM
aarontram: Scissors editing was once dismissed as unethical. It seems like the status
quo today. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:01:59 PM
JenServenti: @ryancordell Safe travels. See you soon at #sharp13 digital showcase
presenting on your NEH Start-Up Grant. https://t.co/FiXRyOnZRK
7/19/2013 8:03:34 PM
MitchFraas: Another mention of the Little Giddings here at #sharp13 this time by
Devani Singh @whitneytrettien
7/19/2013 8:05:17 PM
CherylSearch: Jeffrey Cottrell: use of digital tools to map slave narrative geographies,
usihng Frederick Dougllass as example #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:06:03 PM
iangadd: What every gents' bathroom needs... #sharp13 http://t.co/PS5q33VpHA
7/19/2013 8:08:51 PM
mollyhardy: @iangadd I feel like we got a conference upgrade here at CHF. Not that we
were exactly slumming it at UPenn #sharp13
7/19/2013 8:14:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @olau76: This is kind of what's it's like here. RT @RebeccaShores:
STALLYBRASS TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:15:39 PM
iangadd: RT @olau76: This is kind of what's it's like here. RT @RebeccaShores:
STALLYBRASS TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:15:42 PM
RebeccaShores: Now discussion on catalogues and databases-- digital tools are great,
but much good comes from convos at places just like #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:18:13 PM
triproftri: @ryancordell Oh, say hello to Alan Galey for me! #sharp13
7/19/2013 8:19:58 PM
violetbluebird: RT @olau76: This is kind of what's it's like here. RT @RebeccaShores:
STALLYBRASS TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:20:03 PM
drjanepotter: RT @CitizenWald: I'm missing #SHARP13 but at least I can share this
portion of #medieval chained library, Karlovy Vary museum http://t.co/A…
7/19/2013 8:20:19 PM
wynkenhimself: The ladies' room is so much classier in its mouthwash presentation.
#SHARP13 http://t.co/aKCEWUEcKy
7/19/2013 8:24:21 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Copyright panel papers reveal the complex evolution of IP laws.
E.g., news was not initially covered by US copyright law.
7/19/2013 8:28:54 PM
iangadd: RT @wynkenhimself: The ladies' room is so much classier in its mouthwash
presentation. #SHARP13 http://t.co/aKCEWUEcKy

7/19/2013 8:32:25 PM
sim1303: RT @olau76: This is kind of what's it's like here. RT @RebeccaShores:
STALLYBRASS TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:33:06 PM
JenServenti: Of interest to #sharp13 MT @tcwhq Alabama Dig Humanities Ctr seeks
post-doc fellow. Contact for more info. tcwilson@ua.ua or @tcwhq #DH2013
7/19/2013 8:35:08 PM
RebeccaShores: Boyle's 1668 'Sceptical Chemist' at CHF. This place is amazing!
#SHARP13 http://t.co/J1GgOSK5jq
7/19/2013 8:43:57 PM
nickmimic: IRL meeting of twitter legends. #sharp13 http://t.co/Qyw3psbsyz
7/19/2013 8:46:37 PM
vonjobi: Just got back from a tour of the Athenaeum of Philadelphia... because the word
"Ateneo" is from "Athenaeum" http://t.co/2Sj0EyTLvX #SHARP13
7/19/2013 8:50:12 PM
nickmimic: Gearing up for SJ plenary. Going to be epic #sharp13
7/19/2013 8:59:24 PM
wynkenhimself: There's a great line-up of #sharp13 keynote speakers: Chartier,
Suarez, Gregory. BUT THEY ARE ALL MEN. (I know I'm shouting. I'm bothered)
7/19/2013 8:59:54 PM
phjartar: Michael Suarez presenting on Transmissin History as Reception History
#SHARP13 'Geographies of Book' conf @EMiC_project
7/19/2013 9:01:45 PM
victorianclare: RT @olau76: This is kind of what's it's like here. RT @RebeccaShores:
STALLYBRASS TOUCHED MY SHOULDER #StarStruck #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:01:58 PM
keenera: Michael Suarez, SJ about to speak for plenary @chemheritage #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:03:04 PM
roaringgirle: gametime. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:25:02 PM
nickmimic: RT @praymurray: @wynkenhimself Bonnie Mak! #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:25:04 PM
CarolGSLIS: RT @wynkenhimself: There's a great line-up of #sharp13 keynote
speakers: Chartier, Suarez, Gregory. BUT THEY ARE ALL MEN. (I know I'm shout…
7/19/2013 9:25:07 PM
iangadd: RT @roaringgirle: gametime. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:25:40 PM
lctabata: RT @nowviskie: Tweet-streams converging: @igalina's inclusivity talk from
#dh2013 & complaints about lack of diverse voices at #sharp13. [+]
7/19/2013 9:25:43 PM
wynkenhimself: I'll note, finally, that our keynotes aren't all American, at all, but they
are, in addition to all being male, are also all white. #sharp13

7/19/2013 9:25:50 PM
praymurray: Suarez demonstrating reasons why he still rules #good-natured
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:25:57 PM
roaringgirle: "we are in the best book city in america because of the people who are
here" -suarez // #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:27:02 PM
aldevine: RT @MitchFraas: Shameless plug of the @schoenbergdb !
http://t.co/5DqKDD60QC #sharp13 Thousands of provenance entries on pre-1600 mss.
7/19/2013 9:27:06 PM
triproftri: @wynkenhimself I don't think this happens at the European versions of the
conference; more diversity when we go abroad? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:27:30 PM
vonjobi: keynote address: Michael F. Suarez, S.J., “transmission history is reception
history: approaching global bibliography” #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:27:50 PM
roaringgirle: suarez stresses the role of _learning_ in research and professional
friendships. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:28:14 PM
aldevine: RT @wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us to
handle a book more carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:28:23 PM
AlienWeedMan: Proud to have nine genders. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:28:27 PM
praymurray: @wynkenhimself candidates: @offog Sukanta Chaudhuri, Supriya
Chaudhuri #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:28:35 PM
wynkenhimself: And now I'm done tweeting because I love Michael and I want to
devote myself to this. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:28:40 PM
iangadd: RT @AlienWeedMan: Proud to have nine genders. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:28:59 PM
nickmimic: From @bspalmieri 's first slide today to Dr. Evil in Suarez plenary, SHARP
should get credit for being laid back + erudite simult #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:29:16 PM
whitneytrettien: @nowviskie To be fair, I heard much discussion if lack of diversity at
#dh2013 too. Am really sorry to miss Isabel's talk, though. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:29:22 PM
marielturner: WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY! michael suarez makes the world's most adorable
outdated cultural reference. #sharp13 http://t.co/jTCiSpsjlK
7/19/2013 9:29:38 PM
praymurray: @ClaireSquires world domination rears its head again: Suarez has just
namechecked Dr Evil... #SHARP13

7/19/2013 9:29:40 PM
keenera: Suarez: Goethe found "highly congenial" the efforts of Faust's French
translator. Love it #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:29:50 PM
praymurray: RT @marielturner: WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY! michael suarez makes the
world's most adorable outdated cultural reference. #sharp13 http://t.co/jTCi…
7/19/2013 9:29:50 PM
mollyhardy: Suarez starts by saying that Philly is the best book city in the country bc of
the constellation of scholars and librarians here #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:30:32 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Michael Suarez speaking about global bibliography:
http://t.co/ElqznULAqK
7/19/2013 9:30:34 PM
Anne_withanE: Michael Suarez explains world bibliography is not part of Jesuit
conspiracy to take over the world #sharp13 http://t.co/LMVRpCcKZe
7/19/2013 9:30:38 PM
GeorgeOnline: RT @nowviskie: Positive side effect: raising issues in one community can
lead to beneficial self-examination in another. #dh2013 #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:30:46 PM
GeorgeOnline: RT @nowviskie: Tweet-streams converging: @igalina's inclusivity talk
from #dh2013 & complaints about lack of diverse voices at #sharp13. [+]
7/19/2013 9:31:14 PM
iangadd: RT @marielturner: WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY! michael suarez makes the world's
most adorable outdated cultural reference. #sharp13 http://t.co/jTCi…
7/19/2013 9:31:15 PM
praymurray: Magnificient Seven & The Seven Samurai-do we indict one for its 'failure'
of adaptation? homage vs parody vs adaptation #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:31:33 PM
marielturner: RT @roaringgirle: "we are in the best book city in america because of the
people who are here" -suarez // #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:31:51 PM
keenera: "Translation across culture." Looking at the "translatio" of 7 Samurai into
Magnificent 7, other examples #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:32:09 PM
sim1303: RT @AlienWeedMan: Proud to have nine genders. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:32:09 PM
praymurray: @ClaireSquires Suarez or Dr Evil? #buthehasacat! #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:32:12 PM
amndw2: Michael Suarez keynoting #sharp13: "I want to talk about...[Dr. Evil voice]
WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY." http://t.co/v5BHA96SdS
7/19/2013 9:32:15 PM
wynkenhimself: Just back to praise Suarez's totally excellent and gratuitous slamming
of Miss Saigon. #sharp13

7/19/2013 9:32:41 PM
praymurray: Who's the we, though? Homage/parody/adaptation in the eyes of the
beholder #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:32:50 PM
wynkenhimself: @praymurray @offog Yes, excellent suggestions! #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:33:13 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @marielturner: WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY! michael suarez makes the
world's most adorable outdated cultural reference. #sharp13 http://t.co/jTCi…
7/19/2013 9:33:31 PM
vonjobi: Intro made much of the fact that Michael Suarez is a Jesuit and very theatrical.
Reminds me of many Filipino Jesuits I've met #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:33:51 PM
nickmimic: Ok this is too good, too fun, too thought provoking already. I'm out, see you
all at the reception #SwaggerSJ #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:34:10 PM
mollyhardy: Suarez: production is a primary and privileged act of reception #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:34:30 PM
praymurray: theme & variations; Simon Frost & I were just discussing how music needs
to be part of #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:34:35 PM
praymurray: RT @mollyhardy: Suarez: production is a primary and privileged act of
reception #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:34:49 PM
RebeccaShores: 5 mins in: Rushdie, Goethe, Faustus, Velasquez, Picasso, and Dr Evil.
My fist experience of Suarez is a great one. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:35:15 PM
praymurray: Gulliver's Travels & Don Quixote: books founded in imaginary travels &
traversing imaginary maps; allowing 'space' for adaptation #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:36:03 PM
marielturner: michael suarez on gulliver's travels: the disney-fication of everything is
truly upon us! #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:36:11 PM
praymurray: RT @marielturner: michael suarez on gulliver's travels: the disney-fication
of everything is truly upon us! #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:36:33 PM
praymurray: Who's Kelly?! #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:37:23 PM
vonjobi: Michael Suarez asks: Is Magnificent Seven really lesser than Seven Samurai?
#SHARP13 http://t.co/MDjnbZxq19
7/19/2013 9:38:26 PM
keenera: Suarez shows a bilingual Korean-English comic edition of Gulliver's Travels.
Language learning at work in books, in literature #sharp13

7/19/2013 9:38:50 PM
sim1303: and now to turn to mfs,sj -- "recovering the textual essence"; "the originary
text" vs "local understandings" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:39:43 PM
praymurray: The author-ity of the signature: does Travels by Lemuel Gulliver have
more or less standing than Defoe? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:40:05 PM
praymurray: Suarez: "Read the book" : understand the materiality, don't be a tourist,
the codex is universal, the form universal #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:41:14 PM
sim1303: "READ THE BOOK! READ IT AS A COALESCENCE OF HUMAN INTENTIONS!
UNDERSTAND ITS BEAUTY AND COMPLEXITY!" the good powerful #mfssj stuff
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:41:30 PM
ProletarianArts: @phjartar Will Suarez paper be available anywhere after conf?
Intrigued by title and Twitter raves. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:41:47 PM
whitneytrettien: Loving Suarez keynote, he's so great -- but wishing it didn't promote
pop culture through denigration. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:42:26 PM
Anne_withanE: Suarez: "Are you not repulsed by this Disney image?"
#beefcakeGulliver #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:42:34 PM
adamghooks: Book historians with toddlers LOVE sticker books. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:42:36 PM
normasalim: @wynkenhimself no shortage of awesome women speakers to choose
from! #sharp13 @whitneytrettien
7/19/2013 9:43:39 PM
cathfeely: RT @mollyhardy: Suarez: production is a primary and privileged act of
reception #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:43:40 PM
dolechner: RT @wynkenhimself: There's a great line-up of #sharp13 keynote speakers:
Chartier, Suarez, Gregory. BUT THEY ARE ALL MEN. (I know I'm shout…
7/19/2013 9:43:46 PM
whitneytrettien: Surely we can discuss pop culture without false comparison to "high
culture"? Need a dose not of book history but media studies. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:43:49 PM
aldevine: RT @marielturner: WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY! michael suarez makes the world's
most adorable outdated cultural reference. #sharp13 http://t.co/jTCi…
7/19/2013 9:44:17 PM
adamghooks: “Vulgarisation” is how the book trade has always worked. #sharp13
#vendible

7/19/2013 9:44:23 PM
praymurray: RT @adamghooks: “Vulgarisation” is how the book trade has always
worked. #sharp13 #vendible
7/19/2013 9:44:30 PM
nickmimic: Suarez's arg reminds of Joyce's use of Charles Lamb's ADVENTURES OF
ULYSSES for his own ULYSSES. Genres appropriated to own uses. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:44:46 PM
normasalim: @whitneytrettien but almost every reference in book history we have ever
read always contain refs to pop culture of that time! #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:45:01 PM
Anne_withanE: Suarez: children learn of faraway cultures mediated through editions of
Gulliver's Travels #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:46:30 PM
praymurray: Jack Black is just minutes away... #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:47:51 PM
adamghooks: Who is “we”? #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:48:07 PM
sim1303: "meaning is constantly created and renewed by circulation: by interpretation,
translation and localization." #mfssj #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:49:00 PM
sim1303: material in the hands of astute meaning-makers: "pluriformity through
particularity" -- #mfssj #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:49:40 PM
adamghooks: #SJSharknado #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:49:47 PM
sim1303: RT @adamghooks: Who is “we”? #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:49:57 PM
praymurray: @whitneytrettien that's fair enough-preaching to the choir, mebbe-but he
might be turning the argument on its head as we speak.. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:50:06 PM
sim1303: RT @adamghooks: “Vulgarisation” is how the book trade has always worked.
#sharp13 #vendible
7/19/2013 9:50:18 PM
vonjobi: Michael Suarez is himself proof of what he's arguing. Content is good, but it
must be translated into language audience understands #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:50:38 PM
nickmimic: The ultimate world bibliography is a book version of SHARKNADO. Keeping
moving, stay alive. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:50:56 PM
olau76: Suarez: Authenticity is a category mistake. #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:50:58 PM

wynkenhimself: This is an amazing paean to change: texts survive by changing, says
Suarez. There is no text more authentic, only more readable #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:51:25 PM
aldevine: RT @roaringgirle: "we are in the best book city in america because of the
people who are here" -suarez // #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:51:50 PM
iangadd: RT @adamghooks: #SJSharknado #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:51:56 PM
aldevine: RT @roaringgirle: @aldevine: early cataloguers paid attention to the beauty of
the books // #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:52:12 PM
triproftri: @wynkenhimself That's interesting. Are the bibliographers in the audience
rolling their eyes, though? #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:52:21 PM
iangadd: “@adamghooks: #SJSharknado #sharp13” You win the internets...
7/19/2013 9:52:25 PM
nickmimic: @adamghooks #SJSharknadoSwagger #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:53:33 PM
praymurray: do illustrations of Othello show the same white bias? #SHARP13
#notashakespearscholar
7/19/2013 9:54:21 PM
vonjobi: Michael Suarez not only knows content, he communicates points with passion
using images, and gets people to LISTEN @SJSharknado #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:55:37 PM
sim1303: "language is a form of life" (wittgenstein) -- #mfssj showing map of world
languages -- a way of colour-coding the world #SHARP13
7/19/2013 9:57:45 PM
praymurray: er, that's obvious, given that it seems I can't spell Shakespeare... RT
@praymurray: #SHARP13 #notashakespearscholar
7/19/2013 9:58:03 PM
adamghooks: How can performance studies help us understand representations of
characters in books? #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:58:15 PM
sim1303: "illustrations are not ancillary to semantic meaning"; they are readings, they
make meaning of their own #mfssj #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:58:28 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Suarez: Circulation is a significant human act. Important to read
and understand local transformations of antecedent meanings.
7/19/2013 9:59:25 PM
roaringgirle: @adamghooks // literary character _and_ typographic character //
#sharp13
7/19/2013 9:59:37 PM

adamghooks: Cultural capital = big exhibit at the Grolier Club #sharp13
7/19/2013 9:59:55 PM
praymurray: A black Alice in a white world puts an interesting spin on the land that is
Wonderland #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:00:52 PM
sim1303: afrikaans, danish, xhosa, swahili, aborigine editions of alice in wonderland -visual localizations, translations (or not) #mfssj #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:01:51 PM
nickmimic: What do we recognize in books we can't read? Format? A concept?
Stereotype? Abstract aesthetics? Social upbringing? Education? #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:01:54 PM
adamghooks: First sharks, now kangaroos #bibliographicalbestiary #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:01:54 PM
praymurray: RT @adamghooks: First sharks, now kangaroos #bibliographicalbestiary
#sharp13
7/19/2013 10:02:35 PM
mkirschenbaum: att #DH2013 MT @wynkenhimself [T]exts survive by changing, says
Suarez. There is no text more authentic, only more readable #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:04:22 PM
adamghooks: TELL ME STORIES, book historians. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:04:29 PM
adamghooks: ALWAYS INTERPRET. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:05:33 PM
aldevine: #SHARP13: Christ Church Oxford'sThomas quad name-checked during
Michael Suarez's keynote! http://t.co/XiE4J8rdzV
7/19/2013 10:05:43 PM
sim1303: keynote 2 cites keynote 1 (chartier on "the venerability of any form of
inscription") #worldscollide #mindit #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:05:54 PM
Anne_withanE: Suarez: 2006 edition Alitji in Dreamland/Alice in Wonderland. White
rabbit = white kangaroo. #sharp13 http://t.co/F7noFJPISC
7/19/2013 10:06:47 PM
whitneytrettien: Not textual ontologies but artifactual phenomenologies. #books
#materiality #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:07:03 PM
praymurray: "We need to experience more artifactual phenomenologies" this is the
place where #dh intersects with book history #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:07:09 PM
adamghooks: SJ on SJ #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:07:14 PM
keenera: Suarez : need to move away from textual ontologies toward artifactual
phenomenologies #sharp13

7/19/2013 10:07:19 PM
whitneytrettien: RT @adamghooks: TELL ME STORIES, book historians. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:07:31 PM
roaringgirle: the questions that suarez asks us to ask ourselves re: bibliographical
inquiry are also the questions we should ask of our students #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:08:14 PM
adamghooks: Amen. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:08:32 PM
nickmimic: @adamghooks Can they be stories about books only? Material stories? Or
are people always necessary? #DaneVSChartier #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:08:33 PM
olau76: RT @whitneytrettien: Not textual ontologies but artifactual phenomenologies.
#books #materiality #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:09:27 PM
iangadd: RT @keenera: Suarez : need to move away from textual ontologies toward
artifactual phenomenologies #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:09:36 PM
nickmimic: @Nicosia_Marissa asks (among other things) abt how discipline of
anthropology might help us, as scholars, reflect methodologically #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:12:52 PM
RebeccaShores: I think that all this tweeting is a good step in the direction of
collaboration that Suarez talks about--as we tweet. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:13:57 PM
keenera: Suarez calling for collaboration. This shouldn't only pertain to book historians,
but should point outside the academy too #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:14:42 PM
marielturner: on beauty: suarez asks us to consider cultural refraction, the object made
beautiful through its interactions with other cultures #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:15:04 PM
whitneytrettien: Which us to say, I don't fully understand why English folks feel all this
baggage. Study what you want, see where it takes you. No? #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:15:50 PM
adamghooks: Disneyfication has given way to Pixarification #biblioparent #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:16:18 PM
praymurray: @adamghooks Why does Pixarification feel better than Disneyfication? Is it
smug liberalism? #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:20:34 PM
adamghooks: Here we go again: what about readers? Where’s the evidence…. the
“historical datum” #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:21:17 PM
keenera: Suarez speaking on evidence problems relating to reading, annotations.
#sharp13

7/19/2013 10:21:22 PM
praymurray: I'm going to think of myself as a strange seraphic animal from now on.
#SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:22:17 PM
iangadd: RT @praymurray: I'm going to think of myself as a strange seraphic animal
from now on. #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:22:44 PM
keenera: Reading remains mysterious, it seems #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:24:04 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: @keenera "it's complicated" #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:26:08 PM
ADutlinger: #sharp13 http://t.co/qDcHDI4Z3d
7/19/2013 10:26:09 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera // and the "evidence" we think we have of _reading_ is often
evidence of other practices--correcting, commonplacing, etc. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:26:32 PM
ADutlinger: #sharp13 http://t.co/VHNYTr5bxc
7/19/2013 10:26:58 PM
ADutlinger: #sharp13 http://t.co/9unHvp4yIM
7/19/2013 10:27:54 PM
aarontram: #sharp13 Thinking about books, competition and mimicry right now.
7/19/2013 10:28:08 PM
MrSidetable: Suarez:"Any recorded reading experience is perforce an anomalous
reading experience." #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:29:08 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Suarez: Babel not the story of a curse, but of the greatest of all
possible lessons - cultural refraction. http://t.co/F6aDFSB9K6
7/19/2013 10:29:30 PM
RebeccaShores: "To be a humanist is a sacred trust... We are in the business of love
and wonder" -Suarez. *sniff, sniff* #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:32:40 PM
adamghooks: If world bibliography is the new religion, should we brace for the
inevitable schism? #biblioreformation #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:32:51 PM
mollyhardy: RT @MrSidetable: Suarez:"Any recorded reading experience is perforce an
anomalous reading experience." #SHARP13
7/19/2013 10:33:07 PM
iangadd: RT @RebeccaShores: "To be a humanist is a sacred trust... We are in the
business of love and wonder" -Suarez. *sniff, sniff* #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:34:43 PM
iangadd: RT @adamghooks: If world bibliography is the new religion, should we brace
for the inevitable schism? #biblioreformation #sharp13

7/19/2013 10:34:45 PM
HopeSteffen: RT @RebeccaShores: "To be a humanist is a sacred trust... We are in the
business of love and wonder" -Suarez. *sniff, sniff* #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:34:49 PM
adamghooks: ^again RT @adamghooks: If world bibliography is the new religion,
should we brace for the inevitable schism? #biblioreformation #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:35:01 PM
keenera: @adamghooks Evidence, inference, argument, omission. Matthew, Mark, Luke,
John. #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:37:12 PM
mollyhardy: Suarez lists Omission as one of 4 cannons of book history -- yes! #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:37:24 PM
akunce05: RT @sim1303: "illustrations are not ancillary to semantic meaning"; they are
readings, they make meaning of their own #mfssj #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:40:52 PM
pbenzon: RT @mollyhardy: Suarez lists Omission as one of 4 cannons of book history -yes! #sharp13 #deletions
7/19/2013 10:41:29 PM
thomasgpadilla: RT @whitneytrettien: Not textual ontologies but artifactual
phenomenologies. #books #materiality #sharp13
7/19/2013 10:43:31 PM
Luke_Dietrich: Wishing I could be at #sharp13 right now. Thanks to everyone tweeting.
7/19/2013 10:51:38 PM
alisonbav: RT @stirpublishing: #SHARP13 @alisonbav speaking on self-publishing the
"least prestigious (but fast developing)" part of the industry #con…
7/20/2013 12:39:13 AM
alisonbav: Really enjoying #SHARP13 - great mixture of disciplines all united in
appreciation of the book - invigorating
7/20/2013 12:40:45 AM
alisonbav: RT @praymurray: I'm going to think of myself as a strange seraphic animal
from now on. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 12:41:03 AM
vonjobi: RT @RebeccaShores: "To be a humanist is a sacred trust... We are in the
business of love and wonder" -Suarez. *sniff, sniff* #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:44:58 AM
vonjobi: RT @mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Suarez: Babel not the story of a curse, but of the
greatest of all possible lessons - cultural refraction. http://…
7/20/2013 12:45:10 AM
vonjobi: Proof of transmission as reception? =) http://t.co/MS95mF30u2 #SHARP13
7/20/2013 12:56:13 AM
Anne_withanE: Practically shut down the reception @ CHF with some lovely SHARPists,
and now we're getting post-reception drinks at The White Dog #sharp13

7/20/2013 1:12:59 AM
ozu_mu: RT @RebeccaShores: "To be a humanist is a sacred trust... We are in the
business of love and wonder" -Suarez. *sniff, sniff* #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:40:35 AM
dr_heil: @dr_heil: Only 4.5 hours after leaving DC for #SHARP13, Philly achieved.
Should've killed the extra 2.5 hrs w #EMDA13 ers #amtrakfail
7/20/2013 2:43:33 AM
roaringgirle: what a day it was at #sharp13 // thanks to those who came to hear our
panel // looking forward to another full day--and some rain--tomorrow
7/20/2013 3:11:07 AM
Anne_withanE: RT @mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Roger Chartier: Maps in Don Quixote,
confusing the world of the text with the world of the reader. http://t.co/nQf…
7/20/2013 3:34:01 AM
keenera: @adamghooks What I should have said: evidence, inference, argument,
omission: A, M, D, G. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:36:22 AM
MobyProf: So true! @mollyhardy: Suarez: production is a primary and privileged act of
reception #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:22:47 AM
MobyProf: This too. RT @MrSidetable: Suarez:"Any recorded reading experience is
perforce an anomalous reading experience." #SHARP13
7/20/2013 4:23:28 AM
superHH: RT @alisonbav: Really enjoying #SHARP13 - great mixture of disciplines all
united in appreciation of the book - invigorating
7/20/2013 5:36:15 AM
superHH: Catching up with everything that happened at #SHARP13 while I was
sleeping. #timedifference
7/20/2013 5:36:58 AM
RebeccaShores: #sharp13-ers! RT @MedievalAcademy: CFP– Schoenberg Database of
Manuscripts:http://t.co/PrLR0XvEut
7/20/2013 5:47:30 AM
gregg_sh: RT @MrSidetable: Suarez:"Any recorded reading experience is perforce an
anomalous reading experience." #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:58:05 AM
gregg_sh: RT @RebeccaShores: "To be a humanist is a sacred trust... We are in the
business of love and wonder" -Suarez. *sniff, sniff* #sharp13
7/20/2013 6:58:10 AM
suz_paul: RT @ChapBookPro: Anyone else following #sharp13 and #dh2013?
#bestofbothworlds
7/20/2013 7:44:54 AM
BLAsia_Africa: RT @RebeccaShores: Genius! Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts:
http://t.co/ahUKbd7IaE #SHARP13

7/20/2013 8:07:05 AM
roslinda98: RT @BLAsia_Africa: RT @RebeccaShores: Genius! Schoenberg Database of
Manuscripts: http://t.co/ahUKbd7IaE #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:11:31 AM
conversiontales: RT @wynkenhimself: de Bury's advice in Philobiblon: "It behooves us
to handle a book more carefully than a boot" #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:14:00 AM
CaseyBrienza: My second day of #SHARP13. I present a portion of my PhD thesis on US
manga publishing in the afternoon at 3:30, session e-6.
7/20/2013 9:41:07 AM
MsMikkiSmith: Busy day ahead at #sharp13 ! I wish I could be in 2 places at once...
7/20/2013 11:01:57 AM
roaringgirle: so happy that #sharp13 is in philly // i hope that out-of-towners are
eating well and have had a chance to enjoy some city sites
7/20/2013 11:33:07 AM
botasdezidane: Getting ready to enjoy the "Mapmaking and Print Technology" panel at
SHARP 2013 on a beautiful Philadelphia morning #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:18:57 PM
botasdezidane: RT “@MsMikkiSmith: Busy day ahead at #sharp13 ! I wish I could be in
2 places at once...” All too right!
7/20/2013 12:20:49 PM
botasdezidane: Lee McLaird speaking on mid twentieth century Dell Mapbacks
#sharp13
7/20/2013 12:33:05 PM
JenServenti: Good morning #sharp13. Settling in for the "Book Diplomacy,
Modernization Theory, and the Cultural Cold War" roundtable at a round table.
7/20/2013 12:35:14 PM
botasdezidane: McLaird: Readers map novels while reading with or without a physical
map present. #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:37:51 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @botasdezidane: McLaird: Readers map novels while reading with
or without a physical map present. #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:38:05 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Chair notes the nice group of panels on mid-20th century book
history, a rather new development at the SHARP conference.
7/20/2013 12:38:30 PM
praymurray: @offog and I are about to talk about comic books--bam! pow! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 12:43:04 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Appreciate, again, a useful handout w/ overview & biblio is
available. Recognizes that everyone starts from diff scholarly place.
7/20/2013 12:43:23 PM
heatherfro: hi #SHARP13! excited to see you all later today.

7/20/2013 12:45:58 PM
readywriting: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Chair notes the nice group of panels on mid20th century book history, a rather new development at the SHARP conf…
7/20/2013 12:47:09 PM
botasdezidane: McLaird: While the maps were useless from a practical sense, they
produced a sense of reality for the reader. #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:47:11 PM
amndw2: In #sharp13 session D-6, "Circulating Identities: C19 American Periodicals."
1st, Anna Gilding on magazines & mail: mags as floating texts.
7/20/2013 12:50:50 PM
botasdezidane: John Thomas is about to connect the historical Jesus and cartographic
education. #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:52:43 PM
LboroPublishing: Day 3 of #SHARP13 : Finally managed to get the guest wifi and my
tablet to be friends... #Iblametheheat
7/20/2013 12:52:53 PM
amndw2: Gilding: magazines conceived as bridging geographic distances, but actually
getting them delivered was trickier. #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:53:46 PM
botasdezidane: Thomas: Maps as part of an individual's "mental furnishing." #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:54:36 PM
lesliehowsam: Fabulous round table session on how mid c20 mOdernization theory
encountered book culture, Trysh Travis et al #SHARP13
7/20/2013 12:55:46 PM
LboroPublishing: The original wolverine has been revealed in an early Bengali comic
book... #Sharp13
7/20/2013 12:56:40 PM
amndw2: Jessica Isaac on amateur newspapers & youth culture: post-Civil War, small
portable printing presses became available & popular. #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:57:53 PM
botasdezidane: Thomas: mapping Jesus' movements as "biocartography." Also is telling
us about "Sunday School Scholars." #sharp13
7/20/2013 12:58:30 PM
whitneytrettien: @rohandas Am thinking you'd find @offog's work on (& digitizing of)
Bengali comic books of the 60s/70s interesting. #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:00:57 PM
wynkenhimself: Prioritizing working on next week's #digpres13 talk over the 9:00
#sharp13 sessions because the terror of a blank slide is too much.
7/20/2013 1:01:37 PM
sim1303: day 3, still standing #sharp13 http://t.co/J0uG9jkYZO
7/20/2013 1:06:20 PM
phjartar: Amanda Laugesen presenting on book diplomacy, modernization theory &
cultural Cold War roundtable #SHARP13

7/20/2013 1:06:26 PM
botasdezidane: I'm wondering how readers interacted with these maps in both Thomas'
and McLaird's papers. #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:06:52 PM
sim1303: @ben_mathes apparently alice is the most translated book ever, after the
bible? #trueorfalse #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:08:37 PM
MitchFraas: Can't wait for the #sharp13 digital project showcase. Putting the final
touches on mine now!
7/20/2013 1:10:20 PM
sim1303: @ProletarianArts @phjartar you can cite a tweet! #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:10:58 PM
amndw2: Tara Penry on C19 magazines from the American West: alternative paradigm
to that of "local color" writing by easterners. #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:20:46 PM
iangadd: For me, #sharp13 be mostly about the in-between today…
7/20/2013 1:23:29 PM
sim1303: RT @MitchFraas: Can't wait for the #sharp13 digital project showcase. Putting
the final touches on mine now!
7/20/2013 1:24:37 PM
keenera: @heatherfro Godspeed! #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:24:51 PM
LboroPublishing: @praymurray talks about @CaseyBrienza, comic books, and
girlfriends made out of household objects...#Sharp13
7/20/2013 1:26:23 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sim1303: day 3, still standing #sharp13 http://t.co/J0uG9jkYZO
7/20/2013 1:28:23 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @LboroPublishing: @praymurray talks about @CaseyBrienza, comic
books, and girlfriends made out of household objects...#Sharp13
7/20/2013 1:29:17 PM
praymurray: gagman, in-betweeners, housewives-the taxonomy of comics labour is
quite evocative... #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:31:02 PM
sim1303: Steve Rothman: "Donald Duck was an action hero!" #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:32:16 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 @blueflax2: 19C American Western magazines had both
regional and national missions. The West was a literate space, diverse, mobile.
7/20/2013 1:33:46 PM
phjartar: Mary Catherine French on the role of the Soviet Journalists' Union in the
Cultural Cold War #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:35:01 PM

praymurray: Donald Duck was selling 3 million comics a month in '50s - outselling
Superman and Marvel-the impact of TV changed all that however #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:35:10 PM
praymurray: 1st scene of Indiana Jones with the rolling boulder directly taken from a
Donald Duck frame! #SHARP13 #superduck
7/20/2013 1:36:01 PM
phjartar: RT @mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 @blueflax2: 19C American Western magazines
had both regional and national missions. The West was a literate space,…
7/20/2013 1:36:04 PM
praymurray: Well-travelled #superducks who find Holy Grail, the Philosophers Stone,
the Flying Dutchman, Golden Fleece #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:38:30 PM
heatherfro: @DianeJakacki remind me where in PA you are again: I'm philly bound
today,will be hanging out at #SHARP13, and tweeting up in the evening
7/20/2013 1:39:01 PM
praymurray: #superduck as researcher: a figure of capitalism who invests (literally!) in
finding more money, aided by his polylinguist ways #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:41:24 PM
ozu_mu: Fond memories of Scrooge McDuck, thanks to fantastic talk by #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:41:58 PM
praymurray: Donald Duck's more nefarious effects: lulling Chilean children into
passiveness, seducing them into the American (capitalist) way #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:44:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisonbav: Really enjoying #SHARP13 - great mixture of disciplines all
united in appreciation of the book - invigorating
7/20/2013 1:44:26 PM
praymurray: Pawing through comics! this is how conferences should be - thanks
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:45:10 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Appreciate, again, a useful handout w/
overview & biblio is available. Recognizes that everyone starts from diff …
7/20/2013 1:45:23 PM
iangadd: RT @sim1303: Steve Rothman: "Donald Duck was an action hero!" #sharp13
7/20/2013 1:45:52 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @praymurray: Pawing through comics! this is how conferences
should be - thanks #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:48:02 PM
LboroPublishing: Uncle Scrooge McDuck #Sharp13 http://t.co/nltpN9gKck
7/20/2013 1:50:05 PM
ryancordell: @wynkenhimself up for lunch today? I'm here at #SHARP13 if only
briefly...have to be in the projects showcase by 12:30 though
7/20/2013 1:52:46 PM

sim1303: show and tell at #sharp13 comics panel: "beyond the panel"
http://t.co/ET9BRjpzEA
7/20/2013 1:53:08 PM
offog: Baatool the Great debuts in the comics panel at #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:55:09 PM
SIMS_Mss: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: . @aldevine reflects on use of @schoenbergdb In his
work @SIMS_Mss #SHARP13
7/20/2013 1:55:34 PM
offog: #praymurray explains housewives and the bullpen in the comics book industry at
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:03:12 PM
louiseeyles7: Getting ready to enjoy the "Mapmaking and Print Technology" panel at
SHARP 2013 on a beautiful Philadelphia morning #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:03:25 PM
offog: How does one acknowledge uncredited women workers in the comic-book
industry #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:04:34 PM
offog: Tribute to Steven Rothman's mother who allowed him to accumulate 22,317
comic books #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:06:49 PM
kdhighland: Some tardy tweeting and RT from #SHARP13. Things that have STUCK...
7/20/2013 2:12:42 PM
kdhighland: Jim Green on Ben Franklin's C18 bookshop = catalyst for transition in retail
trade, departure from bookstalls. #SHARP13 @librarycompany
7/20/2013 2:20:04 PM
kdhighland: @MrSidetable What makes a bookstore a bookstore? In C19, answer is
anything-even taxidermy. Why self-identify as bookseller? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:22:10 PM
BookshopEye: RT @kdhighland: Jim Green on Ben Franklin's C18 bookshop = catalyst
for transition in retail trade, departure from bookstalls. #SHARP13 @l…
7/20/2013 2:23:51 PM
kdhighland: @MrSidetable Today's modern idea of bookstore the product of hard work
of past, esp C19, booksellers to define. YES. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:23:58 PM
nickmimic: Lazy brunch invite was too much to pass on. Sorry to miss early panels, but
looking forward to catching Digital Projects Showcase #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:24:46 PM
sim1303: #sharp13 is a classy operation! http://t.co/O3VGZj7fFx
7/20/2013 2:25:20 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Hydrated and settling in for the plenary session, "Dream of
Ferdinand: SHARP’s Impossible Global Ambitions."
7/20/2013 2:26:27 PM

kdhighland: @annamaeduane Incredible (sad) resonances bw C19 Garnet ed of David
Walker vow "I will stand my ground" and Trayvon Martin case. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:27:39 PM
kdhighland: @annamaeduane Pres on 1848 Garnet edition of David Walker arguing
against formula of movement=freedom for AfAms. Claiming ground. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:29:27 PM
RebeccaShores: Just in time for my DPS on mapping A-S Chronicle! @tobyfmartin:map
of 4,000 early A-S sites https://t.co/HAgtYtl1pl”via @CHRuins #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:32:42 PM
kdhighland: Tara Penry on lit category of "regionalism"-look @ actual Western
periodicals to upset "local color" paradigm. Yes-teach material! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:34:13 PM
vonjobi: Skipped 1st session to finish presentation. Now waiting for plenary on "Dream
of Ferdinand: SHARP’s Impossible Global Ambitions." #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:34:20 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 plenary: Dream of Ferdinand: SHARP’s impossible global ambitions;
Simon Frost chairs http://t.co/rPEEFaIX2U
7/20/2013 2:36:52 PM
dolechner: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 plenary: Dream of Ferdinand: SHARP’s impossible
global ambitions; Simon Frost chairs http://t.co/rPEEFaIX2U
7/20/2013 2:37:54 PM
RebeccaShores: Thanks to @sheridanfrench for helping me prep for showing off the
Anglo-Saxon Chron Map at DPS #sharp13 http://t.co/1sSUI0TuXa
7/20/2013 2:38:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 plenary: Dream of Ferdinand: SHARP’s
impossible global ambitions; Simon Frost chairs http://t.co/rPEEFaIX2U
7/20/2013 2:38:39 PM
praymurray: @offog it was encouraged! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:38:44 PM
sim1303: plenary p-2, #sharp13 http://t.co/qW425A7MHz
7/20/2013 2:39:19 PM
praymurray: A globe sans Asia? Ummm. #SHARP13 Just because we don't participate
in Eurovision (thankfully)
7/20/2013 2:39:32 PM
RebeccaShores: Woooooo pluriformity! #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:39:50 PM
Eurovision_Rt: RT @praymurray: A globe sans Asia? Ummm. #SHARP13 Just because
we don't participate in Eurovision (thankfully)
7/20/2013 2:40:05 PM
praymurray: Continuing in a controversial vein- #splinterdinnerplans are afoot for those
of you who are not attending the banquet. Join us! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:40:58 PM

iangadd: Frost: liaisons are to speak from particular place. Shep: SHARP shall speak
unto SHARP #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:41:11 PM
praymurray: (have just been retweeted by Eurovision retweets-surely a first for a
SHARP conference) #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:41:27 PM
praymurray: RT @iangadd: Frost: liaisons are to speak from particular place. Shep:
SHARP shall speak unto SHARP #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:42:30 PM
iangadd: Frost: SHARP's global ambitions: to fail better? #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:42:44 PM
vonjobi: Dream of Ferdinand - 2 men, 7 women. No one looks Asian, however. And they
all look very white. #geographyofbookhistorians #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:43:10 PM
iangadd: Frost: Columbus's son attempted to collect all books #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:43:57 PM
vonjobi: @praymurray where are you going? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:44:10 PM
praymurray: @vonjobi apparently @offog is responsible for letting down all of Asia
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:44:11 PM
praymurray: @vonjobi no idea! open to suggestions :) cheap, cheerful & large only
criteria - am thinking maybe all you can eat buffet? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:45:17 PM
keenera: RT @iangadd: Frost: SHARP's global ambitions: to fail better? #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:45:46 PM
vonjobi: @praymurray @offog ah, so one person was supposed to represent asia and
africa? =) #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:46:19 PM
CherylSearch: Simon Frost: "We already have all extant global knowledge -- among
people we have not yet met." #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:46:57 PM
iangadd: Frost: social solution--what does 'we' mean? No 'management'. No cat, we're
not mice. #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:47:30 PM
TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already exists: it just resides
with people we have not yet met #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:47:40 PM
iangadd: RT @TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already exists: it
just resides with people we have not yet met #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:48:03 PM
praymurray: SF: "Other people are not always a bonus. They have strange ideas."
#SHARP13

7/20/2013 2:48:39 PM
olau76: RT @CherylSearch: Simon Frost: "We already have all extant global knowledge
-- among people we have not yet met." #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:48:54 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already
exists: it just resides with people we have not yet met #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:48:59 PM
amndw2: The Penn Press book exhibit is a danger zone for me. I want to buy ALL THE
BOOKS. http://t.co/IAvk2QA76O #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:49:23 PM
iangadd: Frost: Other people, though, can be strange. But should not held back by
social prejudice; work with new regions and sciences #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:49:26 PM
TheUKRED: Simon Frost: SHARP needs to visit annexes of the library of global
knowledge that we have not yet visited #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:49:39 PM
heatherfro: Emails mostly answered, now waiting for my dear friend the megabus
(w/out a computer): I'm philly and #sharp13 bound
7/20/2013 2:49:41 PM
iangadd: Frost: we must work with our 'other'. #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:50:50 PM
praymurray: Frost suggests that we should merge the ambition of Ferdinand's library
w/ that of Borges' Library of Babel-escape the panopticon #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:50:53 PM
iangadd: Shep: doing mind-map of audience responses: network, elaboration,
synchronisation, failure, ambitious, methodological diversity #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:52:13 PM
kaappiah: RT @TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already exists: it
just resides with people we have not yet met #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:52:44 PM
mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Simon Frost: The global library & archive is open to us. Don't
need to centralize as Ferdinand Columbus & Paul Otlet attempted.
7/20/2013 2:53:17 PM
iangadd: Shep: children, donkey, conversation, political economy, high/low culture,
archives, valuing differences, messy, digital divide #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:54:07 PM
vonjobi: Not sure we'll have time for everyone if we do the mindmapping after every
speaker... #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:54:28 PM
iangadd: Corinna Norrick-Rühl: quotes Jonathan Rose from SHARP News in 1993...
#sharp13
7/20/2013 2:55:17 PM

roaringgirle: audience participation at this morning's plenary // plenary as "teaching
moment" (s.shep), indeed // #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:56:02 PM
praymurray: Taxonomy! Book history/ publishing studies/ digital humanities (?)
/bibliography /archival work / literary studies #SHARP13 #namingmonsters
7/20/2013 2:56:10 PM
iangadd: CNR on SHARP's educational mandate: resources, Erasmus programme,
perspectives/suggestions for change #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:56:33 PM
sim1303: RT @TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already exists: it
just resides with people we have not yet met #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:57:15 PM
wynkenhimself: now up, @CorinnaNoRue is teaching us the long compound German
word for short impulse presentations. Maybe later she'll tweet it? #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:57:57 PM
praymurray: @CorinnaNoRue already addresses the taxonomy question: library &
information services --> book history/ institutional homes #SHARP13
7/20/2013 2:58:38 PM
wynkenhimself: More importantly, @CorinnaNoRue is calling for SHARP to expand its
educational resources--we must share our experiences & tools. #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:58:55 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @praymurray: Taxonomy! Book history/ publishing studies/ digital
humanities (?) /bibliography /archival work / literary studies #SHARP13…
7/20/2013 2:58:59 PM
iangadd: CNR: SHARP to take greater role in teaching. #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:59:00 PM
CherylSearch: Corinna Norick-Rühl: SHARP needs to . . . become the go-to place for
faculty putting together book history courses." #sharp13
7/20/2013 2:59:40 PM
wynkenhimself: As you would imagine, @CorinnaNoRue's vision of the importance of
book history education is near and dear to my heart. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:00:25 PM
iangadd: CNR: explaining the potential of the ERASMUS European exchange
faculty/student programme. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:01:10 PM
roaringgirle: #sharppedagogy @CorinnaNoRue #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:01:19 PM
praymurray: @Eva89Graf I just realised that might be case when @CorinnaNoRue
mentioned her institutional affiliation :D We'll be kind. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:02:29 PM
offog: Plug for first-ever digital humanities course in in India a Jadavpur University later
this month http://t.co/4Pi2rvnaIY#SHARP13

7/20/2013 3:02:57 PM
wynkenhimself: We can learn so much if we encourage exchange & mobility for
students & faculty, says @CorinnaNoRue. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:03:47 PM
iangadd: CNR: SHARP should facilitate these kinds of intellectual exchange #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:03:48 PM
wynkenhimself: This exchange between students & faculty is what will help keep our
discipline moving forward, says @CorinnaNoRue. I totally agree. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:04:22 PM
wynkenhimself: Have students who would want to study in Mainz on book history?
Send them to @CorinnaNoRue! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:05:06 PM
dolechner: RT @wynkenhimself: Have students who would want to study in Mainz on
book history? Send them to @CorinnaNoRue! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:05:51 PM
ADutlinger: Arthur Kiron's tour of Katz's Judaica treasures gave us goosebumps!
#sharp13 http://t.co/MEUJfrQPsW
7/20/2013 3:06:10 PM
vonjobi: Erasmus program http://t.co/siPO7whcIL #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:06:20 PM
PilgrimTharres: Arthur Kiron's tour of Katz's Judaica treasures gave us goosebumps!
#sharp13
7/20/2013 3:06:24 PM
roaringgirle: let's also think about how @SHARPorg can help w/ teaching book history
at institutions without deep material/financial resources // #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:06:46 PM
CherylSearch: Norrick-Rühl: SHARP needs a working group for book history to update
resources, expand teaching networks. The word: "impulsvortrag" #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:07:31 PM
iangadd: Shep: keywords from audience include mobility, distance-blended learning,
alt-ac, future, exchange, new role for SHARP?, online #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:07:58 PM
ADutlinger: #sharp13Adriana was brave enough to hold the cuneiform tablet.
http://t.co/ULb0CagoQI
7/20/2013 3:08:08 PM
iangadd: Shep: embracing risk, courage, wanderlust, teaching, libraries #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:08:56 PM
wynkenhimself: More on how to send your students to Corinna RT @vonjobi Erasmus
program http://t.co/JHrdP0SJeI #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:09:25 PM
wynkenhimself: Love this word RT @LboroPublishing Gernman word for the day:
impulsvortrag via @CorinnaNoRue #Sharp13

7/20/2013 3:09:59 PM
CaseyBrienza: Erasmus faculty exchange is under-utilized. Anybody want to host me at
their uni? :-D #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:10:01 PM
LboroPublishing: German word for the day: impulsvortrag via @CorinnaNoRue
#Sharp13
7/20/2013 3:10:31 PM
ADutlinger: #sharp13Detail fr alchemy exhib at ChemHeritageSoc
http://t.co/72MxC4TyDv
7/20/2013 3:10:49 PM
TheUKRED: RT @wynkenhimself: More on how to send your students to Corinna RT
@vonjobi Erasmus program http://t.co/JHrdP0SJeI #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:10:56 PM
dolechner: RT @LboroPublishing: German word for the day: impulsvortrag via
@CorinnaNoRue #Sharp13
7/20/2013 3:11:37 PM
LboroPublishing: @wynkenhimself @CorinnaNoRue Note the incorrect spelling on
German despite being half German by association... #Sharp13
7/20/2013 3:12:12 PM
iangadd: Loretta de Franceschi: Outlining book history teaching in Italy. (Is this data
collected centrally? Not sure I cd do this for UK): #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:12:58 PM
iangadd: LdF now discussing shortcomings of language-knowledge in Italy. (I can't
imagine we're better in UK...) #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:14:57 PM
olau76: I'm a little unsure how SHARP defines globalization. Asia/Africa not represented
on panel #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:15:00 PM
olau76: RT @wynkenhimself: Love this word RT @LboroPublishing Gernman word for
the day: impulsvortrag via @CorinnaNoRue #Sharp13
7/20/2013 3:15:36 PM
wynkenhimself: @olau76 I noticed that. I'm not sure what their range of regional
affiliates is. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:18:03 PM
CherylSearch: Loretta De Franceschii: greater need to integrate research into courses
and for SHARP to advocate support for higher ed devlpmt #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:19:11 PM
phjartar: #SHARP13 participants discussing its "impossible global ambitions"
7/20/2013 3:19:38 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @wynkenhimself: Love this word RT @LboroPublishing Gernman
word for the day: impulsvortrag via @CorinnaNoRue #Sharp13
7/20/2013 3:19:39 PM

CorinnaNoRue: RT @wynkenhimself: Have students who would want to study in Mainz
on book history? Send them to @CorinnaNoRue! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:19:42 PM
iangadd: keywords: boundaries, assumptions, international exchange, ranking, funding,
disciplines, research-led teaching, incompatibility #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:19:48 PM
Eva89Graf: RT @wynkenhimself: Have students who would want to study in Mainz on
book history? Send them to @CorinnaNoRue! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:20:15 PM
vonjobi: Italian speaker laments difficulty of teaching book history with abt 80 teachers.
Philippines has 2 trained book historians =( #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:20:21 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @wynkenhimself: Love this word RT @LboroPublishing Gernman
word for the day: impulsvortrag via @CorinnaNoRue #Sharp13
7/20/2013 3:20:59 PM
praymurray: bibliographical ambition & hubris #SHARP13 #bookhistorianwoes
7/20/2013 3:22:05 PM
SHARPorg: Current list of SHARP liaisons: http://t.co/K9g3r3yX6D #sharp13 please
help us find more!
7/20/2013 3:23:04 PM
TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: A tale of bibliographic ambition and hubris: the FRBR-based
AustLit database #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:23:21 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Current list of SHARP liaisons: http://t.co/K9g3r3yX6D
#sharp13 please help us find more!
7/20/2013 3:23:34 PM
CatrionaMCox: I know it's beautiful outside but I'm really enjoying the #SHARP13
tweets so I'll just stay right here
7/20/2013 3:24:15 PM
whitneytrettien: RT @SHARPorg: Current list of SHARP liaisons:
http://t.co/K9g3r3yX6D #sharp13 please help us find more!
7/20/2013 3:24:26 PM
CaseyBrienza: Umm...pretty certain Australia isn't a part of the "Global South" as
usually conceived... #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:24:29 PM
dolechner: RT @SHARPorg: Current list of SHARP liaisons: http://t.co/K9g3r3yX6D
#sharp13 please help us find more!
7/20/2013 3:25:04 PM
TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: Despite its online form, AustLit was based on a preexisting
analogue card index at ADFA. Cf RED #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:26:59 PM
vonjobi: @SHARPorg how does one become a liaison officer? #SHARP13

7/20/2013 3:27:38 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @SHARPorg: Current list of SHARP liaisons:
http://t.co/K9g3r3yX6D #sharp13 please help us find more!
7/20/2013 3:28:00 PM
phjartar: RT @SHARPorg: Current list of SHARP liaisons: http://t.co/K9g3r3yX6D
#sharp13 please help us find more!
7/20/2013 3:28:06 PM
TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: AustLit is a hubristic monument to the intersection of
bibliography and cultural nationalism #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:29:58 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Plenary participants might be interested in efforts of Global
Outlook::Digital Humanities @GlobalOutlookDH http://t.co/bLMNQvVUv1
7/20/2013 3:30:54 PM
TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: AustLit has a catholic ambition to record every instance of
Australian printing #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:30:58 PM
vonjobi: Israel, India, & Japan appear on current list of SHARP liaisons, but India rep
(@offog?) is blank space. http://t.co/bTrU6BoNAg #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:31:14 PM
iangadd: RT @TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: A tale of bibliographic ambition and hubris:
the FRBR-based AustLit database #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:32:04 PM
TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: Australian funding bodies have encouraged an inwardlooking focus on the nation as independent cultural unit #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:32:08 PM
praymurray: I'm Bengali, born in Wales working in Scotland writing in English-if I
publish work on the www, where is that *from*? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:32:38 PM
praymurray: In other words, how do we make room for these individual hybrid
identities when writing national histories of the book? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:33:25 PM
SHARPorg: Interested in being a liaison? Email Simon Frost There’s a minor application
process. We have budget to support local events. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:34:20 PM
TheUKRED: AustLit poses some questions for SHARP: how can we be truly transnational
when funding and resources are so unevenly distributed? #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:34:38 PM
praymurray: Will #dh become the trojan horse (or donkey) for book history?
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:34:43 PM
SHARPatAHA: Liaison meeting happened bright and early this morning. We have lots of
exciting activities planned for the coming year. #sharp13

7/20/2013 3:34:44 PM
iangadd: RT @praymurray: Will #dh become the trojan horse (or donkey) for book
history? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:34:50 PM
CherylSearch: Nathan Garvey: Web tools, centralized natl bibs & databases outdated,
need refresh/rebranding. And "digital humanities"? #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:35:10 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @TheUKRED: Nathan Garvey: A tale of bibliographic ambition and
hubris: the FRBR-based AustLit database #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:35:31 PM
ChapBookPro: RT @adamghooks: Book historians with toddlers LOVE sticker books.
#sharp13
7/20/2013 3:35:51 PM
iangadd: Keywords: money, nationalism, Fredson Bowers (you had to be there), datamining, methodologies, tools, theory-into-practice #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:36:28 PM
dolechner: Any other D-A-CH scholars @ or following #sharp13? We'd be interested to
hear from you! http://t.co/lbm0lCIDlw @CorinnaNoRue
7/20/2013 3:36:35 PM
Anne_withanE: Garvey: no nation is an island in print culture #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:37:05 PM
iangadd: Keywords: design-thinking, careers... #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:37:11 PM
CaseyBrienza: Will book history just become digital humanities? God I hope not!!
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:37:33 PM
TheUKRED: RT @Anne_withanE: Garvey: no nation is an island in print culture
#sharp13
7/20/2013 3:37:54 PM
moxiekat: Nathan Garvey comments, "will DH become a Trojan horse for book history?
Maybe it will become a Trojan donkey." #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:37:56 PM
iangadd: RT @Anne_withanE: Garvey: no nation is an island in print culture #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:38:02 PM
praymurray: RT @CaseyBrienza: Will book history just become digital humanities? God
I hope not!! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:38:20 PM
moxiekat: RT @Anne_withanE: Garvey: no nation is an island in print culture #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:38:26 PM
offog: The many languages of book history: whither translations? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:39:04 PM

olau76: RT @CaseyBrienza: Will book history just become digital humanities? God I
hope not!! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:39:53 PM
botasdezidane: RT @CaseyBrienza: Will book history just become digital humanities?
God I hope not!! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:39:56 PM
offog: Finally, Borges makes an appearance at #SHARP13. About time.
7/20/2013 3:39:59 PM
dolechner: RT @Anne_withanE: Garvey: no nation is an island in print culture #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:40:04 PM
iangadd: RT @offog: Finally, Borges makes an appearance at #SHARP13. About time.
7/20/2013 3:40:07 PM
praymurray: @offog you're clearly not keeping up with my tweets :P #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:40:35 PM
LboroPublishing: @dolechner @CorinnaNoRue I think there are 3 1/2 of us here; I'm
the half...:-) #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:40:58 PM
cathfeely: RT @CaseyBrienza: Will book history just become digital humanities? God I
hope not!! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:41:07 PM
dolechner: RT @LboroPublishing: @dolechner @CorinnaNoRue I think there are 3 1/2 of
us here; I'm the half...:-) #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:41:44 PM
iangadd: Rogers: quoting Borges's famous cartography fable: http://t.co/ng49dZS3Tn
#sharp13
7/20/2013 3:42:19 PM
DECAFdesign: RT @iangadd: Keywords: design-thinking, careers... #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:45:15 PM
iangadd: Rogers returning to story of Ferdinand Columbus. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:45:40 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @offog: Finally, Borges makes an appearance at #SHARP13. About
time.
7/20/2013 3:46:33 PM
iangadd: Rogers: Borges: peripheral places can be places of innovation #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:46:50 PM
offog: Rogers: more freedom and innovation at the margins? (Borges) #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:47:21 PM
TheUKRED: RT @iangadd: Rogers: Borges: peripheral places can be places of
innovation #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:47:35 PM
praymurray: Centres & peripheries depend on where you're standing. #SHARP13

7/20/2013 3:47:45 PM
JerimeySharp: Him mad at me! #sharp13 http://t.co/AQzZKHRgpM
7/20/2013 3:48:22 PM
lesliehowsam: Thinking how much @WarkentinG would like this - global approach to
the book, what it is, how it moves, how it works in a culture #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:48:36 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: Centres & peripheries depend on where you're
standing. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:49:21 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Geraldine Rogers: "we need to widen our own perspectives to
acknowledge other spaces!" I agree wholeheartedly! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:50:37 PM
praymurray: RT @whitneytrettien: Digital Humanities Big Brother continues to watch
over us. #sharp2013 http://t.co/0SVilxAj3H #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:50:50 PM
praymurray: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Geraldine Rogers: "we need to widen our own
perspectives to acknowledge other spaces!" I agree wholeheartedly! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:51:02 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Geraldine Rogers: "we need to widen our own
perspectives to acknowledge other spaces!" I agree wholeheartedly! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:51:12 PM
JerimeySharp: He was really mad that I woke him up #sharp13
http://t.co/MeVebvCO7A
7/20/2013 3:51:42 PM
wynkenhimself: So important to remember RT @praymurray Centres & peripheries
depend on where you're standing. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:51:43 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Geraldine Rogers: "we need to widen our own
perspectives to acknowledge other spaces!" I agree wholeheartedly! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:52:12 PM
TheUKRED: RT @praymurray: Centres & peripheries depend on where you're standing.
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 3:52:36 PM
iangadd: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Geraldine Rogers: "we need to widen our own
perspectives to acknowledge other spaces!" I agree wholeheartedly! #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:52:38 PM
praymurray: The hierarchy of languages & the illusion of translatability #SHARP13
#herebedragons
7/20/2013 3:53:18 PM
iangadd: RT @praymurray: The hierarchy of languages & the illusion of translatability
#SHARP13 #herebedragons
7/20/2013 3:53:24 PM

mjpaulusjr: #SHARP13 Geraldine Rogers: The cartographic ambitions of Borges's "On
Exactitude in Science" and the failure of the imperial map.
7/20/2013 3:54:11 PM
iangadd: Keywords: translations, border lines, difference, marketplace, knowledge,
geography, frontiers, excessive ambition, fictions #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:54:23 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: The hierarchy of languages & the illusion of
translatability #SHARP13 #herebedragons
7/20/2013 3:54:40 PM
Anne_withanE: Geraldine Rogers: Imperial maps doomed to fail because of their
unconscionable rigidity #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:54:49 PM
CherylSearch: Geraldine Rogers: use of one language a problem that, if it can't be
solved, should at least be acknowledged. #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:54:54 PM
iangadd: Keywords: hegemony, imperialism #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:55:07 PM
praymurray: RT @Anne_withanE: Geraldine Rogers: Imperial maps doomed to fail
because of their unconscionable rigidity #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:55:26 PM
footnotesrising: RT @iangadd: Keywords: hegemony, imperialism #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:55:30 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @moxiekat: Nathan Garvey comments, "will DH become a Trojan
horse for book history? Maybe it will become a Trojan donkey." #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:55:34 PM
adamghooks: Time constraints: lightning talks are often more like rolling thunder,
followed by lightning bolt questions #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:57:24 PM
iangadd: Quick questions: where's the money? what to do with endangered archives?
#sharp13
7/20/2013 3:57:36 PM
Anne_withanE: Very productive and informative plenary today, both in form and
content #sharp13 #teachingmoments
7/20/2013 3:59:14 PM
nickmimic: In addition to Prezi from my talk (http://t.co/r2gH5j8r6R), handout is now
up too on Slideshare: http://t.co/UBYyESOqE8 #sharp13
7/20/2013 3:59:39 PM
iangadd: Ann Steiner notes that funding bodies are keen on international collaboration;
also, that SHARP still looks Anglo-American #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:01:26 PM
CatrionaMCox: RT @praymurray: Centres & peripheries depend on where you're
standing. #SHARP13

7/20/2013 4:01:41 PM
RebeccaShores: Know who loved (and translated) Old English? Borges. #sharp13
http://t.co/okjSblZw5g
7/20/2013 4:02:06 PM
iangadd: SHARP's first husband asks about where is this going? what's it for? #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:02:25 PM
iangadd: RT @RebeccaShores: Know who loved (and translated) Old English? Borges.
#sharp13 http://t.co/okjSblZw5g
7/20/2013 4:02:28 PM
praymurray: Do disciplinary & institutional affiliations make or mar
applications/partnerships-is there such a thing as too much difference? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 4:02:45 PM
Anne_withanE: #sharp15 in Montreal announced at today's plenary. Goal for
multilingual conference #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:02:46 PM
iangadd: RT @Anne_withanE: #sharp15 in Montreal announced at today's plenary. Goal
for multilingual conference #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:02:50 PM
praymurray: @Anne_withanE simultaneous translation! #SHARP13 #sharp15
7/20/2013 4:03:18 PM
dolechner: @LboroPublishing @CorinnaNoRue Wld be interesting to have stats on
#sharp13 delegates' nationalities & regional focus of their research.
7/20/2013 4:03:20 PM
POCZineProject: .@bspalmieri Thanks for sharing our FAQ <3 We will be updating it
with community input in December #SHARP13
7/20/2013 4:04:24 PM
LboroPublishing: .@corinnanorue two hands up :-) #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:04:39 PM
aaIshmaeldw: Italian speaker laments difficulty of teaching book history with abt 80
teachers. Philippines has 2 trained book historians =( #SHARP13
7/20/2013 4:04:48 PM
vonjobi: RT @dolechner: @LboroPublishing @CorinnaNoRue Wld be interesting to have
stats on #sharp13 delegates' nationalities & regional focus of the…
7/20/2013 4:04:53 PM
iangadd: RT @dolechner: Wld be interesting to have stats on #sharp13 delegates'
nationalities & regional focus of their research. << @sim1303 ?
7/20/2013 4:05:33 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @dolechner: @LboroPublishing @CorinnaNoRue Wld be interesting
to have stats on #sharp13 delegates' nationalities & regional focus of the…
7/20/2013 4:06:40 PM
moxiekat: A timely reminder that the "P" of SHARP needs love, too. #sharp13

7/20/2013 4:09:28 PM
nickmimic: RT @adamghooks: Time constraints: lightning talks are often more like
rolling thunder, followed by lightning bolt questions #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:09:28 PM
CaseyBrienza: Iain begs us not to forget the P in #sharp13...the publishing
history/studies.
7/20/2013 4:09:41 PM
b_hawk: RT @RebeccaShores: Know who loved (and translated) Old English? Borges.
#sharp13 http://t.co/okjSblZw5g
7/20/2013 4:10:09 PM
botasdezidane: Digital session is fantastic! Just checked out Alex Franklin's early
modern image matching tool; wow! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 4:15:04 PM
keenera: @iangadd @dolechner @sim1303 Also would want to know #sharp13
delegates' language capabilities. Important part of national/global identity
7/20/2013 4:15:46 PM
dolechner: MT @sim1303: #sharp13 delegates hail from 22 diff countries. non-u.s. folk
comprise about 25-30% of attendees. can provide more in a few wks
7/20/2013 4:16:49 PM
sim1303: RT @offog: Finally, Borges makes an appearance at #SHARP13. About time.
7/20/2013 4:17:07 PM
keenera: On my way to tour the new facilities at UPenn Special Collections. #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:17:07 PM
footnotesrising: now that i'm back home i could easily spend the whole day catching up
on / following conference tweets: #dh2013 #sharp13 #shear13
7/20/2013 4:17:12 PM
ADutlinger: Adriana was brave enough to hold cuneiform @ Katz Judaica tour led
(brilliantly) by Arthur Kiron. #sharp13 http://t.co/xo6EzEsTVm
7/20/2013 4:17:41 PM
sim1303: RT @iangadd: Keywords: hegemony, imperialism #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:17:54 PM
peasandpoetry: Looking forward to the #sharp13 digital projects showcase including
@EarlyNovelsDB & @MitchFraas!
7/20/2013 4:18:06 PM
dolechner: RT @keenera: @iangadd @dolechner @sim1303 Also would want to know
#sharp13 delegates' language capabilities. Important part of national/glo…
7/20/2013 4:19:15 PM
Zenbap: RT @TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already exists: it
just resides with people we have not yet met #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:25:31 PM
iangadd: RT @CaseyBrienza: Iain begs us not to forget the P in #sharp13...the
publishing history/studies.

7/20/2013 4:35:35 PM
iangadd: RT @dolechner: MT @sim1303: #sharp13 delegates hail from 22 diff
countries. non-u.s. folk comprise about 25-30% of attendees. can provide m…
7/20/2013 4:36:00 PM
MitchFraas: Looking at @ryancordell s awesome project on reprinting networks of 19th
century "viral" texts in American newspapers #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:36:10 PM
EarlyNovelsDB: RT @peasandpoetry: Looking forward to the #sharp13 digital projects
showcase including @EarlyNovelsDB & @MitchFraas!
7/20/2013 4:39:23 PM
_ByOscar_: Getting ready to enjoy the "Mapmaking and Print Technology" panel at
SHARP 2013 on a beautiful Philadelphia morning #sharp13
7/20/2013 4:43:00 PM
rbuurma: With @EarlyNovelsDB at the #SHARP13 digital projects showcase - so many
exciting projects.
7/20/2013 4:43:43 PM
mazarines: RT @wynkenhimself: So important to remember RT @praymurray Centres &
peripheries depend on where you're standing. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 4:48:13 PM
JenServenti: Off to see the #Sharp13 digital showcase. Hope that I don't melt into a
puddle of Jen while making my way across campus.
7/20/2013 5:01:05 PM
mazarines: I'm not at #sharp13, but I'm thinking about layers of text, printed books
transformed into MSs with an undeniable accretion of annotation.
7/20/2013 5:02:53 PM
keenera: Lea Library at UPenn Libraries #sharp13 http://t.co/H1LpFHkGn7
7/20/2013 5:05:36 PM
samartha: RT @CaseyBrienza: Iain begs us not to forget the P in #sharp13...the
publishing history/studies.
7/20/2013 5:12:20 PM
samartha: RT @iangadd: Quick questions: where's the money? what to do with
endangered archives? #sharp13
7/20/2013 5:13:12 PM
botasdezidane: Really fantastic projects on display at the Digital Projects Showcase.
I'm going to need 2 weeks to properly explore them all! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 5:16:24 PM
keenera: John Pollack giving an overview of the new Reading Room at Penn Special
Collections. #sharp13
7/20/2013 5:21:34 PM
MitchFraas: Out of handouts but you can read about my #sharp13 showcase on
mapping India-Europe textual transmission here: http://t.co/IDxaQJbCEv
7/20/2013 5:25:57 PM

keenera: View of Philadelphia center-city from Van Pelt-Dietrich Library #sharp13
http://t.co/ugLmBs2FHD
7/20/2013 5:41:00 PM
AskVanPelt: RT @keenera: View of Philadelphia center-city from Van Pelt-Dietrich
Library #sharp13 http://t.co/ugLmBs2FHD
7/20/2013 5:42:14 PM
eriksson_jens: attending the Digital Projects Showcase. So much to see and explore
#sharp13
7/20/2013 5:45:59 PM
peasandpoetry: #sharp13 @EarlyNovelsDB & @rbuurma showcasing their work & their
new interface http://t.co/mvgb8paMry
7/20/2013 6:02:40 PM
cunyGClibrary: RT @wynkenhimself: Love this word RT @LboroPublishing Gernman
word for the day: impulsvortrag via @CorinnaNoRue #Sharp13
7/20/2013 6:02:46 PM
sim1303: The First Annual #digitalprojectshowcase #sharp13 #whoamoment
http://t.co/Zp7gKwlzbJ
7/20/2013 6:16:16 PM
DaelNorwood: RT @MitchFraas: Out of handouts but you can read about my #sharp13
showcase on mapping India-Europe textual transmission here: http://t.co/…
7/20/2013 6:17:03 PM
Anne_withanE: Hogwarts! Er, I mean, #sharp13 's digital showcase!
http://t.co/Sp0AYKyQ2W
7/20/2013 6:17:59 PM
moxiekat: Shut up and take my money, Alan Galey. Your paratext mapping site is
brilliant. Do want. #sharp13
7/20/2013 6:19:30 PM
eriksson_jens: What a great idea: Visualizing Antebellum Reprinting Networks
#sharp13
7/20/2013 6:21:41 PM
peasandpoetry: mindblown by the digital projects showcase at #sharp13. now to
recaffeinate & off to hear @j_mercurio on doodles!
7/20/2013 6:22:51 PM
JenServenti: Bird's eye view of the #Sharp13 digital projects showcase
http://t.co/j8bd3ojcB6
7/20/2013 6:23:04 PM
JenServenti: And the crowds are gathering for the #Sharp13 digital projects showcase.
http://t.co/qcq2W5jxpi
7/20/2013 6:24:11 PM
amndw2: RT @Anne_withanE: Hogwarts! Er, I mean, #sharp13 's digital showcase!
http://t.co/GQUJcRqmGV
7/20/2013 6:24:49 PM
lesliehowsam: “@iangadd: SHARP's first husband asks about where is this going?
what's it for? #sharp13” @Zenbap

7/20/2013 6:26:49 PM
JenServenti: Probably a good thing that #Sharp13 crowd around @ryancordell & his
NEH-funded proj prevented me from saying hi! hihttp://yfrog.com/oci85lxj
7/20/2013 6:28:00 PM
lesliehowsam: “@WarkentinG: Thinking how much @WarkentinG would like to be at
SHARP if it weren't for knee surgery. Bummer.” #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:28:13 PM
amndw2: My feet are tired. But I found a place to park myself until the next session.
#sharp13 http://t.co/bQnymlRhmO
7/20/2013 6:30:06 PM
nickmimic: Ahead of our #ModNets workshops next month, getting the ARC metadata
lowdown from Timothy Stintson at Digital Posters Session #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:31:06 PM
triproftri: @sim1303 Hmm, not the first dig showcase. we did this a couple of years ago
#SHARP13. but would be v good if it became annual
7/20/2013 6:35:08 PM
triproftri: It's good to see that the digital showcase at #sharp13 was a success. but
note that sharp has been hosting 1 of these almost every year
7/20/2013 6:35:50 PM
juliapanko: Many great projects at the #SHARP13 digital projects showcase today. One
favorite: Alan Galey, Visualizing Variation http://t.co/dy5hIuBZIW
7/20/2013 6:36:28 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @juliapanko: Many great projects at the #SHARP13 digital projects
showcase today. One favorite: Alan Galey, Visualizing Variation http:/…
7/20/2013 6:36:50 PM
moxiekat: Nines--who knew? Free, massive peer-review & aggregation network with
save search capabilities #19c #sharp13
7/20/2013 6:37:21 PM
heatherfro: Pennsylvania, you really know how to welcome a girl: with traffic, naturally.
#sharp13, see you in the near future
7/20/2013 6:37:23 PM
JenServenti: Probably a good thing that #Sharp13 crowd around @ryancordell and his
NEH-funded proj prevented me from saying hi! http://t.co/MPJjr9EOMO
7/20/2013 6:39:39 PM
aarontpratt: Had to run some errands this morning, but now I'm back to watching
#SHARP13 on Twitter!
7/20/2013 6:40:40 PM
LLynO: RT @juliapanko: Many great projects at the #SHARP13 digital projects showcase
today. One favorite: Alan Galey, Visualizing Variation http:/…
7/20/2013 6:41:38 PM
aarontpratt: RT @MitchFraas: Out of handouts but you can read about my #sharp13
showcase on mapping India-Europe textual transmission here: http://t.co/…

7/20/2013 6:42:21 PM
rbuurma: RT @peasandpoetry: #sharp13 @EarlyNovelsDB & @rbuurma showcasing
their work & their new interface http://t.co/mvgb8paMry
7/20/2013 6:42:58 PM
vonjobi: RT @juliapanko: Many great projects at the #SHARP13 digital projects
showcase today. One favorite: Alan Galey, Visualizing Variation http:/…
7/20/2013 6:43:51 PM
botasdezidane: Getting ready for "The Metaphysics of Empire" panel. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:44:16 PM
vonjobi: RT @moxiekat: Shut up and take my money, Alan Galey. Your paratext
mapping site is brilliant. Do want. #sharp13
7/20/2013 6:45:22 PM
vonjobi: RT @Anne_withanE: Hogwarts! Er, I mean, #sharp13 's digital showcase!
http://t.co/Sp0AYKyQ2W
7/20/2013 6:45:27 PM
helensonner: Chandelier made of bits & pieces of Penn logo, on John Pollock's
#SHARP13 sharp tour of Special. Collections Center. http://t.co/Z4fvjZn11y
7/20/2013 6:45:42 PM
nickmimic: Looks like Oxford's Broadside Ballads Online & image matching tool, which
@ChapBookPro presented at #sts13, http://t.co/0ypPumFcmX #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:46:06 PM
dolechner: @lesliehowsam @CorinnaNoRue I wish I could have come, too! Enjoying
#sharp13 tweets from afar & hope to be at Antwerp next year!
7/20/2013 6:46:26 PM
nickmimic: [+] is progressing well. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:48:10 PM
nickmimic: #SHARPNADO #sharp13
7/20/2013 6:48:37 PM
vonjobi: Wanted to talk to Alan Galey at Digital Projects Showcase, but couldn't because
he had so many people around him. Great job! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:48:52 PM
vonjobi: "American Geographies, American Histories" ready to start. I'm third with "A
Brief History of the Philippines: Made in the USA" #SHARP13
7/20/2013 6:50:59 PM
nickmimic: Checking out @EarlyNovelsDB from Penn and Tri-Co #sharp13. Copyspecific heaven!
7/20/2013 6:52:27 PM
CherylSearch: Fascinating projects at #sharp13 digital showcase, including dbase of S
African library accession records and WatsonWalk app of Paris 1950s.
7/20/2013 6:57:32 PM
heatherfro: .@rbuurma looks like I'll miss you all (just rolling into philly now) but come
hang out with @bspalmieri and I tonight! #sharp13

7/20/2013 7:00:39 PM
CherylSearch: Showcase at #sharp13 raises digital humanities issues of intellectual
rights to material, tech transfer, open access, crowdsourcing, funding
7/20/2013 7:01:04 PM
wynkenhimself: Have decided to attend session "alchemy of the page: transforming
image and text" even though its a million degrees in here. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:01:34 PM
praymurray: RT @Anne_withanE: Hogwarts! Er, I mean, #sharp13 's digital showcase!
http://t.co/Sp0AYKyQ2W
7/20/2013 7:02:15 PM
JenServenti: Next #sharp13 session for me is "Alchemy of the Page: Transforming
Image and Text" Apparently there will be mildly distrurbing images. woot!
7/20/2013 7:02:30 PM
wynkenhimself: first up, Katherine Bishop on "'photoshopped' frontiers: manipulated
images in textual, territorial disputes" #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:03:08 PM
CherylSearch: "American Geographies, American Histories" session at #sharp13
starting with Esko Matti Laine on _Geografia alkavillen_.
7/20/2013 7:03:26 PM
dolechner: RT @erfgoedbib: Call for papers #SHARP14 'Religions of the Book'
http://t.co/Xg4ygkPNL1 (#sharp13)
7/20/2013 7:04:07 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: .@heatherfro looking forward! @keenera and i will be there after the
#SHARP13 banquet
7/20/2013 7:05:42 PM
heatherfro: #sharp13: tweetup tonight! @bspalmieri & I are getting drinks at doobies
around 7. Come say hello.
7/20/2013 7:06:00 PM
lesliehowsam: Session on #historybooks, first Esko Laine on books re US avail in early
c19 Finland #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:07:09 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: impressed and inspired by the digital projects showcase at #SHARP13
thanks to @MitchFraas @ryancordell @RebeccaShores (and many more)
7/20/2013 7:07:47 PM
offog: Greg Barnhisel on Faulkner as cultural diplomat #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:08:47 PM
wynkenhimself: Loved hearing @rbuurma on the Early Novels Database at digital
showcase. Really great stuff & learning opportunity for undergrads #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:09:11 PM
TheUKRED: Jonathan Arnold: Theodore Roosevelt's celebrity among international
readers was based on his writing, not his presidency #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:10:10 PM

nickmimic: Even from a 2 min update sounds like @ryancordell 's Antebellum Reprinting
Networks is doing amazing things! #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:10:30 PM
adamghooks: Levitating cameras chasing King Leopold (via Mark Twain) from
@moxiekat #Sharp13
7/20/2013 7:11:05 PM
helen189: RT @dolechner: RT @erfgoedbib: Call for papers #SHARP14 'Religions of the
Book' http://t.co/Xg4ygkPNL1 (#sharp13)
7/20/2013 7:11:14 PM
wynkenhimself: Also checked out @RebeccaShores's Anglo-Saxon Chronicles project
(not yet public) & Alan Galey's Visualizing Variants (google it). #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:11:24 PM
offog: Faulkner's Nobel prize speech: When will I be blown up? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:12:18 PM
praymurray: Roosevelt's Strenuous Life was copyright-free--makes sense his being as
an open source advocate... #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:14:01 PM
CherylSearch: Laine: Ostrobothnians had few books late 18c. Samuel Rinta-Nikkola
transltd Swedish books to Finnish, _Geography for Beginners_. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:14:12 PM
praymurray: Roosevelt's Strenuous Life was a huge hit in Japan-striking a strong note
with readership #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:15:58 PM
TheUKRED: Jonathan Arnold: Theodore Roosevelt was big in Japan, due both to his
martial bearing and his role in brokering peace with Russia #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:16:25 PM
elotroalex: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Plenary participants might be interested in
efforts of Global Outlook::Digital Humanities @GlobalOutlookDH http:/…
7/20/2013 7:18:23 PM
wynkenhimself: Parker discussing Twain's King Leopold's Soliloquy's use of
photographs & remediated as drawings, and L's response w photos. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:19:24 PM
CitizenWald: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Plenary participants might be interested in
efforts of Global Outlook::Digital Humanities @GlobalOutlookDH http:/…
7/20/2013 7:19:44 PM
praymurray: Strenuous Life was an advertisement of the personality of Roosevelt for its
French audience despite its modest sales #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:21:08 PM
wynkenhimself: Leopold's use of manipulated photographs (as defense for his reign)
unusual for his time, says Parker. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:22:15 PM
phjartar: Demo-ing WatsonWalk with @hquamen as part of 'Digital Projects Showcase'
at #SHARP13 @EMiC_project @UofA_Arts

7/20/2013 7:22:45 PM
lesliehowsam: Now Claire Parfait on African American #historybooks and historians
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:23:03 PM
kdhighland: Phila a "major capital near Delaware" says 1804 Finnish geo book. Only
time ever Philly defined by DE. 1st state pride! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:24:04 PM
CherylSearch: Claire Parfait: Early books about African American history emphasized
blacks' contributions as sodiers in wartime. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:26:14 PM
whitneytrettien: I'm also using the wrong hash tag, which is about the point I give up.
#sharp13 #sharp2014 #sharp2013 #brainboil13 #napnow
7/20/2013 7:26:14 PM
adamghooks: MT @wynkenhimself: Leopold's use of manipulated photographs (as
defense for his reign) unusual for his time, says @moxiekat #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:26:44 PM
eriksson_jens: Francina Cantatore talks about crossborder confusion #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:27:00 PM
Anne_withanE: @moxiekat: Photo to illustration translation in Leopold's Soliloquy
suggests infallible Kodak fails to capture human moment. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:27:03 PM
offog: Roar Lishaugen begins with account of his Czech mother-in-law's curriculum
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:27:26 PM
praymurray: Rossevelt's prolific book writing is making me feel rather inadequate--how
did he find time to be president and bring peace? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:27:35 PM
ChapBookPro: @nickmimic, yup Alex Franklin @bodleiancsb presenting
@BodleianBallads ImageMatch at #sharp13 this time . Looking at yr talk handout now :-)
7/20/2013 7:29:04 PM
praymurray: Interesting tho, that his bibliography comprises of mostly v gendered
sounding titles: Hunting Trips, Ranch Life & Hunting Trail #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:29:09 PM
heatherfro: Hi #sharp13, I'm here! It's hot. I'm wearing black jeans & a blue + white
checked shirt. Say hello!
7/20/2013 7:29:27 PM
CherylSearch: Parfait: Robt Benj Lewis traveled to sell his book _Light and Truth_
1840s and may also have sold his hair oil at the same time. #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:30:15 PM
keenera: Hearing James Findley talk on William Vaughan's c.17 transatlantic geography.
#sharp13
7/20/2013 7:31:12 PM

nickmimic: Sheepishly late to e-4 "Courtesy and copyright" here. Looking forward to
Bob Spoo's talk (and the others!) #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:32:43 PM
wynkenhimself: ooh, I like "doodle-istic discourse" a phrase from Jeremiah Mercurio in
his talk on marginal doodling. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:33:09 PM
aarontram: @CaseyBrienza prepares to drop some 21st century love on #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:33:27 PM
keenera: DPS was great. Glad to see the early modern projects, & thanks to Jacob Heil,
Alan Galey, Alex Franklin. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:33:35 PM
praymurray: @CaseyBrienza 's up next talking abt domestication of manga & the
transnational production of culture #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:34:02 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp#guerillaplenary #24hourstogo
7/20/2013 7:34:31 PM
Anne_withanE: Mercurio: doodlistic discourse in Cotton's extra-illustrated copy of
Rosetti's Goblin Market invades & obscures text. Beautiful! #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:34:33 PM
praymurray: (one of my favourite manga facts: it literally means "irresponsible
pictures" & coined by Hokusai of tidal wave fame) #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:35:07 PM
moxiekat: "Doodlistic discourse" by E. Cotton in Jeremiah Mercurio & Daniel Gabelman's
talk #sharp13 http://t.co/m4WJY1TqLi
7/20/2013 7:35:14 PM
adamghooks: “Doodle” seems derogatory for E. Cotton tho RT @wynkenhimself: ooh, I
like “doodle-istic discourse” a phrase from Jeremiah Mercurio #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:36:19 PM
aldevine: #SHARP13: Jeremiah Mercurio on the "doodle-istic discourse" of E. Cotton in
her copy of Rossetti's 'Goblin Market' http://t.co/iS3MUxsmrs
7/20/2013 7:37:12 PM
CherylSearch: Parfait traces circulation & review networks for books by Lewis and Nell,
who favored durable format to avoid ephemeral status. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:37:25 PM
keenera: Really appreciate the well-focused close-up photos of c.17 printed maps in
Findley's talk #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:37:32 PM
aarontram: If manga can't save us, what will? @CaseyBrienza #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:37:42 PM
praymurray: CB's use of 'odorless' to describe manga reminds me of Ian Hague's work
on the role of the senses (beyond the visual) in comics #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:37:48 PM

adamghooks: Mercurio on an evil-Shakespeare doodle by GK Chesterton #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:38:35 PM
keenera: @heatherfro 4:30, Cohen Hall terrace room! #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:38:42 PM
adamghooks: I’ve heard the word “doodle” more times in the last 15min than in the
last 15 years #sharp13 #doodlisticdiscourse
7/20/2013 7:39:51 PM
offog: Lishaugen: Czech-Polish curricula compared #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:39:54 PM
wynkenhimself: Mercurio was just showing a gorgeous copy of The Goblin Market at
Bryn Mawr College, full of beautiful marginal drawings. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:41:07 PM
roaringgirle: @adamghooks @wynkenhimself // b.sherman talked about difficulty of
naming these kinds of readers' marks at recent mat.txt talk // #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:41:42 PM
praymurray: CB: The death of the dearly beloved Borders hit manga sales in the US the
hardest #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:41:49 PM
moxiekat: Beerbohm's "improved" volume of Chesterton #doodlisticdiscourse #sharp13
http://t.co/3nrejADyqR
7/20/2013 7:41:59 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @aldevine: #SHARP13: Jeremiah Mercurio on the "doodle-istic
discourse" of E. Cotton in her copy of Rossetti's 'Goblin Market' http://t.c…
7/20/2013 7:42:02 PM
wynkenhimself: @adamghooks Isn't that kind of his point? what happens when we let
"doodle" be something that encompasses that? #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:42:36 PM
nickmimic: Michael Everton using publisher Henry Holt as an example in his talk on
trade courtesy #sharp13 // Reading Holt's writing is an experience
7/20/2013 7:43:09 PM
nickmimic: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp#guerillaplenary #24hourstogo
7/20/2013 7:43:16 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @d_pleimling Roar Lishaugen is talking about ideology and reading
circles in the Czech Republic - fascinating! You should be here #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:43:19 PM
praymurray: Digital manga sold on publishers' proprietary app-digitising an expensive
process & not viable & results in serious losses #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:43:20 PM
CherylSearch: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing,
so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:43:27 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @aldevine: #SHARP13: Jeremiah Mercurio on the "doodle-istic
discourse" of E. Cotton in her copy of Rossetti's 'Goblin Market' http://t.c…

7/20/2013 7:43:28 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @aldevine: #SHARP13: Jeremiah Mercurio on the "doodle-istic
discourse" of E. Cotton in her copy of Rossetti's 'Goblin Market' http://t.c…
7/20/2013 7:44:36 PM
praymurray: Collective digital platform-like Coursesmart but for digital manga
publishers-39 Japanese pubs. on J-Manga which failed w/in 3 yrs #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:44:43 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Anne_withanE: Hogwarts! Er, I mean, #sharp13 's digital showcase!
http://t.co/Sp0AYKyQ2W
7/20/2013 7:45:05 PM
keenera: More Ogilby on the way! Ian Aebel talking now about 'America' #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:45:13 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp#guerillaplenary #24hourstogo
7/20/2013 7:45:36 PM
wynkenhimself: Mercurio: What are doodlistic drawings? Not just drawings in the
margin, but extend over the page, destabilizing margin & text. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:45:56 PM
roaringgirle: Paging @AL_Connell “@keenera: More Ogilby on the way! Ian Aebel
talking now about 'America' #sharp13”
7/20/2013 7:46:32 PM
praymurray: The darker side of fan-funded publishing? Kickstarter projects that 'use'
fans to translate et al-another form of #invisiblelabour #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:46:40 PM
CherylSearch: Vernon Totanes: 1st textbook, 1919, adopted for school use in
Philippines was pubd in U.S. & often dismissed as colonial project #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:47:28 PM
lesliehowsam: Now @vonjobi on Philipines #historybooks published in USA #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:48:21 PM
wynkenhimself: Catalog record for the Cotton-doodled Goblin Market at Bryn Mawr:
http://t.co/Mnx6JPMNfq #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:48:24 PM
offog: Double bill on UK-Germany transfer of fiction since 1945 #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:48:24 PM
keenera: One thing I'm really appreciating at #sharp13: no text-block ppts. Aebel's
slides have great images of engravings, portraits, artifacts
7/20/2013 7:48:49 PM
wynkenhimself: Though the more I hear the word, the more I find myself inclined to
what @adamghooks pointed out: doodle feels a bit dismissive. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:50:12 PM
nickmimic: Now Bob Spoo on "The Persistence of Trade Courtesy" #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:50:46 PM

praymurray: Original manga that crosses back into Japan tho' borrowing heavily from
Japanese manga vocabulary #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:50:55 PM
MrSidetable: The South St. Whole Foods has suspended payments in both specie and
ice cream. Greetings from #SHARP13 in Philly. #SHEAR13
7/20/2013 7:51:34 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera @botasdezidane // beautiful design--consistent, clean, and
uncluttered slides // #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:52:07 PM
wynkenhimself: This seems to be a conscious decision on Mercurio's part, of course, to
play with that tension of "doodle" as sketchy/deliberate. #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:52:23 PM
kylebroberts: RT @MrSidetable: The South St. Whole Foods has suspended payments
in both specie and ice cream. Greetings from #SHARP13 in Philly. #SHEAR13
7/20/2013 7:52:27 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle @al_connell Aebel claiming that Ogilby's 'America' (1670-1)
preceded Montanus's Dutch publication on the New World #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:54:12 PM
keenera: RT @roaringgirle: @keenera @botasdezidane // beautiful design--consistent,
clean, and uncluttered slides // #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:54:47 PM
nickmimic: If you haven't picked up a copy of Spoo's book WITHOUT COPYRIGHTS, it's
great. It's at the #sharp13 book exhibit too. http://t.co/CFQeUODCaE
7/20/2013 7:54:47 PM
praymurray: Never heard of Vera Caspary before but I like her already! Sharp, Dorothy
Parker-ish wry commentator on literary commerce #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:54:58 PM
adamghooks: @wynkenhimself “true” doodles seem almost exclusively authorial here;
yet “extra-illustrated” = extra than what? #Sharp13
7/20/2013 7:56:26 PM
praymurray: Mail-order ballet lessons: a bit like youtube teach yourself ukelele etc
#SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:57:22 PM
ryancordell: RT @JenServenti: Probably a good thing that #Sharp13 crowd around
@ryancordell and his NEH-funded proj prevented me from saying hi! http://…
7/20/2013 7:58:00 PM
wynkenhimself: @adamghooks I wouldn't use extra-illustrated to describe that Goblin
Market. Doesn't that suggest tipping in illus? #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:58:19 PM
praymurray: Caspary sold the same story 8 times to Hollywood studios just changing
minor details #SHARP13
7/20/2013 7:59:01 PM
TheUKRED: Erin Smith: Vera Caspary would write anything for money: the same story
sold to multiple Hollywood studios #SHARP13

7/20/2013 7:59:05 PM
Sub_lib87: Getting ready to chair a panel at #SHARP13 let debate on the circulation of
c19/c20th US medical knowledge commence. #historyofmedicine
7/20/2013 7:59:38 PM
wynkenhimself: @adamghooks I'm thinking of it in terms of artists' books, actually,
like that fab MND Folger has http://t.co/rMK2qScS4A #sharp13
7/20/2013 7:59:43 PM
CherylSearch: Totanes: _Brief History of the Philippines_ by Fernández, w/ Chicago &
Columbia U degrees & U.S. pubr but not blindly pro-Americn #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:00:46 PM
TheUKRED: Erin Smith: Caspary believed real artists didn't refuse to sell out: writing for
money was the whole point of literary authorship #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:01:00 PM
wynkenhimself: @adamghooks Ok, I'm being really literal about extra-illustrated, but I
still think it's not adequate term either. #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:01:04 PM
praymurray: Writing as craft rather than calling: Smith- Caspary's prolific output was
directly proportionate to how much she needed ££ #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:03:11 PM
TheUKRED: Erin Smith: Caspary had early "high culture" literary achievements, but
never let this get in the way of writing for money #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:03:47 PM
TheUKRED: Erin Smith: Caspary regarded authors' fear of "selling out" as a form of
economically self defeating snobbishness #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:05:11 PM
amndw2: Ducked out of the #sharp13 fray to chill out in my hotel room for a bit. Now
returning for coffee and the last session of the day.
7/20/2013 8:05:26 PM
MitchFraas: Thanks everyone who came out to the #sharp13 digital project showcase.
It was fantastic to see so many great projects and interested people!
7/20/2013 8:05:27 PM
nickmimic: Spoo talking about age/paternalism, respect, rhetoric in trade courtesy
exchanges w Boni & Liveright, Knopf, and Huebsch #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:06:15 PM
offog: There was a meeting@Philly where it wasnt very chilly Ud be a fool 2 wear
anything in wool Not to mention hot bothered & silly #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:06:23 PM
keenera: Came to this session a little late, but I realize that I'm sitting behind a column.
#obstructedview #feelslikeFenway #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:07:58 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @TheUKRED: Simon Frost: The world's global knowledge already
exists: it just resides with people we have not yet met #sharp13

7/20/2013 8:12:02 PM
MitchFraas: Great to see @rbuurma and the @earlynovelsDB team at the #sharp13 dig.
proj. showcase. Check them out on Flickr: http://t.co/6jkR5w8bVb
7/20/2013 8:12:30 PM
kdhighland: More small state pride. Check out Atlas of Rhode Island Print Trade C18
site! http://t.co/CwgloF7nRs #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:13:46 PM
praymurray: Smith's talk on 20thc literary commerce & the meta commentary on the
industry in Caspary's STT- how little things have changed #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:14:28 PM
Anne_withanE: Bishop shares image of Twain's pictographic lecture plan; audience
member describes it as pre-Prezi #sharp13 @moxiekat
7/20/2013 8:15:01 PM
praymurray: (re: previous tweet - STT: Caspary's book 'Stranger Than Fiction'
#SHARP13)
7/20/2013 8:15:30 PM
_jnieszm: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing, so
not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:20:59 PM
MrSidetable: RT @kdhighland: More small state pride. Check out Atlas of Rhode Island
Print Trade C18 site! http://t.co/CwgloF7nRs #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:27:18 PM
MitchFraas: RT @kdhighland: More small state pride. Check out Atlas of Rhode Island
Print Trade C18 site! http://t.co/CwgloF7nRs #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:31:07 PM
praymurray: Comics lovers at #SHARP13 - might I make a cheeky plea for help towards
our graphic novel award anthology? http://t.co/dL23wdRD91
7/20/2013 8:33:19 PM
heatherfro: hey philly friends: come hang out with me + many more from #SHARP13 at
Doobies tonight (~7pm)
7/20/2013 8:37:25 PM
datatelling: @geography76 I have a hunch Heather's awesome MT @heatherfro: philly
friends: come hang w me + more from #SHARP13 at Doobies tonight (~7pm)
7/20/2013 8:40:15 PM
CorinnaNoRue: "@offog: Double bill on UK-Germany transfer of fiction since 1945
#SHARP13" @ILoveCopyright
7/20/2013 8:43:17 PM
RebeccaShores: THank you, one and all! @Nicosia_Marissa @MitchFraas @ryancordell
#sharp13
7/20/2013 8:43:39 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 #mbhsharp#guerillaplenary #24hourstogo
7/20/2013 8:44:17 PM

Nicosia_Marissa: RT @heatherfro: hey philly friends: come hang out with me + many
more from #SHARP13 at Doobies tonight (~7pm)
7/20/2013 8:44:19 PM
RebeccaShores: @wynkenhimself thanks so much for stopping by! #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:44:42 PM
offog: Panel on Islamic book on 6th floor of Van Pelt: come all ye who feel strongly
about internationalising book history #SHARP13
7/20/2013 8:49:15 PM
RebeccaShores: Absolutely cannot decide which F panel to attend! #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:50:03 PM
sim1303: RT @MitchFraas: Out of handouts but you can read about my #sharp13
showcase on mapping India-Europe textual transmission here: http://t.co/…
7/20/2013 8:50:42 PM
sim1303: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: impressed and inspired by the digital projects showcase
at #SHARP13 thanks to @MitchFraas @ryancordell @RebeccaShores …
7/20/2013 8:51:54 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: DPS was great. Glad to see the early modern projects, &
thanks to Jacob Heil, Alan Galey, Alex Franklin. #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:52:42 PM
laurakpeterson3: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality
printing, so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:54:04 PM
nickmimic: Here at f-6 panel on "Circulation of Texts and Early America" #sharp13
7/20/2013 8:57:51 PM
d_pleimling: @CorinnaNoRue Sounds great! And of course: Roar. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:00:57 PM
RebeccaShores: With a name like "where the wild things were: geographies of English
herbals," this has got to be good! #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:04:25 PM
botasdezidane: At the the "Textual Geographies of the Early Modern Hispanic World,"
which is certain to be great! #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:04:29 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Pleased to have run into of Penn's @willnoel . DId you know
that he is a White House Champion of Change? http://t.co/IGCb1SoEHR
7/20/2013 9:06:14 PM
offog: Hala Auji on the American Syrian Mission press at Beirut #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:06:41 PM
nickmimic: First up Katherine Grandjean on the circulation of terror in early New
England #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:07:47 PM
keenera: Arrived on time to "Textual geographies of the early modern hispanic world."
Earle Havens on Richard Eden's copy of Peter Martyr #sharp13

7/20/2013 9:07:58 PM
offog: Auji: the negotiation of Arab-missionary viewpoints #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:10:15 PM
keenera: Havens's paper is about a rare book at his home institution's library. Great
example of using local collections to great effect #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:10:16 PM
RebeccaShores: Rickman on Gerard's _Herbals_, old world/new world plants, travel,
trade, and diplomacy. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:10:21 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Now listening to "The Islamic Book Beyond the Islamic World"
sess with Hala Auji (SUNY, Binghamton) & Dagmar Anne Riedel (Columbia)
7/20/2013 9:10:30 PM
aldevine: #sharp13: Commander Pollack loomed at by gigantic powerpoint Hannah
Duston statue (session f-6) http://t.co/1zgrurJCOG
7/20/2013 9:11:29 PM
Anne_withanE: I'd be terrified if the Hannah Dustin statue Grandjean is showing us
ever became a Weeping Angel on Doctor Who #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:12:09 PM
offog: Auji: Persian NT from the American Press printed between 1857-60 with a design
scheme reflecting Protestant ethics #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:12:11 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @offog: Panel on Islamic book on 6th floor of Van Pelt: come all ye
who feel strongly about internationalising book history #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:14:32 PM
botasdezidane: The Eden annotated Martire text at Hopkins that Havens is is describing
really is fantastic and with a day or 5 at the library. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:15:29 PM
roaringgirle: k.grandjean opens her paper on the circulation of terror in early america
with a story and a single, striking photograph // #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:15:31 PM
nickmimic: Interesting in light of BH models (people v. books v. processes), that
Grandjean starts a project by thinking abt which stories #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:15:50 PM
keenera: Havens: Peter Martyr's decades weren't translated into English for a quartercentury. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:16:58 PM
offog: Relationship between body- and margin-text in Islamic books: a new dialectic
between centre and periphery? #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:18:46 PM
nickmimic: Saw a great herbals panel at #sharp11 (with one of same presenters), but
still f-3 looks cool. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:19:24 PM

keenera: More to book value than price listings from antiquarian catalogs, though,
right? I mean, I assume. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:20:42 PM
nickmimic: Grandjean talking about the effectiveness of terror through improved news
networks in mid-late 17C #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:21:37 PM
keenera: Eden attempts to "navigate the book through marginal annotations," says
Havens #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:22:38 PM
MitchFraas: A great Beirut imprint from Penn being featured here at #sharp13 by Hala
Auji: http://t.co/zqL3DLGMph
7/20/2013 9:22:51 PM
TinaMLynch_: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing,
so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:24:03 PM
Paatle_Sylviak: It's good to see that the digital showcase at #sharp13 was a success.
but note that sharp has been hosting 1 of these almost every year
7/20/2013 9:24:50 PM
SRHARVELL_: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing,
so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:24:56 PM
RebeccaShores: Reeds: Sendaks's dreamscape -> 18th c Dutch frontispiece of Eng
translation of Swedish travels to North America. BOOM. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:26:00 PM
offog: Dagmar Reidel on collecting Islamic books #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:26:44 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Just learned that Dagmar Anne Reidel is an Sr. Asst. Editor of
the NEH-funded Encyclopaedia Iranica http://t.co/dGSFrFkyWY
7/20/2013 9:27:42 PM
keenera: Havens: we known, from MS & bookplate evidence, all the people who have
owned this book. Great images of readers' signatures #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:29:00 PM
keenera: Next up: Clayton McCarl on the Epitome of Antonio de Leon Pinelo. Mentions
"speculative bibliography" #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:30:52 PM
botasdezidane: Nice paper from Havens, and now moving on to McCarl. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:31:39 PM
MitchFraas: Apropos printing in the Arabic world @upennlib just acquired a unique
collection of early Moroccan printing: http://t.co/1ItHGQRZom #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:31:52 PM
botasdezidane: RT @keenera: Next up: Clayton McCarl on the Epitome of Antonio de
Leon Pinelo. Mentions "speculative bibliography" #sharp13

7/20/2013 9:33:00 PM
RebeccaShores: Botanists' dependence on English herbals // relationship bt Eng +
Amer surveys (Gallo's talk) #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:33:01 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @offog: Panel on Islamic book on 6th floor of Van Pelt: come all ye
who feel strongly about internationalising book history #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:33:19 PM
offog: DR: the need to think about books as commodities and not just as cultural
heritage #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:33:48 PM
wynkenhimself: Karen Reed is discussing a 1550 herbal brought to Delaware Valley in
17C by a surgeon, part of a sammelband of 4 medical treatises. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:33:49 PM
roaringgirle: e.todd focuses on an early 19c reader who seems to have read for
_character_ rather than _plot_ // #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:33:58 PM
amndw2: In #sharp13 panel F6, Circulation of Texts in Early America. 1st, Katherine
Grandjean on the circulation of terrifyingly bad news. [+]
7/20/2013 9:35:29 PM
lesliehowsam: Emily Todd challenges M Suarez on impossibility of recovering reading
practices. #SHARP13 #sessionhopping
7/20/2013 9:35:50 PM
MitchFraas: Dagmar Anne Reidel on Islamic mss. and how "cheap books" were sold as
"precious antiquities" to customers ignorant of their content #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:36:06 PM
amndw2: [-] 2nd, Emily Todd with a study of one woman reader's reflections on
"character" as seen in her letters during the 1820s. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:37:37 PM
nickmimic: RT @lesliehowsam: Emily Todd challenges M Suarez on impossibility of
recovering reading practices. #SHARP13 #sessionhopping
7/20/2013 9:38:44 PM
offog: DReidel: A 14c title-page and a 19c text for 'undiscerning customers' of Islamic
book #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:40:29 PM
MitchFraas: Reidel on the challenges of Islamic book bibliography: "make smarter &
better use of extant holdings [of Islamic mss.] in the west" #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:40:40 PM
roaringgirle: todd: this reader turned acquaintances into _characters_ in letters that
also discussed characters in the books she had read // #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:41:10 PM
basicsofliving: RT @offog: DR: the need to think about books as commodities and not
just as cultural heritage #SHARP13

7/20/2013 9:41:16 PM
botasdezidane: Love what McCarl is doing with the bibliography in both his paper and
PowerPoint. Quite an ekphrastic use of text images! #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:41:50 PM
botasdezidane: RT @lesliehowsam: Emily Todd challenges M Suarez on impossibility of
recovering reading practices. #SHARP13 #sessionhopping
7/20/2013 9:42:25 PM
wynkenhimself: Reeds: "Just because a book was at hand doesn't mean it was opened;
just because it was opened doesn't mean it was read." #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:43:31 PM
wynkenhimself: One of the trickiest things in studying book uses! I like how Reeds's
sensitivity to whether/how these herbals might've been used #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:44:36 PM
MitchFraas: Fantastic c. 1925 photo of manuscript dealer in Tehran with display. Can
never have too many depictions of historical bookstores! #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:46:03 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp13 banquet soon! Wootwoot! "Taste of Philly" - cheese steaks,
maybe?
7/20/2013 9:46:51 PM
praymurray: #guerilladinner plans: Nara at 6:45, meeting at Cohen Hall at 6:30.
@offog @whitneytrettien @vonjobi & anyone else who wants to! #SHARP13
7/20/2013 9:47:33 PM
Chris_2x4_: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing,
so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:48:14 PM
nickmimic: Emily Todd applying Suzanne Keen's article on reader temperament in NEW
LITERARY HISTORY to her historical reader Amelia Peabody #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:48:37 PM
keenera: Peter Stallybrass with the 1st comment: Pinelo could have viewed the Index of
Prohibited Books as a go-to reading list #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:48:51 PM
nickmimic: @wynkenhimself Absolutely. And (to take from early 20c books) just
because gatherings were cut, doesn't mean pages were read. #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:50:50 PM
LboroPublishing: @CorinnaNoRue Cheese on toast for us vegetarians? #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:52:14 PM
amndw2: AIEEE! MT @Anne_withanE I'd be terrified if the Hannah Dustin statue
Grandjean is showing us became a Weeping Angel on Doctor Who #sharp13
7/20/2013 9:53:01 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @CorinnaNoRue: "@offog: Double bill on UK-Germany transfer of
fiction since 1945 #SHARP13" @ILoveCopyright
7/20/2013 9:58:06 PM

aarontpratt: @keenera Navigate through printed marginal annotations or his own?
#sharp13
7/20/2013 9:59:17 PM
SnyderKristin_6: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality
printing, so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:01:51 PM
lisejaillant: Working on my #MSA15 paper (Modernism & Pedagogy) and following
#SHARP13 tweets. Wish I could go to both conferences!
7/20/2013 10:03:19 PM
roaringgirle: @nickmimic asks grandjean about the typography of terror in early
american periodicals+ // #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:04:22 PM
roaringgirle: +efficacy of print vs other media (orality/manuscript) in producing terror
// @nickmimic #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:05:07 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: @keenera @botasdezidane // beautiful design--consistent,
clean, and uncluttered slides // #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:10:25 PM
nickmimic: Oooh cool, Emily Todd's case study reader Amelia Peabody wrote about
access to Edgeworth's books. #IrishStudiesBookHistoryWin #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:11:37 PM
roaringgirle: a robust q&a at panel f-6! // #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:13:30 PM
melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13' via @Textal
iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i
7/20/2013 10:13:34 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: a robust q&a at panel f-6! // #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:15:21 PM
sim1303: RT @melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13' via
@Textal iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i
7/20/2013 10:16:10 PM
textal: 11,000 words from #sharp13 visualised with @textal http://t.co/Ojn2dyzeAU
7/20/2013 10:17:13 PM
nickmimic: @iangadd So, when do we make the vocal shift from #guerillaplenary to
#plenarynado ? #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:18:12 PM
sim1303: RT @MitchFraas: Thanks everyone who came out to the #sharp13 digital
project showcase. It was fantastic to see so many great projects and i…
7/20/2013 10:27:00 PM
ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first public glimpse of the Book
History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http://t.co/0QhXqq66VY
7/20/2013 10:28:12 PM

sim1303: RT @CherylSearch: Fascinating projects at #sharp13 digital showcase,
including dbase of S African library accession records and WatsonWalk …
7/20/2013 10:28:51 PM
sim1303: be it known that i think conference-crashing is unfair even if i'm not
organizing. #sharp13 #playbytherules
7/20/2013 10:31:14 PM
nickmimic: She has the codes. RT @sim1303: be it known that i think conferencecrashing is unfair even if i'm not organizing. #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:41:07 PM
russ_db_: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing, so
not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 10:54:36 PM
helensonner: Smartphone chiaroscuro in Lea reading room at #SHARP13
http://t.co/0nhyWv50ER
7/20/2013 11:02:38 PM
vonjobi: RT @melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13' via
@Textal iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i
7/20/2013 11:02:47 PM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: @iangadd So, when do we make the vocal shift from
#guerillaplenary to #plenarynado ? #sharp13
7/20/2013 11:06:32 PM
roaringgirle: taste of philly banquet at #sharp13 has so much vegetarian food! //
http://t.co/FeeoyuAsHY
7/20/2013 11:13:37 PM
roaringgirle: #sharp13 taste of philly banquet: http://t.co/qcYKympNun
7/20/2013 11:23:52 PM
nufczack92: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing,
so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 11:27:53 PM
aarontpratt: @roaringgirle Sounds fascinating. I sure have missed quite a few talks I'd
like to have seen. #sharp13
7/20/2013 11:40:11 PM
1shad2406: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality printing,
so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/20/2013 11:51:35 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 #explodingplasticeinevitable http://t.co/TzozScNj47
7/20/2013 11:56:07 PM
aarontpratt: @iangadd What. the. hell? #sharp13
7/20/2013 11:57:08 PM
iangadd: @aarontpratt Mummers. At the #sharp13 banquet…
7/20/2013 11:57:39 PM
roaringgirle: @sim1303 and her first tastycake // #sharp13: http://t.co/b5dXbE2W97

7/21/2013 12:20:44 AM
praymurray: Banqueters we're currently at Han dynasty 37th & market #SHARP13
7/21/2013 12:36:40 AM
nickmimic: @iangadd @aarontpratt Mummernado. #IWontCantStop #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:37:56 AM
kdhighland: @ProfTomMole Was one of my favorites to play around with. Thanks! Book
History BiblioGraph: http://t.co/xxMV5FqYYw #SHARP13
7/21/2013 12:46:22 AM
juliapanko: Loved learning about the Book History BiblioGraph today.
#SHARP13http://t.co/QnOJqVJXTk (Thanks for the link, @ProfTomMole!)
7/21/2013 12:51:17 AM
juliapanko: Esp. loved its incorporation of both search & serendipitous browsing as
ways to discover relevant research. #SHARP13 #BookHistoryBiblioGraph
7/21/2013 12:52:54 AM
rbuurma: Loved @MitchFraas 's work centering 18thc text circ on India instead of
Europe at the #SHARP13 dig project showcase-creates a whole new map.
7/21/2013 12:56:35 AM
juliapanko: So apparently skipping conference banquet means I missed seeing
MUMMERS. I like how you roll, #SHARP13. MT @iangadd http://t.co/d7FAeVHCjo
7/21/2013 12:58:38 AM
botasdezidane: Fantastic day at #sharp13; great panels, great audiences, great digital
projects. Best conference I've been to in quite a while! #1001tweets
7/21/2013 12:58:40 AM
whitneytrettien: RT @juliapanko: Loved learning about the Book History BiblioGraph
today. #SHARP13http://t.co/QnOJqVJXTk (Thanks for the link, @ProfTomMole…
7/21/2013 1:01:49 AM
botasdezidane: And now the conference organizers are treating us to quite a light show
on the Philadelphia skyline! #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:02:12 AM
rbuurma: Also amazed by Patricia G. Clark's database of titles held by South African
libraries in the early years of apartheid #SHARP13 showcase ->
7/21/2013 1:02:20 AM
rbuurma: Also exciting: the Book History Bibliograph http://t.co/tdoTpgbPRI. Wish I'd
had more time to spend at the #SHARP13 digital showcase.
7/21/2013 1:15:09 AM
MitchFraas: Philly desserts at #sharp13 ! http://t.co/Z8eM9LWFWj
7/21/2013 1:29:24 AM
aarontram: Thanks all for a great conference and a great time! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 1:32:14 AM
CorinnaNoRue: ONLY in Philly! @SHARPorg #sharp13 organizer David McKnight joins
the doo wop group!

7/21/2013 1:33:08 AM
RebeccaShores: 3 cheers for @sim1303-- organizer extraordinaire!!! #sharp13
#madskillz
7/21/2013 1:36:27 AM
RebeccaShores: “@justmapit: What Happens When Everyone Makes Maps? - Atlantic
Mobile http://t.co/oa9AGi77Gh” great timing for #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:38:24 AM
alanyliu: RT @juliapanko: Loved learning about the Book History BiblioGraph today.
#SHARP13http://t.co/QnOJqVJXTk (Thanks for the link, @ProfTomMole…
7/21/2013 1:39:08 AM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: @iangadd @aarontpratt Mummernado. #IWontCantStop
#sharp13
7/21/2013 1:47:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: ONLY in Philly! @SHARPorg #sharp13 organizer David
McKnight joins the doo wop group!
7/21/2013 1:49:51 AM
iangadd: RT @RebeccaShores: 3 cheers for @sim1303-- organizer extraordinaire!!!
#sharp13 #madskillz
7/21/2013 1:50:21 AM
iangadd: RT @botasdezidane: Fantastic day at #sharp13; great panels, great
audiences, great digital projects. Best conference I've been to in quite …
7/21/2013 1:50:37 AM
HallRichard33: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality
printing, so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:50:38 AM
DevaniSingh: Mummers, doo-wop, and dazzling lightning; #sharp13 knows how to put
on a show!
7/21/2013 1:56:30 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first public
glimpse of the Book History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http:…
7/21/2013 1:56:40 AM
praymurray: Thanks @Nicosia_Marissa for your tip-Han Dynasty was yummy, but it did
mean we were so full we ended up staggering home... #SHARP13
7/21/2013 1:59:19 AM
WillNoel: RT @RebeccaShores: 3 cheers for @sim1303-- organizer extraordinaire!!!
#sharp13 #madskillz
7/21/2013 2:01:17 AM
JenServenti: Thank you for a great day at #sharp13. Looking forward to tomorrow's
events with sessions, a plenary and keynote (oh my!)
7/21/2013 2:01:34 AM
WillNoel: RT @melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13' via
@Textal iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i

7/21/2013 2:01:46 AM
JenServenti: #sharp13 attendees, I will be around all Sun; ping me if you'd like to
discuss NEH grant opps. Or email jserventi@neh.gov if you have ques.
7/21/2013 2:10:31 AM
botasdezidane: RT @ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first public
glimpse of the Book History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http:…
7/21/2013 2:13:07 AM
botasdezidane: RT @JenServenti: Thank you for a great day at #sharp13. Looking
forward to tomorrow's events with sessions, a plenary and keynote (oh my!)
7/21/2013 2:13:34 AM
iveronica_phan: Parfait: Livermore's _Historical Research_ pamphlet high quality
printing, so not as ephemeral as typical pamphlet. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:23:34 AM
botasdezidane: Strange part of #sharp13 tweets: plagiarizing of conference tweets by
robotweeters. Suppose someone has to give celebrity followers content.
7/21/2013 2:27:39 AM
botasdezidane: For example, all people who plagiarized @CherylSearch's original tweet.
How very odd the internet is! #sharp13 http://t.co/suaEJZB0yt
7/21/2013 2:35:04 AM
botasdezidane: Thank you @roaringgirle & @keenera for tweeting the "Metaphysics of
Empire" panel; cheers! #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:37:20 AM
iangadd: RT @melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13' via
@Textal iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i
7/21/2013 2:43:04 AM
SHARPorg: RT @melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13'
via @Textal iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i
7/21/2013 2:43:07 AM
iangadd: RT @textal: 11,000 words from #sharp13 visualised with @textal
http://t.co/Ojn2dyzeAU
7/21/2013 2:43:12 AM
SHARPorg: RT @textal: 11,000 words from #sharp13 visualised with @textal
http://t.co/Ojn2dyzeAU
7/21/2013 2:43:15 AM
iangadd: RT @keenera: One thing I'm really appreciating at #sharp13: no text-block
ppts. Aebel's slides have great images of engravings, portraits, …
7/21/2013 2:49:15 AM
sim1303: RT @botasdezidane: Fantastic day at #sharp13; great panels, great
audiences, great digital projects. Best conference I've been to in quite …
7/21/2013 3:21:10 AM
wynkenhimself: Oh, Philly, I love you and yet don't always miss you, RT @MitchFraas
Philly desserts at #sharp13 ! http://t.co/VgFy1FbtpF

7/21/2013 3:38:48 AM
kaappiah: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 attendees, I will be around all Sun; ping me if
you'd like to discuss NEH grant opps. Or email jserventi@neh.gov…
7/21/2013 3:43:16 AM
sim1303: i stand corrected! #sharp13's was Nth Not-Quite-Annual Digital Projects
Showcase. #oldwhoamoment http://t.co/Zp7gKwlzbJ
7/21/2013 3:53:43 AM
x_PatPat: Sameee Thing Next Week ? I Think soo #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:59:14 AM
sim1303: @iangadd dealing with my reputation here: DPS critique, retweets of banquet
feedback, catching up on life as i knew it before #sharp13.
7/21/2013 4:43:09 AM
sim1303: @iangadd *snortle* you need to RT that on #mbhsharp feed re uses and
abuses of social media at #SHARP13. and now, to bed.
7/21/2013 4:52:46 AM
melissa_mcafee: RT @juliapanko: Loved learning about the Book History BiblioGraph
today. #SHARP13http://t.co/QnOJqVJXTk (Thanks for the link, @ProfTomMole…
7/21/2013 4:56:26 AM
Kitt_Cattt: RT @x_PatPat: Sameee Thing Next Week ? I Think soo #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:59:35 AM
alvaroespa7: Semana inolvidable #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:03:43 AM
Nicosia_Marissa: #SHARP13 day-3 wraps over drinks at doobies. Thanks @bspalmieri
@heatherfro @MitchFraas @keenera @whitneytrettien !
7/21/2013 5:24:30 AM
superHH: @SHARPorg so helpful because twitter does not show me all the tweets.
#SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:55:18 AM
superHH: @SHARPorg apparently my last tweet sparked se twitter spam! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:15:49 AM
keenera: @aarontpratt MS throughout. fantastic artifact at JHU Special Collections, very
little written about it #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:44:09 AM
keenera: @StepKeen Library wood panels were actually moved from Lea's house in Phila
to UPenn #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:45:54 AM
CaseyBrienza: RT @aarontram: If manga can't save us, what will? @CaseyBrienza
#sharp13
7/21/2013 10:48:44 AM
alisonbav: Excellent conference dinner for #Sharp13 last night - so many interesting
people and v. generous atmosphere. As Arnie said 'I'll be back'

7/21/2013 10:56:43 AM
alisonbav: Made vg link last night with book historian researching self-publishing in 18th
century. Or rather, was introduced at #sharp13. Thanks
7/21/2013 10:59:41 AM
LesleyCookman: @alisonbav I'm intrigued, Alison. What is or was #sharp13?
7/21/2013 11:01:56 AM
CaseyBrienza: Many thanks to @aarontram and @praymurray for attending my talk on
US manga publishing yesterday! #sharp13
7/21/2013 11:02:10 AM
botasdezidane: Preparing to watch "Geographies of the Novel" on this final day of
SHARP 2013. Another day full of excellent panels! #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:27:19 PM
JenServenti: Good morning #sharp13. Now settling into the "Locating the Text"
session. A full house-- very impressive for a Sunday morning.
7/21/2013 12:29:33 PM
nickmimic: Getting ready for G-6 "Locating the Text" with @juliapanko , Fiona Black and
Alexander Starre #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:30:49 PM
nickmimic: Fiona Black recalls early suggestion at SHARP in Cambridge 16 years ago of
using GIS for book history. How far we have come! #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:35:09 PM
keenera: Fiona Black discussing the rising use of GIS among book historians. Her own
research benefits from assistance from grad students #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:35:33 PM
botasdezidane: First up is Vanda Anastácio with "Three Generations of Women
Readers". #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:36:14 PM
dolechner: Ah, #sharp13 is slowly coming back to life for a final day of conf. tweeting thanks everyone for your tweets! Much appreciated!
7/21/2013 12:36:33 PM
nickmimic: Black making good point about mapping & comparing other trades to book
trade #sharp13 // c.f. @iangadd on Stationers' Company & other guilds
7/21/2013 12:37:51 PM
keenera: "Free" labor of crowd sourcing will move GIS-related research projects
forward, says Black #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:38:32 PM
praymurray: Really glad for the tweeting from Fiona Black's session this morning,
having unintentionally lost track of time #SHARP13
7/21/2013 12:39:49 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Fiona Black (g-6 #sharp13): personal geographies and labor migration
are vital to the study of transnational print culture.
7/21/2013 12:40:43 PM

nickmimic: Black moving to the domestic environments of 19C Canadian book trade
labourers, and diffs of gender #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:44:35 PM
keenera: Black discussing the development of the private home in c19 Canada, using
photographs from period #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:45:01 PM
nickmimic: Really like - survival permitting - the notion of looking at membership lists in
trade union archives for book trade industries #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:46:15 PM
keenera: Book historians can and do learn from anthropologists, says Black #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:46:53 PM
botasdezidane: Anastácio: Convents as a conduit for education in eighteenth century
Lisbon. #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:47:21 PM
nickmimic: Black comparing visible geographies and topographies of Scotland and
Canada, across immigration communities #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:48:03 PM
nickmimic: Black: "need to consider the cultural distance between ship and shore"
#sharp13 // would work really well with Monotype machine shipping
7/21/2013 12:49:34 PM
amndw2: Last day of #sharp13. Looking at a slide of Ernest Shepard's endpaper map
for The Wind in the Willows, part of Elizabeth Frengel's talk.
7/21/2013 12:52:25 PM
keenera: We study personal geographies when we study print culture, says Black
#sharp13
7/21/2013 12:52:36 PM
nickmimic: Now @juliapanko on "The Book and Beyond: The Geographies of the Novel"
and genre #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:53:30 PM
Anne_withanE: Frengel: Compass for 100 Aker Wood spells POOH instead of NSEW,
envelops reader in world of [Winnie the] Pooh #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:55:00 PM
keenera: @juliapanko examining 3 recent novels that comment upon the nature of print
publication and its peculiarities #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:55:22 PM
phjartar: Fiona Black using concept of 'personal geographies' to study transnational
lives of print & allied workers. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 12:55:56 PM
keenera: We can think of "print novel" as a kind of set category, says @juliapanko.
#sharp13
7/21/2013 12:56:46 PM
nickmimic: @juliapanko talking about conceptual sharks in Steven Hall's THE RAW
SHARK TEXTS #SHARKNADO #ItsAllHappeningPeople #sharp13

7/21/2013 12:57:38 PM
botasdezidane: Anastácio: Displaying a chart of books on the library of Leonor Benedita
that is quite fascinating! #sharp13
7/21/2013 12:58:53 PM
nickmimic: @juliapanko: Gretchen Hendersen's GALERIE DE DIFFORMITÉ encourages
reader to deform, cut up, compost the book #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:00:48 PM
Anne_withanE: Moody: Trollope's maps = method for writing, expressing hierarchies,
and evoking Ireland in England's consciousness #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:01:21 PM
keenera: 'Galerie de Difformite' by Gretchen Henderson invites readers to deform the
print codex of the novel. Hands-on deformative readings #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:02:49 PM
amndw2: Note to self (thanks to Ellen Moody's talk on Trollope walks and mapping):
read Trollope. Any recommendations where to start? #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:02:50 PM
botasdezidane: Next up, Márcia Abreu with "Connected by Fiction: The Presence of
European Novel in Brazil". #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:04:58 PM
keenera: @juliapanko: book art developed by the placement of QR codes in print novels
#sharp13
7/21/2013 1:08:47 PM
nickmimic: @juliapanko: We need to consider medium-specific args (c.f. Hayles) AND
contextualize them within larger media ecology #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:09:22 PM
nickmimic: Great concluding suggestion by @juliapanko to apply Jonathan Sterne's
format theory to the book, bridging methods & disciplines #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:10:55 PM
nickmimic: Alexander Starre on "Relocating Post-Digital Print Culture: Embodied
Literature, Metamedia, & the Paratextual Aesthetics of Place” #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:12:30 PM
keenera: Mind exploding again about the vast number of things "format" can mean
#sharp13
7/21/2013 1:13:01 PM
nickpublisher: RT @textal: 11,000 words from #sharp13 visualised with @textal
http://t.co/Ojn2dyzeAU
7/21/2013 1:13:04 PM
botasdezidane: Abreu: Discussing the data and methodological issues with studying the
history of books and reading in nineteenth century Brazil. #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:13:57 PM
nickmimic: Starre: digital texts and e-readers push reality effect outwards to the reader
#sharp13

7/21/2013 1:14:29 PM
keenera: Alexander Starre suggests that print culture is seeing a development into a
subculture #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:14:54 PM
dolechner: RT @keenera: Mind exploding again about the vast number of things
"format" can mean #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:15:22 PM
mariecfelton: happy to be at SHARP for one last full day. 1st paper this morning
showed a great ex. Of an exeptional "international" reader #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:15:55 PM
nickmimic: Starre using Niklas Luhmann's systems theory work #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:17:09 PM
CorinnaNoRue: G-6: Alexander Starre literature as metamedium; AS draws on
Luhmann's theory of social communication, understanding lit as comm. #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:17:17 PM
keenera: Starre discriminates between the metafictions of postmodern writing &
metamedia of more recent novels #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:17:27 PM
dolechner: RT @nickmimic: Starre: digital texts and e-readers push reality effect
outwards to the reader #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:17:40 PM
CorinnaNoRue: g-6 looking forward to hearing what AS has to say about Judith
Schalansky's fascinating book "Atlas of Remote Islands" #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:19:21 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp13 here's some more info on the book: http://t.co/Ydsb6JMg2f
7/21/2013 1:20:52 PM
nickmimic: Starre: using maps as cognitive training, a working out of subjectivity
#sharp13
7/21/2013 1:21:29 PM
amndw2: Iain Stevenson relating the bizarre story of Gregor McGregor, who made up a
Central American country as part of an elaborate scam. #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:25:11 PM
CorinnaNoRue: g-6: Schalansky has declared that she is on a quest to make the perfect
book, but she knows it is impossible #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:26:15 PM
nickmimic: Starre's discussion of the digital representation of metal type imperfections
in Judith Schalansky's ATLAS is fascinating #sharp13 #TypeNerd
7/21/2013 1:27:39 PM
CorinnaNoRue: "Ich lebe unter dem Zwang, das perfekte Buch zu machen, aber das
gibt es natürlich nie". (Schalansky) http://t.co/iowcUddpSu #sharp13 g-6
7/21/2013 1:27:58 PM
vonjobi: I knew I was going to be late, but pleasantly surprised that I made it to paper
on book trade in Rio de Janeiro, 1843-1851 #SHARP13

7/21/2013 1:29:33 PM
nickmimic: Starre talking about Visual Editions #sharp13 // love their TRISTRAM
SHANDY edition
7/21/2013 1:31:25 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp13 g-6 Alexander Starre on "paratextual places" and fascinating
examples of the book as a designer object - a unique publ strategy?
7/21/2013 1:31:30 PM
phjartar: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharp13 g-6 Alexander Starre on "paratextual places"
and fascinating examples of the book as a designer object - a uniqu…
7/21/2013 1:32:33 PM
nickmimic: Visual Editions next release WHERE WE ARE is a book of maps, perfect for
#sharp13 http://t.co/shCk05cLcG
7/21/2013 1:32:56 PM
wynkenhimself: @amndw2 I loved the Palliser series--start with the first one, Can You
Forgive Her? #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:36:42 PM
botasdezidane: Douglas McElrath related this morning over coffee that U of Maryland
has 10000 uncatalogued French Revolution pamphlets. #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:38:28 PM
keenera: Starre & @juliapanko in Q&A session on contemporary literary publishing and
writers' access to Photoshop, digital tools. #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:46:02 PM
nickmimic: Starre makes a great point in Q&A about con/dis-junction of digital
information networks and printing/production networks #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:46:49 PM
amndw2: Talking about maps in books, & publishers capitalizing on authors' reputations
by promoting literary tourism, in q&a for #sharp13 panel G3.
7/21/2013 1:49:54 PM
nickmimic: Some of this 20C/21C convo reminds of what happened after Johanna
Skibsrud won the Giller for THE SENTIMENTALISTS #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:51:59 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle asks an early modern-inflected question on the design
convention & readers of books hailing the functions of print #sharp13
7/21/2013 1:54:05 PM
samartha: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharp13 g-6 Alexander Starre on "paratextual places"
and fascinating examples of the book as a designer object - a uniqu…
7/21/2013 1:56:54 PM
samartha: RT @melissaterras: I've shared a wordcloud called 'Tweets from #sharp13'
via @Textal iPhone App http://t.co/zbt7Mooa4i
7/21/2013 1:58:34 PM
samartha: RT @ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first public
glimpse of the Book History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http:…

7/21/2013 1:59:12 PM
samartha: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 archive is available here:
http://t.co/JVkWRWjOZ1
7/21/2013 1:59:37 PM
roaringgirle: @nickmimic @keenera // +that's why i find @juliapanko's work on the
novel so on point. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:00:20 PM
YoungStationers: RT @ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first
public glimpse of the Book History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http:…
7/21/2013 2:00:56 PM
dolechner: @CorinnaNoRue Yup, will try. Regret not being at #sharp13 - but enjoy to
alternate btw playing the piano & reading tweets :-)
7/21/2013 2:13:31 PM
praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of Darnton's
communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http://t.co/NoCWovRFq4
7/21/2013 2:15:27 PM
JenServenti: Looking forward to #sharp13 plenary by Ian Gregory, "Towards Spatial
Humanities: Using GIS to map and analyse the geographies within texts"
7/21/2013 2:30:15 PM
iangadd: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of Darnton's
communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 2:30:42 PM
iangadd: RT @JenServenti: Looking forward to #sharp13 plenary by Ian Gregory,
"Towards Spatial Humanities: Using GIS to map and analyse the geograph…
7/21/2013 2:32:26 PM
jburnford: RT @JenServenti: Looking forward to #sharp13 plenary by Ian Gregory,
"Towards Spatial Humanities: Using GIS to map and analyse the geograph…
7/21/2013 2:32:35 PM
whitneytrettien: Really regretting having to miss this! @JenServenti: #sharp13 plenary
by Ian Gregory, "Towards Spatial Humanities"
7/21/2013 2:32:57 PM
dolechner: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of
Darnton's communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 2:33:22 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Ian Gregory contributed to NEH-funded vol, The Spatial
HumanitiesGIS & the Future of Humanities Scholarship http://t.co/yEG8G3ALEN
7/21/2013 2:33:33 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Ian Gregory contributed to NEH-funded
vol, The Spatial HumanitiesGIS & the Future of Humanities Scholarship http…
7/21/2013 2:34:09 PM
botasdezidane: Time for Ian Gregory's plenary, "Towards Spatial Humanities." Gregory
is one of my favorites and a GIS humanities innovator. #sharp13

7/21/2013 2:34:30 PM
phjartar: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Ian Gregory contributed to NEH-funded vol, The
Spatial HumanitiesGIS & the Future of Humanities Scholarship http…
7/21/2013 2:36:49 PM
JenServenti: @whitneytrettien For next conf, if $ is available, @SHARPorg might
consider streaming keynotes & plenaries. Such great speakers. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:36:57 PM
nickmimic: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of
Darnton's communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 2:38:19 PM
wynkenhimself: Oooooh RT @nickmimic Visual Editions next release WHERE WE ARE is
a book of maps, perfect for #sharp13 http://t.co/U2yka4dp2t
7/21/2013 2:38:26 PM
iangadd: RT @wynkenhimself: Oooooh RT @nickmimic Visual Editions next release
WHERE WE ARE is a book of maps, perfect for #sharp13 http://t.co/U2yka…
7/21/2013 2:38:35 PM
whitneytrettien: Poaching SWAG rare book catalogues for office art. #sharp13
http://t.co/TBYvMLBqCk
7/21/2013 2:40:19 PM
CherylSearch: Big applause for the student workers and all who organized -- especially
Simran--#sharp13
7/21/2013 2:41:01 PM
amndw2: Now at Ian Gregory's keynote on GIS and spatial humanities. Excited despite
last-day-of-conference fatigue. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:41:26 PM
lesliehowsam: At keynote, David McKnight thanks the wonderful student volunteers!
#SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:41:44 PM
keenera: Acknowledgements note on title page of Ian Gregory's ppt shows clearly the
collaborative dimension of this talk. YES. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:42:55 PM
phjartar: Ian Gregory about to present 'Towards Spatial Humanities: Using GIS to map
& analyse the geographies with texts' #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:42:57 PM
CherylSearch: SHARP Member-at-Large Bertrum MacDonald introducing Ian Gregory,
pioneer applying innovative GIS methods to historical research #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:43:49 PM
wynkenhimself: Final keynote! Looking fwd to Ian Gregory, "Towards Spatial
Humanities: Using GIS to map & analyse the geographies within texts" #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:43:53 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp13 AGM to follow at 12: free lunch, announcements of book, grad
essay & twitter prizes, details of future confs & official business!

7/21/2013 2:44:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @phjartar: Ian Gregory about to present 'Towards Spatial
Humanities: Using GIS to map & analyse the geographies with texts' #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:44:40 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 AGM to follow at 12: free lunch,
announcements of book, grad essay & twitter prizes, details of future confs & offic…
7/21/2013 2:44:51 PM
iangadd: RT @keenera: Acknowledgements note on title page of Ian Gregory's ppt
shows clearly the collaborative dimension of this talk. YES. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:44:52 PM
RebeccaShores: Not even a dry cleaning snafu could keep me from Gregory's keynote.
#alwayspackseparates #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:45:27 PM
deantiquate: RT @JenServenti: Looking forward to #sharp13 plenary by Ian Gregory,
"Towards Spatial Humanities: Using GIS to map and analyse the geograph…
7/21/2013 2:46:03 PM
wynkenhimself: Ian Gregory has 50 publications in print over the last decade?! both
"wow" and "eek" to that. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:46:26 PM
praymurray: Super-pleased that Ian G is keynoting-attended his delightful #GIS class
this yr @DHInstitute on @SHARPorg scholarship #SHARP13 ...
7/21/2013 2:46:32 PM
raulpacheco: RT @JenServenti: Looking forward to #sharp13 plenary by Ian Gregory,
"Towards Spatial Humanities: Using GIS to map and analyse the geograph…
7/21/2013 2:46:58 PM
praymurray: ...decision to attend @DHInstitute inspired by Black & McDonald's work. I
love it when my intellectual worlds colide. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:47:29 PM
wynkenhimself: Gregory's title slide includes lots of acknowledgements--nice testament
to importance of collaborators, right up front. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:47:36 PM
vonjobi: Book history isn't just abt print. Keynote: "Towards Spatial Humanities: Using
GIS to Map and Analyze the Geographies within Texts" #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:48:33 PM
nickmimic: Wonder how many #sharp13 attendees are alums of an Ian GIS course.
Probably a goodly number. Enabling the next generation.
7/21/2013 2:48:44 PM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: Wonder how many #sharp13 attendees are alums of an Ian
GIS course. Probably a goodly number. Enabling the next generation.
7/21/2013 2:48:54 PM
lesliehowsam: Bertrum introduces Ian Gregory and @nzsydney who will respond to him
on "spatial humanities" #SHARP13

7/21/2013 2:49:03 PM
RebeccaShores: Each day struck by congeniality and humor of #sharp13 intros. Ppl
seem to really know, and really *like* each other here.
7/21/2013 2:49:36 PM
CKamposiori: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Ian Gregory contributed to NEH-funded vol,
The Spatial HumanitiesGIS & the Future of Humanities Scholarship http…
7/21/2013 2:49:37 PM
iangadd: RT @RebeccaShores: Each day struck by congeniality and humor of #sharp13
intros. Ppl seem to really know, and really *like* each other here.
7/21/2013 2:49:55 PM
vonjobi: RT @RebeccaShores: Each day struck by congeniality and humor of #sharp13
intros. Ppl seem to really know, and really *like* each other here.
7/21/2013 2:50:24 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Be there or be square! RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 AGM at 12: free
lunch, announcements of prizes, details of future confs & official business!
7/21/2013 2:50:37 PM
helensonner: RT @RebeccaShores: Each day struck by congeniality and humor of
#sharp13 intros. Ppl seem to really know, and really *like* each other here.
7/21/2013 2:50:58 PM
CherylSearch: Gregory; data used to be tables of numbers, happily ignored by
humanists (big laughter) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:52:07 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @lesliehowsam: Bertrum introduces Ian Gregory and @nzsydney
who will respond to him on "spatial humanities" #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:52:25 PM
vonjobi: Ian Gregory (quoting Risen and Lichtblau): "Amount of data will double every
two years between now and 2020." #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:52:26 PM
keenera: Gregory: 90% of data was created in the last 2 yrs. Amt of data will double
before 2020, causing problems for the humanities. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:52:28 PM
iangadd: RT @CherylSearch: Gregory; data used to be tables of numbers, happily
ignored by humanists (big laughter) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:52:36 PM
CherylSearch: Gregory: "Modern data" now more like 2 million pages of newspaper
text, as one example. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:52:57 PM
aarontpratt: @wynkenhimself That is terrifying. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:53:27 PM
wynkenhimself: Gregory: data used to be tables of numbers--easy for quantitative
folks to use and for qualitative interests to ignore (we laughed) #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:53:30 PM

praymurray: IG: Big data's challenge to #dh (IG's northern sense of humour already in
evidence!) vast (OCR-ed & other) digitisation of content #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:53:42 PM
aarontpratt: @keenera Causing problems for everyone, really. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:54:05 PM
wynkenhimself: But now, says Gregory, what is data is hugely different--books,
newspaper articles, social networks, etc. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:54:07 PM
amndw2: Gregory: previously, data were numbers to be crunched. Now, increasingly,
data are texts, images, born-digital materials. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:54:08 PM
vonjobi: RT @CherylSearch: Gregory; data used to be tables of numbers, happily
ignored by humanists (big laughter) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:55:33 PM
praymurray: IG: knowing all this data is out there breeds anxiety abt reseach choices,
so we need tools-corpus linguistics might be a solution #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:56:50 PM
nickmimic: Gregory tracing a media genealogy of data and how various disciplines have
engaged with it. Captivating. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:57:08 PM
sim1303: RT @whitneytrettien: Poaching SWAG rare book catalogues for office art.
#sharp13 http://t.co/TBYvMLBqCk
7/21/2013 2:58:05 PM
CherylSearch: Gregory: "complete accountability" = account in yr analysis for each
used search term--rather than close reading of few texts #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:58:30 PM
RebeccaShores: Gregory on increased interest in born-digital material. Also, close AND
distant reading key. #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:58:31 PM
praymurray: IG: Making use of space w/in hum. research processes-how do we use GIS
to analyse large volumes of textual data? #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:58:33 PM
keenera: Gregory: distant/macro reading needs to work in parallel with close reading.
YES #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:59:06 PM
helensonner: Ian Gregory keynote on GIS as tool for navigating gap between close
reading& macroreading. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:59:09 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @nickmimic: Gregory tracing a media genealogy of data and how
various disciplines have engaged with it. Captivating. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:59:21 PM
vonjobi: Ian Gregory: Can we create a GIS of literature? #SHARP13

7/21/2013 2:59:26 PM
sim1303: RT @RebeccaShores: Not even a dry cleaning snafu could keep me from
Gregory's keynote. #alwayspackseparates #sharp13
7/21/2013 2:59:27 PM
sim1303: RT @lesliehowsam: At keynote, David McKnight thanks the wonderful student
volunteers! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 2:59:34 PM
juliapanko: @nickmimic I will try to include shark-based lit in all future conference
presentations. #sharp13 #SHARKNADO
7/21/2013 3:00:16 PM
sim1303: @JenServenti @whitneytrettien @SHARPorg occurred to us too late. i.e.
yesterday :-P silly, since i streamed my diss defense. DUH. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:00:18 PM
amndw2: Gregory: Mapping the Lakes project (http://t.co/5No0oeR2ue) originally an
attempt to "create a GIS of texts." #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:00:51 PM
nickmimic: @juliapanko Hahah. I will try to attend all conference presentations that
include shark-based lit. #sharp13 #SHARKNADO
7/21/2013 3:01:28 PM
praymurray: (Wondrous picturesque #dh project: http://t.co/Oqi8aGNowB #SHARP13 )
7/21/2013 3:01:53 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: Black making good point about mapping & comparing other
trades to book trade #sharp13 // c.f. @iangadd on Stationers' Compan…
7/21/2013 3:02:08 PM
MitchFraas: RT @amndw2: Gregory: Mapping the Lakes project
(http://t.co/5No0oeR2ue) originally an attempt to "create a GIS of texts." #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:02:13 PM
sim1303: RT @alisonbav: Excellent conference dinner for #Sharp13 last night - so many
interesting people and v. generous atmosphere. As Arnie said '…
7/21/2013 3:02:40 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @amndw2: Gregory: Mapping the Lakes project
(http://t.co/5No0oeR2ue) originally an attempt to "create a GIS of texts." #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:03:33 PM
RebeccaShores: Can we map literature w GIS? What will it offer to literary studies? Yes
and much. Steps: encode XML, convert GIS. Seems so easy... #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:03:38 PM
amndw2: Maps + GIS + Romanticism + Lake District = a project after my own heart!
#sharp13
7/21/2013 3:03:46 PM
juliapanko: Thanks to all those who attended our panel this morning-great Qs and
productive conversation. Appreciate your ideas and feedback! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:04:05 PM

praymurray: IG: does pointmapping actually further our understanding? Density
smoothing conveys impressions & information more elegantly #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:04:22 PM
sim1303: IG's colleague asked him, "Can we do a GIS of literature?" IG: "I'd just
started this job, so I said 'yes'!" #familiarproblems #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:04:35 PM
phjartar: RT @amndw2: Gregory: Mapping the Lakes project (http://t.co/5No0oeR2ue)
originally an attempt to "create a GIS of texts." #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:04:36 PM
keenera: Gregory: techniques from crime mapping & disease mapping can help us
better visualize Coleridge's & Gray's Lake District walks #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:04:57 PM
helensonner: Gregory: great behind the curtain view of his XML & GIS tools for
analyzing Gray & Coleridge Lake District writing. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:05:35 PM
CherylSearch: Gregory: Smoothed density depiction probably more informative than
point mapping of travelogs of the Lake District #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:06:03 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of
Darnton's communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 3:06:24 PM
praymurray: IG's approach enhances our literary encounters in 3D, situating embodied
encounters that act as spurs for inspiration #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:06:25 PM
RebeccaShores: Gregory: Point maps not as helpful; abstracted pattern maps better.
#sharp13. Maps by place and mood (!!!)
7/21/2013 3:06:27 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @juliapanko It was a fantastic panel! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:06:31 PM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 AGM to follow at 12: free lunch,
announcements of book, grad essay & twitter prizes, details of future confs & offic…
7/21/2013 3:07:50 PM
praymurray: IG: strength of GIS>integrating data-case in pt. Coleridge vs Gray's
mountain climbing skillz #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:08:33 PM
juliapanko: Fascinating: Ian Gregory on assigning number scale to affective responses
to landscape on #LakeDistrict tours #Gray #Coleridge #GIS #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:09:31 PM
praymurray: IG: enriching data by integration-pulling in tagged photos from Flickr; use
open API s to find keywords/geotags #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:09:45 PM
amndw2: Gregory's team mapped emotional responses to the Lake District, height of
places visited. Then added Flickr photos. SO COOL. #sharp13

7/21/2013 3:10:28 PM
nickmimic: What is the difference between printed tour accounts (Coleridge, Gray) and
geo-tagging (21C tourists) as data sources? #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:10:47 PM
RebeccaShores: Whoa. Gregory's chart of a map of a spreadsheet of texts. #sharp13
http://t.co/5yDnJZlJf7
7/21/2013 3:10:51 PM
rogerwhitson: RT @amndw2: Maps + GIS + Romanticism + Lake District = a project
after my own heart! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:11:21 PM
amndw2: Contemporary Lake District tourist photos: lots of places you can see w/o
getting out of your car. (Lazy bums.) #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:12:47 PM
praymurray: IG: how do we place the text on/in the map, to fruitfully facilitate our close
readings? Maps highlight proximity, (local) context #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:13:03 PM
DerekJohnBryant: RT @amndw2: Gregory: Mapping the Lakes project
(http://t.co/5No0oeR2ue) originally an attempt to "create a GIS of texts." #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:13:04 PM
keenera: Gregory shows "Close reading with Internet mapping." A way to not "chuck out
the text" while doing GIS work #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:13:05 PM
vonjobi: example of GIS of literature: http://t.co/LrNFdqmoXg #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:13:46 PM
iangadd: RT @vonjobi: example of GIS of literature: http://t.co/LrNFdqmoXg #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:14:31 PM
phjartar: Ian Gregory discussing 'close reading' with Internet mapping. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:15:09 PM
CherylSearch: Gregory: "map-based reading" allows you to click on locations and read
about them in the text rather than reading from page 1 on #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:15:22 PM
mscecire: RT @rogerwhitson: RT @amndw2: Maps + GIS + Romanticism + Lake District
= a project after my own heart! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:15:48 PM
CherylSearch: GIS seems to have revitalized the use of gazetteers, a reference tool we
touch on in LIS information-resources courses #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:17:14 PM
botasdezidane: Gregory's techniques for grappling with large amounts of data (GIS,
corpus linguistics) are fascinating and intriguing. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:17:22 PM
praymurray: IG: next http://t.co/0ovE3XGXty - using Claire Grover's geo-parsing
techniques to ask where is the corpus talking abt #SHARP13

7/21/2013 3:18:15 PM
praymurray: IG: ...then use thematic approach as a lens to read this data #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:18:55 PM
keenera: I know very little about GIS so it's helpful, but finding it interesting that
Gregory's ppt is among the most text-y I've seen at #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:18:56 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Looking forward to following Ian Gregory's new proj on corpus
ling & GIS using British Hist Population Repts http://t.co/3iENeZV4uy
7/21/2013 3:19:29 PM
ClaireSquires: @sim1303 @triproftri Archive of past @SHARPorg conferences is at
http://t.co/6wdEaz7LfG in the #sharp2008 pg http://t.co/M92dMBWOzL #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:20:11 PM
praymurray: IG: "the map doesn't answer questions at all--instead it *poses*
questions" (the reason I love GIS) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:20:51 PM
CherylSearch: Gregory: mapped data tends to pose questions rather than answer them,
so then move from GIS to computational linguistics methods #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:21:15 PM
botasdezidane: Gregory: Maps pose questions about the data rather than answer
them; as such, GIS as a tool of analysis. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:21:25 PM
phjartar: Gregory on scaling up using Histpop data. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:21:36 PM
moxiekat: Gregory's close reading with internet mapping an exciting means of adding a
dose of empiricism to humanities. #sharp13 #labcoatsforlit
7/21/2013 3:22:18 PM
roaringgirle: ian gregory: corpus linguistics doesn't answer questions but rather poses
questions about corpus // paging @wellsheisnt // #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:22:49 PM
praymurray: RT @moxiekat: Gregory's close reading with internet mapping an exciting
means of adding a dose of empiricism to humanities. #sharp13 #labco…
7/21/2013 3:22:49 PM
vonjobi: RT @praymurray: IG: "the map doesn't answer questions at all--instead it
*poses* questions" (the reason I love GIS) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:23:25 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of
Darnton's communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 3:23:42 PM
praymurray: IG: corpus linguistics built on the foundation of GIS highlights themes &
provocations of data #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:25:21 PM
nickmimic: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Looking forward to following Ian Gregory's new
proj on corpus ling & GIS using British Hist Population Repts http…

7/21/2013 3:26:35 PM
botasdezidane: Gregory's project using GIS to study history of disease and illness in
19th cen. England using gov. report data, @SonicWoytonik . #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:28:18 PM
botasdezidane: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Looking forward to following Ian Gregory's
new proj on corpus ling & GIS using British Hist Population Repts http…
7/21/2013 3:28:27 PM
keenera: Quantitative linguistics work by Gregory & co. hails not only literature, but also
geography & public health #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:28:54 PM
praymurray: IG: collocations-matching place-names to frequently used word from the
corpus #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:29:54 PM
amndw2: Gregory: using Histpop data (http://t.co/CTFGiru04c), corpus linguistics, stats
& GIS to map place mentions, diseases, water supply #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:31:08 PM
praymurray: Possible application of mapping of disease: correlation to mental health, &
how that influences the writing of txts #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:31:11 PM
AhokasMinna: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Be there or be square! RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13
AGM at 12: free lunch, announcements of prizes, details of future confs & o…
7/21/2013 3:31:32 PM
MrSidetable: IG: GIS and computational linguistics shows that in late C19 Register
General in UK, London=cholera & dysentery. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:33:04 PM
sim1303: RT @moxiekat: Gregory's close reading with internet mapping an exciting
means of adding a dose of empiricism to humanities. #sharp13 #labco…
7/21/2013 3:34:05 PM
sim1303: RT @praymurray: IG: "the map doesn't answer questions at all--instead it
*poses* questions" (the reason I love GIS) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:34:19 PM
AhokasMinna: #sharp13 Plenary by Ian G: Data used to be tables of numbers, happily
ignored by humanists - laughter!
7/21/2013 3:34:40 PM
botasdezidane: I like the collocation analysis that Gregory is using here; word use
percentages are quite helpful. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:35:44 PM
CitizenWald: ditto for conferences #SHARP13 via @Bronson_Alcott:That is a good book
which is opened with expectation, and closed with delight and profit
7/21/2013 3:35:58 PM
seancostigan: RT @MrSidetable: IG: GIS and computational linguistics shows that in
late C19 Register General in UK, London=cholera & dysentery. #SHARP13

7/21/2013 3:36:41 PM
praymurray: The brutality of disease revealed by IG's research can help to create
empathy for our subjects of study when undertaking research #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:36:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: IG: "the map doesn't answer questions at all--instead
it *poses* questions" (the reason I love GIS) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:37:48 PM
sim1303: RT @CitizenWald: ditto for conferences #SHARP13 via @Bronson_Alcott:That
is a good book which is opened with expectation, and closed with d…
7/21/2013 3:37:52 PM
praymurray: IG: challenge posed to the hums. is to mesh all of these explications of
data accurately so as to not bias our approach #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:39:32 PM
vonjobi: ...aims to create a step-change in the way that place, space and geography are
explored in the humanities. http://t.co/frJfIG2nPY #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:42:07 PM
ka_weaver: GIS is primarily VISUALIZATION of information New approach, still not
necessarily accurate data #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:42:30 PM
botasdezidane: Just looked over the room for Gregory's talk; fantastic crowd for a
Sunday morning. #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:42:32 PM
praymurray: Sydney: "how do we construct the experience of lived space?" "how do we
map the embedded/embodied politics of the corpus?" #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:46:09 PM
praymurray: SS: Where do we locate time in our investigations? "What is the past?"
#SHARP13 Knowledge of the past is cartographic
7/21/2013 3:47:41 PM
praymurray: http://t.co/hgxYABYtKT an app that helps explore space-time #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:49:02 PM
RebeccaShores: Sydney: place AND time. Yes, indeed! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:49:17 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 You might be interested in wonderful "Spatial Humanties"
resources hosted at UVA (from NEH institute) http://t.co/yFDocZn0j1
7/21/2013 3:50:40 PM
botasdezidane: That was perhaps the best response to a paper I've heard in some time
by Sydney Shep. Bravo! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:51:12 PM
keenera: Question 2 to Gregory about project funding, a crucial matter #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:51:30 PM
botasdezidane: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 You might be interested in wonderful
"Spatial Humanties" resources hosted at UVA (from NEH institute) http://t.co…

7/21/2013 3:51:53 PM
iangadd: RT @botasdezidane: That was perhaps the best response to a paper I've heard
in some time by Sydney Shep. Bravo! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:52:12 PM
ClaireSquires: Full article on digital publishing comms circuit w/ @praymurray due out
in Book 2.0 later in 2013 http://t.co/ZHB3HZAPC3 #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:52:38 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 You might be interested in wonderful
"Spatial Humanties" resources hosted at UVA (from NEH institute) http://t.co…
7/21/2013 3:52:52 PM
iangadd: RT @praymurray: http://t.co/hgxYABYtKT an app that helps explore spacetime #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:53:08 PM
MrSidetable: I. Gregory: key thing $ does for DH projects is making true
interdisciplinary work possible (faculty time from >2 departments) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 3:53:19 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Interested in spatial and temporal issues? Check out Neatline
(to be used with Omeka) http://t.co/VewKychR62
7/21/2013 3:54:04 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Interested in spatial and temporal
issues? Check out Neatline (to be used with Omeka) http://t.co/VewKychR62
7/21/2013 3:56:47 PM
praymurray: RT @botasdezidane: That was perhaps the best response to a paper I've
heard in some time by Sydney Shep. Bravo! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:56:56 PM
nickmimic: Digital models of Joyce's Dublin, 3D dig model of Abbey Theatre, classics
projects on Rome all deal with smaller scale #sharp13 [+]
7/21/2013 3:57:49 PM
sim1303: RT @botasdezidane: That was perhaps the best response to a paper I've
heard in some time by Sydney Shep. Bravo! #sharp13
7/21/2013 3:58:22 PM
RebeccaShores: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 You might be interested in wonderful
"Spatial Humanties" resources hosted at UVA (from NEH institute) http://t.co…
7/21/2013 3:58:42 PM
nickmimic: Though I have always wanted someone to do a digital 3D map of Henri-Jean
Martin chapter on Paris bookshop in LE LIVRE FRANÇAIS #sharp13
7/21/2013 4:00:24 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Examples of how Neatline may be used include ones that may
be of interest to the SHARP community http://t.co/Fsw2i4o3Z0
7/21/2013 4:02:50 PM
ka_weaver: #sharp13 Sharing #GIS #Lancelot-Graal Project Dr Alison Stones
http://t.co/bxMiPbApfA

7/21/2013 4:04:47 PM
keenera: Gregory: a tension is desirable between computational work and close reading
#sharp13
7/21/2013 4:04:57 PM
praymurray: IG: set up a tension between abstract distant reading & close reading (if
we leave it to compsci folk they'll do a terrible job!) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:05:13 PM
hleman: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Examples of how Neatline may be used include
ones that may be of interest to the SHARP community http://t.co/Fsw2…
7/21/2013 4:06:34 PM
EarlyNovelsDB: RT @peasandpoetry: #sharp13 @EarlyNovelsDB & @rbuurma
showcasing their work & their new interface http://t.co/mvgb8paMry
7/21/2013 4:07:12 PM
TimHitchcock: RT @praymurray: IG: "the map doesn't answer questions at all--instead
it *poses* questions" (the reason I love GIS) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:17:14 PM
Bronson_Alcott: RT @CitizenWald: ditto for conferences #SHARP13 via
@Bronson_Alcott:That is a good book which is opened with expectation, and closed with
d…
7/21/2013 4:23:44 PM
heatherfro: Also, I think I want to live in @whitneytrettien's brain. My #sharp13
takeover was clearly a success
7/21/2013 4:32:57 PM
ClaireSquires: Will be attending #SHARP13 via Twitter. Tho it's a lovely sunny Ljubljana
evening so may wander off outside @sharporg #limitedattentionspan
7/21/2013 4:33:34 PM
nickmimic: #sharp13 AGM meeting opened by @lesliehowsam and now a recap about
the new SHARP board
7/21/2013 4:38:30 PM
diligentcandy: RT @praymurray: SS: Where do we locate time in our investigations?
"What is the past?" #SHARP13 Knowledge of the past is cartographic
7/21/2013 4:40:39 PM
praymurray: List of #SHARP13 elected officers just announced--taking over in a few
minutes! Some new faces on the board-welcome!
7/21/2013 4:41:18 PM
RebeccaShores: Research tools on SHARP's website #sharp13 @SHARPorg
http://t.co/g6zgF4LsMC
7/21/2013 4:44:16 PM
praymurray: Book History Essay Prize: Glasnost Noir, an essay on the reception of
James Hadley Chase in Russia, Birgitte Pristed Beck #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:45:07 PM
CorinnaNoRue: WOOTWOOT! Book History and Print Culture Network associated scholar
Birgitte Beck Pristed received the 2013 "Book History Prize"! #SHARP13

7/21/2013 4:45:34 PM
praymurray: Next up, DeLong SHARP Book History Prize, presented by Dan Traister: 60
bk shortlist (great sign of good health of BH!) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:47:03 PM
SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading the World: Encyclopedic
Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.co/5jwru3PZLN
7/21/2013 4:49:23 PM
praymurray: @ClaireSquires & @mariclairewhite commended for their efforts on the
DeLong Prize-for the 1st time, 2 highly commended #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:49:32 PM
praymurray: RT @SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading the
World: Encyclopedic Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t…
7/21/2013 4:49:36 PM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading the
World: Encyclopedic Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t…
7/21/2013 4:49:48 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading the
World: Encyclopedic Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t…
7/21/2013 4:49:48 PM
nickmimic: Daniel Traister giving thanks to @ClaireSquires for dealing with a prize
committee that was inundated by too much that was too good #sharp13
7/21/2013 4:49:52 PM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading the
World: Encyclopedic Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t…
7/21/2013 4:50:11 PM
SHARPorg: Highly commended: Sachiko Kusukawa, /Picturing the Book of Nature/ (U of
Chicago Press) http://t.co/c4T2mitzxy #bookprize #sharp13
7/21/2013 4:50:45 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading the
World: Encyclopedic Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t…
7/21/2013 4:51:08 PM
praymurray: Franklin Brown commended on her strikingly good writing that engages
readers on what can be an esoteric & difficult subject #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:51:25 PM
SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book Production in Early
Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.co/POd2PaYaUc
7/21/2013 4:52:36 PM
praymurray: Kusukawa's work, a scholarly argument for literally 'reading pictures'-casting a lucid light on the interplay between image & text #sharp13
7/21/2013 4:52:45 PM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…

7/21/2013 4:52:48 PM
EHChalus: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:52:53 PM
praymurray: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:52:56 PM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:53:03 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:53:05 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:53:09 PM
wynkenhimself: Hey, @conversiontales won the DeLong prize for Grossly Material
Things! Huge congrats! It's a great, important book. #sharp13
7/21/2013 4:53:29 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:54:23 PM
praymurray: Smith skilfully demonstrates how masculinized print culture shd be
subverted by the role played by women in early print culture #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:54:38 PM
digihistorian: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Examples of how Neatline may be used
include ones that may be of interest to the SHARP community http://t.co/Fsw2…
7/21/2013 4:56:00 PM
wynkenhimself: The #sharp13 book prizes a real testament to the rich work being
done in medieval & early modern book history.
7/21/2013 4:56:07 PM
praymurray: Next up, @iangadd to award the Twitter prize! #SHARP13 #meta
7/21/2013 4:56:16 PM
praymurray: RT @wynkenhimself: The #sharp13 book prizes a real testament to the
rich work being done in medieval & early modern book history.
7/21/2013 4:56:22 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 4:56:49 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: Next up, @iangadd to award the Twitter prize!
#SHARP13 #meta
7/21/2013 4:57:04 PM

MitchFraas: Congrats to helen smith winner of #sharp13 book prize!
http://t.co/q1RfIt69rq
7/21/2013 4:57:18 PM
praymurray: "Twitter has grown in extent, stature, significance" @iangadd comments
on the embedded role of Twitter in the #SHARP13 con. environment
7/21/2013 4:57:47 PM
vonjobi: Best conference tweeter coming up #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:57:48 PM
wynkenhimself: Of course, the winner is Helen, not the @conversiontales team or
project. She needs her own handle! #sharp13
7/21/2013 4:58:16 PM
ClaireSquires: #sharp13 and judges Marie-Francoise Cachin Francis Galloway and Dan
Traister RT @mariclairewhite: @ClaireSquires @praymurray Go Team DeLong!
7/21/2013 4:58:24 PM
praymurray: All tweets will be archived and available, visualisations too, on the
@SHARPorg website #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:58:33 PM
stirpublishing: RT @praymurray: All tweets will be archived and available,
visualisations too, on the @SHARPorg website #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:58:49 PM
vonjobi: RT @praymurray: "Twitter has grown in extent, stature, significance" @iangadd
comments on the embedded role of Twitter in the #SHARP13 con.…
7/21/2013 4:58:55 PM
praymurray: Prizes will not merely be awarded for quantity, but also for commentary,
engaging in conversation #SHARP13
7/21/2013 4:59:14 PM
SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2 @keenera
@MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 4:59:34 PM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2
@keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:00:03 PM
vonjobi: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2
@keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:00:08 PM
stenner_rachel: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 5:00:08 PM
olau76: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2
@keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:00:14 PM
ClaireSquires: @praymurray and can you stop tweeting long enough to accept your
prize?! :) Congrats! #SHARP13

7/21/2013 5:00:36 PM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2
@keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:00:44 PM
olau76: RT @ClaireSquires: @praymurray and can you stop tweeting long enough to
accept your prize?! :) Congrats! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:00:46 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray
@amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:01:12 PM
praymurray: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2
@keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:01:42 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray
@amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:01:44 PM
MrSidetable: #SHARP13 Twitter award winners get... books! http://t.co/SXLwsWIFxx
7/21/2013 5:02:06 PM
praymurray: Rather wonderfully the prize giving was the first time I'd met two of the
tweeters in person! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:02:20 PM
Anne_withanE: Congratulations! RT @SHARPorg @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for
#sharp13: @praymurray @amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti
@botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:02:22 PM
LboroPublishing: RT @praymurray: Rather wonderfully the prize giving was the first
time I'd met two of the tweeters in person! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:02:42 PM
CorinnaNoRue: As far as I know, this is the first SHARP conf trailer! I can't wait!
#sharp13 #sharp14
7/21/2013 5:02:49 PM
MitchFraas: Tweeting as she recieved the award- im excited to have met @praymurray
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:03:00 PM
stirpublishing: .@laurafjones RT @MrSidetable: #SHARP13 Twitter award winners
get... books! http://t.co/IaBFI7KtCr
7/21/2013 5:03:01 PM
stirpublishing: RT @CorinnaNoRue: As far as I know, this is the first SHARP conf trailer!
I can't wait! #sharp13 #sharp14
7/21/2013 5:03:23 PM
stirpublishing: Why does that not surprise us? RT @MitchFraas: Tweeting as she
recieved the award- im excited to have met @praymurray #sharp13

7/21/2013 5:03:57 PM
botasdezidane: The first conference trailer I've ever seen; stupendous! #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:04:15 PM
RebeccaShores: Of course the intro to Religions of Books starts w a map! #transitions
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:04:16 PM
MitchFraas: Also if you dont follow @keenera you should! Fantastic work #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:04:19 PM
nickmimic: Brilliant remix audiovisual invite to #sharp14 in Antwerp #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:04:29 PM
ADutlinger: TweetTweetTweet! Day & night, they sing so sweet! TweetTweetTweet
#sharp13 http://t.co/LxLYwkdtBP
7/21/2013 5:04:29 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ADutlinger: TweetTweetTweet! Day & night, they sing so sweet!
TweetTweetTweet #sharp13 http://t.co/LxLYwkdtBP
7/21/2013 5:04:43 PM
Anne_withanE: Watching the #sharp14 announcement video confirmed my suspicion
that SHARPists are, indeed, rockstars #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:05:17 PM
keenera: RT @nickmimic: Brilliant remix audiovisual invite to #sharp14 in Antwerp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:06:00 PM
nickmimic: #sharp14 trailer #sharp13 http://t.co/JDliTlEY4S
7/21/2013 5:06:01 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray
@amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:06:24 PM
botasdezidane: RT @MrSidetable: #SHARP13 Twitter award winners get... books!
http://t.co/SXLwsWIFxx
7/21/2013 5:07:04 PM
stirpublishing: RT @nickmimic: #sharp14 trailer #sharp13 http://t.co/JDliTlEY4S
7/21/2013 5:07:29 PM
keenera: Congrats to #sharp13 Tweeps! @MitchFraas @praymurray @botasdezidane.
Great tweeting with you this week about books
7/21/2013 5:07:33 PM
botasdezidane: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray
@amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:07:45 PM
vonjobi: "Religions of the Book" sharp2014.be #SHARP13 #SHARP14
7/21/2013 5:08:11 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ADutlinger: TweetTweetTweet! Day & night, they sing so sweet!
TweetTweetTweet #sharp13 http://t.co/LxLYwkdtBP

7/21/2013 5:08:21 PM
iangadd: RT @ADutlinger: TweetTweetTweet! Day & night, they sing so sweet!
TweetTweetTweet #sharp13 http://t.co/LxLYwkdtBP
7/21/2013 5:08:24 PM
praymurray: Antwerp is a city of books & for people who love books-that has er, *one*
skyscraper, to make the Americans feel at home.. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:08:33 PM
praymurray: RT @ADutlinger: TweetTweetTweet! Day & night, they sing so sweet!
TweetTweetTweet #sharp13 http://t.co/LxLYwkdtBP
7/21/2013 5:08:55 PM
praymurray: Exhibitions of sacred texts & books will be in on Antwerp for #sharp14stretch the metaphor of the cfp, sacred cld mean cult bks.. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:10:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Anne_withanE: Watching the #sharp14 announcement video confirmed
my suspicion that SHARPists are, indeed, rockstars #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:11:43 PM
iangadd: RT @Anne_withanE: Watching the #sharp14 announcement video confirmed
my suspicion that SHARPists are, indeed, rockstars #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:11:45 PM
praymurray: .. authors as high priests, digital as apocalyptic prospect, feel free to be
imaginative #SHARP13 http://t.co/G3TDeawX4n #sharp14
7/21/2013 5:12:12 PM
stirpublishing: Wow, go #teamantwerp team #sharp14 http://t.co/zeFKGfFzE7
Religions of the Book 17-21 Sep 2014 #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:12:21 PM
keenera: @MitchFraas thanks! still have yet to give my paper, though... #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:13:03 PM
nickmimic: Congrats #sharp13 winners @keenera @JenServenti @amndw2
@praymurray @MitchFraas @botasdezidane With great power comes great responsibility
7/21/2013 5:13:03 PM
heatherfro: New on winedarksea: @MichaelWitmore, "fuzzy structuralism"
http://t.co/53JDZ7nLO4 #emda13 #sharp13 (& others)
7/21/2013 5:13:15 PM
conversiontales: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 5:13:20 PM
ADutlinger: Michael Suarez wowing us just before he touched our hearts. #sharp13
http://t.co/R1UTrOQCEa
7/21/2013 5:13:23 PM
praymurray: #sharp14 will NOT NEED AIR CONDITIONING. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:13:25 PM
GeorgeOnline: RT @nickmimic: Congrats #sharp13 winners @keenera @JenServenti
@amndw2 @praymurray @MitchFraas @botasdezidane With great power comes great …

7/21/2013 5:13:44 PM
keenera: #sharp13 Twitter prize. I study c16 dictionaries & grammar books so this will
be great! Thanks to @SHARPorg http://t.co/ZEo2TXAecL
7/21/2013 5:14:43 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Thanks so much to Lee McLaird for her service to @SHARPorg as
Director of Elec Resources! #SHARP13 I look forward to working w/@JasonEnsor
7/21/2013 5:16:01 PM
praymurray: Lee McNaird's excellent work on the website appreciated by
@lesliehowsam with flowers & deserved praise #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:16:02 PM
praymurray: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Thanks so much to Lee McLaird for her service to
@SHARPorg as Director of Elec Resources! #SHARP13 I look forward to work…
7/21/2013 5:16:08 PM
MrSidetable: RT @stirpublishing: Wow, go #teamantwerp team #sharp14
http://t.co/zeFKGfFzE7 Religions of the Book 17-21 Sep 2014 #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:16:55 PM
conversiontales: RT @nickmimic: #sharp14 trailer #sharp13 http://t.co/JDliTlEY4S
7/21/2013 5:17:04 PM
keenera: @iangadd addressing delegates at #sharp13. Well-deserved praise for
@lesliehowsam
7/21/2013 5:17:29 PM
stirpublishing: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Thanks so much to Lee McLaird for her service to
@SHARPorg as Director of Elec Resources! #SHARP13 I look forward to work…
7/21/2013 5:17:33 PM
praymurray: @lesliehowsam 's legacy being warmly praised by @iangadd; her term has
seen SHARP flourish & become more self-assured #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:18:14 PM
JudithBuchana10: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 5:18:19 PM
richendabrim: RT @nickmimic: #sharp14 trailer #sharp13 http://t.co/JDliTlEY4S
7/21/2013 5:18:33 PM
mariecfelton: #sharp13 can't wait for #sharp14 in Antwerp! Congrats to Kevin and
Stijn for succesfully whetting our appetite!
7/21/2013 5:19:21 PM
praymurray: @lesliehowsam 's opportunity to rip off her Exec Committee ribbon
thwarted by her hands being full of a beautiful bouquet of thnks #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:20:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @keenera: @iangadd addressing delegates at #sharp13. Well-deserved
praise for @lesliehowsam
7/21/2013 5:20:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Thanks so much to Lee McLaird for her service to
@SHARPorg as Director of Elec Resources! #SHARP13 I look forward to work…

7/21/2013 5:20:20 PM
vonjobi: standing ovation for @lesliehowsam, outgoing president of @SHARPorg AND
external examiner for my dissertation defense. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:20:29 PM
praymurray: Bravo @lesliehowsam and thanks from all of us #SHARP13
#standingovation
7/21/2013 5:20:39 PM
ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant flowers & a standing ovation
#sharp13 http://t.co/hiz3kn0WRW
7/21/2013 5:20:55 PM
keenera: RT @praymurray: Bravo @lesliehowsam and thanks from all of us #SHARP13
#standingovation
7/21/2013 5:21:08 PM
vonjobi: RT @ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant flowers & a
standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/hiz3kn0WRW
7/21/2013 5:21:30 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant flowers & a
standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/hiz3kn0WRW
7/21/2013 5:21:43 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant flowers & a
standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/hiz3kn0WRW
7/21/2013 5:22:10 PM
iangadd: RT @ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant flowers & a
standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/hiz3kn0WRW
7/21/2013 5:22:13 PM
keenera: @SHARPorg to provide more grants for translations, both into and out of
English. Great to hear it #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:22:57 PM
nickmimic: @lesliehowsam talking about SHARP Futures, translation grants, Book
History Online revamp, scholarships, and more #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:23:15 PM
kdhighland: Had to hit the highway. Hope to follow the final sessions and closing
plenary here. Secret operatives unmasked? #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:23:25 PM
ClaireSquires: Sad that @lesliehowsam's wonderful reign as @SHARPorg President
comes to an end, but, y'know, The King is Dead Long Live @iangadd #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:23:38 PM
stirpublishing: RT @nickmimic: @lesliehowsam talking about SHARP Futures,
translation grants, Book History Online revamp, scholarships, and more #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:23:56 PM
praymurray: Trans. grants & SHARP futures, scholarships, contributions to Book History
Online, postage surcharge for non-US members reduced #SHARP13

7/21/2013 5:24:04 PM
praymurray: SHARP is a spritely 22 yr old & on the brink of both challenges &
opportunities; what should SHARP do now > SHARP Futures #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:25:29 PM
praymurray: RT @keenera: @SHARPorg to provide more grants for translations, both
into and out of English. Great to hear it #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:25:45 PM
botasdezidane: RT @praymurray: #sharp14 will NOT NEED AIR CONDITIONING.
#SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:26:34 PM
keenera: Words on the future of @SHARPorg from new society president @iangadd
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:27:42 PM
MitchFraas: I also really enjoyed @RebeccaShores tweets over the course of #sharp13 !
7/21/2013 5:28:12 PM
kdhighland: And adding a virtual thank you to Simran Thandani @sim1303 for kind and
thorough communication leading up to #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:29:51 PM
botasdezidane: SHARP is strong all over the world! #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:29:59 PM
praymurray: 1st regional Latin American con in Rio: organiser Nelson Schapochnik
hopes that it will bring a new geopolitical aspect to #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:31:17 PM
botasdezidane: #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:31:51 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP regional conference in Brazil: The Lettered City: Readings and
Identities in Latin America: 5-8 Nov. http://t.co/YtXi5uyqml #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:31:58 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Tara Penry invites delegates to participarte: http://t.co/ijwe8EoUWM
#SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:31:59 PM
SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal. #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:32:21 PM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal. #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:32:29 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Tara Penry invites delegates to participarte:
http://t.co/ijwe8EoUWM #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:32:35 PM
praymurray: MT @SHARPorg: Bilingual SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal.
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:33:03 PM

praymurray: Hooray! @iangadd for Prez! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:34:17 PM
mariecfelton: Hail the new president! @iangadd #SHARP13
7/21/2013 5:34:24 PM
ADutlinger: Past converges with Present! Thank you Leslie, best wishes, Ian! #sharp13
http://t.co/8EKisnkMaR
7/21/2013 5:35:39 PM
BarnardStuart: Bravo! RT @ADutlinger SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant
flowers & a standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/J1K2G0oBQ6
7/21/2013 5:37:06 PM
ClaireSquires: Ah oui! Oh yes! RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in
Montreal. #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:38:15 PM
phjartar: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal. #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:40:16 PM
GeorgeOnline: MT @ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez, @lesliehowsam, honoured w
fragrant flowers & a standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/V4Zl7OujXj
7/21/2013 5:44:48 PM
GeorgeOnline: Sorry to miss #SHARP13 this year. Will set sights on #SHARP14 in
Antwerp next year (schedule & travel funds, permitting).
7/21/2013 5:46:41 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter winners for #sharp13: @praymurray
@amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:47:17 PM
nickmimic: At h-3 early modern typography. Been looking forward to this since the
program came out. #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:49:16 PM
KathrynTomasek: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal.
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:49:37 PM
nickmimic: Dermot McGuinne's work is so amazing and crucial for anyone who works on
#IrishStudies and #typography. A true lege #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:50:34 PM
nickmimic: Very much looking forward to hearing Goran Proot and @keenera 's work as
well! #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:51:39 PM
botasdezidane: Tara Penry, Print Culture of North America site ... Sounds exciting.
#sharp13
7/21/2013 5:54:05 PM
botasdezidane: Getting ready to enjoy the "Early Modern Culture and Typography"
panel. #sharp13
7/21/2013 5:57:31 PM

amndw2: Congrats, everyone! (Gosh!) RT @SHARPorg Twitter winners for #sharp13:
@praymurray @amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane
7/21/2013 5:57:37 PM
ADutlinger: Presidential high fiving? Pre-/post-handshake? #sharp13
http://t.co/IKrQhYfdAA
7/21/2013 5:58:57 PM
ADutlinger: Ian Gregory's concluding slide #sharp13 http://t.co/NoRbWn4UkG
7/21/2013 5:59:51 PM
JenServenti: Last panel of the #sharp13 conf for me is "Book Art/Books as Art". I'm not
ready for conf to end as I've finally figured out the Penn campus
7/21/2013 5:59:53 PM
botasdezidane: First up is Andrew @keenera Keener with "Early Modern Typography
and Spanish Language-Learning Books". #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:02:09 PM
roaringgirle: another beautiful, typographically sensitive powerpoint from @keenera //
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:03:12 PM
dr_heil: Nice! Packed room for EM Typography at #SHARP13. Looking forward to
@keenera on EM Typography and Spanish Language-Learning Books.
7/21/2013 6:03:58 PM
superHH: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:04:12 PM
vonjobi: @keenera @praymurray @ADutlinger TweetTweetTweet! Day & night, they
sing so sweet! #sharp13 http://t.co/mbTgc6989Z
7/21/2013 6:04:37 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera what? you can't tweet and deliver a paper at the same time? //
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:05:07 PM
wynkenhimself: Despite having just won one of th #sharp13 twitter prizes, @keenera
tells us he will not be live-tweeting his own talk.
7/21/2013 6:05:09 PM
wynkenhimself: But, he's up now: Andrew Keener, Early Modern Typography and
Spanish Language-Learning Books. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:05:55 PM
praymurray: Ashok Malhotra up first on the reading & empire panel: Phillip Meadows
Taylor, 'an insider yet an outsider in the colonial admin' #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:05:59 PM
ADutlinger: Arthur Kiron, curator & scholar, bathed in otherworldly (Holy?) light. Or my
sweat on the lense? #sharp13 http://t.co/n57L4WQwn4
7/21/2013 6:06:11 PM
superHH: @nickmimic @keenera @JenServenti @amndw2 @praymurray @MitchFraas
@botasdezidane congratulations. #SHARP13

7/21/2013 6:06:51 PM
praymurray: AM: Meadows Taylor believed in the British mission of 'civilising' India;
wrote 4 novels that he termed 'illustrative fiction' #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:07:00 PM
nickmimic: @keenera looking at language-specific typefaces, accents, diacritics, and
fleurons in EM language textbooks #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:07:07 PM
MitchFraas: First up in #sharp13 panel on readers & publishing in India Ashok Malhotra.
read his Making British Indian Fictions http://t.co/q3irIwlLGF
7/21/2013 6:07:11 PM
ADutlinger: 15th c bikini?(detail, CHS exhibition) #sharp13 http://t.co/r9Mz5Z0aFm
7/21/2013 6:07:42 PM
wynkenhimself: Very few Spanish-learning books published in England, says
@keenera, because of political and imperial concerns. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:08:08 PM
praymurray: AM: Why were some of Taylor's txts more popular than others-locating it
in the metropolitan literary marketplace... #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:08:13 PM
botasdezidane: Tweeting a SHARP panel behind 2 other scholars tweeting the panel.
#sharp13 @wynkenhimself @roaringgirle
7/21/2013 6:08:17 PM
botasdezidane: RT @roaringgirle: @keenera what? you can't tweet and deliver a paper
at the same time? // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:08:30 PM
vonjobi: Now at "Reading and Empire" (reading in India), one of the few panels that
may be considered focusing solely on Asian book history #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:08:30 PM
S_Craighill: RT @keenera: @SHARPorg to provide more grants for translations, both
into and out of English. Great to hear it #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:08:45 PM
nickmimic: @vonjobi That looked really interesting, would be grateful for tweets (as
possible) #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:09:26 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera focuses on relationship b/w availability of accented letter
sorts/symbolic type & possibilities for language learning // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:10:12 PM
CaseyBrienza: Analysis of paratexts to explain the popular success of novels. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:10:20 PM
praymurray: AM: Uneven success of his bks might owe to paratextual & marketing
elements; Confessions of a Thug, 3-vol novel abt a bandit mafia #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:10:37 PM
vonjobi: "Conjuring India: The Writings of Mary Sherwood and Philip Meadows Taylor"
#SHARP13

7/21/2013 6:11:04 PM
wynkenhimself: .@keenera showing Wolfe's 1588 The Courtier and its different
typefaces for different languages. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:11:12 PM
MitchFraas: Malhotra speaking on Philip Meadows Taylor's "Confessions of a Thug" dive
into the triple decker! http://t.co/GHi175WS75 #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:11:21 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 May be interested in white paper from J. Drucker's Artists'
Books Online: From Prototype to Distrib Comm https://t.co/dOjFSMdXAn
7/21/2013 6:11:38 PM
wynkenhimself: And in Wolfe's 1590 edition of Thorius's Spanish Grammar, using
blackletter for English and roman for Spanish. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:12:05 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of
Darnton's communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 6:12:17 PM
botasdezidane: Wondering if the English learned Spanish in other ways besides books,
ie., immersion, tutors, etc. #sharp13 @keenera
7/21/2013 6:12:27 PM
vonjobi: @nickmimic you're better off following @praymurray. i'm not very good at this
=) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:12:31 PM
praymurray: AM: tapped into market demands of Gothic sensation fiction, Newgate
crime fiction, romance tempered w/ Brits restoring law & order #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:13:01 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera: stationers used "three sundry kinds of letter" (i.e. typeface) to
distinguish english, spanish, and french // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:13:03 PM
lesliehowsam: So touched by lovely warm tribute from @iangadd and colleagues at
#SHARP13 thanks for flowers, applause (and keepsake printed by @nzsydney)
7/21/2013 6:13:21 PM
nickmimic: @vonjobi @praymurray No worries, will follow her too (but no pressure P!)
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:13:28 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lesliehowsam: So touched by lovely warm tribute from @iangadd and
colleagues at #SHARP13 thanks for flowers, applause (and keepsake pri…
7/21/2013 6:13:38 PM
wynkenhimself: Noticing that @keenera's examples come from Newberry and
Northwestern libraries. Makes sense, given where he is, of course. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:13:56 PM
roaringgirle: here we go. ben jonson calling people rogues... // @keenera #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:14:21 PM

MitchFraas: Love any paper which mentions Tipu Sultan! This through Taylor's novel of
that name: http://t.co/9K0t9GM7dJ #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:14:33 PM
RebeccaShores: Keener: typography in lang learning bks: italics for ital/latin, roman for
fr/span, black letter for Eng. #16thc #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:14:41 PM
JenServenti: @mkimarnold A number of tweeters in the audience for the Book
Art/Books as Art sess, perhaps follow #sharp13. Now learning about libricide.
7/21/2013 6:14:56 PM
praymurray: AM: PMT's Tippoo Sultaun, whose decadence & "effeminate luxury" was
much commented on in Brit. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:15:10 PM
wynkenhimself: Geographical proximity to libraries is such a shaping factor in our
research, even with access to resources like EEBO. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:15:15 PM
praymurray: AM: Inter-religious romance set against the backdrop of the Maratha wars,
between a Muslim man & Hindu woman #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:16:20 PM
praymurray: AM: PMT's original publisher Bentley rejected Tara initially as it had no
Brit. characters & therefore no Brit. interest #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:17:04 PM
MitchFraas: Taylor's novel "Tara" rejected because it had no British characters only
Mahratta. Now on my to-read list http://t.co/Lk1bmbh6x2 #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:17:32 PM
iangadd: I’m having a plaque made for my desk to help me in my new role: what would
@lesliehowsam do? #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:17:36 PM
praymurray: AM: PMT responds to criticism by writing a potboiler called Ralph Darnell,
who assists Robert Clive's rise to power; print run 500 #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:18:22 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Anna Arnar is speaking about artist Michael Rakowitz's Dust Will
Rise exhibition. A bit more info here: http://t.co/OUqHXkl40Z
7/21/2013 6:18:35 PM
botasdezidane: Definitely need to pay attention more to Typography as an element in
analysis. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:19:11 PM
superHH: RT @praymurray: Btw #SHARP13 @ClaireSquires & my revisions of Darnton's
communications circuit for the digital age are now available:http:/…
7/21/2013 6:19:11 PM
SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book Prize. #sharp13
https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 6:19:19 PM
ShuichiWanibuch: RT @SHARPorg: Highly Commended: Mary Franklin-Brown, /Reading
the World: Encyclopedic Writing.../ (UChicago P) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t…

7/21/2013 6:19:21 PM
praymurray: AM: However, Ralph Darnell also failed; PMT then wrote Seeta, an
intercultural romance set against the backdrop of the Mutiny #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:19:26 PM
roaringgirle: @keenera shows us the use of typographic braces to distinguish
conjugations of verbs from one another // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:19:29 PM
ShuichiWanibuch: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 6:19:36 PM
vonjobi: just realized that i shd've brought my luggage today, so i could go directly to
bus later. should i leave session & get luggage? #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:20:46 PM
botasdezidane: Keener: Typographical strategy in constructing early modern English
Spanish dictionaries. #sharp13 @keenera
7/21/2013 6:20:55 PM
praymurray: AM: Kegan Paul bought rights to PMT's novels & then added illustrations,
highlighted the more sensational elements of the text #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:21:22 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Anna Arnar also discusses the work of artist Emily Jacir, Ex
Libris.http://t.co/cfq8KCdC3W
7/21/2013 6:22:10 PM
praymurray: AM: Tara's illustration of the heroine threatening to commit suttee chimed
with Brit. sensibilities; featured as brown-skinned #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:22:50 PM
nickmimic: Great stuff by @keenera. Way to busy paying attention and taking notes to
tweet (but good room of tweeters here) #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:22:56 PM
botasdezidane: @keenera: Have you used the European Americana catalogue in your
search for sources? #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:23:19 PM
heatherfro: @roaringgirle @keenera ask Alan Galey about hamlet + typography!
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:23:38 PM
praymurray: AM: Tara could also be seen as configured as India as woman who needs
rescuing, tho the rescuer is interestingly Muslim #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:23:43 PM
botasdezidane: Next up, Dermot McGuinne with "The Irish Character at Home and
Abroad." #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:24:28 PM
nickmimic: Dermot McGuinne now up on "The Irish Character at Home and Abroad"
#sharp13

7/21/2013 6:24:48 PM
praymurray: AM argues that these improvements (illustrations, single decker) made the
edns published by Kegan Paul successful #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:25:04 PM
keenera: RT @nickmimic: Dermot McGuinne now up on "The Irish Character at Home
and Abroad" #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:25:30 PM
praymurray: AM: these books were marketed as 'holiday' / 'leisure' reading #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:25:33 PM
wynkenhimself: Dude, Dermot McGuinne is telling us about an Irish printer who
escaped imprisonment dressed as a "gawky" woman & fled to Philly! #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:27:06 PM
praymurray: Melissa Edmundson Makala next speaking on British women and their
reading experiences in India #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:28:22 PM
botasdezidane: McGuinne: Irish language alphabet developed into a complex code for
expression. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:28:48 PM
keenera: Dermott McGuinne: "The question of language usage was a highly charged
issue" in Ireland #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:28:54 PM
praymurray: MM: Macmillan's Colonial Library, Murray's Home Library accompanied
women for whom there was very little else to do except to read #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:29:20 PM
MitchFraas: This panel on British Indian reading and publishing being excellently
tweeted by @praymurray #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:30:25 PM
praymurray: MM: Books were treasured as personal & portable property, a "cultural
refuge in a foreign land"; Brit club library as portal to UK #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:30:35 PM
keenera: McGuinne describing the particulars of Irish type in 1571. A catechism
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:31:16 PM
dr_heil: Dermott McGuinne: Early Irish type based on that of Pierre Haultin #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:31:49 PM
praymurray: MM: however, these premises did not permit women (Calcutta Club has a
sign that says Women and Dogs Not Allowed) #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:32:02 PM
helensonner: Dermot McGuire: 16th typography decisions contributed to the isolation of
the language. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:32:07 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 archive http://t.co/hyv9dwm0Du#mbhsharp
archivehttp://t.co/rmX86IAAmd

7/21/2013 6:32:37 PM
praymurray: MM argues that women's experiences with books allows us to appreciate
their sense of identity & place located in their reading #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:34:12 PM
nickmimic: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 archive http://t.co/hyv9dwm0Du#mbhsharp
archivehttp://t.co/rmX86IAAmd
7/21/2013 6:35:35 PM
thirdskin_: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 6:35:55 PM
MitchFraas: "Like cold water to a thirsty soul" novels to women in British India. Makala
at #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:36:04 PM
botasdezidane: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 archive http://t.co/hyv9dwm0Du#mbhsharp
archivehttp://t.co/rmX86IAAmd
7/21/2013 6:36:08 PM
praymurray: MM quotes excerpts from women's letters that capture the comfort that
readers felt in the familiarity of novels #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:36:33 PM
praymurray: RT @MitchFraas: "Like cold water to a thirsty soul" novels to women in
British India. Makala at #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:36:38 PM
wynkenhimself: Why type matters RT @helensonner Dermot McGuire: 16th typography
decisions contributed to the isolation of the language. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:36:40 PM
MitchFraas: Great quote from Wallace-Dunlop's Bengal travelogue about the importance
of novels Re "Lewis Arundel" p267: http://t.co/QYn5rllWGb #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:37:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 6:37:27 PM
praymurray: Brit women used books as talismans to sustain their sense of identity &
assuage homesickness, missing friends & family #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:37:58 PM
botasdezidane: McGuinne: An example of archival persistence! #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:38:34 PM
dr_heil: Facing repository obstacles, McGuinne invokes the resilience of this little gem
http://t.co/gQXW9x768h #McGuinneWon #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:38:58 PM
wynkenhimself: Also a great example of politics of archives & research RT
@botasdezidane McGuinne: An example of archival persistence! #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:39:51 PM

keenera: McGuinne showing images of both the imprints & the punches, matrices, and
type. Both side of typography #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:40:08 PM
praymurray: MM: Books were highly desirable commodities & gifts; books as heirlooms;
Dickens & Walter Scott were the most popular #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:40:35 PM
MitchFraas: Mention of Margot Finn's work on colonial posessions
http://t.co/eQ7y8zAn4v I used her great data http://t.co/F6B38o6Khq in my work
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:41:51 PM
keenera: McGuinne pointing to the national connotations of Irish-character type. Useful
for religious reformers, but seen as anti-Crown #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:43:41 PM
praymurray: The descriptions Makala draws on are from travel narratives from women;
most famous Emily Eden, but also Madeline Wallace-Dunlop #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:44:55 PM
praymurray: Also Amelia Falkland & Emma Roberts; the latter felt that the Indian
jungle was a salubrious surrounding for reading #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:46:28 PM
botasdezidane: McGuinne: Longue Durée paper--16th to 20th century! #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:46:43 PM
MitchFraas: Makala quoting woman in India c.1835 on lack of books "...fain to be
content with the refuse of the Minerva Press" #sharp13 @EarlyNovelsDB
7/21/2013 6:47:04 PM
dr_heil: McGuinne notes that English "character" imposed on Irish texts, Irish readers
refused Bibles printed in English #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:47:30 PM
wynkenhimself: And now my colleague Goran Proot is up with his adorable daughters
acting as assistants. He wins before he even starts talking. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:47:36 PM
nickmimic: McGuinne ended with a copy of AN GAODAL [THE GAEL], 19C-20C American
periodical on Celtic studies: really interesting publication #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:47:45 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Now is Michelle Strizever on Artist's Book/Author's Book:
Mapping the Comm Circuit of Book Art. @mkimarnold Get thee to Philly now.
7/21/2013 6:48:09 PM
helensonner: RT @botasdezidane: McGuinne: An example of archival persistence!
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:48:34 PM
wynkenhimself: Goran will be talking about the typography of Latin and Dutch books
from 1541-1660. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:49:12 PM
botasdezidane: Now Goran Proot with "Transmitting Typographical Culture", and he
brought some excellent assistants! #sharp13

7/21/2013 6:49:18 PM
keenera: Goran Proot: how do layout features change over time? C16 & 17 Latin and
Dutch imprints #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:49:43 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Strizever begins with a discussion of Jonathan Safran Foer's
Tree of Codes http://t.co/lWXwdp5KKC
7/21/2013 6:50:01 PM
MitchFraas: Everyone sources their images so well at #sharp13! Citing library where
particular copy resides, transparent about digital facsimiles, etc.
7/21/2013 6:51:19 PM
praymurray: Matthew Day speaking on early modern travel lit & 19th century Brit.
imperialism using Richard Hakluyt's work as an example #SHARP13
7/21/2013 6:51:25 PM
roaringgirle: g.proot: how do layout features transform over time? how to assess this?
latin vs. vernacular?+ // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:51:27 PM
DanielCavicchi: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 6:51:47 PM
histoftech: RT @MitchFraas: Makala quoting woman in India c.1835 on lack of books
"...fain to be content with the refuse of the Minerva Press" #sharp13…
7/21/2013 6:51:53 PM
roaringgirle: +individual features vs. arrangement of features? // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:51:54 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Strizever mentions NYT interview, "Jonathan Safran Foer’s Book
as Art Object," http://t.co/DHco2IQZUG
7/21/2013 6:52:13 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Strizever- contemporary book communications circuits- nodes:
publisher, author, editor, printer, media, reader, library, sellers
7/21/2013 6:54:12 PM
wynkenhimself: Proot looking at larger trends in title-page layout, not at individual
printers. Sum: vernacular paradigm moves toward the Latin. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:54:16 PM
botasdezidane: RT @MitchFraas: Everyone sources their images so well at #sharp13!
Citing library where particular copy resides, transparent about digital…
7/21/2013 6:54:22 PM
wynkenhimself: That is, Proot finds that changes in layout happens first in Latinlanguage books, then in Dutch-language books. #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:55:00 PM
keenera: Wireless keyboard & mouse in this room not working well. Makes the paper
deliveries a collaborative effort by force #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:55:13 PM

drjanepotter: RT @lesliehowsam: So touched by lovely warm tribute from @iangadd
and colleagues at #SHARP13 thanks for flowers, applause (and keepsake pri…
7/21/2013 6:55:34 PM
wynkenhimself: All speakers in this panel are handling the fussiness of the technology
in this room really well. Hard to roll with those things! #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:56:03 PM
colonialip: RT @lesliehowsam: So touched by lovely warm tribute from @iangadd and
colleagues at #SHARP13 thanks for flowers, applause (and keepsake pri…
7/21/2013 6:56:21 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Strizever- Small press comm circuits: author, publisher, reader,
library/collector, press, printer-- diff circuits than pop press
7/21/2013 6:56:34 PM
keenera: Proot examining "type families" - easily-read charts graphing changes in
Roman, Italic types, Pilcrows, type arrangement #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:57:03 PM
ka_weaver: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book Prize.
#sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 6:57:41 PM
roaringgirle: fantastic slides/visual material (graphs, etc) in g.proot's keynote
presentation // clean and quickly navigable // #sharp13
7/21/2013 6:57:58 PM
keenera: Paper handouts by Proot allow audience to linger over particular charts.
#sharp13
7/21/2013 6:58:16 PM
colonialip: @lesliehowsam #sharp13 oh so well deserved. Congratulations. Can't wait to
see what you'll be up to next!
7/21/2013 6:58:34 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Strizever-Artists' Book Com Circuits: author/artist (often
printer), reader, gallery-press role is less due to absense of publicity
7/21/2013 6:59:37 PM
botasdezidane: Proot's data graphs are fantastic! I'd love to see the data GIS-ifed ...
#sharp13
7/21/2013 7:00:33 PM
nickmimic: Proot: the invention of a new book feature does not imply its immediate
adoption or use, relies heavily upon cultural factors #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:01:05 PM
drjanepotter: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal. #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:01:47 PM
nickmimic: Serious trend at #sharp13: genre's impact on book history.
7/21/2013 7:02:22 PM
wynkenhimself: Proot: Changes are incremental and progressive. Due to technical
innovations, cultural fashions, text genres, or economics. #sharp13

7/21/2013 7:02:28 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Strizever- Notes that libraries are often a reader's first intro to
Artists' Books, but no DC libraries have copy of Tree of Codes
7/21/2013 7:02:57 PM
roaringgirle: g.proot suggests a connection between new print genres and
typographical change // #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:03:23 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ADutlinger: Presidential high fiving? Pre-/post-handshake?
#sharp13 http://t.co/IKrQhYfdAA
7/21/2013 7:03:32 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ADutlinger: Past converges with Present! Thank you Leslie, best
wishes, Ian! #sharp13 http://t.co/8EKisnkMaR
7/21/2013 7:03:51 PM
roaringgirle: RT @nickmimic: Serious trend at #sharp13: genre's impact on book
history.
7/21/2013 7:04:03 PM
keenera: Forces of change that Proot sees: 1) tech. / mech. changes 2) cultural
forces/fashions 3) textual genre 4) economics #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:04:06 PM
praymurray: Sorry for falling off the grid a bit-have just realised have nowhere to stay
tmrw night! #SHARP13 #promiseI'mnotcomplacent
7/21/2013 7:04:09 PM
wynkenhimself: "Margins of typographical freedom are very small; publishers who push
them can come home empty-handed."--Proot #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:04:38 PM
ka_weaver: wireless keyboard & mouse working fine Meyerson Conf Ctr panel session H
#sharp13 #Canadian & Quebecois publishing -great panel
7/21/2013 7:04:54 PM
wynkenhimself: For you Proot fans, don't forget that Goran writes posts (less formal
but v smart!) for The Collation: http://t.co/CII26aqD3S #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:07:05 PM
keenera: Proot offers his macro-level conclusions up for scrutiny with case studies
#sharp13
7/21/2013 7:07:06 PM
nickmimic: Proot's point abt considering ind print shops or editions against backdrop of
gen trends reverberates with @juliapanko 's point [+] #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:07:26 PM
drjanepotter: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 7:07:53 PM
nickmimic: this morning about considering media-specific args against backdrop of
more general media ecologies #sharp13

7/21/2013 7:07:56 PM
dr_heil: re: Proot's analysis of layouts in printed books, I wonder if these trends
function similarly to the uses of space in ms letters? #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:09:08 PM
wynkenhimself: Key context for Proot: Latin books participating in an international
market, so being driven by different forces than local market. #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:14:33 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @roaringgirle: g.proot suggests a connection between new print
genres and typographical change // #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:14:56 PM
HistoryBSU: RT @iangadd: #sharp13 archive http://t.co/hyv9dwm0Du#mbhsharp
archivehttp://t.co/rmX86IAAmd
7/21/2013 7:16:51 PM
wynkenhimself: @MitchFraas I know. I love it. Why can't everyone do that?? #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:18:39 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @MitchFraas: Everyone sources their images so well at #sharp13!
Citing library where particular copy resides, transparent about digital…
7/21/2013 7:18:45 PM
Anne_withanE: Rogers: Artist Books should slowly reveal themselves over multiple
readings. In tension with our print on demand culture #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:18:51 PM
librarycompany: RT @kdhighland: Jim Green on Ben Franklin's C18 bookshop =
catalyst for transition in retail trade, departure from bookstalls. #SHARP13 @l…
7/21/2013 7:21:14 PM
nickmimic: Question from @roaringgirle about access to non-standard sorts and
whether "publishers" use them in their other genres than langs #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:25:36 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: interested folks at EM typography panel #SHARP13 should check out
@ZacharyLesser on typographic nostalgia http://t.co/w3qI9DgwPK
7/21/2013 7:26:08 PM
aldevine: #sharp13 A really inspiring talk on JSC's 'Tree of Codes' - #ILL - for all you
tom phillips nuts! (#pagingtraister)
7/21/2013 7:26:40 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: interested folks at EM typography panel
#SHARP13 should check out @ZacharyLesser on typographic nostalgia http://t.co/…
7/21/2013 7:27:32 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: last night's fortune cookie said 'people will travel to hear you speak'.
And they did! #SHARP13
7/21/2013 7:29:10 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: great reaction to paper at #sharp13. a great conference and lots of
old friends. roll on #sharp14 at Antwerp
7/21/2013 7:30:45 PM

conversiontales: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 7:34:32 PM
nickmimic: #guerillaplenary #plenarynado !!!!!!!! T-25 mins #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:34:42 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @nickmimic: #guerillaplenary #plenarynado !!!!!!!! T-25 mins
#sharp13 -- please use #mbhsharp! See you soon!
7/21/2013 7:35:42 PM
CorinnaNoRue: On in 20 mins: Closing plenary @sharporg - "Mapping Book History" chaired by @iangadd. Please use hashtag #mbhsharp (#sharp13 works too).
7/21/2013 7:37:29 PM
bodleiancsb: At #sharp13 great response to image match tool on @BodleianBallads,
http://t.co/Lvao7leGgh with ideas for use on other materials
7/21/2013 7:37:44 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: must have been great party at #sharp13 banquet. When 'I got
home discovered 8 inch tear in seat of pants!! Wowser!
7/21/2013 7:39:37 PM
rrkennison: RT @amndw2: Gregory: Mapping the Lakes project
(http://t.co/5No0oeR2ue) originally an attempt to "create a GIS of texts." #sharp13
7/21/2013 7:44:01 PM
roaringgirle: #guerillaplenary #sharp13 #mbhsharp // 15 mins // be there.
7/21/2013 7:46:19 PM
nickmimic: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: interested folks at EM typography panel #SHARP13
should check out @ZacharyLesser on typographic nostalgia http://t.co/…
7/21/2013 7:49:43 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Twitterwall is up and running #sharp13 #mbhsharp
http://t.co/0y2x4sPre0
7/21/2013 7:49:59 PM
nickmimic: @CorinnaNoRue I am confused: there are other hashtags than tornado
based ones? #mbhsharp #sharp13 :p
7/21/2013 7:51:36 PM
helensonner: Dermot McGuinne not McGuire - autocorrect on new phone has mind of its
own. #SHARP13
7/21/2013 7:55:07 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: t-5 to #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 7:56:11 PM
MitchFraas: Sad that #sharpweek is coming to an end. Final plenary coming up.
#sharp13
7/21/2013 7:56:13 PM
helensonner: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 7:56:14 PM

CorinnaNoRue: It's happening now: Closing plenary @sharporg - "Mapping Book
History" - chair: @iangadd. Please use hashtag #mbhsharp (#sharp13 works too).
7/21/2013 7:59:38 PM
botasdezidane: Twitterwall and Guerilla Plenary ... Fear and Loathing SHARP style ...
#sharp13
7/21/2013 8:00:13 PM
botasdezidane: Twitterwall #sharp13 http://t.co/9eTnUMS0wd
7/21/2013 8:01:44 PM
JenServenti: Finally, "Mapping Book History: Beating the Bounds of SHARP 2013." Let's
get this party...er...#guerillaplenary started. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:02:59 PM
amndw2: At the #sharp13 closing plenary, a.k.a. #mbhsharp. But running low on
batteries so probably won't tweet most of it.
7/21/2013 8:03:42 PM
nickmimic: Somebody get prize winning tweeter @amndw2 a power cord #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:05:14 PM
sim1303: RT @MitchFraas: Everyone sources their images so well at #sharp13! Citing
library where particular copy resides, transparent about digital…
7/21/2013 8:05:22 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: @keenera shows us the use of typographic braces to
distinguish conjugations of verbs from one another // #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:06:50 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: trans-instantiation! #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:06:54 PM
MitchFraas: Farrington cites Gladwell on Hirschman: http://t.co/qH4yIQZpLy #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:07:09 PM
sim1303: RT @lesliehowsam: So touched by lovely warm tribute from @iangadd and
colleagues at #SHARP13 thanks for flowers, applause (and keepsake pri…
7/21/2013 8:07:09 PM
sim1303: RT @roaringgirle: @keenera what? you can't tweet and deliver a paper at the
same time? // #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:07:30 PM
keenera: @wynkenhimself Yes, great collections in Chi, and always looking for more.
Thanks for coming & tweeting! #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:08:27 PM
sim1303: RT @ADutlinger: SHARP's outgoing Prez honoured w fragrant flowers & a
standing ovation #sharp13 http://t.co/hiz3kn0WRW
7/21/2013 8:08:27 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: #sharp13 Twitter prize. I study c16 dictionaries & grammar
books so this will be great! Thanks to @SHARPorg http://t.co/ZEo2TX…
7/21/2013 8:08:36 PM

MitchFraas: First volume of the history of OUP coming out soon by @iangadd
http://t.co/lhJM1FmH5I #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:08:47 PM
praymurray: 41 mins of battery power left! Changing channels #SHARP13 #mbhsharp
#guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:09:14 PM
nickmimic: #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp #sharp13 http://t.co/daniu5qccO
7/21/2013 8:09:36 PM
keenera: Very dramatic entrance by new @SHARPorg prez @iangadd. Get ready #mbh
#guerillaplenary #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:10:19 PM
sim1303: "ladies and gentlemen, you are live on the internet. please do not swear." -@iangadd YESSSSSS #SHARP13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:10:21 PM
balibra76: I almost never tweet, but wanted to see myself on the tweet wall! LOL
#mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:10:32 PM
nickmimic: RT @keenera: Very dramatic entrance by new @SHARPorg prez @iangadd.
Get ready #mbh #guerillaplenary #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:10:39 PM
nickmimic: RT @sim1303: "ladies and gentlemen, you are live on the internet. please
do not swear." -- @iangadd YESSSSSS #SHARP13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:10:42 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @sim1303: "ladies and gentlemen, you are live on the internet.
please do not swear." -- @iangadd YESSSSSS #SHARP13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:11:20 PM
botasdezidane: The speakers don't even know they will be speaking in a few moments.
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:11:43 PM
wynkenhimself: @keenera Was happy to have a chance to hear you talk about your
research! #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:11:48 PM
praymurray: @iangadd explaining his rationale for his choices of mystery plenary
speakers: 1st timers, early career #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:12:42 PM
MRL57: RT @bodleiancsb: At #sharp13 great response to image match tool on
@BodleianBallads, http://t.co/Lvao7leGgh with ideas for use on other mat…
7/21/2013 8:12:55 PM
JenServenti: @wynkenhimself Yes, I might even buy a car from @iangadd #mbhsharp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 8:13:06 PM
praymurray: They move amongst us! #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary #SHARP13

7/21/2013 8:13:07 PM
nickmimic: @iangadd does have a sense of the dramatic, in a slightly different way that
Michael Suarez #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:13:07 PM
CorinnaNoRue: For those not in G-17: Questions will be taken later on twitter. Direct
your questions to #mbhsharp; we will try to draw on them! #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:13:14 PM
keenera: Twitter whirring at full steam at #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:13:31 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: plenary speakers: 5 min to reflect, comment, synthesize #SHARP13
#guerillaplenary #Mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:13:36 PM
helensonner: 'Speakers' in audience not on stage in subverted plenary. #mbhsharp
#SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:14:02 PM
wynkenhimself: At #sharp13 #mbhsharp, 12 snapshots of SHARP and its future. It's a
guerrilla inclusive plenary!
7/21/2013 8:14:34 PM
dr_heil: 12 dispatches from the front line... GO! #guerrillaplenary #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:14:49 PM
botasdezidane: Casey Brienza @CaseyBrienza on first ... #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:16:04 PM
praymurray: @CaseyBrienza: what has been striking abt the conference-what does the
future of bh look like? #SHARP13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:16:16 PM
lesliehowsam: I remember a mystery tweet from @iangadd a couple weeks ago when
he first contacted #mbhsharp group #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:16:36 PM
MitchFraas: See @caseyBrienza 's "Paratexts in Translation" on Manga in the U.S.
1990s-2000s: http://t.co/51Pvay9rRs #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:16:36 PM
balibra76: Conf speakers planted w/in audience, rather than at front -- SHARP goes
mystery dinner theater! Luv it! #sharp13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:16:54 PM
whitneytrettien: Cheers to @iangadd for shaking up the plenary format! #mbhsharp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 8:17:39 PM
nickmimic: @CaseyBrienza talking about institutional frameworks of her first job vs/+
her research interests #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:17:47 PM
botasdezidane: RT @MitchFraas: See @caseyBrienza 's "Paratexts in Translation" on
Manga in the U.S. 1990s-2000s: http://t.co/51Pvay9rRs #sharp13

7/21/2013 8:17:54 PM
sim1303: RT @whitneytrettien: Cheers to @iangadd for shaking up the plenary format!
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:18:22 PM
botasdezidane: RT @balibra76: Conf speakers planted w/in audience, rather than at
front -- SHARP goes mystery dinner theater! Luv it! #sharp13 #guerillapl…
7/21/2013 8:18:23 PM
wynkenhimself: First up, @CaseyBrienza on being a social scientist talking about
contemporary publishing. #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:18:35 PM
nickmimic: INSTITUTIONAL FEARS? Where/how do we belong? #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:18:58 PM
praymurray: CB: the role of people from the social sciences in SHARP? space for the
'contemporary' 'publishing'? #mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:19:13 PM
MitchFraas: Check out the "Cultural and Creative Industries" degree at City University
London: http://t.co/9QHSEPbkkJ #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:19:18 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: sharp is what its members choose to include or exclude
@caseybrienza #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:19:18 PM
olau76: @CaseyBrienza: Job situated within social science not literary scholarship or
history. Is there a place in SHARP? #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:19:31 PM
sim1303: @caseybrienza: "SHARP is its members. but that membership depends on
decisions about whom to include and whom to exclude" #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:19:33 PM
wynkenhimself: .@CaseyBrienza asks us, Do you wish to include the sorts of students
and faculty in her world of social sciences. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:19:41 PM
lesliehowsam: At last! A sociologist doing The Sociology of Text, so to speak #SHARP13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:20:16 PM
praymurray: @eriksson_jens speaker 2: the bk is a material artefact & unique object to
harbour something immaterial #mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:21:14 PM
juliapanko: Empty stage + 12 mystery speakers (+tweetwall) = #guerillaplenary at
#sharp13. Theatrical, subversive, experimental, engaging. #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:21:37 PM
botasdezidane: Jens Eriksson @eriksson_jens now speaking on the voices in the text
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:21:51 PM

olau76: RT @juliapanko: Empty stage + 12 mystery speakers (+tweetwall) =
#guerillaplenary at #sharp13. Theatrical, subversive, experimental, engagi…
7/21/2013 8:21:59 PM
balibra76: I for one am glad to see sociologists, Casey -- a lot of great methods we can
share! #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:22:03 PM
sim1303: RT @juliapanko: Empty stage + 12 mystery speakers (+tweetwall) =
#guerillaplenary at #sharp13. Theatrical, subversive, experimental, engagi…
7/21/2013 8:22:32 PM
MitchFraas: Read the full text of @eriksson_jens "Race Mixing and Contradiction: Kant's
ambivalence toward hybridity" at http://t.co/7xfncTkCES #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:23:35 PM
praymurray: JE: the role of the go-between (this has echoes of my paper on
#invisiblelabour hooray!) #mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:23:46 PM
RebeccaShores: Abandoned water bottles: deathscape of the old plenary. #mbhsharp
#sharp13 http://t.co/VbWPr8gCZL
7/21/2013 8:25:22 PM
dolechner: Don't really understand what's going on at #sharp13 at the moment but
glad you all seem to have fun with #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:25:53 PM
nickmimic: @eriksson_jens hitting on a lot of the pregnant concepts and how we
connect them to our academic everyday #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:26:09 PM
wynkenhimself: Now up, @eriksson_jens, a PhD student from Uppsala on imagining
pluriformity. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:26:26 PM
gwrightbham: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 8:26:51 PM
iangadd: RT @RebeccaShores: Abandoned water bottles: deathscape of the old plenary.
#mbhsharp #sharp13 http://t.co/VbWPr8gCZL
7/21/2013 8:27:16 PM
balibra76: "Pluriformity isn't a lack of order, but a different order" -- thanks Jens!
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:27:39 PM
wynkenhimself: And @NoraSlonimsky joined twitter expressly for this! Considers what
privilege is here. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:27:42 PM
praymurray: Survey of speakers so far: mapping the discipline,transnational
geographies, privilege#mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:27:48 PM
nickmimic: @NoraSlonimsky on two ways of looking at privilege #sharp13 #mbhsharp

7/21/2013 8:27:59 PM
keenera: @NoraSlonimsky raises the issue of privilege at #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:28:16 PM
sim1303: next up, .@noraslonimsky on privilege as reward / pan-privilege as
acceptance of multiple types of print culture #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:28:34 PM
sim1303: but .@noraslonimsky also asking if it's good to privilege a certain type of book
history/methodology. hopeful, fearful. #mbhsharp #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:29:32 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: talking about privilege via copyright, reward, hierarchy #SHARP13
#guerillaplenary #Monsanto @NoraSlonimsky
7/21/2013 8:29:47 PM
sim1303: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: talking about privilege via copyright, reward, hierarchy
#SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #Monsanto @NoraSlonimsky
7/21/2013 8:30:27 PM
keenera: @NoraSlonimsky's comments remind me of early debates in 'The Library'
before it became the Transactions of the BibSoc #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:30:31 PM
wynkenhimself: .@NoraSlonimsky What types of book history and materials do we
privilege? #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:30:41 PM
nickmimic: Correction: @NoraSlonimsky talking about MANY ways of thinking about
privilege, really interesting running w a concept #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:30:52 PM
praymurray: This #guerillaplenary is an instantiation of the republic of letters
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:31:51 PM
iangadd: RT @keenera: @NoraSlonimsky's comments remind me of early debates in
'The Library' before it became the Transactions of the BibSoc #sharp13…
7/21/2013 8:31:56 PM
botasdezidane: Miriam Intrator now on "the end of libraries" #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:31:59 PM
iangadd: RT @praymurray: This #guerillaplenary is an instantiation of the republic of
letters #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:32:20 PM
nickmimic: RT @praymurray: This #guerillaplenary is an instantiation of the republic of
letters #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:32:23 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @praymurray: This #guerillaplenary is an instantiation of the
republic of letters #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:32:47 PM
keenera: End of libraries: if you haven't seen the movie 'Robot & Frank' you should.
Also a Quixote book turns up in there #sharp13 #mbhsharp

7/21/2013 8:33:19 PM
sim1303: number 4, miriam intrator, talking as librarian-historian about technology /
the digital / "death of libraries". #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:33:34 PM
botasdezidane: Expanding definitions of book history and book historians are excellent
trends to pursue ... #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:33:40 PM
JenServenti: I love Miriam Intrator's ideas about the book as an ever broadening
spectrum of media #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:34:12 PM
sim1303: RT @praymurray: This #guerillaplenary is an instantiation of the republic of
letters #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:34:20 PM
praymurray: RT @JenServenti: I love Miriam Intrator's ideas about the book as an ever
broadening spectrum of media #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:34:22 PM
olau76: Miriam Intrator: Is "history" in the name too limiting? Exclusive rather than
inclusive? #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:34:40 PM
sim1303: RT @JenServenti: I love Miriam Intrator's ideas about the book as an ever
broadening spectrum of media #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:34:40 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @JenServenti: I love Miriam Intrator's ideas about the book as an
ever broadening spectrum of media #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:35:00 PM
sim1303: RT @olau76: Miriam Intrator: Is "history" in the name too limiting? Exclusive
rather than inclusive? #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:35:19 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: .@iangadd can tweet AND orchestrate a #guerillaplenary @ #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:35:24 PM
lesliehowsam: Miriam I reinforces something I've heard a lot at #SHARP13 re new
stress on 20thc #mbhsharp #guessc20ishistory
7/21/2013 8:35:26 PM
praymurray: MI comments on the infortunate divide betw. faculty & librarians-reversal
of this = better metadata #mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:35:38 PM
wynkenhimself: Intrator's linking of "book history" and SHARP to libraries is so so
useful. Thanks to her for voicing this. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:36:06 PM
vonjobi: I'm actually one of the guerilla plenary speakers. Let's see how this goes...
#mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary

7/21/2013 8:36:08 PM
nowviskie: RT @wynkenhimself: At #sharp13 #mbhsharp, 12 snapshots of SHARP and
its future. It's a guerrilla inclusive plenary!
7/21/2013 8:36:08 PM
nickmimic: Brilliant stuff by Miriam Intrator on including librarians, terminology as road
blocks to the unfamiliar #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:36:09 PM
nowviskie: RT @whitneytrettien: Cheers to @iangadd for shaking up the plenary
format! #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:36:14 PM
nowviskie: RT @praymurray: This #guerillaplenary is an instantiation of the republic of
letters #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:36:20 PM
wynkenhimself: Now hearing from @vonjobi on problem of SHARP's whiteness and
Western focus. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:37:33 PM
botasdezidane: Von Totanes @vonjobi now discussing diversity in SHARP #mbhsharp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 8:37:50 PM
praymurray: ...& the Twitter back(?) channel evidence of increasing trans-instantiation
of media #mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary #toomuch?
7/21/2013 8:37:51 PM
sim1303: .@vonjobi goes there. @SHARPorg is a predominantly white organization.
#SHARP13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:37:54 PM
praymurray: RT @wynkenhimself: Now hearing from @vonjobi on problem of SHARP's
whiteness and Western focus. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:38:00 PM
botasdezidane: RT @vonjobi: I'm actually one of the guerilla plenary speakers. Let's
see how this goes... #mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:38:07 PM
nickmimic: @vonjobi talking about diversity (or lack thereof), both in attendees and
academic focus #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:38:13 PM
wynkenhimself: "While I am clearly representing Asia here today, I am not
representative of many Asians"--@vonjobi #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:38:41 PM
heatherfro: loving this #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary - sad to not be there anymore, but
thank you for your tweets!
7/21/2013 8:38:46 PM
keenera: @vonjobi takes the floor & discussing privilege & @SHARPorg. Race, funding,
& education. #sharp13 #mbhsharp

7/21/2013 8:38:56 PM
sim1303: RT @wynkenhimself: "While I am clearly representing Asia here today, I am
not representative of many Asians"--@vonjobi #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:39:07 PM
nowviskie: Sounds like there's something pretty fabulous happening at the closing
#sharp13 #mbhsharp plenary right now. @ADHOrg, take note!
7/21/2013 8:39:16 PM
praymurray: RT @keenera: @vonjobi takes the floor & discussing privilege &
@SHARPorg. Race, funding, & education. #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:39:22 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @nickmimic: @vonjobi talking about diversity (or lack thereof),
both in attendees and academic focus #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:39:31 PM
LboroPublishing: Really enjoying the #guerillaplenary discussions so far - well done
@iangadd #mbhsharp #Sharp13
7/21/2013 8:39:36 PM
CaseyBrienza: @MitchFraas Believe it or not, but that article was originally a final paper
for a book history class! #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:39:36 PM
JenServenti: #mbhsharp #sharp13 @vonjobi "Other scholars deserve to know book
history." Like his idea for badges and mentors for newcomers
7/21/2013 8:40:53 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: @vonjobi talking about diversity (or lack thereof), both in
attendees and academic focus #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:40:53 PM
keenera: @vonjobi suggests GIS map for scholars coming from around the world. Yes!
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:41:24 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: for Sharp future proposal from @vonjobi get to know one another,
map the people and work from the conference, 1st timers badges #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:41:25 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @nickmimic: @vonjobi talking about diversity (or lack thereof), both
in attendees and academic focus #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:41:32 PM
olau76: @vonjobi: What can we do at our own institutions to increase diversity in the
field? How do we introduce bh to our students? #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:42:12 PM
sim1303: .@vonjobi's suggestions for future new @SHARPorg conf attendees: firsttimer ribbons, mentorship, new mbrs panel #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:42:36 PM
wynkenhimself: Hey, it's @bspalmieri up now! What does Brooke want from book
history? One that considers social responsibility. #mbhsharp #sharp13

7/21/2013 8:42:37 PM
nickmimic: Love the straight talking, truth, and practicality from @vonjobi #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:42:43 PM
botasdezidane: Now Brooke Palmieri @bspalmieri on three monthly suggestions ...
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:43:26 PM
nickmimic: @bspalmieri on a three step program to book history social responsibility
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:43:33 PM
aldevine: #sharp13 #guerillaplenary See screen: mapping @bspalmieri rampant in/onto
The Lake District
7/21/2013 8:44:34 PM
sim1303: .@bspalmieri says: research should be accessible to my mom / your
hairdresser / teachers. local/social responsibility. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:44:40 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: book history that considers social responsibility from @bspalmieri :
can people find my work? Can local groups benefit from it? #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:44:49 PM
nickmimic: @bspalmieri: Communication matters - translation, travel, tweeting - and
not just inside academia #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:45:40 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: Love the straight talking, truth, and practicality from
@vonjobi #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:45:48 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: @vonjobi suggests GIS map for scholars coming from around
the world. Yes! #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:45:57 PM
dr_heil: @bspalmieri using her segment of the #guerillaplenary to advocate social
responsibility in our work (and our lives) #mbhsharp #SHARP13 #doit
7/21/2013 8:46:24 PM
sim1303: RT @JenServenti: #mbhsharp #sharp13 @vonjobi "Other scholars deserve to
know book history." Like his idea for badges and mentors for newco…
7/21/2013 8:46:29 PM
roos_annamarie: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 8:46:32 PM
wynkenhimself: If I were to choose a book historian to take it to the streets, it would
be @bspalmieri. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:46:48 PM
botasdezidane: Marie-Claude Felton @mariecfelton on the growth of book history
#sharp13 #mbhsharp

7/21/2013 8:46:50 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: thanks @bspalmieri for invoking students of all ages! #SHARP13
#guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:47:39 PM
botasdezidane: This format is really working; cheers, Ian Gadd! #sharp13 #mbhsharp
@iangadd
7/21/2013 8:48:12 PM
wynkenhimself: Now @mariecfelton on the problem on access to these possibilities,
both lack of money but language access, too. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:49:13 PM
sim1303: omg m-c felton's first bookhistory event was in venice -- competing w/
singing gondoliers! jelly! #speakingofprivilege #mbhsharp #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:49:57 PM
sim1303: m-c felton's concerns: money / affordability, language hegemony,
disciplinarity #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:50:26 PM
sim1303: RT @botasdezidane: This format is really working; cheers, Ian Gadd!
#sharp13 #mbhsharp @iangadd
7/21/2013 8:50:39 PM
wynkenhimself: .@mariecfelton calls for dialogue within our own departments and
programs. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:51:47 PM
juliapanko: The #guerillaplenary speakers at #sharp13 #sharpmbh are so stealthy that
I've only just realized Ive been sitting next to 1 for almost an hr
7/21/2013 8:52:02 PM
keenera: @mariecfelton right to point out that disciplinary boundaries exist, no matter
how interdisciplinary BH is #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:52:07 PM
sim1303: .@mariecfelton's hope for interdisciplinary convos/collaboration, even at
institutions where ppl already "do" bookhist #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:52:15 PM
botasdezidane: Nicholas Morris @nickmimic on navigating SHARP #mbhsharp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 8:52:56 PM
sim1303: and now @nickmimic: what does the "chorus of gps voices telling us to
recalculate" sound like? #mbhsharp #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:53:07 PM
ka_weaver: Spot on RT @Bspalmieri "How do we share professional #information?"
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:53:10 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: on the potential for "recalculating"! @nickmimic #SHARP13
#guerillaplenary #mbhsharp

7/21/2013 8:53:15 PM
sim1303: .@nickmimic talks about disciplinarity and infrastructure #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:54:11 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: @mariecfelton right to point out that disciplinary boundaries
exist, no matter how interdisciplinary BH is #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:54:31 PM
sim1303: RT @juliapanko: The #guerillaplenary speakers at #sharp13 #sharpmbh are
so stealthy that I've only just realized Ive been sitting next to 1…
7/21/2013 8:54:36 PM
superHH: RT @botasdezidane: Marie-Claude Felton @mariecfelton on the growth of
book history #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:54:36 PM
keenera: @nickmimic mentions Darnton's Daedalus article. How far have we come?
What are we doing decades later? #sharp13 #sharpmbh
7/21/2013 8:54:38 PM
superHH: RT @botasdezidane: Nicholas Morris @nickmimic on navigating SHARP
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:54:59 PM
sim1303: .@nickmimic shoutout to @whitneytrettien and her #littlegiddingharmonies
lightning talk at #sharp13 #sodamnmeta #mbhsharp (hi whitney!)
7/21/2013 8:55:30 PM
botasdezidane: Walls of disciplinarity are quite difficult to knock down, regardless of
the usefulness of interdisciplinary endeavors #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:55:43 PM
keenera: @nickmimic shouts out to @whitneytrettien, who is listening in via Twitter
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:56:01 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @sim1303: .@nickmimic shoutout to @whitneytrettien and her
#littlegiddingharmonies lightning talk at #sharp13 #sodamnmeta #mbhsharp (hi …
7/21/2013 8:56:26 PM
sim1303: omg @nickmimic talking about cross-organizational panels: planned
synergy/serendipity OMG #goosebumps! #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 8:57:08 PM
wynkenhimself: .@nickmimic suggests cross-conference panels held simultaneously,
picking up on energies from #sharp13 and #dh2013 convergence. #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:57:18 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: the future, not of research & scholarship, but of teaching asks
@roaringgirle #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:58:12 PM
keenera: @nickmimic not to be a stick in the mud, but I foresee IT issues for decades.
Great idea for cross-country panels though #sharp13 #mbhsharp

7/21/2013 8:58:32 PM
botasdezidane: Great idea by @nickmimic for dual conference panels #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:58:37 PM
balibra76: LOVE the idea of co-conf w/ DH, ALA's LHRT, and other orgs! #mbhsharp
#sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 8:58:40 PM
sim1303: now @roaringgirle; typical teaching training = critwrit, recitations, grading.
how do we learn *to teach bkhist*? #mbhsharp #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:58:52 PM
JenServenti: #mbhsharp #sharp13 Like @roaringgirle 's attention to teaching book
history. How do we learn to teach about AND w/ the history of the book?
7/21/2013 8:59:05 PM
AL_Connell: @roaringgirle: how do we learn to teach book history? #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 8:59:46 PM
dr_heil: SO many GREAT remarks in #guerillaplenary abt access in different forms and
abt ways we can make SHARP more open in this 21st Cent #SHARP13
7/21/2013 8:59:51 PM
sim1303: RT @JenServenti: #mbhsharp #sharp13 Like @roaringgirle 's attention to
teaching book history. How do we learn to teach about AND w/ the hi…
7/21/2013 8:59:59 PM
sim1303: .@roaringgirle's ?s about teaching: resources (materials, money); course dev,
learning tools; HOW to teach #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:00:23 PM
aldevine: #sharp13 #guerillaplenary @roaringgirle SHARPening up teaching the history
of the book & collaboration: YES!
7/21/2013 9:00:30 PM
botasdezidane: Love the fact that @roaringgirle is discussing how to teach book
history, especially in less privileged spaces #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:00:31 PM
sim1303: RT @balibra76: LOVE the idea of co-conf w/ DH, ALA's LHRT, and other orgs!
#mbhsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 9:00:36 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: teaching book history: resources in collections & pedagogical
materials @roaringgirle #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:00:47 PM
keenera: @roaringgirle points to the great variety of Special Collections holdings. We're
not all UPenn #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:00:54 PM
wynkenhimself: .@roaringgirle And not only where do we find resources but how do we
teach with those resources? (such impt questions) #mbhsharp #sharp13

7/21/2013 9:01:01 PM
nickmimic: The diversity of topics by guerilla plenarists, & coverage (w lovely overlaps)
is stunning. (And largely unorchestrated) #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:01:01 PM
whitneytrettien: RT @wynkenhimself: .@nickmimic suggests cross-conference panels
held simultaneously, picking up on energies from #sharp13 and #dh2013 conve…
7/21/2013 9:01:08 PM
sim1303: .@roaringgirle how to teach book history; how to integrate methods into
comp and lit classes; workshops?? #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:01:36 PM
sim1303: .@roaringgirle fear of isolating bookhist: don't want it to become niche, seem
unrelatable. how to expose new students? #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:02:12 PM
botasdezidane: @roaringgirle: Integrating book history outside the specific subject;
fantastic! #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:02:29 PM
nickmimic: Glad to hear @roaringgirle on the full dimensionality of teaching book
history #mbhsharp #sharp13 // paging @peasandpoetry
7/21/2013 9:02:52 PM
dr_heil: @roaringgirle using #guerrilaplenary to ask how we can practice
#guerillabookhistory integrating DH into courses not marked as such #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:03:21 PM
sim1303: .@roaringgirle how can we educators (learning here at the conf) help our
student learners? #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:03:30 PM
keenera: @rebeccashores next up, identifies herself as Anglo-Saxonist #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:03:34 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: Glad to hear @roaringgirle on the full dimensionality of
teaching book history #mbhsharp #sharp13 // paging @peasandpoetry
7/21/2013 9:03:41 PM
ka_weaver: How many library aka iSchools still advocate for / teach book or library
history ? afterthought2 #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:03:48 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: how to we translate our experience as learners @ #sharp13 into our
role as educators? Great Q? From @roaringgirle
7/21/2013 9:03:49 PM
olau76: @roaringgirle: Exposing students to book history without having to take a bh
class? In IT or IS classes? #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:03:57 PM
botasdezidane: Now Rebecca Shores @RebeccaShores on overlaps ... #sharp13
#mbhsharp

7/21/2013 9:03:57 PM
aldevine: #sharp13 #guerillaplenary Whoo, Go Anglo-Saxon Studies! Hire AngloSaxonists!!
7/21/2013 9:04:28 PM
sim1303: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: how to we translate our experience as learners @
#sharp13 into our role as educators? Great Q? From @roaringgirle
7/21/2013 9:04:40 PM
nickmimic: @RebeccaShores on overlaps, Borges/Anglo-Saxon, etc #mbhsharp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 9:04:50 PM
sim1303: RT @botasdezidane: @roaringgirle: Integrating book history outside the
specific subject; fantastic! #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:04:58 PM
sim1303: MT @dr_heil: @roaringgirle asking how we can practice #guerillabookhistory
integrating BH into courses not marked as such #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:05:29 PM
nickmimic: @RebeccaShores on SHARP's focus on "we", self awareness of community
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:05:54 PM
sim1303: .@rebeccashores invokes the "we" heard so often at this conf; diff from lit
scholars' individualistic approaches #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:06:05 PM
nickmimic: That needs to be a sarcastic refrain: "Thank you Mr. Cotton" #mbhsharp
#sharp13
7/21/2013 9:06:52 PM
amndw2: .@ka_weaver I got my first sustained exposure to book history while a library
student at Drexel! Wish I'd had it earlier. #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:07:01 PM
sim1303: who brought up big university affiliations of #guerrillaplenary plenary
speakers? TRUTH. #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:07:17 PM
nickmimic: @RebeccaShores on disability, academia, and SHARP #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:07:38 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: That needs to be a sarcastic refrain: "Thank you Mr. Cotton"
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:07:43 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: .@RebeccaShores Thanks mr cotton, but reminds us that Anglo-saxon
texts are not necessarily books #SHARP13 #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:07:52 PM
sim1303: RT @nickmimic: @RebeccaShores on overlaps, Borges/Anglo-Saxon, etc
#mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:07:52 PM

sim1303: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: .@RebeccaShores Thanks mr cotton, but reminds us
that Anglo-saxon texts are not necessarily books #SHARP13 #guerillapl…
7/21/2013 9:08:12 PM
AliceTMcGrath: #mbhsharp @rebeccashores on "unlikely overlaps": one of the most
exciting parts of #SHARP13.
7/21/2013 9:08:25 PM
nowviskie: RT @sim1303: .@rebeccashores invokes the "we" heard so often at this
conf; diff from lit scholars' individualistic approaches #sharp13 #mbh…
7/21/2013 9:08:44 PM
CaseyBrienza: Amazingly, I will be teaching a publishing history and culture course
from a sociological perspective at City... #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:09:16 PM
sim1303: .@rebeccashores is a product of good @SHARPorg outreach -- telling us to
reach out, too. welcome to the fold, girl! #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:09:34 PM
nickmimic: Paging #sharp14 RT @sim1303: who brought up big university affiliations of
#guerrillaplenary plenary speakers? TRUTH. #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:09:54 PM
praymurray: the strength of #sharp13 has been its sense of community - a resonating
'we' #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:10:20 PM
dolechner: RT @lesliehowsam: So touched by lovely warm tribute from @iangadd and
colleagues at #SHARP13 thanks for flowers, applause (and keepsake pri…
7/21/2013 9:10:37 PM
sim1303: RT @praymurray: the strength of #sharp13 has been its sense of community
- a resonating 'we' #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:11:00 PM
dr_heil: ...reach across the traditional barriers to entry ... let EVERYONE have the
chance to be surprised ... #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:11:17 PM
vonjobi: RT @praymurray: the strength of #sharp13 has been its sense of community a resonating 'we' #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:11:36 PM
sim1303: .@rebeccashores models outreach: "everyone should know about anglo-saxon
literature! because it is awesome!" #mbhsharp #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:11:56 PM
sim1303: kevin mulholland: "three things conf organizers could not control: A/C, jetfuel
prices, finickiness of bkhist scholars" #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:12:44 PM
botasdezidane: Kevin Mulholland now on uncontrolled things ... #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:12:44 PM
sim1303: RT @dr_heil: ...reach across the traditional barriers to entry ... let EVERYONE
have the chance to be surprised ... #SHARP13

7/21/2013 9:12:57 PM
amndw2: "I think everyone should know about Anglo-Saxon literature!" @RebeccaShores. & by extension book history more generally #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:13:06 PM
dmndkng: A plenary speaker breaks the silence on the air conditioning unit in the Class
of 1955 seminar room. FINALLY #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:14:38 PM
aldevine: #sharp13 #guerillaplenary @RebeccaShores: Bring on the Old English
comeback!
7/21/2013 9:14:58 PM
nickmimic: Kevin Mulholland on different presentation styles and abstract styles from
non-Western scholars #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:15:06 PM
sim1303: RT @dmndkng: A plenary speaker breaks the silence on the air conditioning
unit in the Class of 1955 seminar room. FINALLY #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:15:14 PM
vonjobi: RT @nickmimic: Kevin Mulholland on different presentation styles and abstract
styles from non-Western scholars #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:15:58 PM
keenera: "If you want the money, that's where you go." Kevin Mulholland minces no
words here #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:16:09 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: k.mulholland asks how prof. expectations and cultural norms inflect
programming #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:16:33 PM
balibra76: Kevin Mulholland makes a great point abt the academic conf format being a
barrier to wider particip #sharp13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary
7/21/2013 9:16:37 PM
sim1303: RT @keenera: "If you want the money, that's where you go." Kevin
Mulholland minces no words here #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:16:43 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Now speaking: Simran "Sim" Thadani aka incomparable and amazing
#sharp13 wonderwoman, University of Pennsylvania (USA) @sim1303 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:17:28 PM
culturematters2: How to do bkhist at small institutions in a world of rich digital
resources - and paywalls that restrict access? #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:17:31 PM
iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including word-clouds of #sharp13 tweets
& Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5CfbE
7/21/2013 9:17:32 PM
nickmimic: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Now speaking: Simran "Sim" Thadani aka incomparable
and amazing #sharp13 wonderwoman, University of Pennsylvania (USA) @s…

7/21/2013 9:17:40 PM
nickmimic: RT @iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including word-clouds of
#sharp13 tweets & Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5…
7/21/2013 9:17:56 PM
MitchFraas: Even monkeys fall from trees #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:18:18 PM
nickmimic: @sim1303 on identity politics #SHARP13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:19:01 PM
HamishMack: RT @dmndkng: A plenary speaker breaks the silence on the air
conditioning unit in the Class of 1955 seminar room. FINALLY #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:19:17 PM
botasdezidane: Simran Thadani @sim1303 on identity politics in SHARP #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:19:17 PM
keenera: Identity politics at a book history conference from @sim1303 #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:19:21 PM
dr_heil: LOVE that we finally get to hear from @sim1303, and, yes, she's going there.
#guerillaplenary #sharp13 #gunningforIan
7/21/2013 9:19:43 PM
vonjobi: RT @keenera: Identity politics at a book history conference from @sim1303
#sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:20:28 PM
roaringgirle: RT @dr_heil: LOVE that we finally get to hear from @sim1303, and, yes,
she's going there. #guerillaplenary #sharp13 #gunningforIan
7/21/2013 9:20:36 PM
botasdezidane: Great way to finish up the plenary, @sim1303 ! #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:21:08 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @dr_heil: LOVE that we finally get to hear from @sim1303, and,
yes, she's going there. #guerillaplenary #sharp13 #gunningforIan
7/21/2013 9:21:57 PM
vonjobi: RT @botasdezidane: Great way to finish up the plenary, @sim1303 ! #sharp13
#mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:23:12 PM
stirpublishing: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 9:23:16 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Questions are now being taken - direct your questions to #mbhsharp
and we will try to draw on them! #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:23:55 PM
roaringgirle: <3 @sim1303 #mhbsharp #sharp13 #guerillaplenary

7/21/2013 9:23:58 PM
keenera: "I am sharp." - @sim1303 #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:24:27 PM
nickmimic: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Questions are now being taken - direct your questions
to #mbhsharp and we will try to draw on them! #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:24:37 PM
MitchFraas: @sim1303 brings down the house with a great reflection on identity and
the future of #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:24:58 PM
vonjobi: That went very well, I think. Great idea! #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary
#SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:25:15 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @MitchFraas: @sim1303 brings down the house with a great
reflection on identity and the future of #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:25:36 PM
normasalim: @MitchFraas @vonjobi Thanks for that ref the Rizal library, Mitch…been
looking for more SEA connections to book history #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:26:15 PM
botasdezidane: RT @vonjobi: That went very well, I think. Great idea! #mbhsharp
#guerillaplenary #SHARP13
7/21/2013 9:26:26 PM
AL_Connell: RT @MitchFraas: @sim1303 brings down the house with a great reflection
on identity and the future of #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:26:44 PM
botasdezidane: Lots of things to think about after that plenary. Great job by all the
speakers! #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:28:18 PM
RebeccaShores: Btw, there's a # for Old English. It's too rarely used, but here it is:
#GlobalOE. And yes, there's an irony there. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:28:34 PM
nickmimic: @keenera worries about radio silence between #sharp13 and #sharp14 : we
need some sort of MLA Commons #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:29:59 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Final seconds of #sharp13 closing plenary - thanks for your
participation, insights, and questions! Let's keep the conversation going!
7/21/2013 9:30:17 PM
sim1303: RT @botasdezidane: Lots of things to think about after that plenary. Great job
by all the speakers! #sharp13 #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:31:49 PM
roaringgirle: @iangadd concludes #mbhsharp with some penn book history love //
#sharp13
7/21/2013 9:33:16 PM

sim1303: no tweets during @iangadd's lucky-thirteenth #mbhsharp 5-minute talk???
people! focus! tweet on!!! #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:33:34 PM
rbuurma: RT @iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including word-clouds of
#sharp13 tweets & Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5…
7/21/2013 9:33:55 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @roaringgirle: @iangadd concludes #mbhsharp with some penn
book history love // #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:34:09 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @nickmimic: @keenera worries about radio silence between
#sharp13 and #sharp14 : we need some sort of MLA Commons #mbhsharp
7/21/2013 9:34:23 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @nickmimic: Glad to hear @roaringgirle on the full dimensionality
of teaching book history #mbhsharp #sharp13 // paging @peasandpoetry
7/21/2013 9:34:42 PM
rbuurma: RT @sim1303: .@rebeccashores invokes the "we" heard so often at this conf;
diff from lit scholars' individualistic approaches #sharp13 #mbh…
7/21/2013 9:35:01 PM
livesandletters: RT @wynkenhimself: If I were to choose a book historian to take it to
the streets, it would be @bspalmieri. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:35:20 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Can I just say that I <3 SHARP? I feel at home @SHARPorg, from a
scholarly and a personal perspective. #sharp13
7/21/2013 9:36:43 PM
whitneytrettien: Thanks #mbhsharp tweeters for enabling eavesdropping. I'm so
inspired by all the super-smart junior scholars & librarians I met at #sharp13.
7/21/2013 9:41:22 PM
SedenAM: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book Prize.
#sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/21/2013 9:44:36 PM
RebeccaShores: Survived the #guerillaplenary at #sharp13 -- yet another fun surprise.
http://t.co/afXEVbWzN2
7/21/2013 9:51:10 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 has left the building… http://t.co/7zUfZgFjGG
7/21/2013 9:58:03 PM
SedenAM: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/21/2013 10:13:44 PM
sim1303: #sharp13 closing picnic http://t.co/Kl7RO8tbGA
7/21/2013 10:15:55 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Please consider following @NEH_ODH, NEH Office of Dig
Humanities. We tweet abt our grant opps & the wonderful work of our grantees.

7/21/2013 10:19:56 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: wore my striped #peterchristian yachting blazer to give my paper at
#sharp13 and someone offered to buy it for $100! over to you mrchristian
7/21/2013 10:20:35 PM
JenServenti: #sharp13 Thank you for engaging conf. So nice to meet so many of my
fellow tweeters face to face.Glad geography made my attendance possible.
7/21/2013 10:22:40 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: wore my striped@peterchristiann yachting blazer to give my paper
at #sharp13 and someone offered to buy it for $100! over to you mrchristian
7/21/2013 10:27:24 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: wore my striped @peterchristiann yachting blazer to give my paper
at #sharp13 and someone offered to buy it for $100!over to you mrchristian
7/21/2013 10:28:28 PM
readywriting: RT @JenServenti: #sharp13 Please consider following @NEH_ODH, NEH
Office of Dig Humanities. We tweet abt our grant opps & the wonderful wor…
7/21/2013 10:28:29 PM
botasdezidane: Reflecting on a great SHARP Conference; biggest problem was too
many good papers at the same time! Good problem to have! #sharp13
7/21/2013 10:34:46 PM
botasdezidane: Really loved @vonjobi talk this afternoon; yeah, there's problems, but
he's going to do what he can to find solutions. #sharp13
7/21/2013 10:36:22 PM
Anne_withanE: Many thanks to organizers, squirrels, volunteers, speakers, listeners,
fellow SHARPists & new friends for amazing #sharp13! #firsttime@SHARP
7/21/2013 10:38:13 PM
wynkenhimself: Thanks, #sharp13, for a great time.
7/21/2013 10:39:36 PM
botasdezidane: @jbfunk All about bringing book history to my undergrads,
collaborating more than I do, getting back to work on my GIS project. #sharp13
7/21/2013 10:40:21 PM
botasdezidane: We need a roundtable talk on book history in intro classes at SHARP
2014, @iangadd & @roaringgirle ... #sharp13 #sharp14
7/21/2013 10:42:43 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including wordclouds of #sharp13 tweets & Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5…
7/21/2013 10:54:13 PM
botasdezidane: @jbfunk Thinking of structuring my survey lectures around books from
each era. GIS project is in Anglo American historiography #sharp13
7/21/2013 10:55:19 PM
samartha: RT @iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including word-clouds of
#sharp13 tweets & Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5…
7/21/2013 11:01:59 PM

amndw2: And #sharp13 ends with a picnic. Hope I can make it to #sharp14 in Antwerp!
Meanwhile, I want to talk about book history with everyone.
7/21/2013 11:02:22 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: bye bye Philadelphia and #sharp13. It's been great (and hot!)
7/21/2013 11:03:35 PM
NoraSlonimsky: @wynkenhimself I'm so glad I did, these are some awesome
comments! #mbhsharp #SHARP13
7/21/2013 11:05:39 PM
ISRIV: RT @Nicosia_Marissa: interested folks at EM typography panel #SHARP13 should
check out @ZacharyLesser on typographic nostalgia http://t.co/…
7/21/2013 11:22:37 PM
ISRIV: RT @wynkenhimself: But, he's up now: Andrew Keener, Early Modern
Typography and Spanish Language-Learning Books. #sharp13
7/21/2013 11:25:09 PM
balibra76: Still thinking abt the conf structure as a barrier to intel xchange. Has SHARP
tried "unconferencing"? More freq, online meet ups? #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:18:13 AM
kaappiah: RT @wynkenhimself: Now hearing from @vonjobi on problem of SHARP's
whiteness and Western focus. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:43:58 AM
kaappiah: RT @wynkenhimself: "While I am clearly representing Asia here today, I am
not representative of many Asians"--@vonjobi #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:44:13 AM
nickmimic: Thanks so much to @sim1303, David, Lynne, John, the green shirt mafia,
the IT people and UPenn for making #sharp13 so comfortable and great!
7/22/2013 12:45:11 AM
nickmimic: Also thank you to @lesliehowsam and @iangadd - outgoing and incoming for being such facilitators and innovators #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:46:06 AM
nickmimic: Great to see so many old faces, meet new ones, and put ones to Twitter
handles. #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:47:07 AM
kaappiah: RT @JenServenti: #mbhsharp #sharp13 Like @roaringgirle 's attention to
teaching book history. How do we learn to teach about AND w/ the hi…
7/22/2013 12:48:53 AM
kaappiah: RT @botasdezidane: Love the fact that @roaringgirle is discussing how to
teach book history, especially in less privileged spaces #sharp13 …
7/22/2013 12:49:55 AM
nickmimic: My #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary lightning talk is up online http://t.co/okJgpwVkzS #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:54:39 AM
botasdezidane: Check out the trailer for SHARP 2014; I've never seen an academic
conference trailer before! http://t.co/eKA8ggkRF0 #sharp14 #sharp13

7/22/2013 12:57:38 AM
botasdezidane: RT @nickmimic: My #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary lightning talk is up
online - http://t.co/okJgpwVkzS #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:59:01 AM
amndw2: So, #sharp13 folks. Who else besides me and @Anne_withanE might be
interested in doing a panel on book history and Doctor Who?
7/22/2013 1:07:57 AM
AhokasMinna: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/22/2013 1:09:39 AM
vonjobi: RT @amndw2: And #sharp13 ends with a picnic. Hope I can make it to
#sharp14 in Antwerp! Meanwhile, I want to talk about book history with e…
7/22/2013 1:12:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @amndw2: So, #sharp13 folks. Who else besides me and
@Anne_withanE might be interested in doing a panel on book history and Doctor Who?
7/22/2013 1:14:20 AM
iangadd: RT @amndw2: So, #sharp13 folks. Who else besides me and @Anne_withanE
might be interested in doing a panel on book history and Doctor Who?
7/22/2013 1:14:22 AM
Anne_withanE: RT @amndw2: So, #sharp13 folks. Who else besides me and
@Anne_withanE might be interested in doing a panel on book history and Doctor Who?
7/22/2013 1:14:50 AM
CorinnaNoRue: @SHARPorg #sharp13 good thing the #WhiteDogCafe is open
7/22/2013 1:16:42 AM
Anne_withanE: Guess I should have stayed for the #sharp13 picnic. Flight from Philly
to CA delayed by 4 hrs. Used to be 2hrs, hopefully this trend stops.
7/22/2013 1:22:50 AM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: My #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary lightning talk is up online http://t.co/okJgpwVkzS #sharp13
7/22/2013 1:24:26 AM
nickmimic: New link to my #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary without glaring name error:
http://t.co/okJgpwVkzS. Sorry Michael, I do know your name! #sharp13
7/22/2013 2:04:45 AM
stijnvrossem: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @SHARPorg #sharp13 good thing the
#WhiteDogCafe is open
7/22/2013 2:19:36 AM
stijnvrossem: This is my first tweet. Look at me go! #sharp13
7/22/2013 2:20:30 AM
juliapanko: Please make this happen!! MT @amndw2 So, #sharp13 folks. Who else
might be interested in doing a panel on book history and Doctor Who?
7/22/2013 3:12:25 AM
juliapanko: Phone died so couldn't tweet earlier. So, belatedly: #guerillaplenary
speakers: PREACH. #sharp13 #mbhsharp

7/22/2013 3:16:22 AM
keenera: Packing for NC & realize I'd been reading Burckhardt's 'Civilisation' (trans.
Middlemore) before #sharp13 began. Back to the book.
7/22/2013 3:38:58 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @stijnvrossem: This is my first tweet. Look at me go! #sharp13
7/22/2013 5:07:26 AM
MSatris: @sim1303 and @juliapanko, did you two media mavens run into each other at
#sharp13 this last weekend?
7/22/2013 5:17:13 AM
bloomvc: RT @praymurray: Comics lovers at #SHARP13 - might I make a cheeky plea
for help towards our graphic novel award anthology? http://t.co/dL23…
7/22/2013 9:40:56 AM
crowdfundingeye: RT @praymurray: Comics lovers at #SHARP13 - might I make a
cheeky plea for help towards our graphic novel award anthology? http://t.co/dL23…
7/22/2013 9:43:04 AM
Anne_withanE: RT @nickmimic: @keenera worries about radio silence between
#sharp13 and #sharp14 : we need some sort of MLA Commons #mbhsharp
7/22/2013 10:23:05 AM
ComicsGrid: RT @praymurray: Comics lovers at #SHARP13 - might I make a cheeky
plea for help towards our graphic novel award anthology? http://t.co/dL23…
7/22/2013 10:33:46 AM
ManeyHistory: RT @SHARPorg: Press release for SHARP DeLong Book History Book
Prize. #sharp13 https://t.co/BfTrw8gvVD
7/22/2013 10:44:49 AM
CaraPleym: RT @praymurray: Comics lovers at #SHARP13 - might I make a cheeky
plea for help towards our graphic novel award anthology? http://t.co/dL23…
7/22/2013 11:30:18 AM
alisonbav: @LesleyCookman Society for the History of Authorship, Reading and
Publishing. Conference in Philadelphia was just so stimulating #sharp13
7/22/2013 12:11:29 PM
ComicsGrid: #SHARP13 folk into comics, graphic novels: CFS, special #openaccess
collection on 100 years of Krazy Kat http://t.co/ADklnkiloL #comicsedu
7/22/2013 12:36:25 PM
ProfLisaJardine: RT @wynkenhimself: If I were to choose a book historian to take it to
the streets, it would be @bspalmieri. #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/22/2013 1:02:24 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: back to work after a fantastic #SHARP13 thanks to all for the
inspiring presentations and conversations
7/22/2013 1:50:50 PM
nickmimic: After the usual conf-ending dispersal, been thinking lots about @keenera 's
suggestion of SHARP Commons to avoid radio silence [+] #sharp13
7/22/2013 2:03:44 PM

nickmimic: The @MLACommons model, like Andrew said, would be good one. Could be
really useful & maybe can get some more feedback on #mbhsharp #sharp13
7/22/2013 2:05:17 PM
CaseyBrienza: @PROFSTEVENSON A pleasure to catch up at #SHARP13! Can't believe
it's already been over a year since first meeting you in Stirling...
7/22/2013 2:05:19 PM
praymurray: RT @iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including word-clouds of
#sharp13 tweets & Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5…
7/22/2013 2:11:03 PM
praymurray: Thanks #SHARP13: one of the most generous & insightful conferences I've
had the pleasure to attend and speak at (& tweet!)
7/22/2013 2:14:12 PM
keenera: RT @praymurray: Thanks #SHARP13: one of the most generous & insightful
conferences I've had the pleasure to attend and speak at (& tweet!)
7/22/2013 2:14:57 PM
moxiekat: Woke up my conference high still on. High five, #sharp13!
7/22/2013 4:00:48 PM
offog: On way back after fabulous-est SHARP conference ever. #SHARP13
7/22/2013 4:03:15 PM
ADutlinger: How to make special characters very fast @themacschool.blogspot.com
#SHARP13
7/22/2013 4:06:46 PM
ADutlinger: I will be putting the photos I took @SHARP13 in DropBox; will send
everyone an invite so you can find ones you want. #sharp13
7/22/2013 4:08:52 PM
offog: RT @praymurray: Thanks #SHARP13: one of the most generous & insightful
conferences I've had the pleasure to attend and speak at (& tweet!)
7/22/2013 4:08:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @offog: On way back after fabulous-est SHARP conference ever.
#SHARP13
7/22/2013 4:15:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @moxiekat: Woke up my conference high still on. High five, #sharp13!
7/22/2013 4:15:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Thanks #SHARP13: one of the most generous & insightful
conferences I've had the pleasure to attend and speak at (& tweet!)
7/22/2013 4:15:17 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @offog #SHARP13 safe travels!
7/22/2013 5:17:30 PM
RebeccaShores: RT @praymurray: Thanks #SHARP13: one of the most generous &
insightful conferences I've had the pleasure to attend and speak at (& tweet!)
7/22/2013 5:31:38 PM
RebeccaShores: Back in NC, still thrilled by generosity and productivity of #sharp13. TY
notes and post on http://t.co/2YFSkInDdN soon!

7/22/2013 5:43:07 PM
phjartar: Thanks to David McKnight and his UPenn team for hosting a very full and
engaging #SHARP13 conference. @SHARPorg
7/22/2013 5:43:32 PM
RebeccaShores: @vonjobi I've been thinking abt intro distance courses; love to talk
Skype-ing in, etc if you're interested. #sharp13
7/22/2013 5:45:11 PM
RebeccaShores: @sim1303 and not necessarily we v. I; medievalists just don't seem as
self-aware of community --and it shows at many unis [1/2] #sharp13
7/22/2013 5:49:00 PM
RebeccaShores: @sim1303 ...who have 'medieval programs' but no place/reason for
grad students to gather/share.More like faculty cv booster. [2/2] #sharp13
7/22/2013 5:51:56 PM
Anne_withanE: Any CA SHARPists need a print culture fix after #sharp13? MT
@TheHuntington Exhibit of rare Grangerized books opens http://t.co/Ubtli0a7RI”
7/22/2013 6:42:27 PM
CitizenWald: RT @offog: On way back after fabulous-est SHARP conference ever.
#SHARP13
7/22/2013 7:41:34 PM
praymurray: #SHARP13 aftermath still joyful: getting old book dust on my hands in the
#VanPelt courtesy @MitchFraas ; @offog 4 Srirampur titles!
7/22/2013 7:49:41 PM
stirpublishing: RT @iangadd: Here are the slides for #mbhsharp (including word-clouds
of #sharp13 tweets & Dreams of Ferdinand plenary) https://t.co/sfKKh5…
7/22/2013 8:26:00 PM
lmaruca: Now that I've caught up on the #guerillaplenary at #mbhsharp, I am more
disappointed than ever that I missed #sharp13. @SHARPorg rocks!
7/22/2013 8:54:25 PM
ernestopriego: You will need quite a bit of bandwidth but here's an interactive archive
of the #SHARP13 backchannel. http://t.co/H6Y4lBQhLj #citylis
7/22/2013 10:33:58 PM
ernestopriego: Took me quite a while to reconstruct the archive due to volume. Search
here 1970+ #SHARP13 tweets http://t.co/U4iRjgsIy4 #citylis
7/22/2013 10:36:36 PM
ernestopriego: #SHARP13: Nodes, links, network. Screenshot of interactive archive
using TAGSExplorer http://t.co/U4iRjgsIy4 http://t.co/WptAxKs8oV
7/22/2013 10:43:24 PM
ka_weaver: Great week/end at #sharp13 1st Timer.#Literacy problem right here people
#guerillaplenary http://t.co/LQYblCBKie
7/22/2013 11:12:18 PM
ka_weaver: Back to Pittsburgh after #SHARP13 conference #guerillaplenary
#mbhsharp Hats Off @UPENN Conference Svcs 4 DormSpace

7/22/2013 11:16:31 PM
ka_weaver: Shout Out @UPenn Conf Services, I'm in PA 7 hrs away, but if no Dorm
Space would been no attending Thx #SHARP13
7/22/2013 11:21:09 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @lmaruca: Now that I've caught up on the #guerillaplenary at
#mbhsharp, I am more disappointed than ever that I missed #sharp13. @SHARPo…
7/22/2013 11:21:41 PM
ka_weaver: Question #guerillaplenary #mbhsharp #sharp13 any independent scholars
part of the Guerilla plenary or all PhD post doc?
7/22/2013 11:24:44 PM
moxiekat: Missing the Fine Arts Library at UPenn, Sharpists? Check out this library
porn: http://t.co/93X7s5VOAv #sharp13
7/23/2013 12:14:43 AM
jayeldee: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/23/2013 1:34:01 AM
RebeccaShores: B/c 'an Anglo-Saxonist walks into a book history conference' isn't the
start of a bad joke #sharp13… http://t.co/FuLqxh07oU
7/23/2013 2:48:25 AM
CorinnaMWagner: RT @praymurray: IG: "the map doesn't answer questions at all-instead it *poses* questions" (the reason I love GIS) #SHARP13
7/23/2013 8:26:49 AM
ernestopriego: This is my interactive archive of #SHARP13. It was laborious to get
most tweets, so some might be missing. http://t.co/H6Y4lBQhLj
7/23/2013 11:28:19 AM
vonjobi: RT @offog: On way back after fabulous-est SHARP conference ever. #SHARP13
7/23/2013 1:02:55 PM
vonjobi: RT @praymurray: Thanks #SHARP13: one of the most generous & insightful
conferences I've had the pleasure to attend and speak at (& tweet!)
7/23/2013 1:03:08 PM
CorinnaNoRue: New blog post about Birgitte Beck Pristed's prize-winning article online:
http://t.co/ViNXu9aPfv #SHARP13 @SHARPorg
7/23/2013 1:07:19 PM
nickmimic: RT @CorinnaNoRue: New blog post about Birgitte Beck Pristed's prizewinning article online: http://t.co/ViNXu9aPfv #SHARP13 @SHARPorg
7/23/2013 1:14:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: New blog post about Birgitte Beck Pristed's prizewinning article online: http://t.co/ViNXu9aPfv #SHARP13 @SHARPorg
7/23/2013 1:24:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lmaruca: Now that I've caught up on the #guerillaplenary at
#mbhsharp, I am more disappointed than ever that I missed #sharp13. @SHARPo…
7/23/2013 1:28:07 PM

dolechner: RT @CorinnaNoRue: New blog post about Birgitte Beck Pristed's prizewinning article online: http://t.co/fFjMDQ2Oqz #SHARP13 @SHARPorg
7/23/2013 1:30:38 PM
PennPress: Thanks! RT @amndw2: The Penn Press book exhibit is a danger zone for
me. I want to buy ALL THE BOOKS. http://t.co/jqoL7wn7i7 #sharp13
7/23/2013 1:41:42 PM
praymurray: RT @ernestopriego: This is my interactive archive of #SHARP13. It was
laborious to get most tweets, so some might be missing. http://t.co/H…
7/23/2013 1:49:21 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Thanks to #sharp13, I met German scholar Dagmar Riedel, who
researches Islamic books. I highly recommend her blog! http://t.co/xvtaY27nbo
7/23/2013 1:54:06 PM
dolechner: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Thanks to #sharp13, I met German scholar Dagmar
Riedel, who researches Islamic books. I highly recommend her blog! http:/…
7/23/2013 1:58:48 PM
ADutlinger: Photographs from conference now on SHARP's Flickr page #sharp13
7/23/2013 4:25:10 PM
ernestopriego: ICYMI Search here an archive of #SHARP13 tweets
http://t.co/U4iRjgsIy4
7/23/2013 4:33:58 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger http://t.co/f5n1DzlqEu
7/23/2013 5:40:14 PM
iangadd: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger http://t.co/6EKsqSThlS (via
@SHARPorg) More to come…
7/23/2013 5:41:22 PM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger
http://t.co/f5n1DzlqEu
7/23/2013 5:48:34 PM
samartha: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger
http://t.co/f5n1DzlqEu
7/23/2013 5:50:10 PM
normasalim: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Thanks to #sharp13, I met German scholar Dagmar
Riedel, who researches Islamic books. I highly recommend her blog! http:/…
7/23/2013 5:50:14 PM
offog: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Thanks to #sharp13, I met German scholar Dagmar Riedel,
who researches Islamic books. I highly recommend her blog! http:/…
7/23/2013 6:14:00 PM
iranicaonline: Re. Amanda Languesen's paper on the Franklin Book Program in Iran
at#sharp13: undated copy of Dr. Spock's @SHARPorg http://t.co/Zy7WCMO4F4
7/23/2013 6:55:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @iranicaonline: Re. Amanda Languesen's paper on the Franklin Book
Program in Iran at#sharp13: undated copy of Dr. Spock's @SHARPorg ht…

7/23/2013 7:18:59 PM
Anne_withanE: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger
http://t.co/f5n1DzlqEu
7/23/2013 8:16:14 PM
RebeccaShores: Attn #sharp13! New early medieval map project on @b_hawk's
#Judith project blog #Maps #medieval #GlobalOE #GIS #dh http://t.co/OApHnkuaKc
7/23/2013 8:20:17 PM
OUPAcademic: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/23/2013 9:16:10 PM
HumanumGenus: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women &
Book Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/23/2013 9:26:33 PM
LisbethORod: RT @SHARPorg: Winner: Helen Smith, /'Material Things': Women & Book
Production in Early Modern England/ (OUP) #bookprize #sharp13 http://t.…
7/23/2013 9:37:11 PM
dolechner: RT @SharpAntwerp: Did you like our conference trailer? Want to spread it to
your friends? http://t.co/5nc4r2GdFG #sharp13 #sharp14
7/24/2013 7:46:14 AM
DrHorrocks: RT @dolechner: RT @SharpAntwerp: Did you like our conference trailer?
Want to spread it to your friends? http://t.co/5nc4r2GdFG #sharp13 #…
7/24/2013 7:46:56 AM
dolechner: @SharpAntwerp Might have been a way to continue out-of-ordinary success
of #mbhsharp at #sharp13. Sure #sharp14 will be great nevertheless!
7/24/2013 10:06:48 AM
jsench: Of interest to #sharp13: CFP "African American Expression in Print & Digital
Culture" conference, 9/14 UW-Madison: https://t.co/4S1hDJPPIe
7/24/2013 5:24:48 PM
monicalmercado: RT @jsench: Of interest to #sharp13: CFP "African American
Expression in Print & Digital Culture" conference, 9/14 UW-Madison: https://t.co…
7/24/2013 6:59:49 PM
Luke_Dietrich: RT @jsench: Of interest to #sharp13: CFP "African American Expression
in Print & Digital Culture" conference, 9/14 UW-Madison: https://t.co…
7/24/2013 8:10:22 PM
PROFSTEVENSON: @inneskeighren #SHARP13 was very special. Surprised you missed
'geography of books' 'Its geography, Jim, but not as we know it.'
7/24/2013 8:24:27 PM
jayeldee: I missed #SHARP13 - in reviewing emails, realised I missed awesome digital
maps of early modern book trade: http://t.co/XZveLxXKku
7/24/2013 8:42:56 PM
RutgersCommInfo: RT @olau76: Maps in D&D lightning talk by Aaron Trammell!
@aarontram @RutgersCommInfo #sharp13

7/24/2013 9:03:02 PM
colonialip: “@SHARPorg: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger
http://t.co/VUVWHWDMQs” @UWindsor check it out. Our own @lesliehowsam was Prez!
7/24/2013 9:39:21 PM
RomText: RT @ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first public
glimpse of the Book History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http:…
7/25/2013 12:26:49 AM
offog: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp13 photographs, courtesy of @ADutlinger
http://t.co/f5n1DzlqEu
7/25/2013 1:18:37 AM
TimMilnes: RT @ProfTomMole: Thanks to everyone who came to see the first public
glimpse of the Book History BiblioGraph at #SHARP13. More here: http:…
7/25/2013 9:06:56 AM
RebeccaShores: 1st follow-up to #sharp13 and #dps: A-S Chronicle Map handouts and
images now online! http://t.co/oq3hsR5Y8S @SHARPorg @sim1303
7/25/2013 5:19:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @RebeccaShores: 1st follow-up to #sharp13 and #dps: A-S Chronicle
Map handouts and images now online! http://t.co/oq3hsR5Y8S @SHARPorg @…
7/25/2013 5:19:37 PM
samartha: RT @RebeccaShores: 1st follow-up to #sharp13 and #dps: A-S Chronicle
Map handouts and images now online! http://t.co/oq3hsR5Y8S @SHARPorg @…
7/25/2013 5:35:50 PM
RebeccaShores: RT@GroupBABEL:"Be patient; surprise yourself." Interview w punctum
author and BABEL-er Michael Snediker: http://t.co/90BbURIb4P #sharp13
7/25/2013 5:48:41 PM
whitneytrettien: A great photoset from #sharp13, taken by Anne Dutlinger:
http://t.co/r6Uny774OB
7/25/2013 7:20:16 PM
normasalim: RT @whitneytrettien: A great photoset from #sharp13, taken by Anne
Dutlinger: http://t.co/X6N6Uyrh0G
7/25/2013 7:22:46 PM
amndw2: RT @whitneytrettien: A great photoset from #sharp13, taken by Anne
Dutlinger: http://t.co/OAZ2ritUzk
7/25/2013 7:27:13 PM
keenera: RT @whitneytrettien: A great photoset from #sharp13, taken by Anne
Dutlinger: http://t.co/r6Uny774OB
7/25/2013 7:27:35 PM
iranicaonline: has anyone more information about the Persian translation of Dr. Spock
mentioned at #SHARP13 as the author of this copy is "A. Saap-t-ku"?!
7/25/2013 9:28:31 PM
RyleeClark: #camplife #Summer2013 #owl #SHARP13 #tattoo http://t.co/qoHVKnR7jp
7/25/2013 10:32:28 PM

Nathanael_Fra: #Winning #SHARP13 #Gold #Fresh #Intelligence #Stars #Suits
http://t.co/tuesT9jcS2
7/26/2013 1:10:50 AM
OUPAcademic: Congrats to Helen Smith, author of ‘Grossly Material Things', winner of
2013 DeLong Book History Book Prize http://t.co/A8YZrGnn7y #sharp13
7/26/2013 8:31:32 AM
nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 #guplenary @bspalmieri @CaseyBrienza @roaringgirle
@sim1303 @RebeccaShores @eriksson_jens @NoraSlonimsky @vonjobi @mariecfelton
7/26/2013 3:47:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 #guplenary @bspalmieri @CaseyBrienza
@roaringgirle @sim1303 @RebeccaShores @eriksson_jens @NoraSlonimsky @vonjo…
7/26/2013 3:48:22 PM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 #guplenary @bspalmieri @CaseyBrienza
@roaringgirle @sim1303 @RebeccaShores @eriksson_jens @NoraSlonimsky @vonjo…
7/26/2013 3:48:23 PM
nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia @Nicosia_Marissa @keenera @wynkenhimself
@amndw2 @praymurray @peasandpoetry @adamghooks @whitneytrettien @juliapanko
7/26/2013 3:49:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia @Nicosia_Marissa @keenera
@wynkenhimself @amndw2 @praymurray @peasandpoetry @adamghooks
@whitneytret…
7/26/2013 3:50:19 PM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia @Nicosia_Marissa @keenera
@wynkenhimself @amndw2 @praymurray @peasandpoetry @adamghooks
@whitneytret…
7/26/2013 3:50:21 PM
nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia cont: @lesliehowsam @iangadd @CorinnaNoRue
@dr_heil @offog @Anne_withanE @JenServenti @MitchFraas @botasdezidanei
7/26/2013 3:50:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia cont: @lesliehowsam @iangadd
@CorinnaNoRue @dr_heil @offog @Anne_withanE @JenServenti @MitchFraas @bo…
7/26/2013 3:50:55 PM
iangadd: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia cont: @lesliehowsam @iangadd
@CorinnaNoRue @dr_heil @offog @Anne_withanE @JenServenti @MitchFraas @bo…
7/26/2013 3:50:58 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @nickmimic thanks for your #sharp13 nostalgia-inspired #FF "only" 14
months till we meet again @SharpAntwerp #sharp14
7/26/2013 3:55:01 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 nostalgia @Nicosia_Marissa @keenera
@wynkenhimself @amndw2 @praymurray @peasandpoetry @adamghooks
@whitneytret…
7/26/2013 3:56:34 PM
NoraSlonimsky: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 #guplenary @bspalmieri
@CaseyBrienza @roaringgirle @sim1303 @RebeccaShores @eriksson_jens
@NoraSlonimsky @vonjo…

7/26/2013 4:35:05 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @nickmimic: #FF #sharp13 #guplenary @bspalmieri @CaseyBrienza
@roaringgirle @sim1303 @RebeccaShores @eriksson_jens @NoraSlonimsky @vonjo…
7/26/2013 5:15:12 PM
bookmobility: Oh yes please amazing. MT @amndw2: So, #sharp13 folks. Who
else…might be interested in doing a panel on book history and Doctor Who?
7/26/2013 5:35:22 PM
bookmobility: #FF people I now follow thanks to the #sharp13 hashtag: @iangadd,
@CaseyBrienza, @keenera, @botasdezidane, @MitchFraas
7/26/2013 5:36:23 PM
CaseyBrienza: RT @bookmobility: #FF people I now follow thanks to the #sharp13
hashtag: @iangadd, @CaseyBrienza, @keenera, @botasdezidane, @MitchFraas
7/26/2013 5:43:28 PM
Anne_withanE: @nickmimic My #sharp13 nostalgia is palpable. Thank goodness for
twitter. So great meeting you and talking Trinity v UCD rivalry ;)
7/26/2013 6:09:35 PM
RebeccaShores: #FF #sharp13 @nickmimic @bspalmieri @CaseyBrienza @roaringgirle
@sim1303 @eriksson_jens @NoraSlonimsky @vonjobi @mariecfelton
7/27/2013 4:48:29 AM
wynkenhimself: @livesandletters I had the same reaction at #sharp13: too many
academics are bad at using microphones!
7/27/2013 2:31:17 PM
vonjobi: back in the philippines. finally got around to blogging my plenary report for
#SHARP13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary. http://t.co/asuJrWZ1qM
7/27/2013 9:51:18 PM
nickmimic: RT @vonjobi: back in the philippines. finally got around to blogging my
plenary report for #SHARP13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary. http://t.co…
7/27/2013 10:12:40 PM
readingspaces: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal. #sharp13
7/28/2013 12:19:01 AM
CdnLibraryNews: RT @SHARPorg: SHARP 2015 conference will be in Montreal.
#sharp13
7/28/2013 1:06:44 AM
iangadd: RT @bspalmieri: PS my bff @tinygem is convinced that last week I was at a
conference for Skin Heads Against Racial Prejudice #sharp13
7/28/2013 8:23:09 AM
dolechner: RT @vonjobi: back in the philippines. finally got around to blogging my
plenary report for #SHARP13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary. http://t.co…
7/28/2013 8:30:57 AM
EllenMoody1: #SHARP13 Describing my Sat/Sun: 8 papers, 1 plenary lecture. What I
wish I could have heard http://t.co/v8GYDm3awp
7/28/2013 12:30:44 PM

SHARPorg: RT @EllenMoody1: #SHARP13 Describing my Sat/Sun: 8 papers, 1 plenary
lecture. What I wish I could have heard http://t.co/v8GYDm3awp
7/29/2013 7:03:50 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @EllenMoody1: #SHARP13 Describing my Sat/Sun: 8 papers, 1
plenary lecture. What I wish I could have heard http://t.co/v8GYDm3awp
7/29/2013 1:00:49 PM
mollyhardy: RT @jsench: Of interest to #sharp13: CFP "African American Expression in
Print & Digital Culture" conference, 9/14 UW-Madison: https://t.co…
7/29/2013 1:20:18 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @vonjobi: back in the philippines. finally got around to blogging my
plenary report for #SHARP13 #mbhsharp #guerillaplenary. http://t.co…
7/29/2013 2:28:45 PM
wynkenhimself: @sim1303 Thanks, Sim! I hope you're getting a bit of a rest now that
#sharp13 and #rbs15 are done?
7/29/2013 6:49:59 PM

